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Ecce Homo

Ja! Ich weiß woher ich stamme!

Ungesättigt gleich der Flamme

Glühe und verzehr’ ich mich.

Licht wird alles, was ich fasse,

Kohle, alles was ich lasse:

Flamme bin ich sicherlich.

F. W. Nietzsche
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Abstract

Using [NiFe] hydrogenase and superoxide reductase as model systems, a combined approach of
spectroscopic and theoretical methods was applied to reveal structure-function relationships
of metalloenzymes that catalyze the transformation of small molecules. The first part of
this thesis is dedicated to the characterization of oxygen-tolerant [NiFe] hydrogenases, which
catalyze the reversible cleavage of dihydrogen in the presence of molecular oxygen. The
structural aspects of aerobic hydrogen cycling have been investigated in detail for the soluble
NAD+-reducing [NiFe] hydrogenase (SH) from Ralstonia eutropha. Based on the presence of
additional CN stretching bands in the infrared (IR) spectrum of isolated SH, a previous model
proposed the presence of additional cyanide ligands at the apparently redox-inactive catalytic
center, and one of these ligands was claimed to sterically prevent oxygen attack. Using den-
sity functional theory (DFT), these proposals were revisited in this thesis and shown to be
incompatible with the experimental data. In line with the author’s previous results from in
vivo spectroscopic studies, the computational data show that additional CN stretching bands
in the IR spectrum do not reflect extra cyanide ligands. To elucidate the actual origin of these
unique features, isolated purified SH was characterized under different redox conditions by IR
spectroscopy. Supported by DFT calculations, these studies were able to consistently explain
all IR spectroscopic properties of the SH by a standard-like [NiFe] active site that exhibits
reversible cysteine sulfoxygenation in the fully oxidized state. Based on this finding, a new
model for the oxygen-tolerance of the SH is proposed, where oxygen is detoxified catalyti-
cally through a NADH-dependent sulfur-centered peroxidase reaction. Combining hydrogen
cycling and oxygen detoxification in a single cofactor, this scheme represents a valubale in-
spiration for the design of biomimetic catalysts for aerobic hydrogen conversion. Besides its
oxygen tolerance, the SH differs from other hydrogenases by coupling the reversible cleavage
of hydrogen to the redox conversion of NAD(H), presumably via a chain of FeS clusters. Using
nuclear resonance vibrational spectroscopy (NRVS), the full set of clusters was experimentally
confirmed for the first time, and the lack of corresponding electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) signals could be explained by the fact that most clusters remained in their oxidized
state upon incubation of SH with its native electron donor NADH. In this way, the long-
lasting discrepancy between sequence-predicted and EPR spectroscopically detected clusters
was resolved.

The second part of this thesis introduces resonance Raman (RR) spectroscopy as a tech-
nique for the characterization of the [NiFe] active site of hydrogenase, thereby establishing a
novel tool to elucidate structural and functional aspects of these enzymes. Supported by the-
oretical methods, Fe–CO/CN and Ni–S modes of the catalytic center could be unambiguously
assigned on the basis of characteristic isotopic shifts. Using these normal modes as structural
markers for the underlying molecular coordinates, valuable information on catalytic interme-
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diates of [NiFe] hydrogenase was obtained by computationally assisted RR spectroscopy. A
novel photochemical reaction path for the formation of Ni-L from the fully reduced Nia-SR
state was shown to be feasible under high photon densities as available during the RR ex-
periment. The proposed structure of this photo-inducable intermediate was confirmed by
showing that the experimental spectra are only consistent with a NiI species exhibiting a pro-
tonated terminal cysteine and a vacant coordination site between both metals. In line with
DFT data, RR spectra of Ni-L and the hydrogen-binding intermediate Nia-S were found to
be very similar, suggesting that the latter species provides a vacant coordination site as well,
as generally anticipated. Experimental and computational data also support the suggestion
that Nia-S exhibits a seesaw-shaped Ni coordination geometry and a NiII, S = 0 electronic
ground state. Essentially, these studies revealed the fundamental structural aspects of Ni-L
and Nia-S, which represent important functional determinants in biological hydrogen cycling.

Superoxide reductase (SOR) is a non-heme iron enzyme that catalyzes the reductive
detoxification of superoxide and, thus, represents another valuable model system to study
the reversible interaction of metalloenzymes with dioxygen derivatives. Using potential-
dependent IR difference spectroscopy and a set of computational methods, redox-related
structural changes of SOR were explored in detail. These data revealed the reductive dissoci-
ation of an iron-bound glutamate ligand from the active site, which triggered conformational
changes in nearby loop and helical regions as well as more remote β-sheets of the protein.
According to normal mode analysis based on an elastic network model (ENM-NMA), these
structural changes could be associated with a low-frequency thermal mode of the entire pro-
tein, which is proposed to guide the structural transition between the ferric and ferrous state.
This type of motion may facilitate the enzymatic function, possibly in a cooperative manner.
IR difference spectroscopic studies on SOR also revealed H/D exchange-insensitive imidazole
modes, which could indicate the metal-induced deprotonation of histidine ligands. Notably,
the protonation states of coordinated histidines may considerably affect the catalytic mecha-
nism of SOR by tuning active site redox properties and the surrounding H-bonding network.
Based on experimental and quantum mechanical data, metal-induced deprotonation could be
excluded, showing that all active site histidines reside in their neutral state at physiological
pH. Instead, the deprotonation of these ligands was found to distort the active site, which is
proposed to prevent H/D exchange by a high reorganization energy. Covering both static and
dynamic aspects, these findings provide important insights into the local and global structure
of SOR as well as acid-base properties of coordinated imidazole and dibasic ligands in general.
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Chapter 1

Motivation and Concepts

Metalloenzymes are complex macromolecules at the interface of the biological and inorganic
world that are intimately linked to essential cellular functions including biosynthesis, energy
conversion, and the transfer of redox equivalents through the cell.1 Consequently, metal-
loenzymes are indispensable players in essential metabolic and biogeochemical cycles. This
central role in the maintenance of life is related to their extraordinary biocatalytic properties,
enabling elaborate reactions to proceed in a highly selective manner, usually, under ambient
conditions.2 In view of anthropogenic global warming and the depletion of natural resources,
mankind has an increasing demand for catalysts that accomplish energy conversion and the
synthesis of tailored chemical compounds in an efficient and sustainable manner. Metalloen-
zymes could serve as valuable model systems for these tasks, and their catalytic properties
may be utilized, optimized, and emulated for human demands given that the underlying
molecular principles are properly understood.

In the present thesis, structural aspects of metalloenzymes and their relation to func-
tion were thoroughly investigated. To this end, [NiFe] hydrogenase and superoxide reductase
were studied as model systems of fundamental and practical interest. [NiFe] hydrogenases
catalyze the reversible cleavage of dihydrogen into protons and electrons.3 Dihydrogen is an
ideally clean fuel with a high energy density, and sustainable processes for its evolution and
activation are highly important for future energy conversion processes.4 Few [NiFe] hydro-
genases are capable to catalyze hydrogen conversion even in the presence of oxygen,5 and
this capability is a prerequisite for industrial applications. Moreover, a mechanistic under-
standing of the underlying molecular principles may facilitate the design of bioinspired small
molecule analogues that accomplish hydrogen cycling in the presence of oxygen at minimum
cost. Therefore, studies in this thesis focused on oxygen-tolerant [NiFe] hydrogenases, lay-
ing emphasis on structural aspects with an impact on aerobic hydrogen conversion and the
catalytic process in general.6–10

Superoxide reductase catalyzes the reductive detoxification of superoxide, a reactive
oxygen species that predominantly attacks transition metal centers.11–16 Due to its selective
yet pronounced reactivity, superoxide plays a central role in the oxidative degradation of bio-
logical metal centers and, thus, represents a considerable evolutionary factor.11,16 A detailed
understanding of superoxide reductase is therefore essential to elucidate structural factors
that discriminate between reversible and irreversible interactions of transition metal com-
pounds with reactive oxygen species. This information may also provide novel perspectives
for the understanding of oxygen-tolerant [NiFe] hydrogenases, which are supposed to detoxify
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dioxygen and derived reactive oxygen species in a reductive manner as well. Notably, indi-
vidual [NiFe] hydrogenases produce superoxide themselves,17–19 highlighting the significance
of molecular strategies to cope with this hazard. To clarify the underlying mechanism in
superoxide reductase, the redox equilibrium of the active site and associated molecular prop-
erties were thoroughly investigated in this thesis.20,21 These aspects provide insights into
structural determinants and functional consequences of the redox reaction, which in turn is a
prerequisite to understand the catalytic reduction of superoxide as a whole.

To reveal the structural and functional aspects in question, an integral approach of
experimental and theoretical methods was used in this thesis (see also chapter 7). Comple-
mentary spectroscopic techniques were applied and partly ad hoc established to explore [NiFe]
hydrogenase and superoxide reductase under in vitro and, where possible, in vivo conditions.
This methodology allows insights into the molecular systems of interest under strict control
of experimental parameters as well as biologically relevant conditions. In this way, a com-
prehensive view on structural aspects and their relation to biological function is obtained.
To further these insights, different theoretical methods were applied to the interpretation of
spectroscopic data and the elucidation of experimentally inaccessible properties. With this
approach, this thesis aims at advancing the molecular and functional understanding of [NiFe]
hydrogenase and superoxide reductase by bringing together concepts of biological and physical
sciences.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Metalloenzymes

2.1.1 Fundamentals and Impact

Life on earth is strictly linked to biological macromolecules that are built from a minimum set
of the six chemical elements C, H, N, O, P, and S. In this respect, proteins capture a central
role as they are intimately linked to the genetic code and responsible for the realization
of almost all biochemical reactions. To accomplish this task they act as biological catalysts
(enzymes) in order to minimize transition state Gibbs energies G‡ along a reaction coordinate,
thereby accelerating the corresponding reactions. Scientific and industrial interest in biological
catalysts comes from their ability to convert countless substrates at ambient conditions with
an efficiency and selectivity that is largely unprecedented in classical chemical catalysis.2

In terms of molecular structure, proteins can be described as biopolymers from a set
of 20 canonical α-amino acids that are linked via amide bonds in a polypeptide chain (Fig.
2.1 A). Different levels of spatial arrangement can be distinguished: the linear sequence of
amino acids is denoted as the primary structure (Fig. 2.1 A). Hydrogen bonding interactions
between sequentially nearby amino acids yield local three-dimensional patterns described
as the secondary structure. Further arrangement of these structural motifs by interaction of
sequentially remote amino acids results in domain formation and, finally, the overall structure
of the individual polypeptide, which is referred to as the tertiary structure (Fig. 2.1 B). The
underlying act of protein folding is a co- or posttranslational process, and the functional fold
of the protein usually represents a kinetically accessible (global) thermodynamic minimum
that is determined by the amino acid sequence.22 Considering the high number of degrees
of freedom, funnel-shaped potential energy surfaces appear to be essential for the ‘directed’
formation of this well-defined functional fold on reasonable time scales.23–26 In many cases,
multiple polypeptides, so-called subunits, are non-covalently combined to larger complexes,
thereby forming the quaternary structure (Fig. 2.1 C). Moreover, the enzymatic function
of a protein is often dependent on the presence of small organic molecules or metal sites,
denoted as cofactors. Here, the peptide moiety alone is denoted as the apo-protein, while
the functional, cofactor-containing ensemble is referred to as the holo-protein. If a cofactor
is directly involved in catalytic turnover it is generally referred to as the ‘active site’ of an
enzyme.
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Figure 2.1 Different levels of protein structural organization, exemplarily shown for desulforedoxin, a small
metalloprotein presumably involved in electron transfer (pdb code: 1DXG,27 see also chapter
2.1.3.2). (A) Primary structure (in one-letter code) with an enlarged view on a typical amide
bond. (B) Secondary and tertiary structure. Arrow-shaped features represent schematic depic-
tions of defined secondary structural elements (β-sheets). Amino acid residues from cysteines
that are involved in metal coordination are explicitly shown. (C) Quaternary structure composed
of two equal subunits shown in silver and blue.

In addition to those listed above, all living systems depend on the availability of an
additional set of five to some 25 chemical elements. This demand is largely related to the
indispensability of metalloenzymes, which represent versatile metal-containing catalysts at the
interface of the biological and inorganic world.1 Illustrating this statement, the maintenance of
an aerobic atmosphere and elemental bio-geochemical cycles on earth is strictly dependent on
the ability of these enzymes to catalyze essential reactions including photosynthetic dioxygen
production, nitrogen fixation, and small molecule activation.2 Due to their extraordinary
chemical properties and high abundances on earth, the first-row transition metals play a
major role in this respect. As the most stable nuclide 56Fe represents the most abundant
transition metal species on earth, which is consequently found in a large number of these
molecules including those characterized in this thesis.1,3, 11 The extraordinary reactivity of
metalloenzymes in general is mainly related to the presence of partially filled d orbitals in the
included transition metal sites, which exhibit versatile electronic and structural properties
including a wide set of electronic configurations, redox states, coordination numbers, and
geometries. Principally, these metal sites can be perceived as organometallic coordination
compounds embedded in a biological framework provided by the protein (Fig. 2.1). Thus,
their properties are determined both by the metal ion itself as well as the type, number, and
arrangement of the coordinating atoms. The latter may derive from amino acid side chains or
parts of the peptide backbone as well as small inorganic or organic molecules. In addition, the
surrounding protein matrix represents a highly reactive and dynamic environment that may
assist or modulate the enzymatic function in a complex manner. While the exact catalytic
mechanisms of many metalloenzymes are still under investigation, their general mode of action
can be rationalized in terms of the versatile chemistry of the biologically expanded metal
sites, which provides access to well defined reaction coordinates with minimized Gibbs energy
barriers ∆G‡.
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2.1.2 [NiFe] Hydrogenase

2.1.2.1 Learning from Nature: Hydrogen as a Clean Fuel

Hydrogenases28 are ancient metalloenzymes that catalyze the reversible cleavage of molecular
hydrogen into protons and electrons:

H2 GGGGBFGGGG 2H+ + 2e− (2.1)

Hydrogen combustion releases large amounts of energy (∆H◦ = −286 kJ mol−1) and, thus,
molecular hydrogen represents a valuable fuel both from a biological and industrial perspec-
tive.4,29,30 Consequently, hydrogenases contribute to the metabolism of various organisms
from all domains of life by utilizing dihydrogen as a source of energy or reducing equivalents.
By facilitating hydrogen production as the inverse reaction these enzymes also enable the cell
to get rid of excess electrons and protons during fermentative growth.31,32 Moreover, certain
hydrogenases adjust the cellular hydrogen metabolism according to the current environmental
conditions by regulating the transcription of genes related to energy-linked enzymes of this
class.33,34

From a biotechnological point of view, hydrogenases and derived bioinspired systems
can be principally applied to various approaches that are largely linked to the enzymes’ na-
tive functions.35 Making use of their hydrogen sensing ability, utilization of hydrogenases in
bio-electronic devices for hydrogen detection has been proposed.36 Further applications are
based on their capability to provide reducing power in the form of low potential electrons. In
this respect, certain hydrogenases (vide infra) can be used to selectively regenerate nucleotide
cofactors for industrial biotransformations, e.g. reduced nicotine amide adenine dinucleotide
(phosphate), NAD(P)H.6,37–44 In contrast to other enzymatic systems for this task, hydro-
genases do not require organic substrates, and protons are released as the only side product.
Moreover, reducing equivalents from hydrogen cleavage may also be used in a non-specific
manner e.g. to reduce heavy metal ions. In this respect, chromate reductase activity has
been proven for different hydrogenases, illustrating potential applications in environmental
decontamination.45,46

Resembling the major cellular function, hydrogen-based energy conversion represents
the most crucial biotechnological application of hydrogenases. Considering the effects of global
warming and the depletion of fossil fuels, future generations will face an inevitable demand
for clean and renewable sources of energy. In this respect, hydrogen may play a central role as
an essentially clean fuel that can provide considerable amounts of energy on short call with-
out releasing green house gases like CO2.4,30 Realization of a ‘hydrogen economy’, however,
requires technical protocols for the sustainable production and activation of molecular hydro-
gen on industrially relevant levels. In principle, hydrogenases may contribute to both tasks
depending on the catalytic bias of the individual enzyme. Biological hydrogen production can
be achieved by dark fermentation of low-cost substrates and waste or, alternatively, via direct
biophotolysis of water involving hydrogenase and the photosynthetic apparatus.47 The latter
concept may be based on artificial hybrid systems constructed from these molecular entities
or whole-cell in vivo approaches.48–59 From a conceptual point of view, both strategies are
superior to current industrial processes involving natural gas combustion over rare-earth or
precious metal catalysts at high temperatures and pressure.60,61
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Energy release from hydrogen cleavage is best achieved using fuel cells that convert
chemical to electric energy. While classical, non-biological set-ups would use platinum elec-
trodes as catalysts, this approach is not feasible on larger time scales since platinum is expen-
sive, fluctuating in price, resource-limited, and irreversibly poisoned by trace impurities of CO
and H2S.62,63 In biological fuel cells, the anode reaction, i.e. hydrogen cleavage, can be alter-
natively accomplished by hydrogenases that allow for comparable hydrogen oxidation rates
without the afore mentioned limitations.62,64 The cathode reaction, i.e. four-electron reduc-
tion of oxygen to water, can be realized e.g. by using laccase.65 In conclusion, a combination
of the outlined biotechnological concepts represents an integrated approach for emission-free
energy supply centered on hydrogen as a clean and sustainable fuel.

2.1.2.2 Classification

Active sites of all known hydrogenases share a common structural motive consisting of a
low-spin FeII ion that is coordinated by at least one thiolato donor and two diatomic lig-
ands. However, based on the overall metal content of these cofactors, three phylogenetically
unrelated classes can be distinguished, namely [Fe],66 [FeFe],67,68 and [NiFe]69,70 hydroge-
nases. The latter class, characterized in this thesis, can be further divided into five distinct
groups.31,32,71,72 While this classification was originally based on conserved sequence motifs,
exemplars of the individual groups largely share important functional characteristics including
subunit and cofactor composition, cellular location, catalytic bias, or physiological integration.
In this respect, uptake [NiFe] hydrogenases (group 1) represent membrane-bound periplasmic
enzymes that supply hydrogen derived electrons to the respiratory chain, thereby creating a
protonmotive force for the generation of adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Group 2 includes both
uptake [NiFe] hydrogenases and hydrogen sensors that may be involved in energy conversion
or regulation of the cellular hydrogen metabolism. Bidirectional heteromultimeric cytoplas-
mic [NiFe] hydrogenases (group 3) represent complex multicofactor enzymes that couple the
reversible cleavage of hydrogen to the reduction of an additional cofactor substrate, e.g. oxi-
dized nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (phosphate), NAD(P)+. In principle, these enzymes
operate reversibly and, thus, catalytic bias and physiological function depend on the cellular
status or the enzyme’s metabolic integration.5,73–77 Bidirectional [NiFe] hydrogenases exhibit
pronounced sequence homology to the respiratory Complex I and other NADH-linked oxidore-
ductases.78–84 A more detailed review on structure-function relationships of these enzymes
is presented in chapter 4.1 of this thesis.6 Hydrogen evolving energy-conserving, membrane
associated [NiFe] hydrogenases of group 4 generate hydrogen from protons and low potential
electrons derived from the oxidation of C1 organic compounds. Recently, a fifth group of
cytoplasmic [NiFe] hydrogenases has been identified.71,72 Due to high binding affinities, these
energy converting enzymes may be able to use atmospheric hydrogen for aerobic respiration
in order to maintain basic metabolic functions under nutrient-deficient conditions.72,85

2.1.2.3 Enzymatic Structure and Function

[NiFe] hydrogenases are composed of at least two subunits containing a [NiFe] active site and
three FeS clusters (Fig. 2.2).69 While the subunit and cofactor composition can be consider-
ably extended in some of these enzymes, basic catalytic activity appears to require only one
FeS cluster in addition to the active site.87 So far, group 1 hydrogenases isolated from anaer-
obic sulfate-reducing bacteria of the genus Desulfovibrio have been most extensively studied
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Figure 2.2 Schematic depiction of the ‘standard’ [NiFe] hydrogenase from Desulfovibrio gigas (pdb code:
1YQ9).86 The large and small subunits are color-coded, FeS clusters are shown in yellow and
light green, and the skeletal formula of the [NiFe] active site is enlarged for better cognition. The
active site Ni ion and the third bridging ligand at the substrate binding site are highlighted in
red.

and, thus, common functional aspects and structural requirements for biological hydrogen
conversion will be exemplarily outlined on the basis of these ‘standard’ [NiFe] hydrogenases.
Enzymes of this class are globular proteins composed of one small (≈ 30 kDa) and one large
subunit (≈ 60 kDa), the latter of which harbors the hydrogen converting [NiFe] site (Fig.
2.2, inset).69 This cofactor contains two metal ions, Ni and Fe, which are bridged by two
thiolato donors from highly conserved cysteines. The Ni ion is coordinated by two further
cysteinyl thiolates while the Fe is kept in the low spin (S = 0) ferrous form by three diatomic
ligands, one CO and two CN−, which are unprecedented in biological systems other than
hydrogenase.70,88,89 In addition, a third bridging ligand between the two metals can be found
in certain redox intermediates.3 Since this active site is deeply buried within the protein, spe-
cial requirements have to be met in order to exchange educts and products with the cellular
environment. In this respect, hydrogen is assumed to approach or leave the [NiFe] center via
hydrophobic gas channels in the protein matrix.90 Electrons released or required during cat-
alytic turnover are exchanged with external redox partners via a chain of FeS clusters in the
small subunit of the enzyme, and in standard [NiFe] hydrogenases cubane [4Fe4S] clusters are
found closest (proximal) and farthest (distal) from the active site, while the medial position
in between is occupied by a [3Fe4S] cluster.69 Concomitant proton transfer is assumed to
proceed via intramolecular water molecules or titratable amino acid side chains.91,92

2.1.2.4 Redox Intermediates of the Active Site

Understanding the enzymatic mechanism of [NiFe] hydrogenases requires, inter alia, insights
into individual redox states of the active site, as provided by spectroscopic and crystallographic
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Figure 2.3 Reaction network involving the most important active site redox states of ‘standard’ [NiFe]
hydrogenases. Light-induced, ‘unready’, ‘ready’, and catalytically active states are color-coded
in blue, red, orange, and green, respectively. The formal Ni oxidation state is listed for each
species, and the presumable nature of the third bridging ligand is given in parentheses.

studies. The present state of knowledge regarding structural and electronic properties of
the most important intermediates will be given in the following sections, while proposed
mechanisms for hydrogen catalytic turnover itself are outlined in the next chapter.

Standard [NiFe] hydrogenases exhibit a rich set of catalytically active and inactive states
of the [NiFe] site that may be limited or expanded in other enzymes of this class (Fig. 2.3).
Formally, these species differ in terms of the Ni oxidation and spin state, the chemical nature of
the third bridging ligand, and the resulting coordination geometries.3 In addition, individual
subforms may exhibit different protonation states of terminal cysteinyl donors or titratable
groups of the protein matrix. While the entirety of these species is only detectable by infrared
(IR) spectroscopy (see chapter 2.2.1.5), they are generally labeled in analogy to characteristic
signals of paramagnetic [NiFe] species as first observed by electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) spectroscopy (see chapter 2.2.2).

In the oxidized, as-isolated state, [NiFe] hydrogenases are inhibited by oxygen and,
thus, catalytically inactive.3 Two different NiIII states can be distinguished by means of their
characteristic S = 1/2 EPR signatures:3,93,94 Niu-A is described as an ‘unready’ species
that exhibits slow reductive activation. In contrast, Nir-B is easily activated and therefore
considered a ‘ready’ state of the enzyme.3,95 While this latter species is accepted to carry a
hydroxo ligand at the third bridging position between the two metals,3,86,96,97 the structure of
Niu-A is not unambiguously known. In this respect, the presence of a bridging (hydro)peroxo
ligand or oxygenated cysteine residues has been proposed on the basis of crystallographic
studies.86,97,98 However, radiation damage as a reason for these observations cannot be
entirely excluded.

Formal one-electron reduction of fully oxidized [NiFe] hydrogenases yields a set of EPR-
silent NiII species whose structural and electronic features are not unambiguously known.3 In
particular, the electronic ground state of these species (S = 0 or S = 1) represents a subject
of controversy.9,99–112 Reduction of Niu-A and Nir-B yields the inactive intermediates Niu-S
and Nir-S, respectively, that may contain the (bridging) oxygen species of their predecessors.
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Niu-S is considered an unready state while water abstraction from a protonated subform
of Nir-S is assumed to readily yield the catalytic Nia-S intermediate, which is accepted to
provide a vacant bridging site for hydrogen cycling. This latter species represents a central
catalytic intermediate (see chapter 2.1.2.5), which has been characterized in terms of its
structural and electronic properties in chapter 5.2 of this thesis.9 Notably, the formation
of Nia-S from oxidized hydrogenase involves the formation of divalent nickel as well as the
removal of the bridging oxygen species, presumably in the form of water. These processes
represent the reductive activation of [NiFe] hydrogenase, revealing possible reasons for the
different activation kinetics of Niu-A and Nir-B. Assuming a bridging hydroperoxo ligand
for the former, activation would require three electrons, and the same is true for derived
isolelectronic structures with oxygenated cysteines. In contrast, reductive removal of the
bridging hydroxo species of Nir-B is a one-electron process that is easier accomplished.113,114

Alternatively, the hydroperoxo ligand of Niu-A may be removed as hydrogen peroxide in a
one-electron process. However, this reaction has been proposed to be kinetically hindered as
well.86

Further one-electron reduction of Nia-S forms the paramagnetic Nia-C state (NiIII, S =
1/2).115–118 Carrying a bridging hydrido ligand,117–119 this species is generally assumed to
be a key intermediate of hydrogen conversion in [NiFe] hydrogenase. This redox state can be
(photo-)converted to another potential catalytic intermediate, Ni-L, which can be reversibly
trapped at low temperatures.115,118,119 During this photoreaction, the hydrido ligand is
removed from the bridging position as a proton, thereby creating a NiI, S = 1/2 electronic
configuration.3,8, 9, 118,119 While being formally assigned to the Ni ion, the two hydride-derived
electrons may actually form a metal–metal bond between Ni and Fe.120 Within this scenario,
Ni-L might be rather described as a singlet NiIII species, which is in line with a higher Mulliken
charge of the Ni compared to Nia-C as well as X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) studies.116

In this respect, the bridging hydrido ligand of Nia-C may be perceived as a proton bound to
the (Lewis basic) metal–metal bond,3 which allows to interpret Ni-L as a prototropic form of
Nia-C. Up to three subforms of Ni-L can be observed, which may differ in terms of the nearby
base that binds the released proton.3 Further insights into structural and photochemical
aspects of this redox state are presented in chapter 5.1 of this thesis.8

Formally adding one electron to Nia-C, yields another EPR-silent NiII species, termed
Nia-SR, which may exist as a singlet or triplet ground state.99,109,110,121 This potential cat-
alytic intermediate is generally assumed to contain a bridging hydrido ligand and a protonated
terminal cysteine ligand, as confirmed by a recent high-resolution crystal structure.122 Up to
three subforms of Nia-SR can be observed by IR spectroscopy and these may differ in terms
of protonation, spin state, or the protein environment around the active site.

2.1.2.5 The Catalytic Cycle

As for many other (metallo)enzymes, a molecular description of the catalytic cycle of [NiFe]
hydrogenases is complicated by the fact that the interconversion of reaction intermediates
is too fast to be readily monitored by experimental techniques that provide structural in-
formation. As a consequence, the exact catalytic mechanism is not known. Possible cycles,
exemplarily outlined in the following, have been proposed based on general principles of tran-
sition metal catalysis, quantum mechanical calculations, and experimental findings obtained
under non-turnover conditions.101,102,123–126 Naturally, this approach suffers from uncertain-
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ties regarding the (electronic) structure of some of the experimentally observed redox states
(see chapter 2.1.2.4) and missing evidence for the presence of other, proposed intermediates.
Evaluation of these reaction schemes is also hampered by the necessarily limited number of
considered intermediates and transition states that can be addressed by today’s computa-
tional chemistry approaches, possibly resulting in an undersampling of the potential energy
surface (vide infra). Moreover, differences between calculated (activation) energies of mul-
tiple pathways have been found to be rather small and/or sensitive to the type and size of
the computational models used.101,104 These issues have two important implications: First,
discriminating between different reaction schemes by means of a quantitative evaluation of
‘potential curves’ along a reaction coordinate may be misleading in terms of the real pro-
cess, especially if the rate limiting step is related to the intramolecular transport of educts
or products rather than the catalytic turnover itself (vide supra). Secondly, specific conclu-
sions drawn from computational studies on [NiFe] hydrogenases may not necessarily apply to
bio-inspired synthetic compounds for hydrogen conversion. As a consequence, the proposed
mechanisms should be considered as a compilation of possible reaction schemes for [NiFe]
hydrogenases and related compounds.101,102,123–126

Biological hydrogen evolution and cleavage may not necessarily proceed via the same
reversible reaction pathway.107 Given the catalytic bias of standard [NiFe] hydrogenases the
latter process has been studied more extensively and will, thus, be discussed here. In princi-
ple, this reaction involves two key events, namely the cleavage of the dihydrogen bond and the
subsequent removal of two protons and two electrons. While the latter is a common feature
in chemical biology, the former represents a considerable challenge since the H–H bond is
remarkably strong and completely nonpolar so that molecular hydrogen is a poor acid and
essentially inert.124 Consequently, breaking the H–H bond requires prior activation which
may proceed via two different mechanisms.126 Heterolytic cleavage involves a polarization
of the dihydrogen bond by a frustrated Lewis pair, e.g. an electrophilic transition metal ion
(Lewis acid) and a proton deficient amino acid from the protein environment (Lewis base).
Alternatively, hydrogen activation may also proceed through the population of the antibond-
ing σ∗ orbital of dihydrogen. This oxidative addition mechanism gives rise to homolytic
cleavage and the formation of a dihydrido complex that leaves the metal ion two-electron
oxidized. Both possibilities have been suggested to play a potential role for catalysis in [NiFe]
hydrogenase.101,102,123–126

The initial step of hydrogen binding is generally assumed to involve the Nia-S inter-
mediate, yielding a side-on H2 σ-bond complex.101,102,126 In this respect, most former com-
putational studies and previous observations from organometallic compounds have indicated
hydrogen binding at the Fe.123,124,126 However, the experimental evaluation of putative hy-
drogen gas channels and recent theoretical works rather suggest complex formation at the
Ni.90,101,102 Once a dihydrogen adduct has been formed, there are two possibilities for the
reaction to proceed (Fig. 2.4): (1) hydrogen cleavage may take place in a heterolytic manner,
where either or both of the two metals may act as a Lewis acid while one of the termi-
nal cysteines is generally assumed to accept the released proton.101,123,124 (2) Alternatively,
hydrogen could react with the Ni ion via an oxidative addition reaction in an apparently
barrierless manner, thereby forming a transient NiIV species containing a bridging and a ter-
minal hydrido ligand on this metal ion.102 Both pathways would yield the Nia-SR state with
a bridging hydrido ligand as the first stable intermediate (Fig. 2.4). The following reaction
step involves removal of one electron and one proton from the active site, which results in the
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only takes place once during initial substrate binding. For the sake of clarity, product release in
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formation of the paramagnetic Nia-C state. In a most basic reaction scheme, the catalytic
cycle may be completed by a second one-electron / one-proton transfer, forming the initial
Nia-S intermediate. Alternatively, prior isomerization involving proton transfer to one of the
terminal cysteines may result in another intermediate, Nia-R,101 that is similar or possibly
identical to one of the subforms of the light induced Ni-L state (Fig. 2.4). A special interest
in this intermediate comes from the fact that it represents a further possible junction for the
progress of the catalytic process. In this respect, abstraction of one proton and one electron
would complete the catalytic cycle as illustrated above. Alternatively, NiI may also represent
another possible starting point for hydrogen cleavage via an oxidative addition reaction that
would end up in a NiIII state containing two hydrido ligands, one bridging the two metals and
one terminally bound to the Ni (Fig. 2.4).101 This reaction species, termed Nia-X, is formally
identical to the above dihydride complex except for the presence of one additional proton and
electron. Formal abstraction of a hydrogen atom from this intermediate would, notably, end
up in Nia-SR without returning to the initial Nia-S state, excluding this latter species from
ongoing catalysis (Fig. 2.4). This process, which was proposed to be energetically favored
over heterolytic cleavage, would then proceed throughout all catalytic cycles except for the
first.101 In conclusion, hydrogen splitting may proceed via heterolytic cleavage at the Ni or Fe
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ions, involving the experimentally observed redox states. Alternatively, the reaction could in-
volve an (energetically favored) oxidative addition to Ni, yielding experimentally unobserved
NiIII/IV dihydrido complexes as possible intermediates. The latter scenario would also provide
an explanation for the presence of two vacant coordination sites at the active site Ni.

Despite overall consistency of the above cycles, the proposed elementary reactions pro-
vide a rough sketch only, and the structural determinants for efficient hydrogen cleavage
remain largely elusive. To extend today’s phenomenological view on hydrogen activation, the
biologically unusual Fe(CO)(CN−)2 moiety may require further analysis since the involve-
ment of CO (and CN−) ligands appears to be a common and functionally relevant motif in
biological and organometallic dihydrogen chemistry.102,126 While the importance of these
ligands has been rationalized for hydrogen binding to Fe,126 their functional impact is less
comprehensible for the recently proposed scenarios that favor hydrogen binding and cleavage
at the Ni.101,102 Notably, both CO and CN− are strong field inorganic ligands that may tune
the Lewis acid-base properties of the Fe and interactions of both metals with each other or
the substrate in various ways. In particular, CO is an amphoteric ligand that acts both as
a σ-donor and a π-acceptor. Consequently, this ligand may considerably contribute to the
catalytically favorable, i.e. reversible binding of hydrido ligands, especially in the bridging
position.

Another aspect that demands further attention is the translocation of hydrogen species,
may it be protons, hydrogen atoms, or hydride species. Due to its low mass, hydrogen can be
principally transferred via tunneling rather than classic over-the-barrier reactions, possibly
promoted by thermal motions of the protein (see chapters 2.2.1.1, 2.3.2, and 7).127–145 Such
effects would strongly depend on barrier widths rather than activation energies, and the
anharmonicity of certain molecular coordinates as well as protein dynamics could play a
role. None of these aspects is considered in the computational approaches applied so far,
representing potential challenges for future theoretical studies.

2.1.2.6 Oxygen-tolerant Hydrogenases from Ralstonia eutropha

Like other metalloproteins, standard [NiFe] hydrogenases are inactivated by molecular oxy-
gen (see also chapter 2.1.3.1). In contrast, individual enzymes from aerobic organisms are
known to perform hydrogen cycling even in the presence of oxygen.3,5, 146 These enzymes are
usually termed ‘oxygen tolerant’, but a proper definition of this term is still under debate.
Protein film electrochemistry (PFE) has been widely used to evaluate the oxygen tolerance of
hydrogenases by measuring catalytic currents for hydrogen turnover during or subsequent to
oxygen exposure.113,114,147 The application of this approach to aerobic proton reduction has
been recently challenged, stating that this process may also be feasible for oxygen-sensitive
hydrogenases at low-potentials.146 Following a general notion, the authors proposed to rather
define oxygen tolerance as the capability to maintain hydrogen oxidation under aerobic con-
ditions by catalyzing the complete reduction of molecular oxygen (see also chapter4.3). This
appealing approach is consistent with recent experimental data148,149 and an oxygen toler-
ance model proposed in chapter 4.3 of this thesis.150 Nonetheless, two aspects should be
considered. (1) Oxidase activity relies on reverse electron flow from nearby cofactors or exter-
nal redox partners. Depending on the turnover rate required for oxygen detoxification, this
reaction may consume electrons initially supplied from hydrogen cleavage to a considerable
extent. While formally maintaining hydrogen turnover, this process could strongly interfere
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with the enzyme’s metabolic or technological function of supplying electrons for energy con-
version or biosynthesis. (2) Using oxidase activity as the only criterion for oxygen tolerance,
one would exclude insensitive enzymes that barely react with oxygen at all,151,152 taking the
whole phrase ad absurdum. As a consequence, a holistic view on oxygen tolerance should con-
sider all factors that affect the rate of oxygen attack as well as the turnover frequencies for the
‘competing’ substrates oxygen and hydrogen. Indeed, higher hydrogen binding affinities and
lower oxygen attack rates have been reported for certain oxygen tolerant [NiFe] hydrogenases
that also do not react with the typical inhibitor CO.65,113,153–157 While PFE data exclude
these properties as dominating contributions to the oxygen tolerance,113,153,156 they may still
provide conditions, where oxidase activity allows to maintain hydrogen turnover without an
excessive consumption of electrons.

Ralstonia eutropha H16 (Re) is a facultative chemolitouatothropic β-proteobacterium
that comprises four [NiFe] hydrogenases (Fig. 2.5).5,85 Since Re is a ‘Knallgas’ bacterium
that can thrive on a mixture of CO2, H2, and O2,76 all of these are oxygen tolerant and, thus,
particularly suited for biotechnological applications. Moreover, enzymes from Re represent
different subtypes of [NiFe] hydrogenases and, therefore, valuable model systems for the in-
vestigation of diverse oxygen tolerance strategies. In the following, essential features will be
presented for these enzymes, laying emphasis on those three that have been characterized in
this thesis.

The best studied [NiFe] hydrogenase from Re is a (group 1) periplasmic membrane-
bound hydrogenase (MBH).158,159 Composed of a large and a small subunit, HoxG and HoxK,
its overall structure is similar to standard enzymes from this class. However, while HoxG har-
bors the typical [NiFe] active site, the electron relay in HoxK is different. Here, the proximal
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[4Fe4S] cluster found in standard [NiFe] hydrogenases is exchanged for a six-cysteine coordi-
nated [4Fe3S] cluster, which is crucial for oxygen tolerance.160,160–162 This cofactor exhibits
three different, structurally divergent redox states and, thus, it is capable to provide two
electrons at rapid succession. This property has been reported to prevent the formation of
the unready Niu-A state of the active site, thereby enabling hydrogen cycling under aerobic
conditions. Within the cell, the MBH is linked to the quinone pool of the respiratory chain
via a di-heme cytochrome b in the additional HoxZ subunit,163 thereby enabling ATP syn-
thesis by generating a proton motive force. Novel insights into the active site structure and
photochemistry of this enzyme are provided in chapter 5.1 of this thesis.8

The second energy converting [NiFe] hydrogenase from Re is a (group 3) cytoplasmic
bidirectional enzyme, denoted as the soluble hydrogenase (SH). The current state of knowl-
edge regarding this enzyme and related [NiFe] hydrogenases has been critically reviewed in
chapter 4.1 of this thesis.6 The SH couples the reversible cleavage of hydrogen to the reduc-
tion of NAD+ via an extended chain of FeS clusters, thereby providing reducing equivalents
for respiratory energy conversion and CO2 fixation in vivo.5,6, 76,77,164 The SH is a dimod-
ular, heterohexameric enzyme, consisting of a HoxHY hydrogenase moiety and a HoxFU
diaphorase (NADH oxidoreductase) unit.5,6 These two functional modules are supplemented
by a HoxI2 homodimer, which is so far unprecedented in other enzymes.165 The hydroge-
nase moiety contains the hydrogen converting [NiFe] active site in the large HoxH subunit,
and the truncated small subunit HoxY is assumed to harbor a cubane [4Fe4S] cluster and a
flavin mononucleotide cofactor (FMN), denoted as FMN-a.5,6, 78,79,87,166,167 Sequence analy-
ses and spectroscopic studies also indicate the presence of one [2Fe2S] and up to two [4Fe4S]
clusters in HoxU, while HoxF is assumed to contain another [4Fe4S] cluster as well as an
NAD(H) binding site and a second FMN molecule (FMN-b) that serves as the active site for
NAD+ reduction.5,6, 79,80,166–172 Instead of additional cofactors, the HoxI2 unit exhibits a
putative nucleotide binding site, reminiscent of regulatory proteins that bind cyclic adenosine
monophosphate (cAMP).165 Previous studies have claimed that this putative binding site may
allow for reductive activation of the SH by NADPH.165 While the [NiFe] active site and the
FMN cofactors have been observed previously, the entire set of proposed FeS cluster has just
been confirmed by a nuclear resonance vibrational study, as outlined in chapter 4.4 of this
thesis.10

Structure and function of the SH and its cofactors have been subject to on-going de-
bate. This phenomenon can be explained by the extraordinary complexity of bidirectional
hydrogenases in general, including (1) the lack of crystal structure data, (2) limited accessi-
bility and interpretability of EPR and other spectroscopic features, and (3) a high sensitivity
regarding enzyme preparation and treatment.6,172,173 In particular, the structural basis for
oxygen tolerance of the SH has been discussed controversially. Based on the IR spectroscopic
detection of supernumerary CN stretching bands, an unusual active site containing two addi-
tional cyanide ligands has been proposed previously.171,172,174,175 In this respect, a putative
Ni-bound cyanide ligand was proposed to shield the active site from oxygen attack in a steric
manner.171,172,174,175 As a consequence of the assumed coordinative saturation of the Fe ion,
hydrogen conversion was proposed to proceed at a terminal binding site at the Ni, which was
claimed to be redox inactive.172,176 From the experimental point of view, this model has been
recently disproved by in vivo spectroscopic studies preceding this thesis.173 Using a combined
approach of IR and EPR spectroscopy, these investigations have revealed a redox active Ni
ion and a standard-like [NiFe] site under native conditions within whole living Re cells. Due
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to the enzyme’s sensitivity regarding experimental procedures and protein treatment, the SH
active site and its IR spectroscopic features have also been studied on a theoretical level within
this thesis. As outlined in 4.2, these studies exclude the previous structural model for oxygen
tolerance and catalysis, supporting the presence of a standard-like [NiFe] site.7

Apart from the above model for oxygen tolerance, previous studies also claimed a role
for the FMN-a cofactor and a conserved arginine close to the active site, however, with-
out providing a explicit rationale.167,177 Recent studies on the presence of supernumerary
cysteines in HoxY and their putative contribution to an unusual ‘proximal’ FeS cluster (as
observed for the MBH) were also not conclusive.178 In contrast, recent investigations have
clearly shown that the SH is able to reduce oxygen to water and hydrogen peroxide.148 While
this finding is in line with the proposed importance of oxidase activity for oxygen tolerance
(vide supra), the structural basis for this property remained elusive to date. In the absence
of a structural model for the oxygen tolerance of the SH, this topic has been addressed in
this thesis. An explanation for the unusual IR spectroscopic features is given together with a
proposed mechanism for the enzyme’s oxygen tolerance in chapter 4.3.150

A third [NiFe] hydrogenase from Re, studied in this thesis, is the regulatory hydrogenase
(RH), which is composed of a large subunit HoxC and a small subunit HoxB. Together with
the histidine kinase HoxJ, the RH forms a hydrogen sensing complex (HoxBC)2HoxJ4, which
regulates the transcription of genes related to the energy converting hydrogenases.33,34,179–182

In this way, the expression of these enzymes is adapted according to the present metabolic
and environmental status of the cell. The oxygen tolerance of the RH has been ascribed
to a narrowed gas channel, proposed to exclude oxygen from the active site in HoxC.152

Accordingly, the latter cofactor exhibits no oxygen adducts but only two, catalytically active
redox states.151 Moreover, the RH contains an exceptionally simple electron relay composed
of three [4Fe4S] clusters in HoxB.146 As a consequence, this enzyme has been chosen as a
valuable model system for spectroscopic studies on central catalytic intermediates of [NiFe]
hydrogenase, as outlined in chapter 5.2.9

Recently, a fourth [NiFe] hydrogenase from Re has been isolated and biochemically
characterized.85 In reference to other hydrogenases of this type, this (group 5) cytoplasmic
enzyme has been termed actinobacterial hydrogenase (AH). Hydrogen oxidation by the AH
has been reported to strictly depend on the presence of oxygen as a terminal electron acceptor,
indicating an involvement in energy conversion and linkage to the respiratory chain. However,
exhibiting minor catalytic activity (insufficient for lithoautothrophic growth) as well as low
expression levels, the exact physiological impact and function of this (double)heterodimeric
enzyme is so far not known. Likewise, the structural basis for oxygen tolerance has not been
investigated so far but is possibly linked to an unusual proximal FeS cluster that may feature
aspartate coordination.85
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2.1.3 Superoxide Reductase

2.1.3.1 Superoxide in Biology: Hazards and Detoxification

Since the advent of oxygenic photosynthesis 2.4 billions years ago, life on earth had to face
increased oxidative stress related to molecular oxygen, and several enzymatic strategies have
evolved to cope with this challenge.11,183 Molecular oxygen itself is a powerful oxidizing agent
that can accept up to four electrons:

O2 + 4H+ + 4e− GGGGA H2O (2.2)

Consequently, it may directly and irreversibly react with (catalytic) radical species, low-
potential metal sites, and lipids of biological membranes, thereby doing severe harm to the
cell. Alternatively, molecular oxygen may also undergo partial reduction, e.g. via biochemical
reactions with radical or transition metal species. These reactions yield a set of mono- and
dioxygen species that are generally referred to as reactive oxygen species (ROS):

O2 + e− GGGGA O•−2 (2.3)

O•−2 + 2H+ + e− GGGGA H2O2 (2.4)

H2O2 + H+ + e− GGGGA H2O + HO• (2.5)

HO• + H+ + e− GGGGA H2O (2.6)

These oxygen derivatives may have a beneficial role in the cell, e.g. in signaling, immune
response, and redox homeostasis. On the other hand, increased levels of ROS may severely
harm all types of cellular systems, including damage of nucleic acids, lipid peroxidation,
degradation of protein metal sites, and amino acid oxidation. As a consequence, ROS have
also been associated with aging and a wide range of diseases in human and, thus, biological
reactions and detoxification of these compounds are of major relevance.11,184

Within the cell, molecular oxygen may be easily reduced in a one-electron reaction by
flavin cofactors and a large set of biological metal sites, most notably at Complex I and Com-
plex III of the respiratory chain.16,184 This type of reaction leads to the formation of the
superoxide anion radical, O•−2 , which represents the most oxidized ROS (see equation 2.3).
Despite its thermodynamic capacity, superoxide fails to oxidize most biological compounds
for two major reasons.11,185–188 (1) Electron acceptance by O•−2 leads to the formation of
the peroxide dianion, O2−

2 , which requires stabilization by a proton or a metal ion. (2) In
aqueous solution, the superoxide anion radical is in equilibrium with its conjugate acid, the
hydroperoxyl radical HO•2 (pKa = 4.8), allowing spontaneous disproportionation as a com-
peting reaction. Obviously, superoxide may still react as a competent, harmful oxidant, if
the substrate enables proton-coupled electron transfer or formation of a metal-peroxo com-
pound.11,189–192 In line with this notion, superoxide was shown to oxidize and inactivate
biological metal sites, including FeS clusters that are integral constituents of many enzymes
and electron transfer proteins.11–16 Given the importance of these bioinorganic entities (see
chapters 2.1.1 and 2.1.2), superoxide represents a selective, yet highly toxic ROS and, thus,
a considerable evolutionary factor.11,16

In line with this statement, most living systems contain enzymatic systems to detoxify
superoxide.11,193 In this respect, superoxide dismutase (SOD) represents a quasi ubiqui-
tous class of enzymes, which catalyze the disproportionation of superoxide, yielding O2 and
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H2O2.11,193,194 This reaction proceeds spontaneously as well, although at a much lower rate
(vide supra).11 As a consequence, no additional thermodynamic driving force is required, and
this may explain the widespread occurrence of this detoxification system, especially in aerobic
organisms.

Superoxide reductase (SOR), characterized in this thesis, represents an alternative sys-
tem for superoxide detoxification in anaerobic and microaerophilic bacteria or archaea as well
as unicellular eukaryotes.195,196 In contrast to SOD, SOR catalyzes the complete reduction
of superoxide to hydrogen peroxide (see equation 2.4),11,193,197–204 which may be further
decomposed by catalase, peroxiredoxin, or rubrerythrin.205–208 Naturally, this reaction de-
mands the net supply of one electron by the enzyme, i.e. a thermodynamic driving force and
extraneous electron donors (e.g. NAD(P)H oxidoreductases) are required. While this is dis-
advantageous from a metabolic point of view, superoxide reduction may be desirable under
certain evolutionary conditions. In contrast to superoxide disproportionation, no molecular
oxygen is produced by this reaction, and the consumption of electrons decreases the overall
reducing power of the cell. Both factors limit the (re-)formation of superoxide, and under cer-
tain conditions this may be crucial for anaerobic and microaerophilic organisms that harbor
SORs.11

2.1.3.2 Enzymatic Structure and Function

In the following section, structural aspects and functional determinants of SORs will be pre-
sented (Fig. 2.6). In general, enzymes that catalyze the reduction of superoxide are small
proteins of about 110 - 180 amino acids.11 While there are considerable structural similarities
between individual SORs, the number of strictly conserved amino acids is very low.11,193 On
the one hand, this allows identifying consensus motifs that represent minimum requirements
for enzymatic function. On the other hand, these strictly conserved patterns may be insuf-
ficient to explain the entirety of the catalytic process. While complicating the identification
of functional determinants, this observation suggests evolutionary acquired robustness and,
possibly, an impact of non-local structural aspects on superoxide reduction (see chapter 6.1).20

Different attempts have been made to classify SOR enzymes according to the number
of metal sites (1Fe- and 2Fe-SORs) or the arrangement of primary and tertiary structural
motifs.193,197,211 While these approaches provide a simple raster for most SORs, they may be
misleading or insufficient for certain enzymes of this class including those that harbor a [4Fe4S]
cluster within an extra C-terminal domain.212 As a consequence, an extended approach to
classify SORs has been based on the arrangement of optional (C-) and N-terminal domains,
and seven different classes have been distinguished.213 Many of these are so far structurally
unexplored and, thus, only canonical 1Fe-SORs (class II) and 2Fe-SORs (class I) will be
presented together with consensus features of superoxide reducing enzymes (Fig. 2.6).

All SOR enzymes comprise structurally conserved domains harboring one or two
non-heme Fe sites, which exhibit high spin ground states in their oxidized and reduced
forms.11,203,212,214–223 One of these non-heme Fe sites, termed center II in 2Fe-SORs, is
located in an immunoglobulin-like β-barrel domain.11 This metal center has been observed
in all SORs characterized so far and, as a consequence, it is generally accepted to represent
the catalytic site for superoxide reduction (Fig. 2.6, bottom). According to the enzymatic
function of SOR, this metal site has to provide one electron during catalytic turnover and,
consistently, a ferrous and a ferric state can be observed.11,193
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Figure 2.6 Schematic representations of superoxide reductase. Top: Comparison of the overall structures of
homotetrameric 1Fe-SOR (1) and homodimeric 2Fe-SOR (2). Crystal structures of the enzymes
from Ignicoccus hospitalis (pdb code: 4BK8) and Desulfovibrio desulfuricans (pdb code: 1DFX)
are shown as examples.20,209,210 Bottom: Enlarged depictions of non-heme Fe cofactors of 1Fe-
SOR (1.A) and 2Fe-SOR (2.A and 2.B). Amino acids involved in the coordination of the Fe ions
are explicitly shown and listed in three-letter code. The active site for superoxide reduction
(center II in 2Fe-SOR) is shown in the ferric glutamate-bound state for 1Fe-SOR (1.A) and in
the ferrous glutamate-dissociated state for 2Fe-SOR (2.A). The additional desulforedoxin-like
center of 2Fe-SOR (center I) is depicted in 2.B.

In the reduced (ferrous) state, the FeII ion (S = 2) is coordinated by an apical cysteinyl
donor and four equatorial histidines (three via the Nε and one via the Nδ nitrogen) in a square
pyramidal fashion (Fig. 2.6, bottom center).202,210,223–225 Apart from a proline residue, these
five ligands represent the only amino acids that are strictly conserved among all SORs,11,193

suggesting their involvement in the catalytic process. In this respect, the cysteinyl donor
has been reported to facilitate product formation and release, possibly, by means of a trans
influence (see chapter 2.1.3.3).221,226–230 In contrast, functional aspects of the histidine ligands
of the active site are largely unexplored and, thus, this issue has been addressed in chapter
6.2 of this thesis.21

In the oxidized (ferric) state of the active site, coordination of the FeIII ion (S = 5/2)
is not uniform. In the presence of superoxide, oxidized SOR is supposed to form a ferric
(hydro-)peroxo intermediate, in line with X-ray diffraction and resonance Raman (RR) spec-
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troscopy.202,231,232 Crystallographic and IR spectroscopic studies also indicate that the vacant
substrate binding site of the ferrous state is occupied by a glutamate ligand in the ferric resting
state of several SORs under non-turnover conditions (Fig. 2.6, bottom left).20,224,233 This lig-
and has been speculated to protect the oxidized active site from anion binding, support proton
transfer reactions, and/or facilitate product release. However, evidence for these proposals is
missing so far, and the corresponding amino acid is not strictly conserved, indicating that the
sixth coordination site of the ferric catalytic center may be vacant or occupied by a solvent
molecule in some SORs.11,193,234 In a similar sense, reversible binding and dissociation of this
glutamate ligand were not unambiguously observed in crystallographic studies on SOR from
the archaeon Ignicoccus hospitalis (Ih). To elucidate this issue, IR spectroscopy and theo-
retical methods have been applied in this thesis. Detailed insights into glutamate-triggered
redox-linked structural changes and related functional aspects are presented in chapter 6.1.20

Canonical 1Fe-SORs, like the Ignicoccus hospitalis enzyme characterized in this thesis,
are homotetrameric proteins.11,20,193,224 All four subunits adopt the immunoglobulin-like
fold (vide supra), and the active sites are oriented diagonally at opposite edges of the cube-
shaped quaternary structure (Fig. 2.6, top left). In contrast, canonical 2Fe-SORs contain an
additional metal-binding N-terminal domain, and the biological unit is a homodimer (Fig. 2.6,
top right).11,193,202,210,223 The second metal cofactor of these enzymes, termed center I, is a
desulforedoxin-like distorted tetrahedral Fe(Cys)4 site (see also chapter 2.1.1),27 that exhibits
high spin ground states in the ferrous and ferric state as well (Fig. 2.6, bottom right).11,193

The function of this second Fe center is not unambiguously known. An involvement in inter-
or intramolecular electron transfer between the catalytic center II and an extraneous electron
donor has been proposed.235,236 Indeed, the reduction potential of center I is considerably
lower than that of center II,11,193 providing a thermodynamic driving force for electron transfer
towards the latter. Moreover, desulforedoxin and rubredoxin, which contain metal sites similar
to center I, have been reported as electron shuttles for SOR.237–242 However, both natural
and artificial 2Fe-SOR variants lacking center I have been shown to be unaffected in terms of
superoxide reduction activity both in vitro and in vivo.201,243 This may point to a different role
of center I or, alternatively, indicate that a putative electron relay function may be limited to
certain extraneous electron donors. Indeed, the entirety of physiological redox partners of SOR
is not known, and their identification may be complicated by numerous lateral gene transfer
events.11,193,213 In view of this argumentation, center I may even represent an evolutionary
remnant, at least in some of the present hosts for 2Fe-SOR, where other more efficient ways
of electron donation to center II could be available.

2.1.3.3 The Catalytic Cycle

In contrast to SOD, the reaction catalyzed by SOR is a net redox reaction, which can be
described in terms of an inner-sphere mechanism.11,193 A detailed catalytic cycle has been
proposed based on pulse radiolysis experiments coupled to optical spectroscopy, and com-
plementary structural information has been obtained from spectroscopic and crystallographic
studies.11,193,202,218,221,223,230–232,234,239,241,244–250 In principle, this catalytic cycle can be di-
vided into three major phases that will be described in the following: (1) reductive activation,
(2) substrate binding and reduction, and (3) product release (Fig. 2.7).

(1) In the absence of suitable electron donors, SOR will assume the ferric state and,
thus, this species can be considered as the resting state of the enzyme. Here, the sixth
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Figure 2.7 Proposed reaction scheme for superoxide detoxification by superoxide reductase. Central reaction
steps are summarized in the central black circle, while possible partial reactions are shown in
gray. Adapted from references.11,193,202

coordination site is occupied by a glutamate carboxylate, which is exchanged for a hydroxo
ligand at higher pH (pKa ∼ 9).250,251 The latter likely represent the physiological ligand
for SOR enzymes that lack the capping glutamate.234 To obtain catalytically active SOR,
reductive activation by cellular reductases is required (vide supra). This will generate ferrous
enzyme and, if present, remove the glutamate ligand from the sixth coordination site trans
to the cysteinyl thiolate. These processes create catalytically active enzyme with a vacant
coordination site for substrate binding and the ability to donate an electron for superoxide
reduction. This part of the catalytic cycle is a prerequisite for all following steps and, thus,
a detailed investigation of this issue is presented in chapter 6.1 of this thesis.20

(2) After reductive activation, substrate binding and reduction can take place, and this
will ultimately lead to the formation of a ferric end-on hydroperoxo intermediate, which is
possibly stabilized by a nearby quasi conserved lysine residue.11,193,202,231,232 This diffusion-
limited reaction includes three central processes that may proceed simultaneously or in fast
sequence. First, binding of the anionic substrate to the active site occurs, and this may be
facilitated by positively charged amino acids close to the active site, e.g. the quasi conserved
lysine residue.11,193,218,223,249 Secondly, the central step of substrate reduction is accom-
plished via an inner sphere electron transfer between the ferrous iron and the superoxide
radical ligand, yielding a ferric peroxo species.11,193,202 Last but not least, the distal oxygen
atom becomes protonated, and this step has been proposed to be essential for a thermody-
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namically favorable reduction of superoxide.229,252–255 While the exact origin of this proton
is so far unknown, it may likely derive from a bulk solvent molecule or an extended network
of structural water molecules close to the active site.11

(3) After superoxide has been successfully reduced, the Fe-bound hydroperoxo product
can be released as hydrogen peroxide. This reaction produces ferric SOR with a vacant coor-
dination site and, thus, the glutamate ligand can rebind to the iron ion, thereby restoring the
enzyme’s resting state. Again, these two processes may proceed sequentially or in a concerted
fashion, involving additional intermediates in some SORs.11 The first step naturally demands
protonation of the hydroperoxo intermediate. Interestingly, this reaction is formally similar
to cytochrome P450, which has a first coordination sphere similar to SOR. In cytochrome
P450, protonation results in a break of the O–O bond of the hydroperoxo ligand, followed by
the formation of a high-valent oxo-ferryl radical cation species. In contrast, the superoxide
reductase reaction demands a breaking of the Fe–O bond in order to release hydrogen per-
oxide. The mechanistic difference between the two enzymes has been ascribed to the spin
states of the ferric peroxo intermediate and the sites of protonation.11,228,229,256–260 Here,
cytochrome P450 forms a low-spin peroxo intermediate that is protonated distal to the Fe,
while protonation of the proximal oxygen is proposed for the putative high-spin species in
SOR. In the latter enzyme, the breaking of the Fe–O bond may be additionally facilitated
by a trans influence of the cysteinyl donor opposite to the substrate binding site.221,226–229

Moreover, product release has been described as a diffusion-limited protonation step that may,
again, involve bulk or structural water molecules close to the active site.11 In addition, the
above mentioned lysine residue could facilitate this reaction by acidifying the involved water
molecule.11 Once the product is released, the ferric resting state of SOR can be restored in
the second step, either directly or via another, experimentally observed intermediate. The
latter species has been described as ferric hydroxo species that is protonated at lower pH
(pKa ∼ 6), resulting in the corresponding aquo complex.11
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2.2 Spectroscopic Techniques

In general, the term spectroscopy refers to any analytical technique that probes the interaction
of matter with an incident electromagnetic field. The feasibility of this approach is intimately
linked to the quantum nature of atomic ensembles, which involves discrete energy levels that
can be interconverted by exchange of electromagnetic quanta (photons) of appropriate energy.
These energy levels, their separation, and corresponding transition probabilities are governed
by the structure of a molecule, which is - most generally spoken - the distribution of nuclei and
electrons in both space and time. As a consequence, spectroscopic techniques allow detailed
insights into various structural and functional aspects of a molecule, as will be demonstrated
in thesis. Different spectroscopic techniques for the investigation of metalloproteins have
been applied and, thus, the underlying physical mechanisms as well as practical aspects of
specificity and technical realization will be summarized in the following sections. In addition,
a generalized approach to bio-molecular spectroscopy is outlined in chapter 7 together with
future challenges and perspectives.

2.2.1 Vibrational Spectroscopy

Vibrational spectroscopy refers to methods that explore physical and chemical properties from
lattice or molecular vibrations. In the following sections, fundamental aspects of molecular
vibrations as well as experimental techniques for their detection will be presented.261–265

2.2.1.1 Molecular Vibrations

In a most simple picture, a molecule can be perceived as a dynamic ensemble of N intercon-
nected atoms. Each atom of this assembly is able to move in three-dimensional space, so that
the entire molecule has 3N degrees of freedom. In non-linear (linear) molecules, six (five)
degrees of freedom refer to translations and rotations of the entire molecule. The remaining
3N −6 (3N −5) degrees of freedom, however, refer to relative displacements of the individual
atoms with respect to each other, and these molecular vibrations are termed normal modes.

Normal modes represent well defined motions, in which all atoms move with the same
frequency ν (or wavnemumber ν̃, in cm−1) albeit with different amplitudes. Naturally, the
frequencies of these normal modes are governed by the masses of the displaced atoms and
the forces between them. This is best illustrated for the simplest case of a diatomic molecule
α−β, which exhibits only one vibrational degree of freedom, namely the stretching of the bond.
Assuming harmonic motion (vide infra), the frequency of this vibration can be described by
classical mechanics as

ν =
1

2π

√
f

µ
(2.7)

Here f represents the stretching force constant, i.e. the strength of the bond, while µ is the
reduced mass, which is related to the atomic masses mα and mβ by

µ =
mαmβ

mα +mβ
(2.8)

According to equation 2.7, normal modes frequencies are intimately linked to the composition
and configuration of a molecule, i.e. the involved atoms and their bonding and non-bonding
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interactions.261 Consequently, vibrational spectroscopic techniques that are able to excite and
probe these normal modes provide valuable information on the dynamic molecular structure
that may exceed the spatial resolution of the most advanced crystal structures by orders of
magnitude.261,266–268 In many cases, the included atomic displacements are virtually localized
within the molecule such that specific information of the underlying functional groups can be
extracted. A further advantage of vibrational spectroscopy is the possibility to obtain time-
resolved information down to the femtosecond timescale, i.e. fast atomic motions in the order
of chemical reactions and individual vibrational periods can be resolved.269–272 In principle,
vibrational spectra can be recorded regardless of the physical state of the sample without being
subject to size limitations as inherent to nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques.261

This is highly advantageous for the characterization of biological macromolecules in vivo or
under virtually physiological conditions.

For a more comprehensive extraction of information out of vibrational spectra from
large biological macromolecules, several fundamental as well as method-specific principles
can be applied (vide infra). According to equation 2.7, isotope exchange for individual atoms
selectively affects the associated normal modes. This approach has been used throughout this
thesis to identify and analyze characteristic normal modes. In a similar sense, site directed
mutagenesis allows for the identification of normal modes and structural changes that are
associated with individual amino acids of a protein (see chapter 6.1). In addition, the proper
understanding of vibrational spectra is considerably enhanced by the calculation of normal
mode shapes and frequencies (vide infra).

Besides their importance as structural markers, normal modes may also play a role
in the function of macromolecules. This is particularly true for globular (metallo)proteins,
which exhibit numerous degrees of freedom, an alternation of rigid and flexible domains, and
an accumulation of normal modes in the thermally accessible range below 207 cm−1 (see also
chapter 7).273–276 Such modes may integrate distant functional sites or promote mechanis-
tically relevant atom displacements, and this possibility has been extensively discussed (see
also chapters 2.3.2, 6.1, and 7).20,127,128,128,130–145,277–281

2.2.1.2 Coordinate Systems for Interatomic Motions

Normal modes refer to relative displacement of atoms in a molecule, which naturally raises
the question regarding an appropriate coordinate system to describe these motions. Depend-
ing on the context, three major sets of coordinates that differ in terms of illustrative and
mathematical convenience will be used throughout this thesis.261–263

Cartesian displacement coordinates di (∆x, ∆y, and ∆z) represent a simple and in-
structive set of coordinates that can be used to describe any dynamic physical ensemble.
The application of these coordinates to atomic motions does not require a chemical under-
standing of molecules, and a basic mathematic description in terms of classical mechanics is
most straightforward, if 3N mass-weighted Cartesian displacement coordinates qi are defined
according to

qi = di
√
mi (2.9)

where mi is the atomic mass associated with the ith Cartesian displacement. Unfortunately,
Cartesian coordinates are unsuited for the quantum mechanic description of vibrational tran-
sitions and usually non-illustrative in terms of chemical structure.
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Normal coordinates Qk that represent a mathematically more convenient set of 3N − 6
(3N − 5) coordinates can be derived from mass-weighted Cartesian displacement vectors qα
of each atom α via an orthogonal transformation

Qk =
N∑
α=1

ekαqα (2.10)

with the transformation vectors ekα (see also chapter 2.2.1.7). Each normal mode can be
described in terms of a single normal coordinate, which includes the displacements of all
involved atoms. Despite mathematical convenience, this coordinate system is non-illustrative
in a chemical sense as well.

Internal coordinates St form a third type of coordinate systems that describe a molecule
in terms of 3N − 6 (3N − 5) chemically meaningful degrees of freedom, i.e. bond stretching,
angle bending, and torsional motions. These coordinates are related to Cartesian atom dis-
placements vectors dα via

St =
N∑
α=1

stαdα (2.11)

where stα are adequate transformation vectors that maximize St.

2.2.1.3 Normal Mode Analysis

Understanding the vibrational spectrum of a molecule requires to determine atom displace-
ments and frequencies of its normal modes. In principle, molecular vibrations are anharmonic
as evident from finite bond dissociation energies De. However, for small displacements ∆r
from equilibrium geometry, the quadratic potential

V =
1

2
f∆r2 (2.12)

of a diatomic harmonic oscillator approximates the shape of the Morse potential,282 which
describes the corresponding anharmonic case

V = De

(
1− e−∆r

√
ke/2De

)2
(2.13)

where ke is the equilibrium force constant. In the semi-classical picture of Fig. 2.8, energies
Eυ of the vibrational quantum states |υ〉 are shown together with the classical potential
curves. Obviously, the harmonic approximation for small displacements ∆r is justified for
fundamental 0→ 1 transitions, which clearly dominate for structurally informative modes at
room temperature.

Vibrational frequencies and normal mode characters are fundamental, detection-
independent molecular properties that can be determined by normal mode analysis. Using a
classical approach and mass-weighted Cartesian coordinates, the three fundamental steps of
normal mode analysis within the harmonic approximation will be exemplified:261,262 (1) Find
adequate expression for the energy. (2) Set up and solve the equations of motion. (3) Deter-
mine frequencies and atomic displacement from the eigenvalue equation of a force constant
matrix.
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(1) The kinetic energy T relates to the Cartesian displacement coordinates qi via

T =
1

2

3N∑
i=1

q̇2
i (2.14)

and the potential energy V can be expanded in a second order Taylor series:

V = V0 +
3N∑
i=1

(
∂V

∂qi

)
qi +

1

2

3N∑
i=1

(
∂2V

∂qi∂qj

)
qiqj (2.15)

In normal mode analysis, only changes of V are important and, thus, both the potential
energy at equilibrium geometry, V0, and the second term reflecting infinitesimal changes of
V can be set to zero. Consequently, the potential energy can be approximated as a purely
quadratic potential

V =
1

2

3N∑
i=1

fmij qiqj (2.16)

where fmij are the mass-weighted force constants (second partial derivatives of V with respect
to the coordinates qi and qj).

(2) The Newton equation of motion has to be set up in dependence of V and T :

d

dt

∂T

∂q̇j
+
∂V

∂qj
= 0 (2.17)

Using equations 2.14 and 2.16 this expression yields

q̈j +
3N∑
i=1

fmij qi = 0 (2.18)
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A general solution for this set of 3N linear second-order differential equations is given by

qi = aicos
(√

λt+ ϕ
)

(2.19)

which represents the harmonic motion in direction of the ith mass weighted Cartesian dis-
placement coordinate with an amplitude ai, the vibrational frequency ν =

√
λ/2π, and the

phase ϕ. With this solution, equation 2.18 transforms to

3N∑
i=1

(
fmij − δijλ

)
ai = 0 (2.20)

where δij is the Kronecker delta, which equals unity, if i = j, and zero in all other cases.
Using algebraic notation, this set of 3N linear equations for ai can be rewritten in the form

(Fm − λI) a = 0 (2.21)

Here, the mass-weighted Hessian matrix Fm contains the force constants fmij , a is a vector
of Cartesian displacement amplitudes ai, and I is the identity matrix. Expression 2.21 is a
classic eigenvalue equation that defines eigenvalues λ for each eigenvector a of a square matrix
Fm.

(3) Frequencies
√
λk/2π and atom displacements aik for each normal mode k can be

determined according to the general approach to eigenvalue problems. Excluding rotations
and translation, 3N − 6 (3N − 5) non-zero eigenvalues λk can be obtained from the secular
equation

det (Fm − λkI) = 0 (2.22)

Once the individual frequencies λk have been evaluated for each mode, the corresponding
Cartesian displacement amplitudes aik, included in the eigenvectors ak, can be determined
from the eigenvalue equation 2.21. Thus, experimental frequencies can be assigned to indi-
vidual normal modes and the included Cartesian atom displacements. Within the internal
coordinate space, a similar approach yields the potential energy distribution (PED), which
provides the relative contribution of each internal coordinate to the potential energy of a
normal mode and, thus, a quantitative and chemically meaningful description of molecular
vibrations.261,262

Despite this straightforward procedure, certain difficulties arise in normal mode analy-
sis.261 First, expression 2.21 represents a homogeneous set of equations and, thus, only relative
amplitudes can be obtained for the individual coordinates. Secondly, the vibrational prob-
lem is inherently underdetermined, since there are more force constants than experimental
observables (normal mode frequencies). In principle, this problem can be solved empirically
by making use of smaller model systems, symmetry considerations, and isotope exchange (the
latter affecting vibrational frequencies but not the force constants). Evidently, this approach
represents a tedious process of limited accuracy and, thus, most contemporary vibrational
analyses involve quantum mechanical procedures (see chapter 2.3.1.3).

Coarse grained classical normal mode analysis, however, represents a valuable tool for
the qualitative description of low frequency thermal modes that involve concerted movements
of all atoms in biological macromolecules (see chapter 2.3.2).279,283–288 These delocalized
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modes are inaccessible by computationally demanding (size-limited) quantum mechanical ap-
proaches but potentially relevant in terms of functional dynamics (see also chapters 6.1 and
7).20,127,128,128,130–145,277–281

2.2.1.4 Selection Rules and Signal Intensities

While normal mode frequencies and associated atom displacements are fundamental molecu-
lar properties, the intensity of vibrational bands is explicitly dependent on the experimental
technique used.261 In principle, the integral signal intensity for a certain normal mode is pro-
portional to the probability of a transition between the initial and final vibrational levels |υi〉
and |υf 〉 (usually, but not necessarily, the ground and first excited state). This is comparable
to other spectroscopic techniques, and the transition probability per unit time (the transition
rate) Pfi can be described according to Fermi’s golden rule

Pfi =
2π

h̄
|Mfi|2ρf (2.23)

where ρf is the density of final states. In principle, the transition moment Mfi, which
represents the coupling between the initial and the final (vibrational) state, can then be
written as an integral:1

Mfi = 〈υf |Ω̂|υi〉 (2.24)

Here, Ω̂ is the interaction operator, which describes the perturbation of the molecule due to
the incident electromagnetic field. According to equation 2.23, a certain normal mode is only
detectable, if the transition moment Mfi is non-zero, and the intensity of the corresponding
vibrational band scales with |Mfi|2. This magnitude depends on Ω̂, which is specific for the
physical mechanism underlying vibrational excitation and, thus, the spectroscopic technique
used. As a consequence, different vibrational spectroscopic methods are complementary as
they provide access to different sub-sets of molecular vibrations, and the underlying physical
principles are called selection rules.261 In addition, evaluation of detectability and intensity
can facilitate vibrational analysis, and the choice of adequate vibrational techniques is bene-
ficial to the selective probing of normal modes in biological macromolecules (vide infra). In
the following sections, physical principles, selection rules, and specific aspects in view of this
thesis will be presented for the applied vibrational spectroscopic techniques.261–265

2.2.1.5 Infrared Specroscopy

Infrared (IR) spectroscopy probes molecular vibrations based on the resonant absorption of
photons, which can be experimentally quantified by the Beer-Lambert law

A = − lg
I

I0
(2.25)

The absorbance A is derived from the intensities of incident and transmitted light, I0 and I,
and plotted as a function of the wavenumber ν̃ (in cm−1) of the incident light. Consequently,

1Strictly speaking, Fermi’s golden rule applies to first order (one-photon) processes only. However, it can be
expanded to second order (scattering) processes within the Kramers-Heisenberg-Dirac dispersion theory.289–291

This yields an analogue expression, where the simple transition moment integral Mfi is essentially replaced
by the Raman tensor α̃fi (see chapter 2.2.1.6).
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Figure 2.9 Energy diagram for different types of vibrational spectroscopy (not to scale). For techniques
based on inelastic scattering, the corresponding elastic processes are shown as well. Excitation
energies Eexcit of each method are compared to the energy range of typical vibrational transitions
Evibr. For nuclear resonant inelastic scattering, an approximate value is given for the excitation
energy in 57Fe nuclear resonance vibrational spectroscopy. Eigenstates are indicated by horizontal
lines, where vibrational, electronic, and nuclear levels are denoted by |υ〉, |e〉, and |Φ〉. Ground
and first excited states are labeled with subscripts g and e, respectively. For scattering processes
that proceed via an ensemble of eigenstates (a virtual state), the corresponding horizontal lines
are intentionally left out. Upright blue arrows indicate the annihilation of an incident photon,
while photon creation is depicted by upside-down black arrows. Upright and upside-down red
arrows represent vibrational excitation and de-excitation, respectively.

polychromatic radiation has to be used and the photon energy hν0 has to match the energy
difference between the initial and final vibrational levels (Fig. 2.9), |υi〉 and |υf 〉, of a certain
normal mode k:

hν0 = hνυf − hνυi (2.26)

This condition, fulfilled for IR radiation of adequate energy, is necessary but not sufficient
in order to excite and probe a certain molecular vibration in IR spectroscopy. In addition,
the transition moment Mfi of equation 2.23 has to be non-zero, and in IR spectroscopy this
quantity is determined by the electrical dipole moment operator
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µ̂q =
N∑
α=1

zαrα (2.27)

where zα and rα are the effective charge and the Cartesian position vector for each atom α,
respectively. Within the harmonic approximation, equation 2.24 can be rewritten as

Mfi =

3N−6∑
k=1

µ̂qk 〈υf |Qk|υi〉 (2.28)

where µ̂qk is the derivative of the molecular dipole moment with respect to the normal co-
ordinate Qk. Thus, Mfi is different from zero, only if two requirements are fulfilled. First,
µ̂qk has to be non-zero, which means that the atomic displacements included in normal mode
k have to be accompanied by a net change of the molecular dipole moment. This statement
represents the fundamental selection rule for IR-active normal modes, and band intensities
will scale with the square of |µ̂qk|. Second, the integral 〈υf |Qk|υi〉 has to be non-zero, i.e.
vibrational quantum numbers of |υi〉 and |υf 〉 must differ by one. This is a consequence of
the harmonic approximation, which implicates that overtone excitations cannot be considered
within this model.

In large (bio)molecular systems there is a huge number of normal modes that are IR-
active, and this situation calls for experimental principles that allow selective probing of
molecular vibrations, e.g. those that can be associated with certain functional sites in met-
alloproteins. In individual cases, local vibrational information may be accessible via normal
modes that (1) include only few dominating internal coordinates and (2) exhibit natural fre-
quencies in a range of the IR spectrum that is free of other absorptions. Both requirements
are fulfilled for the stretching vibrations of the diatomic CO and CN− ligands of the [NiFe]
hydrogenase active site (see chapter 2.1.2.3).88,89 Moreover, the frequencies of these normal
modes are very sensitive towards changes of the electron density distribution of the bimetallic
center,292 which can be explained by their pronounced σ-donor and π-acceptor capabilities.293

Consequently, these vibrational markers have been extensively used as structural probes for
the characterization of the [NiFe] active site throughout this thesis.

Unfortunately, comparably feasible markers are usually not available for the investiga-
tion of most (metallo)proteins. Nonetheless, specific information can be acquired by using
reaction-induced IR difference spectroscopy, which probes changes of the vibrational signature
in response to a chemical transition between two defined states of a system.266,267,294,295 In
this way, selective information regarding structural perturbations accompanying this reaction
can be extracted, and this concept has been exploited for probing the (dynamic) structure of
SOR (see chapter 6.1).20

2.2.1.6 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy probes molecular vibrations based on the inelastic scattering of pho-
tons.261,265,296–298 This process takes place, if the energy difference between the incident
(hv0) and scattered photon (hvR), i.e. the Raman shift, matches the energy of a vibrational
transition:

hν0 − hνR = hνυf − hνυi (2.29)
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This condition depends on the frequency of scattered light vR and, thus, monochro-
matic radiation hv0 with an energy larger than the vibrational transition can be used for
probing (Fig. 2.9). Compared to elastic Rayleigh scattering and other photoprocesses, inelas-
tic scattering has a low quantum yield and, thus, laser radiation with a high photon flux is
usually mandatory. This, in turn, may necessitate measurements at low temperatures or other
precautions in order to limit undesired photoreactions. In principle, Raman scattering may
involve vibrational excitation (Stokes scattering) and de-excitation (Anti-Stokes scattering).
At or below room temperature Stokes scattering is considerably more likely and, thus, the
intensity of scattered light (in arbitrary units) is usually recorded as a function of the positive
Raman shift (in cm−1).

The principal aspects of (inelastic) scattering can be most easily understood in terms
of classical physics assuming a single space-fixed molecule.261,262,265 Electrons and nuclei
respond to electromagnetic radiation E by moving in opposite directions, given that the
wavelength of the incident field is considerably larger than the dimensions of the molecule.
Depending on the polarizability α̃, these movements will induce an oscillating dipole p in the
molecule

p = α̃E (2.30)

which re-radiates scattered light with an intensity I ∝ |p|2. Since both p and E are vectors
with Cartesian components ρ = x, y, z and σ = x, y, z, the polarizability α̃ is actually a second
rank tensor with elements αρσ. These tensor elements reflect all molecular factors with an
impact on the properties of the scattered light. Consequently the (transition) polarizability
tensor represents the central quantity to assess Raman selection rules and intensities.

Molecular vibrations modulate the electron distribution and, thus, the polarizability is
actually a function of time t. Regarding a normal coordinate Qk with a frequency vk, α̃ can
be expressed as

α̃ = α̃0 +

(
∂α̃

∂Qk

)
0

2πνkt (2.31)

Considering the latter equation as well as the frequency (ν0) and field vector (E0) of the
incident light, equation 2.30 can be rewritten as

p = E0

(
α̃0 cos (2πν0t) +

(
∂α̃

∂Qk

)
0

Qk cos (2π (ν0 + νk) t)

+

(
∂α̃

∂Qk

)
0

Qk cos (2π (ν0 − νk) t)
)

(2.32)

The first term of the sum in equation 2.32 represents an oscillating dipole whose frequency
is identical to the incident light, corresponding to elastic scattering. In contrast, the next
two terms exhibit frequencies that are larger (smaller) than the incident light by the normal
mode frequency vk, and these quantities represent Anti-Stokes (Stokes) Raman scattering
(Fig. 2.9). The fundamental selection rule for Raman spectroscopy requires that these terms
are non-zero, and this is fulfilled for a normal mode k, if the polarizability α̃ changes with
the normal coordinate Qk.

261
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While a basic understanding of Raman scattering is possible by classical theory, a
quantitative description requires a quantum mechanical treatment. Here, the molecule of
interest is described by quantum mechanics while the incident light is usually treated in a
classical manner. Thus, the principal ideas of the classical theory remain valid, and the
quantum mechanical treatment of Raman scattering (intensities) is mainly concerned with
the exact description of the elements (αfi)ρσ of the transition polarizability tensor α̃fi.

261,265

Raman scattering is a two-photon process and, thus, three types of vibronic states, |i〉
(initial), |f〉 (final), and |r〉 (connecting), and their corresponding energies hν have to be
considered. Consequently, second-order perturbation theory is required and, according to the
Kramers-Heisenberg-Dirac dispersion theory,289–291 the tensor components can be generally
expressed by a sum over vibronic states |r〉:261,265

(αfi)ρσ =
1

h

∑
r 6=i,f

(
〈f |p̂ρ|r〉 〈r|p̂σ|i〉
νr − νi − ν0 − iΓr

+
〈f |p̂σ|r〉 〈r|p̂ρ|i〉
νr − νf + ν0 + iΓr

)
(2.33)

Here, p̂ρ and p̂σ represent ρ and σ components of the electric dipole moment operator, while
Γr relates to the energy width of a connecting state |r〉, whose energy is usually higher than
|i〉 and |f〉. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation allows to separate electronic states |e〉 and
vibrational states |υ〉 and, if both |ei〉 and |ef 〉 refer to a non-degenerate electronic ground
state |eg〉, we derive a more specific expression for typical situations in Raman spectroscopy:

(αfi)ρσ =
1

h

∑
erυr 6=egυi,

egυf

(
〈υf | 〈eg|p̂ρ|er〉 |υr〉 〈υr| 〈er|p̂σ|eg〉 |υi〉

νerυr − νegυi − ν0 − iΓerυr

(2.34)

+
〈υf | 〈eg|p̂σ|er〉 |υr〉 〈υr| 〈er|p̂ρ|eg〉 |υi〉

νerυr − νegυf + ν0 + iΓerυr

)

In pure vibrational Raman scattering where ν0 � νerυr − νegυi , all connecting states |r〉 =
|er〉 |υr〉 will contribute to the scattering, which therefore proceeds via a virtual state rather
than a defined eigenstate of the molecule.261,265 Thus, normal Raman scattering is a ground
state phenomenon, and no information on specific eigenstates |r〉 is accessible.265

This statement does not apply, if the energy of the incident light is in the range of an
electronic transition (ν0 ≈ νerυr − νegυi), so that the sum in equation 2.33 is dominated by
one accessible electronically excited states |er〉.261,265 This scenario is denoted as resonance
Raman (RR) scattering (Fig. 2.9), and the resulting intensities may be enhanced by several
orders of magnitude. Such a situation is extremely useful for the selective probing of nor-
mal modes that are associated with a certain chromophore within a macromolecule, e.g. a
functional metal site of an enzyme.299 This approach has been used to evaluate metal–ligand
vibrations of the [NiFe] catalytic center of hydrogenase (see chapter 5)8,9 and, thus, a sim-
plified overview of the physical principles underlying resonance enhancement is given in the
following.261,265

According to the original approach by Albrecht,300 the tensor component expression in
equation 2.34 can be rewritten as a sum of terms with different physical meanings265

(αfi)ρσ = A+B + C +D (2.35)
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where the classic A- and B-terms are most important. We use substitutions of type

(pρ)eger = 〈eg|p̂ρ|er〉 (2.36)

to describe the electronic transition dipole moment components. An expansion of these quanti-
ties in a Taylor series with respect to the normal coordinate Qk yields the following expressions
for the resonant Raman scattering case:261,265

A =
1

h

∑
υr

(
〈υf |υr〉 〈υr|υi〉

(
p0
ρ

)
eger

(
p0
σ

)
ereg

νerυr − νegυi − ν0 − iΓerυr

)
(2.37)

B =
1

h

∑
υr

(〈υf |Qk|υr〉 〈υr|υi〉(∂(pρ)eger
∂Qk

)
0

(
p0
σ

)
ereg

νerυr − νegυi − ν0 − iΓerυr

(2.38)

+

〈υr|Qk|υi〉 〈υf |υr〉
(
∂(pσ)ereg
∂Qk

)
0

(
p0
ρ

)
eger

νerυr − νegυi − ν0 − iΓerυr

)

where superscripts 0 indicate vertical transitions. Obviously, denominators of both terms
decrease, if the excitation frequency approaches an electronic transition. However, additional
requirements have to be fulfilled for each term in order to facilitate resonant Raman scat-
tering of a normal mode k. Enhancement via the A-term depends on the magnitude of the
transition dipole moment components and, thus, this mechanism is most dominant for strong
electronic transitions.261 Moreover, the Franck-Condon factors 〈υf |υr〉 and 〈υr|υi〉 play a
major role and, thus, the A-term is also referred to as the ‘Frank-Condon term’. These quan-
tities are non-zero, if the potential energy surface (see chapter 2.3.1.2) of the electronically
excited state is differently shaped or displaced with respect to a normal coordinate Qk.

261,265

In case of a displaced excited state potential, resonance enhancement is usually limited to
totally symmetric modes.265 In practice, this notion represents a general criterion for A-term
enhancement, since an excited state potential with an altered shape is usually displaced as
well. For instance, π → π∗ electronic transitions may result in a lowering of the bond order
(broadened potential) as well as an increased bond length (displaced potential).

B-term (‘Herzberg-Teller’) enhancement is not limited to totally symmetric modes but
usually less pronounced. Nonetheless, it can be important in case of weak electronic transi-
tions. This mechanism depends on the derivative of the electronic transition dipole moment
with respect to the normal coordinate Qk. This can be understood in terms of vibronic
coupling between the electronic ground and excited state through this normal coordinate.261

Resonant scattering via this term may also include two (or more) electronically excited states
|er〉 and |es〉 that exhibit Herzberg-Teller vibronic coupling through the normal coordinate
Qk:

265,300
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B =
1

h2

∑
υr

(
〈υf |Qk|υr〉 〈υr|υi〉

(
p0
ρ

)
eges

(
p0
σ

)
ereg

heser

(νer − νes)
(
νerυr − νegυi − ν0 − iΓerυr

) (2.39)

+
〈υr|Qk|υi〉 〈υf |υr〉

(
p0
ρ

)
eger

(
p0
σ

)
eseg

heres

(νer − νes)
(
νerυr − νegυi − ν0 − iΓerυr

) )

For large vibronic coupling integrals h, this process may involve intensity ‘borrowing’ between
electric dipole allowed electronic transitions of similar energy, and the magnitude of the B-
term will considerably increase under these circumstances.

2.2.1.7 Nuclear Resonance Vibrational Spectroscopy

Nuclear resonance vibrational spectroscopy (NRVS) exclusively monitors normal modes that
are associated with motions of a particular probe nucleus, typically 57Fe.263,264,301–303 The
resulting spectra are usually expressed in terms of a normalized 57Fe partial vibrational density
of states (PVDOS, in cm), which is plotted as a function of energy or wavenumber (in meV or
cm−1). As a consequence, NRVS provides selective access to the entire vibrational information
of Fe-containing functional sites in metalloproteins without being subject to optical selection
rules.301 This enables the detection of normal modes that are barely accessible by IR or RR
spectroscopy, and this capability has been utilized in the characterization of a large multi-
cofactor hydrogenase within this thesis (see chapter 4.4).10

The physical process of NRVS is based on the transition between vibrational levels |υi〉
and |υf 〉 and a simultaneous nuclear excitation involving an initial state |Φi〉 and a final state
|Φf 〉 (Fig. 2.9).263,264,304,305 Consequently, a resonant interaction with the incident field
requires excitation in the X-ray part of the electromagnetic spectrum and energies E0 = hν0

that match the sum of nuclear and vibrational transition energies, EΦfΦi and Eυfυi :

hν0 = (hνΦf − hνΦi) + (hνυf − hνυi) (2.40)

The resulting excited state can decay via different fluorescence channels, and energy trans-
fer to the electron shell (internal conversion) followed by K-shell fluorescence is most
likely.263,264,301,303,306

For a proper understanding of NRVS a quantitative inspection of the involved energies
is necessary.263,264,302 Compared to vibrational transitions (< 0.5 eV), the energy associated
with the 57Fe nuclear excitation (14.4 keV) is larger by several orders of magnitude. Thus,
highly monochromatic X-ray radiation has to be scanned through the 57Fe transition in order
to probe nuclear excitations with a spectral resolution that is sufficient to resolve the simulta-
neous creation or annihilation of vibrational quanta. Another important quantity is the level
width of the nuclear excited state Γ , which is about 4.7 neV for 57Fe. This extremely narrow
resonance has several important implications as outlined in the following.

Conservation of momentum is imperative for all absorption (and emission) processes.
In most types of spectroscopy this condition is trivial, because the level width of the excited
state is large compared to the recoil energy ER.263 In case of nuclear transitions, however,
the recoil energy (1.96 meV for 57Fe) exceeds the level width by orders of magnitude and,
thus, resonant absorption or emission of photons by single nuclei is impossible. However, if
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the nuclei are bound in a solid, the recoil energy is distributed over vibrational quanta of
the lattice.307 As a consequence, there is a finite probability for recoilless absorption and
emission, and this effect is utilized in classical Mössbauer spectroscopy.308 In this respect,
NRVS can be perceived as a Mössbauer variant, which explicitly probes nuclear transitions
with quantized recoil.301

Traditionally, such an experiment would be performed using Doppler-shifted photons
from a moving source and detection in the energy domain.308 In practice, this approach is
infeasible, because (1) very high Doppler velocities would be necessary to cover the typical
energy range of about 100 meV, and (2) vibrational lifetime broadening in the order of 1 meV
would result in negligible band intensities.263 Consequently, highly brilliant and monochro-
matic X-ray radiation from a synchrotron source is used in NRVS, which allows high photon
fluxes and adequate spectral resolution over the entire energy range.263,264,306 Moreover,
nuclear-vibrational transitions are detected in the time domain using a fluorescence-based
approach.264,302,303,306,309–311 According to Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation, the narrow
resonance of 57Fe implicates a long lifetime of the excited state (about 151 ns). Thus, for a
given excitation energy, the resulting nuclear fluorescence can be recorded in a time-delayed
fashion by using sub-nanosecond X-ray pulses. In this way, fluorescence from nuclear ex-
citations can be separated from photons that are scattered from electronic charge on the
picosecond time scale.

The NRVS experiment as a whole is a two-photon process that may involve vibrational
excitation (Stokes) and de-excitation (Anti-Stokes), see Fig. 2.9.264,301,306 Consequently,
it has also been described as nuclear resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (NRIXS) in the
framework of quantum electrodynamics.312,313 In this respect, NRVS bears some similarity
to RR spectroscopy, one major difference being the intermediary state, which involves the
excitation of either nucleons (NRVS) or electrons (RR spectroscopy). Moreover, in contrast
to optical inelastic scattering, the processes of (virtual) absorption and emission will never
‘occur indivisibly in time’265 but are clearly separated by the long lifetime of the nuclear
excited state (vide supra). As a consequence, spectral intensities, their physical determinants,
and NRVS selection rules can also be deduced by considering the absorption process alone,
as outlined in the following.263,264,304,305

The evaluation of NRV spectra in terms of a 57Fe PVDOS is based on the assumption
of a harmonic solid in which the normal modes form continuous phonon bands.263 To extract
the PVDOS from the experimental data we start with the transition rate Pfi, which describes
the absorption probability per unit time according to equation 2.23. For NRVS, we have to
consider changes of both the nuclear and vibrational state and, thus, the transition moment
Mfi has to be rewritten in the form

Mfi = 〈υf | 〈Φf |Ω̂|Φi〉 |υi〉 (2.41)

Here, the interaction operator Ω̂ depends on the nuclear current operator ̂ and the monochro-
matic X-ray field E

Ω̂ =

∫
̂ (z) E (z) d3z (2.42)

where z corresponds to the Cartesian coordinates of the nucleons. For each nucleus, we can
separate the position of the nuclear center of mass x and the internal coordinates of the
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nucleons y = z− x. In vibrational spectroscopy, we are only interested in net changes of the
nuclear coordinates x and, thus, we factorize the interaction operator in terms of vibrational
and nuclear levels

〈υf | 〈Φf |Ω̂|Φi〉 |υi〉 = 〈υf |eikx̂|υi〉 〈Φf |E0Ĵ (−k) |Φi〉 (2.43)

where x̂ represents the nuclear displacement operator. E0 and k are the field vector and the
wave vector of the X-ray field, and Ĵ is the spatial Fourier transform of the nuclear current
operator with respect to the center of mass. We sum over all final states and average over
all initial states, e.g. of a thermal distribution. Then, normalization of the transition rate
in terms of the incident photon flux gives the total absorption cross section σ (E) for each
energy E = E0 − EΦfΦi :

σ (E) =

〈∑
f

| 〈υf |eikx̂|υi〉 |2ρf
(
Eυfυi − E

)〉 2π

h̄|E0|2

〈∑
f

〈Φf |E0Ĵ (−k) |Φi〉

〉
(2.44)

We introduce the transition probability density

S (E) =

∫
dt

2πh̄
eiEt/h̄

〈
eikx̂(t)eikx̂(0)

〉
(2.45)

and integrate over all energies to derive a simple expression of σ (E) as a function of the
nuclear resonant cross section σ0:

σ (E) =
π

2
σ0ΓS (E) (2.46)

For solids, σ(E) peaks for the recoilless Mössbauer absorption at E = 0 (the elastic case within
the framework of quantum scattering theory) and decreases dramatically when moving away
from the nuclear resonance. Again, this observation is reminiscent of optical scattering where
elastic (Rayleigh) interactions dominate over inelastic (Raman) events.

Evaluating the derivation of equation 2.46, we find that S (E) represents the most
rigorous expression for the light-matter interaction in NRVS and, thus, the central quantity
to assess spectral intensities. S (E) can be expanded in terms of n-phonon contributions:

S (E) = fLM

(
L (E) +

∞∑
n=1

Sn (E)

)
(2.47)

S1 (E) = (n̄ (E) + 1)
ER

E
Dα (|E|) (2.48)

Sn (E) =
1

n

∫
dE

′
S1

(
E
′
)
Sn−1

(
E − E′

)
(2.49)

Here fLM is the recoilless fraction of the spectrum (the Lamb-Mössbauer factor), n̄ is the
mean of thermal mode occupation numbers nk, and L is a line shape function. Deconvolution
of the experimental spectrum according to equations 2.48 and 2.49 yields the 57Fe PVDOS
Dα of nucleus α, which is defined as
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Dα (E) =
∑
k

(
k̂ekα

)2
L (E − Ek) (2.50)

where k̂ is the unit wave vector, and Ek is the energy of normal mode k. According to equa-
tion 2.50, the PVDOS provides direct access to the mode composition factors e2

kα of the probe
nucleus, which are related to the transformation between mass-weighted Cartesian displace-
ments qα and normal coordinates Qk (see equation 2.10). These factors can be interpreted
in terms of the fraction of kinetic energy that is contributed to normal mode k by the motion
of atom α .263 Therefore, the character of normal modes observed in NRVS is described in
terms of a kinetic energy distribution (KED) rather than the PED used in IR and Raman
spectroscopy (vide supra).263,301 The mode composition factors are also directly proportional
to atomic mean square displacements

〈
d2
kα

〉
within a normal mode k, and the contribution of

each mode to the overall fluctuation
〈
d2
α

〉
of an atom can be assessed as well:263

〈
d2
kα

〉
=

h̄2

2mαEk
e2
kα (2.51)〈

d2
α

〉
=
∑
k

(2nk + 1)
〈
d2
kα

〉
(2.52)

According to equations 2.50 and 2.51, NRVS signal intensities are directly proportional to the
mean square displacement of the probe nucleus, and the fundamental selection rule for the
detection of a normal mode k is

〈
d2
kα

〉
6= 0. Consequently, NRVS can provide quantitative

and selective insights into the vibrational dynamics of the probe nucleus, e.g. Fe sites in
proteins.10,281,301,314–325
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2.2.2 Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy is a technique that selectively probes
chemical species with one or more unpaired electrons. Consequently, EPR spectroscopy is
highly beneficial for the characterization of redox-active metalloenzymes, which exhibit at
least one paramagnetic intermediate during catalytic turnover or electron transfer.326,327 De-
tailed information on the (electronic) structure and transformation of these species, e.g. in
hydrogenases,93 is made available. Therefore, this technique has been applied in this thesis to
probe an oxygen-tolerant [NiFe] hydrogenase and its photochemical interconversion.8 In the
following, the fundamental principles of continuous wave (cw) EPR spectroscopy are outlined,
using the simple example of a single unpaired electron.326,327

As a charged particle, an isolated electron has an intrinsic angular momentum S, called
spin, which gives rise to a magnetic moment

µ ∝ geS (2.53)

where ge is the g-factor of the free electron. In the absence of external forces, µ and S have no
preferred orientation and the corresponding states are degenerate. However, in the presence
of an external magnetic field B along an arbitrary z-axis, µ orients parallel (β) or antiparallel
(α) to the magnetic flux in a process called the Zeeman effect (Fig. 2.10, left). For an electron,
the vector component of S in z-direction is Sz = ±1/2 (in natural units of h̄), and with

µz = −geµBSz (2.54)

we obtain energies E = −µzB for the two corresponding levels |β〉 and |α〉:

Eα = +1/2geµBB (2.55)

Eβ = −1/2geµBB (2.56)

In this way, degeneracy is lifted, and the two levels differ by an amount of energy

∆E = Eα − Eβ = geµBB (2.57)

This energy gap results in a net magnetization (an internal magnetic field), and the system
is said to be paramagnetic. While the Bohr magneton µB is a simple conversion constant,
ge describes the intrinsic magnetic properties of the electron, which can be perturbed within
a molecule. For instance, in transition metal compounds like metalloproteins, the overall
magnetic moment µ may gain contributions from orbital angular momentum L via spin-orbit
coupling. As a consequence, a general g-factor g = ge + ∆g is measured, and equation 2.57
transforms to

∆E = gµBB = hν0 (2.58)

Expression 2.58 is the fundamental equation of EPR spectroscopy with several important
implications.326,327 (1) the g-factor of a ‘bound’ unpaired electron can be determined exper-
imentally, and its deviation from ge is a marker for the chemical environment of the spin.
(2) A transition between the levels |β〉 and |α〉 can be induced by absorption of electromag-
netic radiation of adequate energy ∆E = hν0 from the microwave region, e.g. the X-Band
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Figure 2.10 (A) Zeeman splitting ∆E for an S = 1/2 spin duplet resulting from an external magnetic field
with the strength B. Energies Eβ and Eα refer to parallel and antiparallel orientations of
the electron’s magnetic moment µ with respect to the magnetic field vector. h is the Planck
constant, ν0 the frequency of the incident microwave field, g the g-factor, and µB the Bohr mag-
neton. (B) Typical appearance of a rhombic EPR spectrum (absorbance and first derivative),
exemplarily shown for the [NiFe] active site of the membrane-bound hydrogenase from Ralstonia
eutropha. The principal g-factor components gx, gy, and gz are indicated for the Nia-C state,
and additional features (best recognized at ca. 3250 Gauss) represent a minor population of
another redox state (Ni-L).328 For the sake of clarity, spectra are arbitrarily scaled to similar
intensity.

with ν0 = 9.3 GHz. (3) In principle, EPR spectra may be recorded by varying either B or
ν0, and in praxis the microwave frequency is usually fixed, while B is scanned, e.g. from
0−5000 Gauss. This also implies that the separation ∆E between levels |β〉 and |α〉 is not an
intrinsic property of the probed molecule, in contrast to most other spectroscopic techniques.
(4) Spin is a magnetic property and, thus, EPR spectroscopy is one of the few spectroscopic
techniques that probe a molecule’s interaction with the magnetic component of an incident
electromagnetic field.

Further important aspects of EPR spectroscopy result from the unique experimental
procedures.326,327 In cw EPR spectroscopy, the magnetic field is usually modulated, and
only signals that follow this modulation are amplified to detection level, thereby increasing
the signal-to-noise ratio. As a consequence of this procedure, EPR intensities are expressed
as first derivatives (in arbitrary units) and plotted as a function of the magnetic field in
Gauss (G) or Millitesla (mT). The real absorption spectrum can be reconstructed from the
experimental data by integration (Fig. 2.10, right).

For transition metal compounds, e.g. the active site of [NiFe] hydrogenase, the ex-
perimental derivative spectra display a typical signature, exhibiting a positive, a derivative-
shaped, and a negative signal (in order of increasing magnetic field) as shown in the right panel
of Fig. 2.10. This type of signature, also called a rhombic spectrum, is due to the fact that
molecular properties that determine the Zeeman splitting are not necessarily isotropic.326,327

Consequently, the g-factor is actually a 3× 3 interaction matrix g with principal axes (eigen-
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vectors) and corresponding g-factor components (eigenvalues), generally called gx, gy, and
gz. In frozen solution, the individual molecules are randomly oriented but unable to rotate.
As a consequence, all possible orientations of the spins with respect to their molecular envi-
ronment (e.g. the ligand sphere in a metalloprotein) are probed at a time. This corresponds
to a complete, but unresolved, sampling of the g-tensor ellipsoid, which results in a broad
signature in the reconstructed EPR absorbance spectrum (a so-called powder spectrum). In
the experimental derivative spectrum, however, the principal g-factor components can be ob-
served in terms of the three discrete features (Fig. 2.10, right). Alternative types of EPR
powder spectra include isotropic and axial signatures with one and two distinguished fea-
tures, respectively. These spectra reflect scenarios where the magnitudes of two (axial) or
all three (isotropic) principal g-tensor components are indistinguishable at a given microwave
frequency.

In EPR spectroscopy, detectability and quantification of unpaired electrons are delicate
issues, which require a fundamental understanding of signal intensities.326 EPR spectroscopy
is based on the absorption of microwave photons and, by analogy with optical spectroscopy,
the signal intensity at a fixed microwave frequency ν0 depends on the transition probability.
In cw EPR spectroscopy, as for other one-photon processes, this probability can be expressed
in terms of a transition rate according to Fermi’s golden rule (equation 2.23). In this case,
the transition moment integral reads as

Mαβ = 〈α|Ω̂|β〉 (2.59)

and the interaction operator Ω̂ is related to the magnetic component of the incident microwave
field B0 by

Ω̂ = µBB0

(∑
i

kigiSi cos (2πν0t)

)
(2.60)

Here, the direction cosines of the magnetic field ki, the tensor components gi, and the electron
spin operators Si are defined with respect to a set of (principal) Cartesian axes i = x, y, z.

In other absorption spectroscopic techniques, an adequate expression of the transition
probability is often sufficient to evaluate spectral intensities, if the sample geometry and con-
centration is known. In (X-Band) EPR spectroscopy, this evaluation is complicated, because
the small energy gap ∆E (corresponding to 0.3 cm−1 or 0.03 meV) results in a thermal
population of the excited state |α〉 at ambient temperature. Thereby, the effective spin con-
centration of the ground state |β〉 is reduced, which diminishes the integral signal intensity.
In a similar sense, excessive microwave powers or slow relaxation at low temperatures may
yield a net population of the excited state as well, resulting in a saturation of the probed
signal. On the other hand, relaxation at raised temperatures can be very fast resulting in
pronounced lifetime broadening. As a consequence, measurements at lower temperature and
optimized microwave power are often essential to observe well defined and sufficiently intense
signals in EPR spectroscopy.

In metalloproteins, various factors may additionally complicate the probing or evalua-
tion of paramagnetic species by EPR spectroscopy, e.g. broadening beyond detection, zero-
field splitting of (integer) high-spin ground states (S > 1/2), or antiferromagnetic coupling
between nearby spins. In such cases, complementary techniques can be used to explore elec-
tronic properties of transition metal cofactors, including redox and spin states (see chapters
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5.2 and 4.4).9,10 In this way, the understanding of EPR spectroscopic data and the biological
system of interest as a whole is facilitated.
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2.3 Computational Methods

Computational chemistry is dedicated to the theoretic description of molecular systems with
the aim to complement and deepen experimental insights. Due to computational limita-
tions, classical mechanics has to be applied to elucidate global properties of macromolecules,
e.g. molecular dynamics of (metallo)proteins (see chapter 2.3.2). For small and medium size
(model) systems, however, more accurate quantum mechanical approaches are the method of
choice and, within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, electrons and nuclei can be treated
separately. Chemical bonding is an essentially electronic property and, thus, quantum me-
chanical approaches are in the first instance concerned with an exact description of the ground
state electronic configuration for a given ensemble of space-fixed nuclei (whose positions have
to be varied to find the real geometry). Rigorously, the electronic configuration would be de-
termined by numerically solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation to approximate
the multi-electron wave function of a molecule, e.g. by using the Hartree-Fock (HF) method.
However, density functional theory has become the method of choice within recent decades,
and fundamental aspects relevant to this work are presented in the following chapter.329–332

2.3.1 Density Functional Theory

2.3.1.1 Motivation and Concepts

In traditional quantum mechanics, the wave function represents the central quantity, and
physical observables, including the energy, can be deduced by appropriate operators. In
contrast, density functional theory (DFT) aims at describing the energy E (and ultimately
other properties) as a function of the electron density ρ, which in turn is a function of the
spatial coordinate r. In mathematical terms, this function-of-a-function expression represents
the eponymous density functional E [ρ (r)], which is the central concept of DFT. In terms of
physical comprehension, this approach is superior to the HF method, because the electron
density itself is a physical observable, while the wave function of a multi-electron system
is essentially uninterpretable. Even more, the HF approach suffers from neglecting electron
correlation (vide infra), and post-HF methods that properly describe this aspect are restricted
to small molecules with few electrons. In contrast, DFT represents a cost-effective method to
yield molecular information with a reasonable accuracy for systems of up to a few hundred
atoms.329

The feasibility of the DFT approach is validated by the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems,
stating that the properties of a non-degenerate electronic ground state are explicitly deter-
mined by its electron density (existence theorem) and that the real electron density minimizes
the energy (variational theorem). Notably, the first statement legitimates the central idea of a
density functional E [ρ (r)], while the second theorem allows approximating the real electron
density by converging towards a minimum-energy configuration. The fundamental approach
to this optimization problem is the Kohn-Sham (KS) self consistent field (SCF) methodol-
ogy,333 which is summarized in the following.329

A major challenge in the treatment of multi-electron systems is the proper description
of electron-electron interactions that affect the kinetic energy and non-classical contributions
to electron-electron repulsion. A central idea of the KS SCF method is to separate these
energy terms, in particular, by introducing a fictitious system of non-interacting electrons. A
general expression for the density functional is then given by
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E [ρ (r)] = Tni + Vne + Vee + ∆T + ∆Vee (2.61)

where the right hand side terms refer to the kinetic energy of the non-interacting system Tni,
the nuclear-electron potential Vne, the classical electron-electron repulsion Vee, the correction
to the kinetic energy for effects from electron interaction ∆T , and the non-classical (exchange
and correlation) contributions to electron-electron repulsion ∆Vee. For a system with n elec-
trons and N nuclei, we can express equation 2.61 in terms of the KS molecular orbitals χi
and obtain (in natural units)

E [ρ (r)] =

n∑
i=1

(〈
χi

∣∣∣∣−1

2
∇2
i

∣∣∣∣χi〉−
〈
χi

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
α=1

Zα
|ri − rα|

∣∣∣∣∣χi
〉)

+

n∑
i=1

〈
χi

∣∣∣∣ 1

2

∫
ρ (r′)

|ri − r′|
dr′
∣∣∣∣χi〉+ Exc

(2.62)

Here, the spatial coordinates of electrons i and nuclei α are given by ri and rα. Zα is the
atomic number of nucleus alpha, and r′ runs over all space. Notably, both terms ∆T and
∆Vee are now combined in the so-called exchange-correlation energy Exc, which is usually
expressed in terms of the electron density and an energy density εxc:

Exc =

∫
ρ (r) εxcdr (2.63)

Finding adequate approximations for exchange and correlation is among the most critical
aspects of DFT, and different terms are included in individual functionals. Within the local
density approximation (LDA), εLDA

xc is expressed as a function of the local electron density,
while the more accurate generalized gradient approximation (GGA) includes an additional
term that evaluates the local density gradient ∇ρ (r) as well:

εGGA
xc = εLDA

xc + ∆εxc

(
|∇ρ (r) |
ρ4/3 (r)

)
(2.64)

In addition, exact exchange energies EHF
x , calculated by the HF approach, are considered

within the adiabatic connection method (ACM)

Exc = (1− a)EDFT
xc + aEHF

x (2.65)

where the parameter a has to be optimized. Hybrid functionals using this concept have been
reported to perform better compared to pure DFT functionals, but recent studies indicate
that GGA functionals with no or little contribution from exact HF exchange are more suited
for the study of inorganic and organometallic compounds.334

According to Hohenberg-Kohn variational theorem, we need to minimize E [ρ (r)] in
equation 2.62 to determine the real density ρ (r), and this is achieved by finding adequate KS
orbitals χi, which are related to ρ by

ρ =
n∑
i=1

〈χi|χi〉 (2.66)
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These KS orbitals are expressed within a basis set of functions φ (atomic orbitals) and deter-
mined from the one-electron Schrödinger equations

hKS
i χi = λiχi (2.67)

with the eigenvalues λi and the corresponding KS operators

hKS
i = −1

2
∇2
i −

N∑
α=1

Zα
|ri − rα|

+

∫
ρ (r′)

|ri − r′|
dr′ +

δExc

δρ
(2.68)

Two important aspects can be noted at this point. (1) We have replaced the many-body prob-
lem of solving the Schrödinger equation of an interacting n-electron system by the single-body
problem of solving n independent one-electron Schrödinger equations (equation 2.67). (2) The
electron density is determined from the KS orbitals χi (equation 2.66), whose computation,
in turn, requires the electron density as an input (equations 2.67 and 2.68). Consequently,
the KS SCF procedure is an iterative process (Fig. 2.11). For a given nuclear ensemble
(molecular geometry), an initial guess for the electron density ρj,j=0 is computed within a
chosen basis set. Based on this guess, the KS eigenvalue equations are constructed (equations
2.67 and 2.68), and a suitable functional has to be chosen to obtain an adequate expression
for Exc. Solving these eigenvalue equations yields the KS orbitals χi and the electron density
can be re-calculated (equation 2.66). The new electron density ρj+1 is compared to ρj and
the entire process is repeated until convergence is reached (ρj+1 ≈ ρj). The final density ap-
proximates the correct electronic configuration of the given nuclear ensemble and the energy
can be computed according to equation 2.61.

2.3.1.2 Geometry Optimization

The KS SCF method provides a means to estimate the correct electron density for a given
arrangement of space-fixed nuclei, but this arrangement may not necessarily reflect the real
molecular geometry. Consequently, the estimates for electron density and energy of such a
single-point calculation will usually not reflect the true electronic ground state of the molecule
either. However, the nuclei represent an external potential Vne acting on the electrons (equa-
tion 2.61) and, according to the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems, the real geometry can therefore
be determined by minimizing the energy. Fundamental aspects of geometry optimization are
exemplified in the following using as simplified scheme similar to the Berny algorithm of the
Gaussian software package used in this thesis (Fig. 2.11).330,332,335,336

The energy E of a molecule is a function of its geometry x, i.e. the spatial arrangement
of the nuclei. In analogy to the illustrative two-dimensional case, E (x) is generally envisaged
as a potential energy (hyper)surface (PES, Fig. 2.12), and a minimum is found by using an
iterative process of three basic elements as illustrated in Fig. 2.11: (1) The local shape of the
PES is evaluated by using the KS SCF energy as well as its first and second partial spatial
derivatives. (2) The geometry is changed to make a step towards the minimum. (3) Tests are
carried out to check if the current geometry approximates the sought minimum.

(1) Using the Newton-Raphson (NR) algorithm, the PES close to the current geometry
x0 with E (x) = E (x0) is approximated by a second-order Taylor expansion

E (x) = E (x0) + gt
0∆x +

1

2
∆xtF0∆x (2.69)
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VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA

choose start geometry

guess Hessian

calculate energy and gradient

guess electron density

determine Kohn-Sham orbitals

construct Kohn-Sham equations

update electron density

check for convergence

determine eigenvalues and eigenvectors

calculate mass-weighted Hessian

separate out rotations and translations

MOLECULAR CONFIGURATION

update Hessian

take a step towards minimum

extract frequencies

update geometry

check for convergence

No ✘

Yes ✔

Yes ✔

Yes ✔

evaluate molecular partition functions

THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

calculate intensities

normalize atomic displacements

extract atomic displacements

Kohn-Sham
SCF Procedure

Vibrational Analysis

Geometry Optimization

No ✘

Figure 2.11 Flow chart summarizing the central steps of density functional theory calculations as performed
in this thesis. Fundamental procedures are color coded and in-depth descriptions are given in
the text. Work flows for the calculation of thermodynamic and vibrational properties are
merged, because both data are usually available from a vibrational analysis.337 SCF refers to
the self consistent field method.
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Figure 2.12 Principles of geometry optimization
exemplified for a hypothetical two-
dimensional potential energy sur-
face. Here, S1 and S2 represent
two selected internal coordinates of
a molecule. High and low energies
are color-coded in red and blue, re-
spectively.

where the index t indicates transposes. Mixed second derivatives at x0 are expressed by the
Hessian matrix F0, which is guessed in the beginning and updated in all following cycles by
evaluating the previous iterations. In analogy to equation 2.69, the first derivative gradient
g at a PES point x = x0 + ∆x can be expanded as

g (x) = g0F0∆x (2.70)

where g0 represents the analytic gradient at x0. (2) In search of a minimum we are looking
for a point x where g = 0 and, thus, equation 2.70 transforms to

∆x = F−1
0 g0 (2.71)

which yields the NR step ∆x resulting in a new geometry. To evaluate whether the present
geometry represents a minimum, gradients g and step widths ∆x of the current and previous
step are compared. If the differences are below defined threshold values, the geometry has
converged to the real molecular configuration; otherwise the procedure is repeated.

With this simple scheme, some problems may arise in geometry optimization.332 First,
the NR algorithm may converge towards a local minimum, while the sought geometry is
usually the global minimum (Fig. 2.12). To prevent such a situation, choosing a reasonable
starting geometry, e.g. from crystal structure data, is recommendable. Second, the NR step
may exceed the trust radius of the Taylor expansion or move towards a saddle point (Fig.
2.12). To circumvent these problems, a rational function approximation (RFO) can be used
instead of a simple Taylor expansion332,338

E (x) = E (x0) +
gt

0∆x + 1
2∆xtF0∆x

1 + γ∆xt∆x
(2.72)

where γ is adjusted to ensure a correct step width and direction. Further difficulties may
arise, if a minimum has to be found on a flat PES. In such a case, algorithms based on
inter- and extrapolation can be used, e.g. geometry optimization by (energy-represented)
direct inversion in the iterative subspace, G(E)DIIS.332,339–342 Here, the guess for the new
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geometry is not estimated from the latest point (equation 2.71) but constructed from a linear
combination of l previous steps

x =

l∑
i=1

cixi (2.73)

and the coefficients ci are chosen such that an error function (GDIIS) or an energy function
(GEDIIS) is minimized.

2.3.1.3 Calculation of Vibrational Spectra

The quantum mechanical calculation of vibrational spectra follows the general three-step
scheme of harmonic normal mode analysis (chapter 2.2.1.3) and fundamental differences to
the classical procedure will be outlined for each step (Fig. 2.11).261,262,329,331,343

(1) Using Cartesian coordinates, the vibrational energy Evibr associated with a geom-
etry x, different from the equilibrium structure xeq, is generally expressed by the quantum
harmonic oscillator329

(
−

3N∑
i=1

1

2mi

∂

∂x2
i

+
1

2
(x− xeq)†F (x− xeq)

)
ψ (x) = Evibrψ (x) (2.74)

where mi is the atomic mass associated with the ith Cartesian coordinate, †F is the conjugate
transpose of the Hessian matrix, and ψ is the wavefunction of nuclear motion. (2) In Cartesian
coordinates, the equations of motion read as331

ẍ = −Fmx (2.75)

where Fm represents the mass-weighted Hessian matrix with entries fmij = fij/
√
mimj , which

can be determined analytically in DFT. (3) In practice, Fm is then transformed to a set of
internal coordinates that separate out translations and rotations.343 For non-linear molecules,
diagonalization of the vibrational sub-matrix of Fm yields 3N−6 non-zero eigenvalues λk and
eigenvectors ak. While the frequency νk =

√
λk/2π of normal mode k is immediately accessi-

ble, the corresponding normalized Cartesian amplitudes are calculated from the eigenvector
entries aik via a normalization factor343

Nk =

√√√√( 3N∑
i=1

a2
ik

)−1

(2.76)

where the sum is over all Cartesian displacements. Finally, based on these normalized dis-
placements, vibrational intensities can be calculated according to the selection rules presented
in sections 2.2.1.5 to 2.2.1.7.

2.3.1.4 Estimation of Thermodynamic Properties

Molecular properties and reactions are intimately linked to chemical equilibria, which are
determined by Gibbs energy differences between the involved species. For instance, pKa values
can be calculated from the relative Gibbs energies of an acid and its conjugate base, as shown
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in chapter 6.2.21 In principle, DFT provides access to these energies, but important aspects
have to be considered.329,337 First, electronic structure calculations are usually concerned
with the microscopic description of a single molecule. In contrast, thermodynamic quantities
represent macroscopic properties of an ensemble of molecules. Thus, their calculation by
DFT is only feasible for an ideal gas of non-interacting molecules,329 which is assumed in the
following. Second, the energy calculated by the KS SCF procedure for an optimized geometry,
ESCF, only represents the total electronic energy, which is related to the Gibbs energy G at
a temperature T by the following fundamental thermodynamic equations:329

G = H − TS (2.77)

S = St + Sr + Sυ + Se (2.78)

H = E +NkBT (2.79)

E = E0 + ET (2.80)

ET = ETt + ETr + ETυ + ETe (2.81)

E0 = ESCF + ZPVE (2.82)

Here, H is the enthalpy, S is the entropy, E is the internal energy with the zero point and
thermal contributions E0 and ET , ZPVE is the zero point vibrational energy, N is the number
of particles, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. Obviously, determination of G requires the
computation of three additional quantities, ZPVE, ET , and S, that are usually available from
a vibrational analysis.337 The zero point vibrational energy can be calculated as the sum of
energies from all vibrational degrees of freedom, for a non-linear molecule

ZPVE =

3N−6∑
k=1

1

2
hνk (2.83)

Next, the entropy S and the thermal contributions to the internal energy ET have to be
calculated from the sum of translational (t), rotational (r), vibrational (ν), and electronic (e)
contributions. This can be accomplished by using the ensemble partition function Q (N,V, T ),
which connects the microscopic and macroscopic properties of a molecular ensemble

S = kB lnQ+ kBT

(
∂ lnQ

∂T

)
N,V

(2.84)

ET = kBT
2

(
∂ lnQ

∂T

)
N,V

(2.85)

where V is the volume. For an ideal gas, we can use the molecular partition function q (V, T )
instead

Q (N,V, T ) =
[q (V, T )]N

N !
(2.86)

and, with Stirling’s approximation, equations 2.84 and 2.85 transform to
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S = NkB +NkB ln
( q
N

)
+NkBT

(
∂ ln q

∂T

)
V

(2.87)

ET = NkBT
2

(
∂ ln q

∂T

)
V

(2.88)

The molecular partition function can be factorized into translational, rotational, vibrational,
and electronic terms

q = qtqrqνqe (2.89)

and due to the logarithmic expression in equations 2.87 and 2.88, the overall value of S and
ET can be calculated as a sum of the individual contributions, as assumed in equations 2.78
and 2.81. For instance, with the molecular mass m the translational partition function of a
molecule can be expressed as

qt =

(
2πmkBT

h2

)3/2

V (2.90)

and analogous expressions can be found in standard textbooks on statistical mechanics for
the rotational, vibrational, and electronic partition functions.329,344 With the above relations,
these expressions yield the overall values for S and ET , and the Gibbs energy can be calculated
according to equations 2.77 to 2.82.
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2.3.2 Elastic Network Models

At ambient temperature, proteins represent highly dynamic ensembles rather than static enti-
ties. Thermal motions that involve a large number of atoms may facilitate enzyme activity, e.g.
by integrating space-separated functional sites or by mediating mechanistically relevant atom
displacements.20,127,128,128,130–145,277–281 Notably, large scale domain motions of proteins are
usually captured in one or few delocalized low-frequency normal modes,279,280,283,345,346 and
the concept of functional dynamics is especially feasible for globular proteins that exhibit a
large number of these thermally accessible modes as well as a balanced interplay between
rigid and flexible regions (see also chapter 7).273–276

Understanding the principles of functional dynamics requires an adequate technique
for the elucidation of potentially important low-frequency normal modes. Since these modes
involve the entire protein (usually thousands of atoms), size-limited quantum mechanical
methods are inapplicable to this problem, and coarse grained variants of classical normal mode
analysis represent a more feasible approach. To compute normal modes and frequencies, the
Hessian force constant matrix has to be constructed from all partial second derivatives of the
potential energy V . Using classical mechanics, we are usually confronted with the problem
to find an adequate empirical expression of V that reflects all bonding and non-bonding
interactions. Calculations using traditional force fields to approximate V are time-consuming
and still of limited accuracy. In particular, lengthy geometry optimization is required prior
to normal mode analysis and this process may even distort the protein from its experimental
equilibrium structure.284

Normal mode analysis based on elastic network models (ENMs)284 represents an al-
ternative, computationally cheap approach that uses a single-parameter Hookean potential
(equation 2.12) to describe interactions between two atoms α and β:

Vαβ =
1

2
f∆r2 = kαβ(|rαβ| − |r0

αβ|)2 (2.91)

Here, kαβ is a force constant, rαβ is the vector between the two atoms, and the superscript 0
indicates the equilibrium configuration (as observed, e.g., in a crystal structure). According
to this expression, the given molecular configuration is implicitly assumed to reflect the en-
ergetic minimum, which eliminates the time-consuming and inaccurate process of geometry
optimization.284,286 The overall potential of the ENM is then calculated as the sum of all
pair-potentials, for which r0

αβ is smaller than a cut-off distance rc:
284

V =
∑
α,β

|r0αβ |<rc

Vαβ (2.92)

Moreover, the force constant kαβ, which describes any type of interaction between two atoms
of a pair, is assumed to decrease with |r0

αβ|. In practice kαβ is calculated from an (arbitrary)

global force constant C by using an exponential decay function286

kαβ = C exp

(
−
|r0
αβ|2

r2
d

)
(2.93)

where rd is a distance weight parameter.
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The ENM potential represents an extreme simplification, and its feasibility is not ad hoc
comprehensible. First, the Hookean pair-potential is nonphysical in the sense that it does not
reflect the real bonding and non-bonding interactions between each two atoms. Second, all
parameters used are either arbitrary (C) or chosen on an empirical basis (rc, rd). Nonetheless,
ENM normal mode analysis has been shown to yield accurate and robust descriptions of
low frequency normal modes.279,285,286 This can be explained by the delocalized character
of these modes, which involve coherent movements of a large number of atoms, such that
explicit interactions of individual pairs are of minor importance.284 Moreover, the global
force constant C only affects normal mode frequencies, while rc and rd are robust parameters
that can be readily approximated to sufficient accuracy. In line with these statements, results
from ENM normal mode analysis have been shown to be largely unaffected by variations of
the explicit implementation.279,285,286 Therefore, this technique has been used in this thesis
to model global structural changes during reductive activation of superoxide reductase (see
chapter 6.1).20



Chapter 3

Experimental and Computational
Details

3.1 Expression Systems, Cell Growth, and Protein Purifica-
tion

Isolated proteins and cell suspensions for spectroscopic studies were kindly supplied by Lars
Lauterbach (SH), Johannes Fritsch (MBH), Stefan Frielingsdorf (MBH), Janna Schoknecht
(RH), and Ana Filipa Pinto (SOR). For the sake of completeness, the underlying procedures
are summarized in the following as reported in the literature.

3.1.1 Soluble Hydrogenase

Several strains derived from Re H16 were used in studies on the SH.148,173 Re HF500 lacks
the hoxH, hoxG, and hoxC genes encoding for the large subunits of the SH, MBH, and RH
(phenotype SH−,MBH−,RH−,AH(+)). Since the expression level of the AH is negligibly low
in Re HF500, this strain was used as a negative control for spectroscopic investigations of
SH in whole cells. For these studies, SH synthesis was restored in Re HF798 (phenotype
SH+,MBH−,RH−,AH(+)) by introducing a wildtype allel of hoxH on plasmid pCH1500 into
Re HF500 via an allelic exchange procedure. In this regard, pCH1500 was designed by
cloning the hoxH -containing EcI136II fragment of plasmid pCH472 into the Pmel-digested
pLO1 fragment. For IR measurements, HF500 and HF798 cell supensions were concentrated
to A436 ≈ 2000.173

Re HF210 lacks the endogenous megaplasmid pHG1 of Re H16, which inter alia encodes
for all four hydrogenases (phenotype SH−,MBH−,RH−,AH−). Strep-tagged SH for in vitro
studies was overproduced in strain Re HF210 (pGE771), which was derived as follows.148

The plasmid pGE770 contains the hoxFUHYWIhypA2B2F2CDEXhoxABCJ genes under
control of the native SH promoter. Using pGE770 as a basis for the following cloning steps,
the 5′ end of the hoxF gene was first equipped with a Strep-tag II encoding sequence. The
hoxBCJ genes, which are not required for SH gene expression, were eliminated by transferring
a 15.3 kbp HindIII fragment from pGE770 to the HindIII-cleaved plasmid pCH1596. pCH1596
had been constructed by inserting a 1.6 kbp SpeI-EcoRI fragment from pCH646 into SpeI-
EcoRI-cut Litmus28. From the resulting plasmid pCH1595, a 20 kbp SpeI-XbaI fragment was
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transferred to the equally cut broad host range plasmid pEDY309. This step yielded plasmid
pGE771, which was transferred via conjugation from E. coli S17-1 to Re HF210. For the
in vivo characterization of SH produced in Re HF210 (pGE771), Re HF210 was used as a
hydrogenase-free reference, and cells from both strains were concentrated to A436 ≈ 2000.

Cultivation of all Re strains was performed heterotrophically in shaking flasks at 120
rpm.148,173 Re HF798 and Re HF500 cells were grown in fructose glycerol ammonium (FGN)
minimal medium containing 0.2 % (w/v) fructose , 0.2 % (w/v) glycerol, 1µM NiCl2, 1µM
ZnCl2, and the trace element solution SL6.173 For the cultivation of Re HF210 and Re
HF210 (pGE771), 40µM FeCl3 was added to the medium, which contained 0.05 % (w/v)
fructose and 0.4 % (w/v) glycerol instead.148 For NRVS studies, 57FeCl3 was used in the
cultivation of Re HF210 (pGE771).10 For labeling of the SH with 13CO, 5000 ppm 13CO
gas was added into a 16 L desiccator, which contained atmospheric gas.10 At A436 = 12, Re
HF500 and Re HF798 cells were harvested by centrifugation. After washing twice with 50
mM KPO4 buffer (pH 7.0), cells were resuspended in the same buffer and stored on ice for
further application.173 Re HF210 and Re HF210 (pGE771) cells were grown to A436 = 10,
harvested by centrifugation, and resuspended in two volumes of resuspension buffer (50 mM
KPO4 buffer, pH 7.0, containing 5 % glycerol, 5 mM NAD+, and a protease inhibitor cocktail
(EDTA-free protease inhibitor, Roche)).148

For purification of SH from Re HF210 (pGE771),148 cells were broken by two passages
through a chilled French pressure cell at 6.2 MPa after extensive flushing with argon. After
45 min centrifugation at 100000 g the SH-containing extract was maintained under an argon
atmosphere before being loaded onto a Strep-Tactin Superflow column (IBA). The column
was washed aerobically with 12 mL of resuspension buffer and subsequently with 18 mL of
NAD+-free resuspension buffer. Protein bound to the column was eluted with NAD+-free
resuspension buffer containing 5 mM desthiobiotin. Elution fractions containing SH protein
were pooled, concentrated by centrifugal filter devices (Amicon Ultra-15, 100 kDa exclusion
size, Millipore), and stored on liquid nitrogen for usage in IR (0.1 - 1 mM) and NRVS (1 mM)
measurements.

3.1.2 Membrane-bound Hydrogenase

Re HF649 for the overexpression of Strep-tagged heterodimeric MBH was constructed from
the pHG1-free strain Re HF631 as follows.347 The Strep-tag II sequence was fused to the
3′ end of hoxK by applying inverse polymerase chain reaction (PCR) on plasmid pCH497.
From the resulting plasmid pCH1352 a 730 bp SmaI-Acc65I fragment, containing the hoxK -
Strep-tag II fusion, was transferred to the equally cut plasmid pCH1351, yielding pCH1353.
Plasmid pCH1353 was extended by a 7.8 kbp SpeI-Ecl136II fragment from pCH785. The
resulting plasmid pCH1354 harbored the complete MBH operon, including the hoxK -Strep-
tag II fusion, which was subsequently transferred as a 21.6 kbp SpeI-XbaI fragment to the
broad host range plasmid pEDY309, producing plasmid pGE636. pGE636 was transferred to
Re HF631 via conjugation.

Re HF649 cells were grown heterotrophically in shaking flasks at 120 rpm under O2-
limited conditions in modified FGN minimal media containing 0.05 % (w/v) fructose and 0.4
% (w/v) glycerol.8,160 To obtain 15N-labeled protein, the medium was supplemented with 37
mM 15NH4Cl (99.9 % pure, Silantes) as nitrogen source. 13C-labeled MBH was obtained from
cells cultivated in medium containing 0.138 % 12C-fructose and 0.313 % 13C-glycerol (99 %
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pure, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories) as energy and carbon sources.8 Cells were harvested
by centrifugation at A436 = 10 and resuspended in resuspension buffer (50 mM KPO4 buffer,
pH 7.0, containing DNase I and a protease inhibitor cocktail (EDTA-free protease inhibitor,
Roche)).157,160

For purification of MBH,160 Re HF649 cells were disrupted by two passages through
a chilled French pressure cell at 12.5 MPa, and the resulting crude extract was treated by
sonication (2 × 1 min, level 6, 60 %, Branson Sonifier). The cell debris was removed by 30 min
centrifugation at 4000 g prior to adding 50 mM K3[Fe(CN)6]. Membrane and soluble fractions
were separated by 60 min centrifugation at 100000 g. The membrane pellet was resuspended
in resuspension buffer and centrifuged again under the same conditions. Membrane proteins
were solubilized from the membrane pellet in solubilization buffer containing 2 % Triton X-
114 and protease inhibitor cocktail. After 2 h hours stirring on ice, the solubilized membrane
extract was obtained by 40 min centrifugation at 100000 g and subsequently loaded on a Strep-
Tactin Superflow column (IBA). After washing the column with 12 volumes of washing buffer,
proteins were eluted with three volumes of elution buffer containing 5 mM desthiobiotin and 20
% (w/v) glycerol. MBH-containing fractions were pooled, buffer-exchanged, and concentrated
using centrifugal filter devices (Amicon Ultra-15 and Microcon-0.5, 30 kDa exclusion size,
Millipore).8,160 For RR measurements, aliquots of the resulting concentrate (1.0 - 1.6 mM
MBH in 50 mM KPO4 buffer, pH 5.5, containing 150 mM NaCl) were frozen and stored in
liquid nitrogen. For EPR and low-temperature IR measurements, MBH was concentrated to
0.40 and 0.47 mM, respectively, and the glycerol content was increased to 40 % for the latter.8

3.1.3 Regulatory Hydrogenase

A plasmid for overproduction of the wild-type (double-dimeric) RH protein harboring a hex-
ahistidine tag at the C-terminal end of the small subunit HoxB and a Strep-tag II at the
N-terminus of the large subunit HoxC was constructed as follows.9,152 Strep-tag II- and
hexahistidine-encoding sequences were introduced into hoxC and hoxB, respectively, by in-
verse PCR using plasmid pCH594179 as the template. The amplification product was cut with
NheI and subsequently religated to yield plasmid pCH#3871. Finally, the RH-encoding region
controlled by the strong SH promoter was removed from pCH#3871 as a 2.9 kb HindIII-XbaI
fragment and cloned into the broad host-range vector pEDY309.179 The resulting plasmid
pGE#3888 was transferred through conjugation into strain Re HF574.152

Re HF574 (pGE#3888) was cultivated heterotrophically.9 Cells were grown in a
modified FGN minimal medium containing 0.05 % (w/v) fructose and 0.4 % (w/v) glyc-
erol.157,160 For isotope labeling, the medium was supplemented with 20µM 56FeCl3 and either
1µM 58NiCl2 or 64NiCl2 as the sole sources of iron and nickel (metallic 56Fe (99.8 %, Ni-free)
and 64Ni (95 %) was purchased from BuyIsotope).20 Cells were harvested by centrifugation at
A436 = 11 and resuspended in resuspension buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH8, containing
150 mM NaCl).152

For purification of RH from Re HF574 (pGE#3888), cells were disrupted by two pas-
sages through a chilled French pressure cell at 7.6 MPa. The RH-containing extract was
centrifuged for 45 min at 90000 g and subsequently applied to a Strep-Tactin Superflow col-
umn (IBA). After washing the column with 12 volumes of resuspension buffer, bound protein
was eluted with six volumes of resuspension buffer containing 5 mM desthiobiotin.152 For IR
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and RR measurements, RH was concentrated by ultrafiltration (Amicon Ultra-30, Millipore)
to 0.33 - 0.39 mM and stored on liquid nitrogen.9

3.1.4 Superoxide Reductase from Ignicoccus hospitalis

Wild type Ih SOR was expressed in E. coli strain BL21 (DE3) Gold as follows.209 The
complete gene sequence encoding for Ih SOR was amplified by PCR. The resulting am-
plification product was subsequently cloned into vector pET24a (+) (Novagen) as a NdeI-
HindIII fragment, yielding pET241FeSOR. After transformation into E. coli XL2Blue cells,
pET241FeSOR was sequenced to confirm the absence of mutations and transferred into the
expression strain E. coli BL21 (DE3) Gold.

The E23A mutant protein was constructed from wild type Ih SOR according to the pro-
tocol of the Quick Change Site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) using the pET241FeSOR
plasmid as a template. The resulting vector pET241SORE23A was transformed into E. coli
XL1Blue cells, sequenced to confirm the absence of undesired mutations, and transferred into
the expression strain E. coli BL21 (DE3) Gold.348

E. coli BL21 (DE3) Gold cells containing pET241FeSOR or pET241SORE23A were
grown aerobically at 310 K in M9 minimal medium supplemented with 30 µg mL−1 kanamycin
and 200 µM FeSO4 · 7H2O. At A600 = 0.3, the temperature was lowered to 301 K and 400
µM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside was added. After additional 20 h of growth, cells
were harvested by 10 min centrifugation at 10000 g and 277 K.

For purification of Ih SOR (wild type and E23A mutant protein), E. coli BL21 (DE3)
Gold cells were resupended in resuspension buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.5, contain-
ing 1 mM phenylmethansulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) and 20 µg mL−1 DNAse (Sigma)). Sub-
sequently, cells were disrupted in a French pressure minicell at 131 MPa. Unless otherwise
noted, all following purification steps were performed at 277 K. After 2 h ultracentrifugation at
100000 g, the soluble extract was dialyzed against DNase-free resuspension buffer, heated for
20 min at 333 K, and centrifuged for 20 min at 7000 g. The soluble fraction was subsequently
loaded on a Q-Sepharose Fast Flow column (XK 26/10, GE Healthcare) equilibrated with
the same buffer and eluted with a linear gradient of 0 – 1 M NaCl. The Ih SOR-containing
fraction of the flowthrough, eluted at 0 M NaCl, was concentrated by ultrafiltration (Am-
icon, 10 kDa exclusion size, Millipore) and loaded onto a Superdex 75 column (XK 26/60,
GE Healthcare) equilibrated with 20 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.5, containing 150 mM NaCl.
After collecting and pooling Ih SOR-containing fractions, the protein was concentrated to 2
mM using centrifugal filter devices (10 kDa exclusion size, Viva-Spin).20,209,348

3.1.5 Superoxide Reductase from Archaeoglobus fulgidus

Archaeoglobus fulgidus (Af ) SOR was expressed in E. coli strain BL21 (DE3) Gold as fol-
lows.203 The complete gene sequence encoding Af SOR was amplified by PCR as an NdeI-
EcoRI fragment using Pfu polymerase (Stratagene). After cloning into pZEro-1 (Invitrogen),
the resulting amplification product was transferred into E. coli XL2Blue cells and sequenced
to confirm the absence of mutations. For the expression of Af SOR, the same PCR product
was cloned into pT7-7, and the resulting plasmid pT7AfNlr was transferred into E. coli strain
BL21 (DE3) Gold.

E. coli BL21 (DE3) Gold cells containing pT7AfNlr were grown aerobically at 298 K in
M9 minimal medium supplemented with 100 µg mL−1 ampicillin and 10 µM FeSO4 · 7H2O.
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At A600 = 0.3, 500 µM IPTG was added, and after 6 h cells were harvested by 10 min
centrifugation at 10000 g and 277 K.218

For purification of Af SOR, E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells were washed in 10 mM Tris-
HCl buffer, pH 7.5, and broken by a French pressure minicell at 6.3 MPa. All following
purification steps were performed at 277 K. After 2 h ultracentrifugation at 100000 g, the
soluble extract was dialyzed against washing buffer, loaded onto a Q-Sepharose Fast Flow
column (XK 26/10, GE Healthcare) equilibrated with the same buffer, and eluted with a
linear gradient of 0 – 0.5 M NaCl. The Af SOR-containing fraction of the flowthrough,
eluted at 0.25 M NaCl, was dialyzed against washing buffer, loaded onto a Fractogel EMD
TMAE column (Merck) equilibrated with the same buffer, and eluted with a linear gradient of
0 – 0.5 M NaCl. The Af SOR-containing fraction of the flow-through, eluted at 0.25 M, was
concentrated by ultrafiltration (Amicon, 10 kDa exclusion size, Millipore) and loaded onto a
Superdex 75 column (XK 26/60, GE Healthcare) equilibrated with 20 mM Tris-HCl buffer,
pH 7.5, containing 150 mM NaCl. After collecting and pooling Af SOR-containing fractions,
the protein was concentrated to 2 mM using centrifugal filter devices (10 kDa exclusion size,
Viva-Spin).20,218
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3.2 Sample Preparation

3.2.1 Soluble Hydrogenase

3.2.1.1 In vivo and in situ Experiments

For the in vivo characterization of SH protein used in in vitro IR studies (vide infra), freshly
harvested SH-containing Re HF210 (pGE771) cells were directly probed by IR transmission
spectroscopy as described in section 3.3.1.1.173 For the on-line in situ characterization of
partly oxidized intermediates of SH within permeabilized Re cells, freshly harvested cells of
Re HF798 were incubated with different pre-cooled gases inside a modified, gas-tight version
of the Harrick BioATRcell II

TM
sampling accessory at 288 K. In order to remove atmospheric

oxygen from the cell suspension, cells were first flushed with a constant stream of argon for
30 min. In the following, the enzyme was fully reduced by incubating the cell suspension with
100 % hydrogen gas for 30 min. Subsequently, hydrogen was removed from the cell suspension
by purging with argon prior to permeabilization of the cells with 33 mg/ml cetyltrimethylam-
monium bromide (CTAB). Cytoplasmic SH was oxidized with 20 % oxygen by flushing the
permeabilized cells with compressed air under constant monitoring by ATR-IR spectroscopy
(see chapter 3.3.1.2).

3.2.1.2 In vitro Characterization

For the in vitro characterization of fully oxidized purified SH, as-isolated enzyme was directly
probed without further treatment. Reduced SH was obtained from as-isolated enzyme through
removal of atmospheric oxygen by 10 to 15 consecutive cycles of argon purging and vacuum
exertion and subsequent incubation with a 50-fold excess of NADH in an anaerobic glove box
for 15 - 30 min. For the anaerobic re-oxidation of reduced SH, NADH was removed from the
enzyme solution by buffer exchange using centrifugal filter devices (Amicon, 30 kDa exclusion
size, Millipore) in an anaerobic glove box. Aerobic re-oxidation with 20 % dioxygen was
achieved by the same procedure and an additional subsequent incubation with atmospheric
air for 30 min. All preparation steps were performed at ambient temperature. To remove
residual oxygen, IR transmission cells and NRVS sampling tubes were purged with nitrogen
prior to loading with reduced or anaerobically reoxidized SH. NRVS samples were rapidly
frozen inside the anaerobic glovebox.10,150

3.2.2 Membrane-bound Hydrogenase

Reduced MBH was obtained by incubating as-isolated enzyme with hydrogen (100 %) or
forming gas (5 % hydrogen and 95 % nitrogen) inside an anaerobic tent for at least 30 min.
To remove residual oxygen, IR transmission cells and EPR tubes were purged with either of
the above gases prior to sample loading. Samples for RR and EPR measurements were rapidly
frozen in liquid nitrogen inside the anaerobic tent. All preparation steps were performed at
ambient temperature.8

3.2.3 Regulatory Hydrogenase

As-isolated purified RH was directly probed without further treatment. Reduced RH was
obtained from as-isolated enzyme through removal of atmospheric oxygen by 10 to 15 consec-
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utive cycles of argon purging and vacuum exertion and subsequent incubation with hydrogen
or deuterium gas (100 % each) inside an anaerobic tent. To remove residual oxygen, IR trans-
mission cells were purged with either of the above gases prior to sample loading. Samples
for RR measurements were rapidly frozen in liquid nitrogen inside the anaerobic tent. All
preparation steps were performed at ambient temperature.9

3.2.4 Superoxide Reductase

By default, samples were buffered at pH 7.5 / pD 7.5 in an aqueous (H2O / D2O) solu-
tion of 20 mM Tris and 150 mM NaCl using HCl / DCl for pH / pD adjustment. For
measurements in D2O, the pD was estimated according to pD = pH meter reading + 0.4.
To prevent back-exchange with atmospheric water vapor, samples in deuterated solution
were kept under argon during sample preparation. For measurements at pH 6 and pH 9,
samples were buffered in 50 mM Bis-tris propane / 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid
(MES) containing 150 mM NaCl. To ensure proper electron transfer in solution, all sam-
ple preparations were incubated with a mixture of the following redox mediators (40µM)
each) for 30 min at 4◦C (potentials given vs. standard hydrogen electrode): ferrocene (Em

= 422 mV), N,N-dimethyl-p-phenylenediamine (Em = 371 mV), 1,4-benzoquinone (Em =
280 mV), N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine (Em = 260 mV), 2,3,4,5-tetramethyl-p-
phenylenediamine (Em = 230 mV), phenazine ethosulfate (Em = 55 mV), and duroquinone
(Em = 5 mV). All preparation steps were performed at ambient temperature.20,21
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3.3 Spectroscopic Measurements

3.3.1 Infrared Spectroscopy

3.3.1.1 Transmission Measurements

IR transmission spectra of hydrogenase were recorded with a spectral resolution of 2 cm−1 on
a Bruker Tensor 27 spectrometer, equipped with a liquid nitrogen-cooled mercury cadmium
telluride (MCT) detector. The sample compartment was purged with dried air and the
samples were held in a temperature-controlled (283 K) gas-tight IR sandwich cell (V ≈ 8µL,
optical path length = 50µm), equipped with CaF2 windows. 200 scans were accumulated per
single channel spectrum, and absorbance spectra were calculated by the Beer-Lambert law,
usually, from an average of each 20 sample- and background single channel spectra. Baseline
correction and spectra analysis were performed using the Bruker OPUS software.8–10,150

3.3.1.2 Attenuated Total Reflection Measurements

IR attenuated total reflection (ATR) spectra of SH-containing HF798 cells were recorded with
a spectral resolution of 2 cm−1 on a Bruker Tensor 27 spectrometer, equipped with a liquid
nitrogen-cooled MCT detector. Measurements were conducted using a temperature-controlled
(288 K) Harrick BioATRcell II

TM
sampling accessory, equipped with a Si/ZnSe ATR element,

a modified gas-tight sample compartment for liquid samples (V ≈ 20µL), and a separate
compartment encompassing the optical path (purged with dried air). The optical path length
as judged from the effective thickness was 5µm). 200 scans were accumulated for each single
channel spectrum, and absorbance spectra were calculated by the Beer-Lambert law from an
average of each 20 sample- and background single channel spectra. All spectra analysis was
performed using the Bruker OPUS software.

3.3.1.3 Spectro-electrochemistry

Potential-controlled IR spectra of SOR were recorded with a spectral resolution of 4 cm−1 on
a Bruker IFS-66 v/S FTIR spectrometer equipped with a liquid nitrogen-cooled MCT detec-
tor and a 5500 cm−1 low-pass filter. 400 scans per single channel spectrum were accumulated,
and five equivalent [reduced − oxidized] difference spectra, calculated by the Beer-Lambert
law, were averaged for each sample. Samples were held in a temperature controlled (283 K),
optically transparent thin-layer electrochemical (OTTLE) cell (V ≈ 10µL) equipped with
CaF2 windows, a Au mesh working electrode (d ≈ 5µm), a Ag/AgCl reference electrode,
and a Pt sheet as counter electrode. To prevent unspecific protein binding and denaturation,
the Au mesh was coated with a mixed self assembled monolayer consisting of cysteamin and
mercaptopropionic acid for 30 min under argon atmosphere prior to measurements. Electro-
chemical control was accomplished using an Eco Chemie B.V. Autolab PGStat12 potentiostat.
Measurements were performed under nitrogen atmosphere. All spectra were processed using
the Bruker OPUS software. Reduction potentials were determined by fitting Nernst curves to
data sets of potential-dependent difference spectra, using the most prominent band at 1650
cm−1 as a marker for the relative amounts of reduced and oxidized SOR. Interfering difference
bands arising from the mediator mixture at pH 6 were subtracted from the spectra.20,21
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3.3.1.4 Low-temperature and Illumination Experiments

Low-temperature IR spectra of MBH were recorded with a spectral resolution of 2 cm−1 on
a Bruker IFS28 spectrometer equipped with a liquid nitrogen-cooled MCT detector, a home-
built contact gas cryostat (80 K),349 and an optional set-up for continuous LED illumination
of the sample at a wavelength of 460 nm. Samples were held in a gas-tight IR sandwich
cell (V ≈ 6µL, optical path length = 55µm), equipped with CaF2 windows. 200 scans
were accumulated for each single channel spectrum, and [light−dark] difference spectra were
calculated by the Beer-Lambert from an average of each 15 - 20 single channel spectra recorded
in the dark and under constant illumination, respectively.8 Measurements were conducted by
the author and Elisabeth Siebert.

3.3.2 Resonance Raman Spectroscopy

RR spectra of RH and MBH were recorded with a spectral resolution of 1 - 2 cm−1 using a
confocal Raman spectrometer (Lab Ram HR-800, Jobin Yvon) equipped with liquid-nitrogen
and Peltier-element cooled charge coupled device (CCD) cameras. Using Argon and Krypton
ion continuous wave lasers, spectra were probed with excitation lines of 458, 488, 514, 568,
and 647 nm. The laser power on the sample was set to 2 mW, focused on a spot of ca. 2µm in
diameter. Using a Linkam Cryostage THMS600 cryostat, the temperature of the sample was
set to 80 K throughout the measurement.8,9 Raman shifts were calibrated to an accuracy of
ca. 0.5 cm−1 using toluene as an external standard. For comparison of spectra from 58Ni and
64Ni containing RH samples, calibration was double-checked by using the most pronounced
band at 553 cm−1 as an internal standard (no Ni isotope effect is expected for this feature).9

RR spectra of MBH were recorded by the author and Elisabeth Siebert.

3.3.3 Nuclear Resonance Vibrational Spectroscopy

NRVS measurements of Re SH were conducted at SPring-8 BL09XU and BL19LXU by
Hongxin Wang, Leland Bruce Gee, and Lars Lauterbach as follows.10 A liquid nitrogen-
cooled Si(111) high heat load monochromator was used to produce an incident X-ray beam
with ≈ 1 eV resolution, followed by a high resolution monochromator with an asymmetrically
cut Ge(331) and two nested Si(975) crystals to achieve an ≈ 0.8 meV energy resolution at
14.4125 keV. A 4-channel avalanche photo-diode detector array was used to detect the X-ray
K-fluorescence from internal conversion and the nuclear gamma ray emission by 57Fe atoms.
The detectors were placed as close as possible to the surface of the sample. All measurements
were performed at 10 K in the cryostat base. The real sample temperature, as judged from
the spectral analysis, was 30 - 60 K.

To enhance the signal-to-noise ratio in the Fe–CO/CN range of the spectra, sectional
measurements of these regions were performed. While in the usual scans the time for every
point was 5 s, in the case of sectional scans the time for points in the region of interest, i.e.
from 400 to 680 cm−1 was 10 - 20 s, and the rest was 1 - 3 s depending on measurements.

The raw NRVS data were analyzed by the PHOENIX software to extract the 57Fe
PVDOS. The resonance peak position for each scan was aligned in the PHOENIX analysis,
while the energy scale was calibrated periodically using [NEt4] [FeCl4] as an external standard.

To produce an empirical NRVS simulation for comparison with the NRV spectra of
SH, the Rhodobacter capsulatus (Rc) [2Fe2S] ferredoxin (fd) NRV spectrum was used as a
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representative model for [2Fe2S] clusters,315 while the NRV spectrum of Pyrococcus furiosus
(Pf )[4Fe4S] fd was used as a model for [4Fe4S] clusters (each in their oxidized (ox) and
reduced (red) states).325 These spectra were first auto-normalized to 3, representing spectra
averaged for one iron (subscript ‘norm’). For [4Fe4S] clusters, the Pf -fd spectrum was then
multiplied by 4 to get a weighed NRV spectrum considering that the cluster has 4 irons, while
for [2Fe2S] clusters, the Rc-fd NRV spectrum was multiplied by 2 for the same reason. In
both cases, spectra were then multiplied by the expected number of clusters of this type in
the SH. The total sum was calculated, and divided by 18 in order to account for the number
of considered Fe ions in the SH. For example:

SHox =
1× 2×Rc-fd(ox)norm + 4× 4× Pf -fd(ox)norm

18
(3.1)

and

SHred =
0.5× 2×Rc-fd(ox)norm + 0.5×Rc-fd(red)norm

18
(3.2)

+
3× 4× Pf -fd(ox)norm + 1× 4× Pf -fd(red)norm

18

To evaluate integral intensities in the spectral range of FeS cluster normal modes (0 - 450
cm−1), spectra were first re-normalized with respect to the integral intensities of the Fe–
CO/CN centered modes (450 - 650 cm−1), assuming that these signals are comparable for
different [NiFe] hydrogenases. Using this procedure, spectra were corrected for preparation-
and acquisition related differences such that integral FeS intensities of the normalized spectra
could be directly compared. The FeS integral intensities were then determined as a marker
for the relative amount of Fe ions involved in FeS clusters of different [NiFe] hydrogenases.
The whole procedure was performed by using the Bruker OPUS software.10

3.3.4 Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

X-band cw EPR spectra of MBH were recorded from 30 µL aliquots at a microwave fre-
quency of 9.3 GHz on a Bruker EMXplus spectrometer equipped with a high sensitivity
cylindrical mode resonator (Bruker super-high-Q-cavity, ER 4122 SHQE). The field modula-
tion frequency and amplitude were set to 110 kHz and 10 G, respectively. Throughout the
measurement the temperature was adjusted to 80 K with an Oxford ESR 900 helium flow
cryostat. Illumination experiments were carried out using a 455 nm LED focused on the
resonator cavity. Spectra were processed using the Bruker Xenon software, and [light− dark]
difference spectra were calculated by subtracting first derivative spectra acquired in the dark
and under constant illumination, respectively.8
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3.4 Theoretical Methods

3.4.1 Quantum Mechanical Calculations

3.4.1.1 General Aspects

All quantum mechanical calculations were performed using DFT according to the generalized
KS SCF procedure (see chapter 2.3.1.1 and Fig. 2.11). Calculations were performed in
Gaussian 03 and Gaussian 09 using the GGA functional BP86.335,336,350,351 For C, O, N, S,
and H atoms the 6-31g* basis set was applied, while the larger triple-zeta valence polarization
(tzvp) all-electron basis set was used for first row transition metals.352

3.4.1.2 Geometry Optimization and Calculation of Vibrational Properties

Minimum-energy ground state molecular geometries were determined using the RFO and
G(E)DIIS procedures338–342 as implemented in the Berny algorithm of the Gaussian software
package (see chapter 2.3.1.2).335,336 Geometry optimization was performed according to a
two-step scheme, which requested default and ‘tight’ convergence criteria to be fulfilled in the
first and second calculation, respectively. In individual cases, analytical force constants were
computed prior to the second geometry optimization in order to obtain a better estimate of the
(flat) PES close to the energy minimum. Harmonic vibrational frequencies and IR intensities
were calculated from analytical force constants according to the generalized scheme outlined
in section 2.3.1.3.343

3.4.1.3 Structural Modelling of Enzyme Active Sites

Initial geometries for quantum mechanical enzyme active site models of [NiFe] hydrogenase
and SOR were derived from crystal structure data. In lack of crystal structures for the Re
SH and RH, the oxidized Desulfovibrio gigas hydrogenase (pdb code: 2FRV)70 served as
a template for a generalized model of the [NiFe] active site, while a computational model
for the SOR catalytic center was derived from the crystal structure of ferric Ih SOR (pdb
code: 4BK8).20,209 In all cases, enzymatic active sites, i.e. metal ions, coordinating amino
acids, and inorganic ligands, were extracted from the protein structures. Hydrogen atoms
were added, the −(NH)− CαH− (C = O)− peptide moieties of coordinating amino acids
were replaced by methyl groups CαH3, and Cartesian coordinates of the Cα atoms were
fixed during structure modification and geometry optimization in order to compensate for the
missing protein backbone rigidity, thereby preserving a native-like framework for the active
site geometries. Multiplicity and charge of the derived computational model compounds
were adjusted according to the reported or expected electronic ground state of the structural
variants under investigation.7,9, 20,21,150

3.4.1.4 Calculation of pKa Values

Microscopic pKa values for heterolytic N–H bond dissociation were computed for all four
ethylimidazole (EtIm) ligands of a computational model of the superoxide reductase active
site (vide supra).20,21 In general, the pKa of an acid/base couple is related to the change of
the Gibbs free energy associated with the corresponding deprotonation reaction in aqueous
phase ∆Gaq by
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Figure 3.1 Extended thermodynamic cycle for the calculation of pKa values from ∆Gaq.21 The first cycle
(shown in black) represents the deprotonation of an acid of interest, yielding its conjugate base.
For studies on SOR histidines, this acid/base couple refers to the active site model with each
one ethylimidazole ligand in its neutral (EtImH) and anionic (EtIm−) form, respectively. The
reference acid/base couple of the second cycle, free neutral imidazole (ImH) and imidazolate
(Im−), is depicted in blue. Indices g, aq, and sol indicate gas phase, aqueous phase, and solvation
Gibbs energies.

pKa =
∆Gaq

2.303RT
(3.3)

A thermodynamic cycle (Fig. 3.1, black) was set-up to estimate ∆Gaq for the deprotonation of
each EtIm ligand from gas phase and solvation Gibbs energies, Gg and ∆Gsol, of the involved
compounds.353 This first cycle was extended by a second one comprising free imidazole (Im,
pKa = 14) as a reference system (Fig. 3.1, blue).354 In such a way, systematic errors of the
theoretical method are minimized, and an increased accuracy is achieved, since calculations
are independent from error-prone empiric values for the solvation Gibbs energy of the proton.
Using this extended cycle, pKa values of the EtIm ligands relate to the resulting overall change
of the Gibbs energy ∆Gaq by

pKa = 14 +
∆Gaq

2.303RT
(3.4)

Gas phase Gibbs energies of all compounds were calculated from electronic, zero-point vi-
brational, and thermal contributions according to the principles outlined in sections 2.3.1.1,
2.3.1.3, and 2.3.1.4, while the corresponding solvation energies were approximated by a po-
larizable continuum model using the default parameters implemented in Gaussian 03.335

3.4.2 Quantum Mechanical/Molecular Mechanical Calculations

RR spectra of the MBH active site were calculated by Yvonne Rippers by means of molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulations and a hybrid quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical
(QM/MM) approach, as outlined in the following.8,355 All calculations were based on the
crystal structure of reduced MBH (pdb code: 3RGW), adopting a corrected configuration
of the active site CO and CN− ligands.161,355 For the MD simulations, partial charges for
the active site of the MBH were derived by electrostatic potential fits according to the Merz-
Singh-Kollmann scheme.356,357 The quantum mechanical calculations were performed with
Gaussian 09 using the GGA functional BP86.336,350,351 The iron sulfur clusters were treated
with the partial charges obtained by Teixeira et al..358 The protonation of the protein side
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chains was set according to a pH value of 7 and protonation of the histidine residues was
adjusted with respect to their specific environments. Subsequently, the protonated MBH was
solvated in TIP3P water359 using the VMD 1.6 package.360 After adding sodium and chloride
ions for neutralization, the system was energy-minimized, heated to 300 K, and equilibrated
in a 1 ns long MD simulation followed by a 5 ns long MD production run. All MD simulations
were performed with NAMD 2.7 using the CHARMM 22 force field.361,362 The system was
handled under periodic boundary and normal temperature and pressure (NTP) conditions fa-
cilitated by Langevin piston dynamics363 with a cut-off of 12 Å for van der Waals interactions
and short-range electrostatics. Long-range electrostatics interactions were calculated with the
particle-mesh Ewald summation.364 The time step was set to 2 fs. The active site and all
iron sulfur clusters were treated as rigid bodies during the MD, as force field parameters for
their internal motions were not available.

Out of the 5 ns long MD production run ten snapshots were extracted in order to opti-
mize the geometry and calculate vibrational spectra for each snapshot on the QM/MM level
of theory using a limited memory quasi-Newton l-BFGS algorithm with the modular program
package ChemShell365 and choosing a maximum-gradient component-convergence criterion of
0.0008. Energies and gradients for the QM part were calculated with the Turbomole 6.30
computational chemistry program. DFT calculations were carried out at the BP86 level of
theory using the 6-31g* basis set for all atoms excluding Ni and Fe, for which the tzvp basis
set was employed.350–352 In a sphere with a radius of 20 Å around the iron of the active site,
the protein was treated molecular mechanically (MM part). For the MM part, the empirical
CHARMM 22 force field362 was employed. To improve the quality of calculated spectra,366

side chains of amino acids forming hydrogen bonds to the active site (His82, Arg530, and
Thr553) were included in the QM part, which also contained the side chains of the four co-
ordinating cysteines, Cys75, Cys78, Cys597 and Cys600, the metal ions, and the Fe-bound
diatomic ligands. Charge, multiplicity, and structural aspects of the QM part were adjusted
according to the respective [NiFe] redox state in question.

Covalent bonds were cut at the QM/MM border and saturated by hydrogen-link atoms.
The coupling between the QM and MM parts was computed using the electrostatic embedding
approach combined with the charge-shift scheme.367 Frequency calculations were carried out
with Gaussian 09.336 Further degrees of freedom introduced by the addition of hydrogen atoms
were projected out of the Hessian matrix before diagonalization.368 Vibrational spectra were
calculated for each snapshot using the normal-mode analysis approximation following the
procedure described by Mroginski et al.369 In order to mimic resonance enhancement via Fe
→ CO metal-to-ligand charge transfer excitation, RR intensities IRR were approximated from
Raman intensities IRaman according to the contribution of Fe–CO coordinates to the PED of
the individual modes

IRR = IRaman

(
(1 + PEνFe-CO)2 + (1 + PEδFe-CO)2

2

)
(3.5)

where PEνFe-CO and PEδFe-CO represent the potential energy fractions from Fe–CO stretching
and bending, respectively. The single snapshot spectra obtained in this way were finally
summed up to average over the structural and, thus, spectral fluctuations during the MD.
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3.4.3 Normal Mode Analysis Based on Elastic Network Models

Atom displacements were determined for the first 100 low-frequency modes of the fer-
ric Ih SOR using classical normal mode analysis based on an anisotropic all-atom ENM
(see chapter 2.3.2), as implemented in the Normal Mode Analysis, Deformation and Re-
finement server (NOMAD-Ref, http://lorentz.immstr.pasteur.fr/nomad-ref.php).370

Distance-dependent atomic interactions were modeled from a global elastic constant of
C = 100 kcal mol−1 Å−2 by means of an exponential decay weighting function, using distance-
weight and cut-off parameters of rd = 5 and rc = 10 Å, respectively.20

3.4.4 Bioinformatic Estimation of Molecular Properties

3.4.4.1 Calculation of Protein Packing Densities

Overall and local protein packing densities of the ferric Ih SOR crystal structure were deter-
mined to a grid distance of 0.01 Å by an improved Voronoi cell algorithm371 as implemented
in the Voronoia software package372 using standard atomic radii and volumes.373

3.4.4.2 Secondary Structure Evaluation

Localization and quantification of hydrogen bonds was accomplished using the Define Sec-
ondary Structure of Proteins (DSSP) algorithm as implemented in the program of the same
name.374

3.4.4.3 Determination of Solvent Accessibility

After protonating the crystal structure of the ferric Ih SOR according to neutral pH, the
solvent accessibility was determined by calculating the solvent accessible area (SAA) of each
individual atom using VMD 1.8.6.360 An SAA map was generated for the whole enzyme,
assuming an average molecular radius of 1.4 Å for water in the screening procedure. Calcu-
lations were performed by Tillmann Utesch.

3.4.4.4 Aliphatic Index and Hydrophobicity Estimation

Both quantities were determined using the ProtParam tool as implemented on the ExPASy
- SIB Bioinformatics Resource Portal (http://web.expasy.org/protparam). The aliphatic
index was calculated according to375

aliphatic index = XA + aXV + b (XI +XL) (3.6)

where XA, XV, XI, and XL are the mole fractions (in %) of alanine, valine, isoleucine, and
leucine. Coefficients a = 2.9 and b = 3.9 represent the relative volumes of the valine and
leucine/isoleucine side chains, respectively, as compared to alanine. The overall hydropho-
bicity was estimated according to the Grand Average of Hydropathy (GRAVY), which was
calculated as the average of hydropathy values of all amino acids.376

http://lorentz.immstr.pasteur.fr/nomad-ref.php
http://web.expasy.org/protparam
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a b s t r a c t

Hydrogenases catalyze the activation or production of molecular hydrogen. Due to their potential
importance for future biotechnological applications, these enzymes have been in the focus of
intense research for the past decades. Bidirectional [NiFe] hydrogenases are of particular interest
as they couple the reversible cleavage of hydrogen to the redox conversion of NAD(H). In this
account, we review the current state of knowledge about mechanistic aspects and structural deter-
minants of these complex multi-cofactor enzymes. Special emphasis is laid on the oxygen-tolerant
NAD(H)-linked bidirectional [NiFe] hydrogenase from Ralstonia eutropha.

� 2011 Federation of European Biochemical Societies. Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

In all living systems, energy conversion involves the oxidation
of primary electron donors. In this context, hydrogenases [1], as
versatile ancient metalloproteins, enable the microbial cell to uti-
lize dihydrogen as an energy source by catalyzing its reversible
cleavage into protons and electrons: H2 M 2H+ + 2e�. Via this reac-
tion, these enzymes can also provide reducing equivalents for bio-
synthesis and contribute to the disposal of excess electrons by
hydrogen evolution [2]. Furthermore, regulatory hydrogenases
are able to adjust these processes to the respective environmental
conditions via transcriptional regulation of genes encoding for
energy-transforming hydrogenases [3,4].

Due to their potential applicability in biotechnological pro-
cesses, hydrogenases have been extensively studied. Envisaged
applications are mainly related to bio-energetic approaches, i.e.,
energy conversion in enzymatic fuel cells or biohydrogen produc-
tion [5]. In addition, hydrogenases are promising model systems
to investigate electron transfer processes in complex multi-cofac-
tor enzymes and might also serve as ‘‘blueprints’’ for hydrogen
activating, biomimetic compounds.

For several decades, spectroscopic studies have contributed
essentially to the understanding of hydrogenases by providing

insights into cofactor composition, electronic, structural, and redox
properties of these enzymes. In the following, we will give an over-
view on the present state of research on bidirectional [NiFe]
hydrogenases that couple reversible hydrogen conversion to the
evolution and consumption of NADH. Here, emphasis will be
placed on spectroscopic studies to elucidate structure–function
relationships. Previous and recent insights are reviewed and dis-
cussed in conjunction with open questions and challenges for fu-
ture research.

2. [NiFe] Hydrogenases: an overview

With regard to the metal content of the active site, hydrogenases
can be classified into three phylogenetically unrelated groups [2]:
[FeFe] hydrogenases with two Fe atoms at the catalytic center [6],
[Fe] hydrogenases that harbor an Fe-guanylylpyridinol cofactor
[7], and [NiFe] hydrogenases, where hydrogen conversion takes
place at a heterobimetallic active site containing Ni and Fe [8,9].
Apart from [Fe] hydrogenases, all of these enzymes comprise addi-
tional Fe–S clusters for electron transfer to or from the active site.

2.1. General structural properties

[NiFe] hydrogenases are composed of at least two different sub-
units (Fig. 1A and B): a large one, which contains the deeply buried
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active site, and a small one, harboring at least one [4Fe–4S] cluster
close to the active site (proximal cluster). The large and small sub-
unit exhibit sequence homology to the Nqo4 and Nqo6 subunit1 of
NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase (Complex I), respectively (Fig. 1C)
[10,11]. In oxygen sensitive ‘‘standard’’ [NiFe] hydrogenases, which
are located at the periplasmic face of the cytoplasmic membrane,
the electron relay in the small subunit is extended by a distal
[4Fe–4S] cluster, and a medial [3Fe–4S] cluster between the two cu-
banes (Figs. 1A and 2) [8]. In addition to the two metal centers, the
active site of these enzymes contains four conserved cysteinyl thio-
late donors, two of which serve as bridging ligands between Ni and
Fe, while the other two are solely bound to Ni (Fig. 2). In addition,
the Fe is coordinated by three non-proteinaceous ligands, i.e., two
cyanides and one CO molecule, all of which are unprecedented in
biological systems other than hydrogenases [9,12,13]. While the Ni
is redox active during activation and catalysis, the Fe remains in
the Fe(II) low-spin configuration due to these strong-field inorganic
ligands. It is generally accepted that hydrogen cycling involves an
additional ligation site bridging the two metals [14]. Hydrophobic
cavities for hydrogen diffusion between the active site and the pro-
tein surface as well as putative proton transfer pathways have been
also described for ‘‘standard’’ [NiFe] hydrogenases [15,16].

2.2. Redox states of the [NiFe] center and the catalytic cycle

Applying infrared (IR) spectroscopy, various active and inactive
redox states of the catalytic center from ‘‘standard’’ [NiFe]
hydrogenases have been identified by the characteristic stretching
vibrations of the three inorganic ligands (Fig. 3) [17,18]. All of these
species primarily differ with respect to the redox state of the Ni
and the chemical nature of the exchangeable ligand ‘‘X’’ in the
bridging position between the two metals (Figs. 2 and 3). Electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, on the other hand,
selectively monitors paramagnetic species of all cofactors. In the
inactive oxidized state, two species with different activation kinet-
ics have been identified, both revealing EPR signals characteristic
for Ni(III): The so-called ‘‘ready’’ Nir-B state that is proven to carry
a hydroxo ligand in the bridging position between the two metals
[19,20] can easily be (re-)activated in the presence of hydrogen. In
contrast, reductive activation of the ‘‘unready’’ Niu-A species takes
hours [21]. This property has been tentatively related to the pres-
ence of a (hydro)peroxo species in the bridging position or thiolato
oxygenation at the active site cysteines [20,22]. One-electron
reduction of Niu-A and Nir-B yields the corresponding EPR-silent
Ni(II) species Niu-S and Nir-S, respectively. Both forms are also cat-
alytically inactive, as they supposedly still carry the respective
oxygen species of Niu-A and Nir-B. Two sub-species of the Nir-S
state have been identified and suggested to differ with respect to
the protonation state [17,23–25]. A loosely bound water molecule
might be rapidly released from the protonated sub-form, resulting
in the catalytically active Nia-S state with a vacant coordination
site between the two metals. Further one-electron reduction of this
state yields the paramagnetic Ni(III) species Nia-C, which is consid-
ered to be the central intermediate of hydrogen cycling in ‘‘stan-
dard’’ [NiFe] hydrogenases. This view is based on experimental
and theoretical studies, revealing a hydride as the additional bridg-
ing ligand in this species [18,26]. The fully reduced Nia-SR state,
which is formed by one-electron reduction of Nia-C, presumably
also contains a hydride in the bridging position [25,27]. This EPR-
silent Ni(II) species, commonly assigned to another step of the
catalytic cycle, reveals up to three sub-forms, which might differ
with respect to the conformation, protonation or spin state of the

A

B

C

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of (A) ‘‘standard’’ [NiFe] hydrogenases, (B)
NAD(H)-linked bidirectional [NiFe] hydrogenases, and (C) the peripheral part of
the respiratory Complex I [8,10,57,69,124]. Homologous subunits are represented
with the same color with HoxF exhibiting sequence homology to both Nqo1 and
Nqo2 of Complex I. Subunit interactions of HoxE are tentatively depicted based on
comparison with the homologous Nqo2 subunit of the respiratory Complex I. ‘‘2Fe’’
and ‘‘4Fe’’ refer to [2Fe–2S] and [4Fe–4S] clusters, respectively. ‘‘?Fe’’ is most likely
a [4Fe–4S] cluster, although a [3Fe–4S] cluster in certain bidirectional hydrogenases
cannot be entirely excluded (see text). ⁄Not observed in aerobic bidirectional
hydrogenases from R. eutropha and R. opacus. HoxE and the included [2Fe–2S]
cluster appear to be absent from the Hox2 bidirectional hydrogenase from
Thiocapsa roseopersicina, too. [125] ⁄⁄Only reported for the bidirectional hydroge-
nase from R. eutropha. [60].

Fig. 2. Crystal structure of the ‘‘standard’’ [NiFe] hydrogenase from D. gigas [8] with
the large and small subunit depicted in red and green, respectively. The [NiFe]
active site is enlarged for a better visualization. Its redox state is primarily
determined by the oxidation state of the Ni ion, and the exchangeable ligand ‘‘X’’ at
the third bridging site between Ni and Fe (both highlighted in red).

1 The subunit nomenclature of Complex I from Thermus thermophilus [10] will be
used throughout the paper.
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[NiFe] complex [27,28]. Alternatively, these sub-species have been
suggested to harbor different Ni-bound and/or bridging ligands,
such as H� and/or H2 [29]. At cryogenic temperatures, irradiation
of the Nia-C state with white light induces a further EPR-detectable
species (Ni-L) [30], which is formed via photo-dissociation of the
bridging hydride [26]. Although this state is created under non-
physiological conditions, a similar, transient Ni(I) species is widely
claimed to be involved in hydrogen cycling [31–33].

Different models have been suggested for the catalytic cycle of
[NiFe] hydrogenases. Most of them propose a heterolytic cleavage
of hydrogen, where the hydride is reversibly bound between the
two metals while one of the terminal cysteinyl thiolates acts as a
proton acceptor [32]. However, there is still no consensus about
the detailed mechanism as well as the type and number of inter-
mediate states involved. An alternative catalytic cycle proposed
recently suggests an initial heterolytic cleavage of hydrogen fol-
lowed by an oxidative addition mechanism during turnover
[31]. Irrespective of the exact reaction mechanism, the reversible
formation of a H2 r-bond complex has been suggested as an
essential initial event for hydrogen activation at transition metal
sites [34].

3. Bidirectional hydrogenases: versatile players in biological
hydrogen conversion

[NiFe] hydrogenases can be further divided into five groups,
which differ in subunit assembly, cofactor composition, redox part-
ners and cellular location [2,35]. Although all of these enzymes are
involved in hydrogen cycling, their physiological functions may
vary considerably. In particular, (group 3) bidirectional hydroge-
nases, which are capable of catalyzing both hydrogen activation
and evolution under physiological conditions, are able to bind
(and convert) additional soluble substrates like coenzyme F420

[36,37] or NAD(P)(H) [38–40]. While most of these enzymes are
found in Archaea, we will focus on bacterial NAD(H)-linked bidirec-
tional hydrogenases [38]. NADP(H)-linked hydrogenases from
hyperthermophilic Archaea [39–44] are not in the scope of this re-
view as they differ substantially in terms of subunit arrangement
and cofactor composition.

3.1. Modular structure and catalytic activities

In multimeric NAD(H)-linked [NiFe] hydrogenases, the large
and small subunit are referred to as HoxH and HoxY, respectively.
This HoxHY hydrogenase moiety is associated with an additional
NADH:acceptor oxidoreductase (diaphorase) module, which cou-
ples the reversible cleavage of hydrogen to the oxidoreduction of
NAD(H) (Fig. 1B). The catalytic reaction with NADP(H) yields much
lower H2 evolution and consumption rates, indicating that NAD(H)
is indeed the preferred, native substrate of bidirectional [NiFe]
hydrogenases [45]. This argumentation is also supported by the
fact that the involved nucleotide binding site appears to repel the
phosphate group of NADP(H) [46]. The diaphorase moiety consists
of at least two subunits, HoxF and HoxU, which exhibit pro-
nounced sequence similarity to the peripheral part of the respira-
tory Complex I as well as certain formate dehydrogenases and
[FeFe] hydrogenases [46–52]. NAD(H)-linked hydrogenases can
be further divided in two classes, which differ in subunit and cofac-
tor composition as well as their specific physiological function. In
‘‘cyanobacterial type’’ bidirectional hydrogenases [50,51,53–55],
which have also been reported for purple sulphur bacteria
[56,57], the diaphorase moiety is associated with an additional
HoxE subunit [50], which might be involved in membrane interac-
tions [54,56] or the electronic coupling between the hydrogenase
and diaphorase active sites [45]. This subunit is absent in a second
group of bidirectional hydrogenases from aerobic bacteria, includ-
ing those from the actinobacterium Rhodococcus opacus MR11
[58,59] and the b-proteobacterium Ralstonia eutropha H16 [38].
The bidirectional hydrogenase from the latter organism comprises
an additional diaphorase-associated HoxI2 dimer, which contains a
putative nucleotide binding site similar to that of cAMP receptors
[60]. In line with this observation, HoxI2 has been reported to act
as an alternative electron entry site for reductive activation
through an NADPH binding site [60].

3.2. Physiological functions and applications in biotechnology

In cyanobacteria, bidirectional hydrogenases are mainly in-
volved in the disposal of excess electrons derived from

Fig. 3. Essential redox states and interconversions of the active site of ‘‘standard’’ [NiFe] hydrogenases and NAD(H)-linked bidirectional [NiFe] hydrogenases from R. eutropha
H16 and Synechocystis sp. PCC6803.[24,25,88,89] ‘‘Unready’’ and ‘‘ready’’ inactive states are shown in red and orange, respectively, while catalytically active species are
depicted in green. Ni–L is represented in blue as the involvement of this species in the catalytic cycle is under debate [18,24]. The (proposed) chemical nature of the bridging
ligand at the active site is indicated in parentheses for each individual redox species. EPR detected states are marked with an asterisk. For bidirectional hydrogenases, dashed
boxes indicate redox states that have been detected in R. eutropha, but so far not in Synechocystis sp. For the enzyme from the latter organism, an intermediate species has
been observed by IR spectroscopy, which could be tentatively assigned to the Nia-C state. So far, this redox state could not be enriched for EPR studies. Therefore, its identity
still has to be proven [89]. For the sake of clarity, redox states of the enzyme from R. eutropha that were detected under non-native conditions [90] are not included in the
present scheme.
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fermentation and photosynthesis [61–63], resulting in hydrogen
evolution. A general role in the substitution of missing subunits
of respiratory Complex I appears rather unlikely, as the absence
of a functional bidirectional hydrogenase has been reported to be
not essential for cyanobacterial cell growth [53–55,64–66]. Bidi-
rectional hydrogenases from aerobic bacteria, on the other hand,
differ in their catalytic bias as they rather catalyze hydrogen split-
ting, i.a. to supply reducing equivalents (NADH) to Complex I,
thereby establishing a proton motive force. By transhydrogenases,
NADH is also converted to NADPH, which can be used for carbon
fixation during autotrophic growth [67]. Furthermore, these en-
zymes can also function as an electron valve by catalyzing hydro-
gen evolution in case of over-reducing conditions, i.e., an excess of
NADH in the cytoplasm [68,69]. While aerobic bidirectional
hydrogenases are strictly located in the cytoplasm [38,59] both a
cytoplasmic localization [70] and a weak association with the cyto-
plasmic [71] or thylakoid [72] membrane has been suggested for
cyanobacterial hydrogenases.

NAD(H)-linked bidirectional hydrogenases are of particular
interest for biotechnological applications as they are suited for
light driven hydrogen production in vivo [73] and the regeneration
of reduced purine nucleotides in biocatalytic processes [74–79].
Such applications are particularly promising as some of these en-
zymes are oxygen tolerant [38,58,80–82], in contrast to most other
hydrogenases.

4. Structure–function relationships in bidirectional
hydrogenases

NAD(H)-linked bidirectional hydrogenases are complex multi-
cofactor enzymes. Regarding subunit composition and cofactor
content, these enzymes differ considerably from other hydroge-
nases, including ‘‘standard’’ [NiFe] hydrogenases (Fig. 1A and B).
Unfortunately, there is no crystal structure available for a
bidirectional hydrogenase so far, such that structural information
about these enzymes has to rely on spectroscopic studies and com-
parison with related enzymes. Three major types of redox active

cofactors are present in this class of enzymes: a [NiFe] active site,
several Fe–S clusters, and one or two non-covalently bound flavins
(see Table 1). Interestingly, [4Fe–4S] clusters of bidirectional
hydrogenases exhibit lower midpoint potentials (about
�450 mV) compared to those in ‘‘standard’’ [NiFe] hydrogenases
(about �340 mV) [83–87]. In line with this finding, reductive (re-
)activation of bidirectional hydrogenases requires low-potential
electrons from NAD(P)H [60,80,88,89] and, thus, a lower switch-
on potential Eswitch is observed [90,91]. Within the evolutionary
context, these observations can be explained by the fact that bidi-
rectional hydrogenases interact with the low-potential NAD(H)
pool while ‘‘standard’’ [NiFe] hydrogenases are rather linked to
the higher-potential quinone pool of the respiratory chain in vivo
[38,60,92].

4.1. The hydrogen converting active site

Also in bidirectional [NiFe] hydrogenases, hydrogen conversion
takes place at a conserved [NiFe] center, which is located in the
HoxH subunit of the hydrogenase sub-complex HoxHY. In contrast
to other [NiFe] hydrogenases, however, no or only sub-stoichiom-
etric amounts of paramagnetic Ni(III) species have been detected in
most EPR studies on purified bidirectional hydrogenases
[80,84,89,93–96]. This observation was taken as an indication for
a different catalytic cycle where Ni remains in the diamagnetic
Ni(II) state [96]. Alternatively, magnetic coupling between the Ni
site and a second nearby paramagnetic center might prevent the
detection of paramagnetic Ni(III) species under most conditions
[93]. The enrichment of certain paramagnetic species might also
be hampered for thermodynamic or kinetic reasons in this type
of enzyme. However, for the bidirectional hydrogenase from R.
eutropha, a quantitative EPR detection of the paramagnetic Nia-C
state has been reported for a narrow potential range [83], indicat-
ing that monitoring of Ni(III) species in bidirectional hydrogenases
might be strongly dependent on the adjustment of adequate exper-
imental conditions [88], as also observed for Hydrogenase I from
the archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus [97].

Table 1
Subunit composition and cofactor content of NAD(H)-linked bidirectional [NiFe] hydrogenases in comparison to the homologous parts of Complex I.

Bidirectional
hydrogenase

Complex I homologue Comment References

Subunit Cofactor Subunit Cofactor

HoxH [NiFe] Nqo4 – Binding motif conserved in all [NiFe] hydrogenases [11]

HoxY [4Fe–4S] Nqo6 [4Fe–4S] (N2) Corresponds to the proximal cluster in ‘‘standard’’ [NiFe] hydrogenases [10,11,46,49–
51,53,57,98,99]

FMN-a – Reported only for R. eutropha SH, flavodoxin-like binding fold conserved in all
[NiFe] hydrogenases and Complex I, has been proposed to occur in Complex I as
well

[8,10,49,99,107,111,114]

HoxU [4Fe–4S]
(or [3Fe–
4S])

Nqo3 [4Fe–4S] (N5) 3Cys-1His-coordinated [4Fe4S] cluster in Complex I, might be a 3Cys-coordinated
[3Fe4S] cluster in some bidirectional hydrogenases, corresponds to the proximal
cluster of [FeFe] hydrogenase

[6,10,53,57,90,105]

[4Fe–4S] – Corresponds to the medial cluster of [FeFe] hydrogenase, part of a 2[4Fe–4S] motif,
not in Nqo3 of Complex I (binding motif conserved) and HoxU from R. eutropha/R.
opacus

[6,10,53,57,69,104,105]

[4Fe–4S] [4Fe–4S] (N4) Corresponds to the distal cluster in [FeFe] hydrogenase, part of a 2[4Fe–4S] motif [6,10,53,57,69,104,105]
[2Fe–2S] [2Fe–2S] (N1b) Binding motif conserved in [FeFe] hydrogenase from C. pasterianum [6,10,53,57,105]

HoxF [4Fe–4S] Nqo1 [4Fe4S] (N3) Fe–S cluster closest to the NADH binding site of Complex I and (supposedly)
bidirectional hydrogenases

[10,46,51,53,57]

FMN-b FMN Non-classical Rossman fold binds both FMN and NADH in Complex I [46,51,53,57,98]
[2Fe–2S] Nqo2 [2Fe–2S] (N1a) Binding motif conserved in [FeFe] hydrogenase from D. fructosovorans, not in HoxF

from R. eutropha and R. opacus
[50,57,104]

HoxE [2Fe–2S] Nqo2 [2Fe–2S] (N1a) Binding motif conserved in [FeFe] hydrogenase from D. fructosovorans, HoxE
missing in R. eutropha and R. opacus as well as Hox2 from Thiocapsa roseopersicina

[50,57,104,125]

HoxI – – – Reported only for R. eutropha SH, homology to cAMP receptors [60,69]
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Active sites of a few bidirectional hydrogenases have also been
characterized by IR spectroscopy: At least four different redox
states have been identified for the bidirectional hydrogenase from
the cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 (Fig. 3). An oxidized
and a reduced species appeared to be EPR-silent (vide supra), while
two transitional states were just observed during re-oxidation of
the enzyme. Therefore, no EPR-data are available for the latter
two, one of which might correspond to the Nia-C state of standard
[NiFe] hydrogenases [89]. All of these different redox states exhibit
one CO and two CN stretching bands in the IR spectrum, indicating
a standard set of inorganic ligands at the active site. Moreover,
most of these species display ligand stretching frequencies compa-
rable to other [NiFe] hydrogenases, which suggests a similar (elec-
tronic) structure of the active site. However, the ‘‘fully’’ reduced
state exhibits an unusually high CO stretching frequency in this en-
zyme (vide infra). Preliminary IR data from the HoxHY hydrogenase
subcomplex of the cyanobacterial type bidirectional hydrogenase
from Allochromatium vinosum revealed a mixture of states, with
some of them resembling those of the hydrogenase from Synecho-
cystis sp. [57]. For the bidirectional hydrogenase from R. eutropha
EPR and IR properties of the active site have been discussed contro-
versially and will be presented in more detail in Section 5.

Interestingly, (spectro-)electrochemical studies on bidirectional
hydrogenases from R. eutropha and Synechocystis sp. indicate that
the formation of the respective highest oxidized state might be
dependent on the presence of oxygen [91,96]. This suggests that
these redox species could possibly contain a bridging ligand other
than OH�, as this chemical species can also be derived anaerobi-
cally from water. Alternatively, the formation of the fully oxidized
state might be kinetically unfavorable by electrochemical means,
as observed for Nir-B formation in certain ‘‘standard’’ [NiFe]
hydrogenases [17,25]. For the above mentioned bidirectional en-
zymes, protein film voltammetry and IR spectroscopy also revealed
the occurrence of one or two additional oxidized states, which
might, however, be related to non-native species that possibly
arise from changes in the quaternary structure of the enzyme,
e.g., the absence of the diaphorase moiety [90,91].

4.2. Iron sulphur clusters

By sequence analysis, the presence of up to eight Fe–S clusters
has been predicted for NAD(H)-linked bidirectional hydrogenases
[46,49–51,53,57,98,99] (Table 1). For all characterized enzymes,
at least one [2Fe–2S] and one [4Fe–4S] cluster have been detected
by EPR spectroscopy [80,83,84,89,93–96]. Sub-stoichiometric sig-
nals reminiscent of [3Fe–4S] clusters were also observed in these
studies, but largely ascribed to oxidative damage or higher oxida-
tion states of low potential [4Fe–4S] clusters. This interpretation
is in agreement with the absence of [3Fe–4S] clusters in Complex
I and [FeFe] hydrogenases [6,10]. Nonetheless, experimental in-
sights indicate that functional [3Fe–4S] clusters may appear in cer-
tain bidirectional hydrogenases [94].

For the hydrogenase sub-complex HoxHY, sequence analysis
indicates the presence of a single proximal [4Fe–4S] cluster in
the HoxY subunit of bidirectional hydrogenases (Fig. 1) [46,49–
51,53,57,98,99]. This binding motif is conserved among all [NiFe]
hydrogenases and the Nqo6 subunit of Complex I (cluster N2)
[11]. In fact, EPR, UV/vis, Mössbauer, and/or XAS studies on the
separate HoxHY moieties from R. eutropha [90], R. opacus [93,94],
and A. vinosum [57] indicate the presence of a [4Fe–4S] cluster in
this sub-complex. For the sake of completeness, it should be
mentioned that early studies claimed a location in the large HoxH
subunit for this cubane cluster [94,100,101]. However, this appears
unlikely as no conserved Fe–S cluster binding motif is present in
HoxH of [NiFe] hydrogenases and the homologous Nqo4 subunit
of Complex I [11]. The absence of the medial [3Fe–4S] and the dis-

tal [4Fe–4S] cluster, present in ‘‘standard’’ [NiFe] hydrogenases,
can be explained by the fact that the small subunit (HoxY) is trun-
cated at the C-terminus of the polypeptide chain in bidirectional
hydrogenases [11,51,98]. This indicates that the electronic cou-
pling with the diaphorase moiety is presumably accomplished by
the single [4Fe–4S] cluster while missing parts of HoxY might be
functionally substituted by HoxU. The [NiFe] site in HoxH and
the [4Fe–4S] cluster in HoxY appear to represent the minimum
set of cofactors necessary for hydrogen conversion in [NiFe]
hydrogenases [57,90,93].

Interestingly, the HoxY-linked [4Fe–4S] cluster appeared to be
EPR-silent, but was detected by XAS in a study on the separate
HoxHY moiety of the bidirectional hydrogenase from R. eutropha
[90], possibly indicating a magnetic coupling of this cofactor with
another paramagnetic site. Studies on the separate hydrogenase
modules from R. opacus [93,94] and R. eutropha [90] also revealed
that this ‘‘proximal’’ cluster is particularly sensitive towards oxida-
tion, as shown by irreversible conversion to a [3Fe–4S] and a [4Fe–
nS–nO] cluster, respectively. This effect, however, might be at least
partly related to the lack of the stabilizing diaphorase moiety. A
structural rearrangement of the hydrogenase sub-complex in the
absence of the diaphorase moiety is also indicated by the detection
of two conformers of this ‘‘proximal’’ [4Fe–4S] cluster in HoxHY
from R. opacus [94]. Only one of these conformers was also de-
tected in the native tetrameric enzyme HoxHYFU, while the second
was reported to be a less active structural variant.

For the diaphorase module, a precise characterization of the
individual Fe–S clusters is more intricate for three major reasons.
First of all, this moiety contains a large number of potential binding
sites for Fe–S clusters, which complicates their respective quantifi-
cation and assignment. Secondly, spectroscopic studies on the
separate diaphorase moiety of a bidirectional hydrogenase have
only been published for the enzyme from R. opacus [93,94] and,
thus, most assumptions on Fe–S cluster location and function are
deduced from sequence analysis and comparison with the homol-
ogous subunits of respiratory Complex I (Fig. 1B and C). Finally, the
content of both proposed and detected Fe–S clusters is different in
cyanobacterial and aerobic bidirectional hydrogenases, which
might be related to their different physiological roles.

For bidirectional hydrogenases from aerobic bacteria, the pres-
ence of Fe–S clusters in the diaphorase module was derived from
EPR and Mössbauer studies [80,83,84,93,94,96], revealing one
[2Fe–2S] and two [4Fe–4S] clusters. Based on investigations of
the separate HoxFU moiety from R. opacus [94], an additional,
seemingly native [3Fe–4S] cluster has been reported for this partic-
ular enzyme. Interestingly, stoichiometric signals of this [3Fe–4S]
cluster have only been observed in the isolated HoxFU module,
while the native R. opacus enzyme exhibits a broad g = 1.95 signal
instead. This feature might be related to magnetic coupling of the
[3Fe–4S] cluster with a nearby paramagnetic species such as the Ni
atom of the active site or other so far undetected metal ions [94]. In
conclusion, the presence of a [3Fe–4S] cluster can not be com-
pletely ruled out for certain bidirectional hydrogenases, in particu-
lar, since minor amounts of a comparable broadened feature at
g � 1.92 have also been observed for the bidirectional [NiFe]
hydrogenase from R. eutropha at 12 K [84]. Interestingly, a possible
role in oxygen radical scavenging has been proposed for the medial
[3Fe–4S] cluster of ‘‘standard’’ [NiFe] hydrogenases [48]. Consider-
ing superoxide production by bidirectional hydrogenases
[52,102,103], a putative [3Fe–4S] cluster could have a similar func-
tion in this type of enzymes.

For cyanobacterial bidirectional hydrogenases, no studies on
separate diaphorase modules are available so far. Investigations
of entire enzymes revealed the presence of [2Fe–2S] and [4Fe–
4S] clusters, both with a stoichiometry of �1 spin per molecule
[89,95]. As the presence of a [4Fe–4S] cluster has been confirmed
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for the hydrogenase sub-complex, only signals of a [2Fe–2S] cluster
can be unambiguously assigned to the diaphorase moiety. This is in
sharp contrast to the prediction of up to seven Fe–S clusters for the
diaphorase moiety of these enzymes (vide infra) [51,53].

Apart from experimental investigations, further valuable infor-
mation on possible locations and functions of Fe–S clusters of the
diaphorase moiety can be deduced from comparison with subunits
from Complex I and other similar enzymes (Fig. 1B and C, Table 1).
A conserved binding site for a single [2Fe–2S] cluster is observed in
HoxE of cyanobacterial type bidirectional hydrogenases and the
homologous Nqo2 and HndA subunits of Complex I and the Desulf-
ovibrio fructosovorans [FeFe] hydrogenase, respectively [50,57,104].
Since the presence of this cluster (N1a) has been proven for Nqo2
[10], its occurrence in HoxE is anticipated, as well. In bidirectional
hydrogenases, a specific role in electron transfer interactions with
membrane components or the hydrogenase module has been sug-
gested for this binuclear Fe–S center [45,56]. No Fe–S cluster bind-
ing motifs are present in the additional HoxI subunits of the
bidirectional hydrogenase from R. eutropha [69].

HoxF can be described as a fusion protein from homologues of
Nqo1 and Nqo2 of Complex I [46]. Furthermore, this subunit is
homologous to the HndA gene product of the NADP-reducing
[FeFe] hydrogenase from D. fructosovorans [104]. Apart from bind-
ing sites for FMN and NAD(H), this subunit harbors a [4Fe–4S] clus-
ter binding motif, which corresponds to cluster N3 of Complex I
[10,46,51,53,57]. In cyanobacterial bidirectional hydrogenases,
the presence of an additional ferredoxin-like [2Fe–2S] cluster is
indicated by a further binding site in HoxF [50,57]. In Complex I,
cluster N1a has been suggested to act as an electron storage, there-
by minimizing the production of reactive oxygen species [10].
Thus, binuclear Fe–S clusters in HoxE and/or HoxF might carry
out similar functions in certain bidirectional hydrogenases. How-
ever, these [2Fe–2S] clusters are absent in oxygen tolerant bidirec-
tional hydrogenases from aerobic bacteria, suggesting different
oxygen protection strategies in these latter enzymes.

HoxU has a sequence similar to the N-terminal part of Nqo3
from Complex I as well as [FeFe] hydrogenases [46–
49,53,57,104,105]. These conserved sequence stretches contain an-
other ferredoxin-like binding motif for a [2Fe–2S] cluster, which
corresponds to N1b of Complex I [53,57]. In addition, a ferre-
doxin-type 2[4Fe–4S] motif is found in HoxU of cyanobacterial
bidirectional hydrogenases [53,57], in [FeFe] hydrogenases
[6104,105], and Complex I [10]. While both of these cubane clus-
ters have been detected in the Clostridium pasterianum [FeFe]
hydrogenase [6], only one [4Fe–4S] cluster is present in the homol-
ogous binding fold of Complex I (cluster N4) [10]. In bidirectional
hydrogenases from aerobic bacteria, only four out of the eight cys-
teine residues of this sequence motif are conserved in HoxU, indi-
cating the presence of a single [4Fe–4S] cluster [57,69].
Furthermore, HoxU contains another sequence motif consisting
of one histidine and three cysteine residues [53,57]. This conserved
fold suggests the binding of another cubane cluster, as observed in
Complex I (N5) and [FeFe] hydrogenases [6,10]. Alternatively, the
cysteine residues of this sequence motif might coordinate a [3Fe–
4S] cluster as reported in a combined EPR and Mössbauer study on
the R. opacus hydrogenase [94]. According to this assumption, the
number of experimentally detected and predicted Fe–S clusters
would coincide in aerobic bidirectional hydrogenases, and trinu-
clear and tetranuclear Fe–S clusters in HoxU could possibly substi-
tute those missing in HoxY, thereby preserving a standard-like
electron relay (vide supra).

Apart from the detailed characterization of the individual clus-
ters, two general questions arise from previous studies on Fe–S
cofactors in bidirectional hydrogenases. The first one refers to the
discrepancy between the number of potential binding motifs and
EPR-detected Fe–S clusters, especially in cyanobacterial hydroge-

nases, which is neither reported for most other hydrogenases nor
for Complex I. This situation might be related to the presence of
Fe–S clusters, which are EPR silent due to magnetic coupling to
other paramagnetic species in close vicinity. In addition, the detec-
tion of some Fe–S clusters might also be hampered under standard
experimental conditions for thermodynamic or kinetic reasons, as
suggested for individual clusters of Complex I [106]. Alternatively,
the Fe–S cluster content might be underestimated due to an over-
estimation of the protein concentration [107]. More recent studies,
however, rather indicate an underestimation of the protein con-
centration for the bidirectional hydrogenase from Synechocystis
sp. [89]. Finally, it can not be excluded that some of the potential
binding sites are simply not occupied by intact Fe–S clusters in
some native or isolated enzymes.

The second major question refers to the functional role of the
large number of Fe–S clusters detected and/or predicted in bidirec-
tional hydrogenases. This peculiarity might be related to a
branched electron transfer pathway, as indicated by the presence
of putative alternative electron access sites in HoxE and HoxI2

[56,60]. Alternatively, a large number of electron transfer units
might be necessary in case of different electron pathways in hydro-
gen activation and evolution, as claimed for the bidirectional
hydrogenase from R. eutropha [108]. Another possible explanation
can be derived from EPR studies on Complex I, which indicate com-
plex electron occupancy patterns and alternating redox potentials
for the Fe–S clusters of this enzyme [106,109]. This property has
been suggested to play a major role in the fast and energy efficient
electron transfer of Complex I in vivo. A similar mechanism, which
obviously depends on a sufficient set of Fe–S centers, might also
exist in the related bidirectional hydrogenases. As stated above,
individual clusters might also minimize superoxide production or
perform other functions beyond basic electron transfer. Eventually,
it can not be excluded that certain Fe–S clusters might simply sta-
bilize the protein matrix or represent evolutionary remnants, as
suggested for cluster N7 in Complex I [10].

4.3. Flavin cofactors

At least one flavin mononucleotide (FMN) has been detected in
all examined NAD(H)-linked bidirectional hydrogenases
[38,83,89,95,110]. Based on sequence homology with the Nqo1
subunit of Complex I [46,51,53,57,98] and spectroscopic investiga-
tions of the separate HoxFU moiety from R. opacus [93], this com-
ponent is accepted to be located in the HoxF subunit of the
diaphorase moiety (Fig. 1B and C, Table 1). Among hydrogenases,
flavin cofactors have only been reported for NAD(P)(H)-linked en-
zymes (see also [97,104,111]), indicating their involvement in the
redox conversion of purine nucleotides. In fact, FMN is known to
act as a communicator between one-electron centers (Fe–S
clusters) and two-electron centers (NADH) in Complex I [112],
which suggests an analogous role in bidirectional hydrogenases.
The X-ray structure of the peripheral domain of Thermus thermo-
philus Complex I shows that NADH is stacked next to the FMN
cofactor of Nqo1 in an orientation appropriate for direct hydride
transfer. This NADH binding site is conserved in HoxF
[10,46,51,53,57,98], indicating that NADH oxidation most likely
progresses in the same way. Furthermore, the separate HoxF sub-
unit of R. eutropha has been claimed to exhibit diaphorase activity
[113], which supports its affiliation with FMN and NAD(H) binding.

Apart from the active site flavin in HoxF (FMN-b), a second
loosely bound FMN cofactor (FMN-a) has been detected in the
bidirectional soluble hydrogenase from R. eutropha (SH)
[107,110,114]. This cofactor is supposed to be located in the HoxY
subunit of the hydrogenase sub-complex HoxHY [99,107,114],
which is supported by the structural homology between this sub-
unit and the FMN binding site of flavodoxin (Fig. 1B) [8]. This po-
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tential FMN binding fold is conserved in all [NiFe] hydrogenases
and the Nqo6 subunit of Complex I [8,99] (see Table 1). Therefore,
the presence of a second FMN molecule has also been proposed for
the latter enzyme [49,99,107]. However, flavin binding at this po-
sition has not been observed in Complex I or hydrogenases other
than the SH. In standard [NiFe] hydrogenases, this might be due
to limited space related to the presence of the medial and distal
Fe–S cluster [99]. In other bidirectional hydrogenases, however,
FMN-a might be simply released during purification, as indicated
by its loose binding in R. eutropha [114]. In fact, recent studies have
shown that this cofactor occurs only in sub-stoichiometric
amounts in the isolated HoxHY sub-complex of R. eutropha [90],
providing further evidence for the stabilizing role of the diaphorase
moiety. In agreement with this observation, previous reports on
the SH claimed that the loss of FMN-a under reducing conditions
is accompanied by a reversible unfolding of the entire enzyme
[114]. Since the association of the HoxHY and HoxFU moieties
has been reported to be weaker in other bidirectional hydroge-
nases [57,93], a loss of this flavin compound is likely to occur in
these enzymes. Alternatively, the lower amount of observable
FMN in other bidirectional hydrogenases might also be related to
a general tendency towards overestimated protein concentrations
in enzymes containing an NADH:acceptor oxidoreductase module
[107]. However, since there is no experimental evidence for a sec-
ond FMN in these enzymes so far, it can not be excluded that the
FMN-a compound is a unique feature of the bidirectional hydroge-
nase from R. eutropha.

Several functions have been proposed for this second FMN of
the SH, which has been reported to be essential for the proper
functionality and integrity of the enzyme [90,110,114]. As stated
above, FMN is able to act as a two-to-one electron converter, which
might also transfer electrons between the hydride evolving during
hydrogen cleavage and the proximal [4Fe-4S] cluster [114]. Fur-
thermore, it is possibly involved in the fast removal of oxygen spe-
cies from the active site [90,114] and might, thus, contribute to the
oxygen tolerance of this enzyme. Recent studies also indicate that
this flavin cofactor might be important for the stability of the Hox-
HY sub-complex of the SH and its interaction with hydrogen [90].

An assured determination of the function(s) of FMN-a, however,
is complicated by the fact that the binding sites of FMN-a and the
proximal [4Fe-4S] cluster are spatially overlapping in the small
subunit of ‘‘standard’’ [NiFe] hydrogenases [8] and, as a conse-
quence, the exact location of these two cofactors can not be as-
signed unambiguously for the SH. Thus, it remains open whether
these redox sites are arranged sequentially and, if so, which of
these is in direct contact with the [NiFe] center. Since both binding
sites have a similar distance to the active site in ‘‘standard’’ [NiFe]
hydrogenases [8], a simple sequential arrangement is less likely,
which suggests a functional role beyond basic electron transfer
for the flavin cofactor in HoxY. Furthermore, the overlap of the
FMN-a locus with the binding site of the [4Fe-4S] cluster might
partly account for the observed unusual EPR properties of this clus-
ter and the [NiFe] site as well as the easy release of the FMN com-
pound from HoxY.

5. The soluble hydrogenase from Ralstonia eutropha: a unique
oxygen tolerant biocatalyst

In the following, we will provide a more detailed overview on
unique features of the NAD(H)-linked bidirectional [NiFe]
hydrogenase from R. eutropha H16. R. eutropha is a ‘‘Knallgas’’ bac-
terium, harboring at least three different hydrogenases: a mem-
brane bound uptake hydrogenase (MBH), a cytoplasmic
regulatory hydrogenase (RH), and the NAD(H)-linked soluble
hydrogenase (SH) [69]. In principle, there are two major reasons

for the special interest in this particular bidirectional enzyme. First
of all, R. eutropha is a facultative chemolitoautotroph which is able
to grow in the presence of oxygen by using H2 and CO2 as the sole
electron and carbon source, respectively [67]. As a consequence, all
three hydrogenases purified from this organism are able to cata-
lyze hydrogen conversion in the presence of oxygen, which is in
contrast to most other hydrogenases [69,92]. For the RH, this prop-
erty has been ascribed to a narrowed gas channel, which limits
oxygen access to the active site [15,115]. In the MBH, an unusual
proximal Fe–S cluster has been recently reported to prevent the
formation of the inactive Niu-A state by supplying electrons at high
potentials [116]. In case of the SH, a modified active site has been
previously suggested to play a role in its oxygen tolerance, how-
ever, this has been recently disproven (vide infra) [80–82,88]. Its
tolerance towards oxygen renders the SH an outstanding biocata-
lyst for potential biotechnological applications, in particular, since
this enzyme preferentially catalyzes the production of NADH
rather than its oxidation. Therefore, the SH is particularly suited
for the in situ regeneration of NADH in coupled enzymatic reac-
tions [74,76–79]. Moreover, this enzyme has been extensively
studied for more than three decades and, as a consequence, it rep-
resents the best characterized bidirectional hydrogenase and an
established model system for this type of enzymes.

Like other bidirectional hydrogenases, the SH consists of the
hydrogenase (HoxHY) and diaphorase (HoxFU) moieties, expanded
by the aforementioned HoxI2 homodimer [60]. The putative con-
tent, localization and function of Fe–S clusters and flavin com-
pounds, including the unprecedented FMN-a in HoxY [114], have
already been discussed for this enzyme (vide supra). In the follow-
ing paragraphs, we will mainly focus on the unusual spectroscopic
properties of the [NiFe] active site and its putative structural and
functional peculiarities.

5.1. The active site of the soluble hydrogenase: the previous model and
its shortcomings

As mentioned above, spectroscopic and structural features of
the SH have been discussed controversially for more than a decade.
Thus, we will present the previous structural and functional model
for this enzyme first before discussing several objections and con-
tradictory results from recent in situ studies (Section 5.2).

In standard [NiFe] hydrogenases, the Fe(CO)(CN)2 moiety of the
active site gives rise to three distinct infrared absorptions, which
correspond to the carbonyl stretching vibration m(CO) and the
symmetric and antisymmetric stretching modes ms(CN) and
mas(CN) of the two vibrationally coupled cyanide ligands [12,13].
Due to the p-acceptor and r-donor capabilities of the CO and
CN� ligands, the frequencies of these vibrations are sensitive to-
wards changes in the structure and redox state of the active site
[9,12,117,118]. In contrast to standard [NiFe] hydrogenases, the
IR spectrum of the as-isolated, oxidized SH exhibits one CO and
four instead of two CN absorptions. Based on this observation
and a chemical cyanide determination, the presence of two addi-
tional cyanide ligands was suggested for the active site of this en-
zyme (Fig. 4A) [80,81], which is, however, in sharp contrast to
recent studies (vide infra) [88,90]. The frequencies of the CO and
three of the four CN stretching modes were found to be insensitive
towards redox state changes of the enzyme [80,81,96]. Conse-
quently, these bands were assigned to a Fe(CO)(CN)3 moiety, which
does not undergo redox-dependent changes [80]. Only one of the
CN stretching modes, detected at 2098 cm�1 for the oxidized
enzyme, was reported to shift towards lower wavenumbers under
reducing conditions. As a consequence, it was argued that the CN�

ligand reflected by this absorption was not coordinated to the same
metal atom as the CO ligand, but rather bound to Ni (Fig. 4A) [80].
Since this 2098 cm�1 band was absent in the spectrum of SH puri-
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fied from a DhypX deletion mutant, the HypX protein was claimed
to be responsible for the incorporation of the proposed Ni-bound
cyanide [82]. Furthermore, the presence and intensity of the
2098 cm�1 band was reported to correlate with the catalytic activ-
ity of the SH under aerobic conditions and, thus, the putative Ni-
bound cyanide was suggested to play a major role in the oxygen
tolerance of this enzyme by shielding the active site from oxygen
[80–82]. In contrast to other [NiFe] hydrogenases, Ni-edge XAS
investigations of the SH indicated the presence of a six-coordinate
Ni atom, including hard ligand atoms like C, O, or N, especially in
the fully oxidized state of the enzyme [108,119–121]. These obser-
vations were ascribed to sulfoxygenation at the terminal cysteinyl
donors and a Ni-bound cyanide ligand (Fig. 4A). Furthermore, Ni-
coordination by N/O atoms from water, amino side chains or amide
groups of the protein backbone was proposed on the basis of these
data.

As also observed for other bidirectional hydrogenases, no ma-
jor contributions from paramagnetic Ni-species could be detected
in most of the previous EPR studies on the SH [80,81,84,96]. As a
consequence, the Ni atom has been suggested to remain un-
changed in the Ni(II) state throughout the catalytic cycle
[96,119]. Hydrogen cleavage was proposed to take place at a ter-
minal coordination site of the Ni atom as the Fe atom was
thought to be six-coordinate and, therefore, incapable of binding
a bridging hydride. As the stretching frequencies of the putative
Fe(CO)(CN)3 moiety did not change under various conditions, all
variations of the IR spectrum have been ascribed to a Ni-bound

cyanide, reflecting changes in the number and type of Ni-coordi-
nated ligands [80,81,96,119]. Based on these interpretations, the
following model has been suggested for the catalytic cycle and
the reductive activation of the SH active site [96,119]: In the oxi-
dized state, the aerobically isolated SH exhibits one CO stretching
at 1956 cm�1 and four CN stretchings at about 2098, 2090, 2080,
and 2070 cm�1 (Fig. 4A). In this state, the enzyme is catalytically
inactive and can not be readily activated by hydrogen. If substo-
ichiometric amounts of NAD(P)H are added to the oxidized SH,
the 2098 cm�1 band (assigned to the stretching mode of Ni-
bound cyanide) disappears while intensity changes are observed
for other CN stretching bands in the 2100–2050 cm�1 region.
Based on band fitting analyses, these observations have been as-
cribed to a down-shift of the 2098 cm�1 band to ca. 2090 cm�1,
indicating a slight increase of electron density at the Ni-atom.
This shift has been interpreted as a loss of a hydroxo or hydroper-
oxo species from Ni, which creates catalytically active SH with a
vacant coordination site for hydride binding in a terminal position
(Fig. 4A) [81]. When oxidized SH was incubated with both hydro-
gen and catalytic amounts of NAD(P)H, a new band was observed
at 2051 cm�1, which was again assigned to the stretching mode
of Ni-bound cyanide, indicating a considerable increase of elec-
tron density at the Ni atom. This observation was tentatively as-
cribed to a displacement of the oxygen species by a terminally
bound hydride. During catalysis, the active site was thought to
cycle between the latter two states by transferring the Ni-bound
hydride to the nearby FMN-a.

Fig. 4. Previous (A) and present (B) model for the active site structure of the soluble hydrogenase from R.eutropha. (A) Previous model derived from spectroscopic studies on
the isolated enzyme [96] with the corresponding IR spectrum and the proposed structure of the fully oxidized enzyme displayed as a cartoon. For details, see text. (B)
Summarized results from in vivo and in situ spectroscopic studies on the soluble hydrogenase from R. eutropha [88]. In living cells, about 60% of the enzyme resides in the
paramagnetic Nia-C state (trace a), which can be converted to more oxidized or reduced EPR-silent Ni(II) species. In agreement with the reducing conditions within the
cytoplasm, the second derivative of the IR spectrum from the same sample exhibits a mixture of ‘‘standard-like’’ reduced states with a predominant contribution from Nia-C
(trace b). Under oxidizing conditions, an almost pure (EPR-silent) ‘‘Nir-B-like’’ state of the enzyme is represented by one CO and two CN stretching bands in the second
derivative of the IR spectrum (trace c), indicating a standard set of inorganic ligands at the active site. The cartoon shows the present model for the active site structure of the
native soluble hydrogenase in the Nia-C state.
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The studies described above provided a seemingly self-consis-
tent model for the structure and catalytic mechanism of the SH ac-
tive site. Nonetheless, there were ambiguities and open questions,
which motivated further detailed investigations of this enzyme.
First, the coordination of two additional cyanide ligands to the
[NiFe] center would lead to a highly tense structure. In fact, preli-
minary quantum chemical calculations of model compounds for
the proposed active site failed since the complex dissociated dur-
ing geometry optimization.b Second, the disappearance of the
m(CN) = 2098 cm�1 band after incubation of the SH with sub-stoi-
chiometric amounts of NAD(P)H has been assigned to a red shift
(Dm = �8 cm�1) of this absorption band [81]. This should lead to
a defined absorbance increase at 2090 cm�1, however, the experi-
mental IR spectra exhibit relative intensity changes in the entire
2100–2050 cm�1 region, which indicates that the observed spec-
tral changes are not related to a single ligand or exclusive changes
at the Ni-atom. In addition, the terminal Ni-bound hydride ligand
proposed for the fully reduced state of the enzyme should give rise
to a well-defined m(Ni�H) vibrational absorption in the spectral re-
gion between 2250 and 1700 cm�1 [122], as also predicted by spec-
tra calculations on a [NiFe] site model compound.2 However, no
experimental evidence has been reported for this feature to date.
Furthermore, IR studies on enzyme preparations enriched with 15N
by 50% were not conclusive [81]. This kind of experiment leads to
three sets of m(CN) bands reflecting enzyme populations with differ-
ent degrees of 15N labeling [13]. Molecules without 15N labeled cya-
nide ligands show the usual m(CN) band pattern while a complete
labeling of all cyanide ligands shifts the entire m(CN) signature to-
wards lower wavenumbers. A third set of bands reflects 2n�2 popu-
lations where only a part of the n cyanide ligands is labeled with 15N.
An active site with four cyanide ligands should give rise to 14 of
these latter populations, which would, as a consequence, dominate
the IR spectrum. Even if the Ni-bound cyanide was unaffected by
partial 15N labeling for metabolic reasons [81], still six of these pop-
ulations should arise from the three Fe-bound cyanides. However,
like in standard [NiFe] hydrogenases, only two medium strong bands
arose from partial 15N labeling, which is in contrast to the assump-
tion of additional cyanide ligands at the SH active site. In addition,
the model’s assumption of a redox-inactive Ni(II) state during reduc-
tive activation and catalysis is in conflict with the detection of the
paramagnetic Nia-C state for SH incubated with an excess of NADH
[83]. These observations have been later ascribed to a loss of the
additional cyanide ligands, which was suggested to render the active
site an oxygen sensitive standard [NiFe] center [96,119]. However,
NADH is a substrate of the SH, which can also be present in large
amounts under in vivo conditions (vide infra). Furthermore, cyanide
is known to be among the most tightly bound inorganic ligands,
which is unlikely to easily (and selectively) dissociate from the dee-
ply buried active site under mild reducing conditions. These objec-
tions are in line with the finding that excess NADH leads to a
completely reversible reduction of the bidirectional hydrogenase
from Synechocystis sp. [89]. A particularly puzzling implication of
the previous model is the redox inactivity of both Ni and Fe, ques-
tioning the functional role of the complex [NiFe] site. Additional con-
cerns refer to the proposed terminal hydride binding at the Ni site.
This scenario would imply that hydrogen conversion does not take
place cis or trans to a carbonyl ligand, which is in contrast to all other
known hydrogenases. In this context, it should be mentioned that a
cis or (preferentially) trans oriented ligand with both electron donat-
ing and withdrawing capabilities (like CO) is assumed to be essential
for the reversible binding and cleavage of H2, respectively [34]. Final-
ly, the proposed involvement of the Ni-bound cyanide in the oxygen
tolerance of the SH [96] is not convincing, since this ligand would

only shield the bridging site between the two metals. However, a
blocking of the bridging position by additional cyanide ligands
would not sterically shield the terminal coordination site on the
Ni, where hydrogen cycling was proposed to take place (Fig. 4A).

5.2. New insights from in vivo and in situ spectroscopy

Due to the shortcomings of the model discussed in the preced-
ing section, the SH from R. eutropha has been recently reinvesti-
gated in a combined approach using IR and EPR spectroscopy
[88]. In contrast to former spectroscopic investigations on purified
SH, this study has been performed on whole cells of an R. eutropha
H16 wild type derivative that expresses no hydrogenases other
than the SH. Thus, the enzyme could be characterized within its
native cytoplasmic environment. Under in vivo conditions, i.e.,
within living cells, it was shown that the SH mainly exists in the
paramagnetic Nia-C state, which is in agreement with its coupling
to the cellular pool of reductants (Fig. 4B, trace a). As monitored by
EPR spectroscopy, this Ni(III) species disappears under more reduc-
ing or oxidizing conditions, indicating a redox active Ni-atom in
the native enzyme. In addition to the prevalent Nia-C state, com-
plementary IR studies revealed a mixture of further redox states,
as also observed in ‘‘standard’’ [NiFe] hydrogenases (Figs. 3 and
4B, trace b). These findings demonstrate that the SH active site con-
tains a standard set of inorganic ligands, i.e., one CO and two CN�.
This conclusion has been further proven by the IR spectrum of a
nearly pure EPR-silent oxidized state, exhibiting only one CO and
two CN stretching modes, which resemble the IR signature of the
Nir-B state in ‘‘standard’’ [NiFe] hydrogenases (Fig. 4B, trace c).
Thus, the active site structure of the native SH is much more sim-
ilar to standard [NiFe] hydrogenases and the previous model
involving an unusual ligation pattern of the [NiFe] center can be
discarded (Fig. 4B, cartoon).

In a more general sense, these studies indicate that a represen-
tative characterization of complex biological systems is strongly
dependent on the preservation or recreation of native conditions.
For the SH, quantitative amounts of the Nia-C state have only been
observed within the cytoplasm of living cells [88] or, mimicking
these reducing conditions, by adding excess amounts of NADH
[83]. In agreement with previous suggestions [93,97], this finding
indicates that a detection of paramagnetic Ni(III) species in bidirec-
tional hydrogenases requires the careful selection of appropriate
experimental conditions.

Apart from these general insights, the above in situ studies have
revealed a further reduced species of the SH, termed Nia-SR2
(Fig. 3), which was also observed in the bidirectional hydrogenase
from Synechocystis sp.3 [88,89]. Compared to Nia-SR states observed
in standard [NiFe] hydrogenases, this species exhibits an unusually
high CO stretching frequency at 1958 cm�1. Hence, this state could
be a low potential Ni(III) species similar to Nia-C (m(CO) = 1962 cm�1

in R. eutropha) or the putative Nia-X state of the oxidative addition
mechanism, proposed recently for hydrogen cycling in [NiFe]
hydrogenases [31]. This so far undetected Nia-X state has been de-
scribed as an intermediate Ni(III) species with two hydride ligands
at the active site, one in the bridging position between the two met-
als (like in Nia-C and Nia-SR) and one bound terminally to the sixth
coordination site of the Ni atom. Such a species might exhibit spec-
tral similarities to the detected Nia-SR2 state. However, preliminary
calculations of IR spectra of a [NiFe] model compound suggest that
the terminal hydride of Nia-X should give rise to a well defined
m(Ni�H) band in the 2000–1900 cm�1 region and a particularly
low CO stretching frequency.4 In addition, such a Ni(III) species

2 M. Horch. Unpublished results.

3 For the enzyme from Synechocystis sp., this species has been previously assigned
to the Nia-SR state [89].

4 M. Horch. Unpublished results.
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should also display a prominent EPR signal, which has not been ob-
served in the experiment. Therefore, Nia-SR2 may rather be a Ni(II)
species where the ligand at the bridging site exerts a strong trans
influence on the opposite CO ligand.5 This effect should weaken
the Fe�CO and strengthen the C„O bond, thereby selectively
increasing the frequency of the CO stretching mode, as observed
for Nia-SR2. Possible candidates for such a scenario may be a H2

r-bond complex or related species facing the bridging site. In fact,
a similar effect was also observed in the Nia-C state of ‘‘standard’’
[NiFe] hydrogenases, where the bridging hydride acts as a strong
r-donor trans to the CO ligand such that m(CO) is indeed consider-
ably increased [27].

6. Outlook: challenges for future research

Over the last three decades, spectroscopic and biochemical
studies have provided considerable insights into functional aspects
and structural determinants in NAD(H)-linked bidirectional
hydrogenases. Despite notable scientific advances, however, there
are still numerous questions to address in order to gain a compre-
hensive understanding of this type of enzymes. In particular, little
is known about the function and interaction of the individual Fe-S
clusters, especially in the diaphorase moiety. Another, closely re-
lated question arises from the finding that stoichiometric amounts
of paramagnetic species of the active site and certain Fe-S clusters
are difficult to detect. This observation may be related to unusual
redox properties and pronounced magnetic interactions of the var-
ious cofactors. In terms of future applications, special attention has
to be paid to the investigation of oxygen-tolerance mechanisms in
certain bidirectional [NiFe] hydrogenases like the SH from R. eutro-
pha. In this context, the supply of low-potential electrons from the
oxidation of NAD(P)H appears to play a major role in preserving
catalytic activity under aerobic conditions in vivo. However, de-
spite considerable efforts and promising insights, the structural
and mechanistic basis for this property has still to be resolved.
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1. Introduction

Hydrogenases[1] form a class of metalloenzymes that catalyse
the activation or evolution of molecular hydrogen, thereby
contributing to the metabolism of various microorganisms.
[NiFe] hydrogenases are composed of at least one large sub-
unit harbouring a bimetallic active site and a small subunit
comprising one or more Fe–S clusters.[2] The active site of peri-
plasmic “standard” [NiFe] hydrogenases[3] contains one Fe and
one Ni ion, bridged by two cysteinyl thiolato donors. In addi-
tion, the Ni is coordinated by two further cysteinates in termi-
nal positions while three non-proteinaceous ligands are bound
to the Fe, one carbonyl and two cyanides.[4–6] The process of
hydrogen cleavage involves a bridging position between the
two metal ions, which is occupied by different oxygen species
in the oxidised, catalytically inactive states.[7] While the Ni atom
changes its oxidation and spin state during reductive activa-
tion and catalysis, the Fe atom is kept in the low-spin ferrous
form by the strong-field inorganic ligands.

Oxygen-tolerant [NiFe] hydrogenases are of particular inter-
est in terms of biotechnological applications under aerobic
conditions. The soluble hydrogenase from Ralstonia eutropha
(SH)[8] is an oxygen insensitive bidirectional hydrogenase, com-
posed of two heterodimeric catalytic subcomplexes: a hydroge-

nase moiety HoxHY and a HoxFU diaphorase module, coupling
the reversible cleavage of hydrogen to the formation of
NADH.[9, 10] In addition, the SH comprises a HoxI2 homodimer,
which was claimed to function as an alternative electron en-
trance for reductive activation by NADPH.[11] Besides a [NiFe]
active site and several Fe–S clusters, this enzyme comprises
two FMN cofactors : while FMN-b is conserved in the HoxF sub-
unit of all known bidirectional hydrogenases and most likely
involved in the redox conversion of NADH, FMN-a, located in
the HoxY subunit close to the active site, has only been detect-
ed in the SH so far.[12–15]

Recently, major advances have been made in the elucidation
of structural factors in the oxygen tolerance of [NiFe] hydroge-
nases. In this respect, spectroscopic and crystallographic stud-
ies have demonstrated that the insensitivity towards oxygen is
intimately linked to the unique redox properties of an unpre-
cedented (proximal) 4Fe–3S cluster in the membrane-bound
hydrogenase (MBH) of R. eutropha.[16, 17] For the SH, however,
there are no experimental indications for such a scenario. In
contrast, the oxygen tolerance of this enzyme was previously
ascribed to the presumed presence of additional cyanide li-
gands at the active site (Figure 1).[18–20] Within this proposal,
denoted as the “steric model” herein, the Ni atom was sug-
gested to remain in the oxidation state (II) during all reaction
steps of the catalytic cycle (Figure 1).[21, 22] In a recent in situ
spectroscopic study, however, no indications for additional cya-
nide ligands at the active site of the native SH were found.[23]

Furthermore, it was shown that the SH resides mainly in the
paramagnetic Nia�C state (Ni3+ , S = 1/2) within whole living
cells of R. eutropha, strongly indicating a standard-like structure
of the SH active site. However, the detection of paramagnetic

Hydrogenases catalyse the reversible cleavage of molecular hy-
drogen into protons and electrons. While most of these en-
zymes are inhibited under aerobic conditions, some hydroge-
nases are catalytically active even at ambient oxygen levels. In
particular, the soluble [NiFe] hydrogenase from Ralstonia eutro-
pha H16 couples reversible hydrogen cycling to the redox con-
version of NAD(H). Its insensitivity towards oxygen has been
formerly ascribed to the putative presence of additional cya-
nide ligands at the active site, which has been, however, dis-

cussed controversially. Based on quantum chemical calcula-
tions of model compounds, we demonstrate that spectroscop-
ic consequences of the proposed non-standard set of inorganic
ligands are in contradiction to the underlying experimental
findings. In this way, the previous model for structure and
function of this soluble hydrogenase is disproved on a funda-
mental level, thereby highlighting the efficiency of computa-
tional methods for the evaluation of experimentally derived
mechanistic proposals.
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Ni states and standard-like redox species in general was previ-
ously ascribed to the loss of additional cyanide ligands.[21, 22] Al-
though unlikely within whole cells, this possibility cannot be
categorically ruled out on an experimental level. Thus, we will
revisit the steric model in the present paper to carefully ana-
lyse the underlying spectroscopic data on the basis of quan-
tum chemical calculations on suitable model compounds.
Taking this reevaluation as a case study, the analysis of simple
yet meaningful mimetic compounds is shown to represent
a computationally cheap approach for the validation or rejec-
tion of spectroscopically based structural and mechanistic
models of hydrogenases and related enzymes.

In this section, we briefly summarise the previous perception
of the SH active site as well as essential spectroscopic data
that lead to this model (Figure 1). For a more detailed survey
of this topic the reader is referred to a recently published
review[9] and the literature cited therein. The assumption of ad-
ditional cyanide ligands at the SH active site was mainly de-
duced from infrared (IR) spectroscopic data. For standard
[NiFe] hydrogenases, three absorption bands arise from the
carbonyl stretching n(CO) and the symmetric and antisymmet-
ric stretching modes ns(CN) and nas(CN) of the two cyanide li-
gands at the active site.[5, 6] In contrast, the IR spectrum of the
isolated SH exhibits one CO and four instead of two CN ab-
sorptions in the oxidised state, which was taken as an indica-
tion for the presence of two additional cyanide ligands at the
[NiFe] centre (Figure 1).[18, 20] Due to the pronounced p-acceptor
and s-donor capabilities of the CO and CN� ligands, their
stretching vibrations are sensitive probes for changes in the
(electronic) structure of the hydrogenase active site.[4, 5, 24, 25]

Since the frequencies of the CO and three of the four CN
bands were reported to be unaffected by reductive treatment
of the SH,[18, 20, 21] these absorptions were assigned to an

Fe2 +(CO)(CN�)3 moiety that was
claimed to be insensitive to-
wards redox-dependent
changes.[20] Only one n(CN) ab-
sorption, detected at 2098 cm�1

in the oxidised enzyme, was re-
ported to undergo a downshift
under reducing conditions. This
finding was ascribed to a fourth
cyanide ligand, suggested to be
coordinated to the Ni.[20] Since
the presence and intensity of
this 2098 cm�1 band appeared
to correlate with the enzyme’s
activity under aerobic condi-
tions, the putative Ni-bound cya-
nide was proposed to guard the
active site from oxygen by
means of steric protection.[18–20]

Most of the previous electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
studies on isolated SH revealed
no signals from the Ni
ion,[18, 20, 21, 26] which was conse-

quently claimed to reside solely in the oxidation state (II).[21, 22]

Since the Fe atom was thought to be six-coordinate, substrate
binding was proposed to take place at a terminal binding site
of the Ni rather than the bridging position between the two
metals. Absorption bands ascribed to the putative
Fe2 +(CO)(CN�)3 moiety did not change under most redox con-
ditions and, thus, all variations of the IR spectrum were as-
signed to the proposed Ni-bound cyanide, sensing changes in
the number and type of ligands coordinated to Ni.[18, 20–22]

Based on these interpretations, the following reaction scheme,
as shown in Figure 1, was suggested for the redox response of
the SH active site.[21, 22] In the oxidised state, isolated SH exhib-
its one CO stretching mode at 1956 cm�1 and four CN stretch-
ing modes at about 2098, 2090, 2080, and 2070 cm�1. In this
state, the enzyme is catalytically inactive and unable to react
with hydrogen. If sub-stoichiometric amounts of NAD(P)H are
added, the 2098 cm�1 band (assigned to Ni-bound cyanide)
disappears, while intensity changes are observed for other CN
stretching bands in the 2100–2050 cm�1 region, presumably
due to a downshift of the 2098 cm�1 band to about
2090 cm�1. This finding was interpreted as a loss of a terminal
hydro-peroxo/oxo species from the Ni, creating catalytically
active SH with a vacant coordination site.[18] When oxidised SH
was incubated with both hydrogen and catalytic amounts of
NAD(P)H, a new band was observed at 2051 cm�1. This absorp-
tion band was again assigned to the stretching mode of Ni-
bound cyanide and the corresponding shift attributed to a dis-
placement of the proposed oxygen species by a hydrido
ligand. The latter two states were suggested to form the basis
for hydrogen cycling of the soluble hydrogenase while FMN-
a was assumed to act as a hydride acceptor.

Figure 1. Active-site structure, reductive activation, and reaction mechanism of the [NiFe] active site of the soluble
hydrogenase (SH) from Ralstonia eutropha, as proposed within the steric model.[21, 22] The inset shows the IR spec-
trum of the SH active site in the oxidised state of the isolated enzyme. The arrow marks the absorption previously
assigned to a Ni-bound CN� ligand whose stretching frequency was reported to change with the redox state of
the enzyme as indicated.
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2. Results and Discussion

In order to understand the effects of the steric model on the
IR properties of the SH, we computed vibrational spectra of
a series of small model compounds, which were rationally de-
signed to account for all relevant structural features of the
active site (vide infra). Given the facts that 1) no crystal struc-
ture is available for the SH or any other bidirectional hydroge-
nase and 2) we are only interested in the qualitative assess-
ment of relative spectroscopic changes induced by the altera-
tion of metal–ligand bonding, interactions with the protein
matrix were neglected.

A key question of the steric model refers to the additional
CN stretching bands that were interpreted in terms of extra cy-
anide ligands.[18, 20] To probe how an additional cyanide on the
active site iron would affect IR spectroscopic properties, we
constructed a low-spin FeII complex, mimicking an Fe moiety
with one CO, two sulphur, and two or three CN� ligands
(Figure 2). Sulphur donors were modelled as hydrosulphide or

methylthiolate in all compounds. For the square pyramidal
Fe2 +(CO)(CN�)2(SR�)2 model (Figure 2 A), the ligand configura-
tion was adopted from the generally accepted orientation in
standard [NiFe] hydrogenases (both CN� ligands trans to the
sulphur donors). As a consequence, this complex gives rise to
an IR spectrum exhibiting one intense CO and two well-sepa-
rated (12 cm�1) CN stretching bands (Figure 3 A), as observed
for mature [NiFe] hydrogenases[5, 6, 27, 28] as well as synthetic
model compounds of the iron moiety.[25, 29] In the case of
Fe2 +(CO)(CN�)3(SR�)2, we considered both possible isomers for
the arrangement of three equal CN� ligands in an octahedral
ligand field, that is, a facial (fac) as well as a meridional (mer)
configuration (Figure 2 B and Figure 2 C). The CN stretching

modes observed for these complexes depend on both the iso-
meric form and the choice of the sulphur donors (Figure 3 B
and Figure 3 C; Table 1). In particular, fac-Fe2+(CO)(CN�)3-

(SCH3
�)2 gives rise to three well-defined and virtually equally

separated n(CN) bands (Figure 3 B). However, irrespective of
the isomeric form and the chosen sulphur ligands, inspection
of the n(CO) absorption region reveals a distinct downshift for
all Fe2 +(CO)(CN�)3(SR�)2 models compared to the standard-like
active site model with two cyanide ligands (Figure 3). This ob-
servation, related to electron donation by the additional cya-
nide ligand and increased back-bonding to the carbonyl, leads

Figure 2. Model compounds mimicking the Fe-moiety of the [NiFe] hydroge-
nase active site: A) Fe2 +(CO)(CN�)2(SR�)2. B) fac-Fe2 +(CO)(CN�)3(SR�)2. C) mer-
Fe2+(CO)(CN�)3(SR�)2. Sulphur donors (SR�) were modelled as hydrosulphide
or methylthiolate.

Figure 3. Calculated IR spectra of the model compounds depicted in
Figure 2: A) Fe2 +(CO)(CN�)2(SR�)2. B) fac-Fe2+(CO)(CN�)3(SR�)2, C) mer-
Fe2+(CO)(CN�)3(SR�)2. Sulphur donors (SR�) were modelled as hydrosulphide
(grey line) or methylthiolate (black line).

Table 1. Overview of calculated n(CO), n(CN), and n(Ni�H) modes of the
discussed model compounds.

Compound Calculated Wavenumbers [cm�1]
n(CO) n(CN) n(Ni�H)

Fe2 +(CO)(CN�)2(SH�)2 1896 2064, 2076 –
fac-Fe2 +(CO)(CN�)3(SH�)2 1862 2044, 2057, 2078 –
mer-Fe2 +(CO)(CN�)3(SH�)2 1863 2049, 2053, 2073 –
Fe2 +(CO)(CN�)2(SCH3

�)2 1891 2057, 2067 –
fac-Fe2 +(CO)(CN�)3(SCH3

�)2 1864 2042, 2057, 2070 –
mer-Fe2 +(CO)(CN�)3(SCH3

�)2 1862 2042, 2050, 2072 –
Ni2 +(CN�)k2S,S-(S2C2H4

2�) – 2094 –
Ni2 +(CN�)(OOH�)k2S,S-(S2C2H4

2�) – 2056 –
Ni2 +(CN�)(OH�)k2S,S-(S2C2H4

2�) – 2062 –
Ni2 +(CN�)(H�)k2S,S-(S2C2H4

2�) – 2061 1819
Nia�C 1922 2078, 2090 –
Nia�X 1871 2047, 2065 1956
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to two important conclusions. First, in the presence of three
CN� ligands on the Fe, the SH would be expected to exhibit
a comparably low CO stretching frequency, in particular if the
Ni remained in the oxidation state (II). However, the experi-
mental IR data display the opposite behaviour, that is, a rather
high frequency (1956 cm�1) is observed,[18, 20] comparable to
those of the highest oxidised states of standard [NiFe] hydro-
genases (see e.g. ref. [30]). Second, preparations of isolated,
oxidised SH exhibiting only two or three CN stretching bands
in the IR were also reported and ascribed to a loss of one or
two cyanide ligands.[21, 22] Calculated spectra for the above
model complexes clearly demonstrate that the loss of an Fe-
bound cyanide would considerably affect the CO stretching
frequency. However, in the experimental IR spectra the latter
mode appeared to be completely independent of the number
of CN absorptions, confirming that additional n(CN) bands do
not reflect extra cyanide ligands in the SH.

Next, we inspected the spectroscopic consequences of the
catalytic mechanism derived from the steric model, that is, acti-
vation and catalytic cycling. In this context, the disappearance
of a CN stretching mode at 2098 cm�1 (ascribed to Ni-bound
cyanide) was explained by an 8 cm�1 downshift of this band
due to the removal of a Ni-bound O(O)H� species.[21, 22] As
stated before,[9] this scenario should give rise to a distinct ab-
sorbance increase at 2090 cm�1. In the experimental spectrum,
however, the absorbance is enlarged for all remaining CN ab-
sorption bands.[18] Moreover, the abstraction of an electron-do-
nating ligand like O(O)H� is expected to increase the stretching
frequency of a cyanide bound to the same metal (see e.g.
ref. [31] and the references cited therein). To demonstrate this
effect, we calculated IR spectra for a series of low-spin

Ni2(CN�)(X)k2S,S-(S2C2H4
2�) com-

plexes (see Figure 4).
These compounds comprise all

consensus features proposed in
the previous model, namely, a Ni2 +

ion, a cyanide ligand, two sulphur
donors, and an additional coordi-
nation site X that can be involved
in substrate binding (H�) or occu-
pied by inhibiting oxygen species
(either OH� or OOH�).1 Due to
their spin state and the use of
a chelating ethanedithiolato
ligand, these rigid complexes
adopt a square planar geometry
for four coordinate species and
a T-shaped configuration in the
presence of three ligands.2 As

a consequence, only few geometric changes are observed

upon altering the coordination number and, thus, effects on
n(CN) can be clearly ascribed to the presence or absence of
a particular ligand X at the fourth coordination site. Spectra of
these Ni complexes containing a vacant binding site, a hy-
droxo-, hydroperoxo-, or hydrido species are plotted in
Figure 5. Obviously, the addition of an H� or O(O)H� ligand de-

creases the CN stretching frequency to a comparable extent
(�32 to �38 cm�1). This finding is in sharp contrast to the
steric model where the abstraction of an O(O)H� species was
proposed to lower the CN stretching frequency of a putative
Ni-bound cyanide ligand.

Furthermore, also the proposed binding of a terminal hy-
dride ligand to the Ni upon reductive treatment of the enzyme
with H2 and sub-stoichiometric amounts of NAD(P)H[21, 22] is in-
consistent with the experimental data. Such a species is gener-
ally expected to exhibit an IR-active metal�H stretching mode
between 2250–1700 cm�1,[37] calculated to arise at 1819 cm�1

for Ni2+(CN�)(H�)k2S,S-(S2C2H4
2�) (Figure 5 D). In the experimen-

tal spectrum of the SH, however, no comparable feature has
been observed in previous or present studies.

Interestingly, terminal hydrido ligands on the Ni have also
been proposed for certain (transient) reaction intermediates of
the active site in standard [NiFe] hydrogenases.[38, 39] In this con-
text, the present data also provide a basis for the identification
of such species and/or the evaluation of these structural pro-
posals.

Besides these monometallic computational models, we also
aimed to construct a heterobimetallic complex mimicking the

Figure 4. Ni2 +(CN�)(X)k2S,S-
(S2C2H4

2�) model complex
mimicking the Ni centre of
the SH as proposed in the
steric model. X refers to
a fourth coordination site that
is either vacant or occupied
by a hydroxo, hydroperoxo or
hydrido species.

Figure 5. Calculated IR spectra of the Ni2 +(CN�)(X)k2S,S-(S2C2H4
2�) complex

shown in Figure 4 with X being modelled as a A) vacant coordination site,
B) hydroperoxo, C) hydroxo, or D) hydrido ligand.

1 Two further thiolato donors were proposed to be oxygenated or exchanged
for other C-, N-, or O-based ligands in the SH.[22, 32–34] However, since there is
no unambiguous identification of these modifications available so far, we
omitted these features in the models used.

2 T-shaped geometries have also been observed experimentally for other three-
coordinate d8 systems[35] as well as a comparable Ni1 + complex containing
a carbonyl and a bidentate diketiminate ligand.[36]
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entirety of the [NiFe] site proposed in the steric model. Howev-
er, no stable configuration could be obtained during energy
optimisation, in agreement with the expected steric restrictions
and Coulomb repulsion between the two additional CN� li-
gands facing the bridging site (Figure 1). In line with the above
objections, this finding casts further doubt on the possible ex-
istence of a [NiFe] centre with four cyanide ligands.

In addition to the arguments outlined above, it is not justi-
fied to assume a putative Fe2+(CO)(CN�)3 moiety that is insen-
sitive towards structural and electronic changes at the Ni
centre, as illustrated by IR spectra calculated for models mim-
icking the Nia�C and Nia�X state (Figure 6, also see the Com-

putational Details).3 As a Ni3+ species containing a bridging hy-
dride between Ni and Fe,[40] Nia�C is generally considered to
be a key intermediate in hydrogen cycling of [NiFe] hydroge-
nases.[27] Nia�X is another redox state that has been recently
suggested to be involved in an oxidative addition mechanism
for hydrogen cleavage in [NiFe] hydrogenases.[39] The latter
species is comparable to Nia�C in that it also contains Ni in the
oxidation state (III) and a hydride in the bridging position. In
addition, it has been proposed to include a terminal hydride
on Ni, as suggested for a catalytic intermediate of the SH
(Figure 1). Protonation of one of the terminal thiolato donors
has also been included in the original proposal for Nia�X, but
was omitted for the present model compound. Thus, Nia�C
and Nia�X models are formally identical, except for the termi-
nal hydride and, comparing the computed vibrational spectra
of both compounds, specific influences of this ligand on the
spectroscopic properties of Fe-bound CO and CN� ligands can
be identified. This situation is comparable to the steric model
of the SH (Figure 1), where the two catalytically active species
were proposed to differ by the presence of a terminal hydride
ligand on the Ni as well. Inspecting the computed spectra of

the Nia�C and Nia�X compounds, a considerable effect of the
terminal hydride becomes obvious (Figure 7). As expected,
electron donation from this ligand lowers the stretching fre-

quencies of both the CO (�51 cm�1) and the CN� ligands (�25
and �31 cm�1). Even if these effects were smaller within the
protein matrix or less pronounced for the SH, an Fe2 +

(CO)(CN�)3 moiety that is completely insensitive to terminal
substrate (or inhibitor) binding at the Ni could be ruled out on
the basis of these data. Thus, previously observed redox-in-
duced changes of the IR spectroscopic properties cannot be
assigned to the reductive activation of the SH and its effects
on a putative Ni-bound cyanide ligand. In addition, the pre-
dicted Nia�X spectrum also reveals an IR-active n(Ni�H) stretch-
ing mode (Figure 7 B), in contrast to experimental findings
from the SH. In conclusion, the present theoretical considera-
tions reveal that structural and mechanistic implications of the
steric model are contrary to the underlying spectroscopic data,
thereby ruling out this proposal on a fundamental level.

The arguments derived from the theoretical analysis of the
IR spectra may be further supported by some general princi-
ples, accepted to be essential for hydrogen cleavage in hydro-
genase:[9] Hydrogen cycling at the Ni without any involvement
of an Fe ion would conflict with expectations from both bioin-
organic and organometallic chemistry.[27, 41, 42] In particular, this
assumption would imply the absence of a CO ligand cis or
preferably trans to the substrate binding site, in contrast to all
other known hydrogenases.[3, 43, 44] This scenario is unlikely,
since the ability of this ligand to both donate and accept elec-
tron density was suggested to be crucial for the reversible
binding and cleavage of hydrogen in hydrogenase and H2 s-

Figure 6. Structures of the A) Nia�C and B) Nia�X state as proposed for the
active site of [NiFe] hydrogenases.[39, 40] For Nia�X, protonation of one of the
terminal cysteinyl thiolates was omitted for reasons described in the text.

Figure 7. Calculated IR spectra of A) Nia�C and B) Nia�X models.

3 [NiFe] active site model compounds of this size are adequate to assess rela-
tive changes in CO and CN stretching modes, but might not be best suited to
evaluate absolute wavenumbers. In our experience, this type of models yields
a good approximation of n(CN), while n(CO) appears to be somewhat under-
estimated.
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bond complexes in general.[41] In principle, this role could also
be accomplished by another ligand, as debated for the pyridi-
nol-N in [Fe] hydrogenase.[45] For the SH, however, the observa-
tion of redox states that also appear in standard [NiFe] hydro-
genases excludes the presence of such ligands at the Ni for
this enzyme. Moreover, the steric model also raises the ques-
tion about the evolutionary benefit and chemical relevance of
an Fe2 +(CO)(CN�)3 moiety that is neither involved in the activa-
tion of the H�H bond nor in the binding of reaction intermedi-
ates.[9] In this respect, the driving force for hydrogen cleavage
also remains elusive in the mechanism derived from this
model. Apart from these objections, the proposal of a six-coor-
dinate Ni2 + ion in the oxidised state appears to be inconsis-
tent, too. Assuming an octahedral ligand field, six-coordinate
d8 transition metal compounds comprise a triplet state as the
only possible electron configuration. XAS measurements at the
Ni L-edge, however, found no indications for a “high-spin” spe-
cies in oxidised isolated SH.[22] Furthermore, the oxygen toler-
ance mechanism appears to be incomprehensible,[9] since the
two additional cyanide ligands would only shield the bridging
position between the two metals, while substrate binding was
proposed to involve a terminal coordination site at the Ni.

3. Conclusions

Herein, we have discussed the previously proposed steric
model for the structure and function of the SH active site on
a theoretical level. In particular, the interpretation of the IR
spectroscopic data in terms of additional cyanide ligands was
found to be incompatible with chemical expectations and cal-
culated spectral data of appropriate model complexes. In this
way, we have disproven the suggestion that the formation of
standard-like redox states, such as Nia�C, could derive from
a preparation-dependent loss of cyanide ligands from the SH
active site. Furthermore, IR spectroscopic changes that were
previously observed upon reductive treatment of isolated SH
cannot be related to the proposed activation of the enzyme. In
conclusion, a new model is required to explain the unusual
spectroscopic features of the SH active site as well as the struc-
tural basis for the oxygen tolerance of this unique bidirectional
hydrogenase. Experimental and theoretical studies regarding
this issue are currently in progress.

Computational Methods

Geometry optimization and calculations of IR spectra were per-
formed at the BP86 level of theory[46, 47] in Gaussian 03 and 09,
using the 6-31G* and TZVP basis sets[48] for H, C, N, O, S atoms and
the Ni, Fe atoms, respectively.[49] Initial geometries for the Nia�C
and Nia�X states were constructed from the crystal structure of the
Desulfovibrio gigas hydrogenase[3] (PDB: 2FRV) by extracting the
active site and substituting the�(NH)�CaH�(C=O)� peptide moiet-
ies with methyl groups (CaH3). Cartesian coordinates of the Ca

atoms of the cysteinates were fixed during geometry optimization
in order to compensate for the missing protein backbone rigidity,
thereby keeping a native-like framework for the active-site geome-
try. Protons were added according to neutral pH. In contrast to the
original model, both terminal cysteines of the Nia�X state were

modelled as cysteinates in order to make this species directly com-
parable to the Nia�C state. More detailed information is available
as Supporting Information.
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ABSTRACT: Oxygen-tolerant [NiFe] hydrogenases are
metalloenzymes that represent valuable model systems for
sustainable H2 oxidation and production. The soluble NAD+-
reducing [NiFe] hydrogenase (SH) from Ralstonia eutropha
couples the reversible cleavage of H2 with the reduction of
NAD+ and displays a unique O2 tolerance. Here we performed
IR spectroscopic investigations on purified SH in various redox
states in combination with density functional theory to provide
structural insights into the catalytic [NiFe] center. These
studies revealed a standard-like coordination of the active site with diatomic CO and cyanide ligands. The long-lasting
discrepancy between spectroscopic data obtained in vitro and in vivo could be solved on the basis of reversible cysteine
oxygenation in the fully oxidized state of the [NiFe] site. The data are consistent with a model in which the SH detoxifies O2
catalytically by means of an NADH-dependent (per)oxidase reaction involving the intermediary formation of stable cysteine
sulfenates. The occurrence of two catalytic activities, hydrogen conversion and oxygen reduction, at the same cofactor may
inspire the design of novel biomimetic catalysts performing H2-conversion even in the presence of O2.

1. INTRODUCTION

In view of anthropogenic global warming and the depletion of
carbon-based fossil fuels, future decades will face an inevitable
demand for alternative energy sources. Hydrogen has been
proposed as an ideally clean fuel storing large amounts of
energy, which can be released without producing greenhouse
gases.1 However, a hydrogen-based economy is so far impeded
by the lack of sustainable approaches for the production and
activation of molecular hydrogen.
Hydrogenases2 are ancient metalloproteins catalyzing the

reversible cleavage of dihydrogen at ambient temperatures.
Therefore, they are generally considered as valuable models for
sustainable H2 oxidation and evolution. On the basis of the
metal content of the active site,3,4 these enzymes are classified
as [NiFe]-,5 [FeFe]-,6 and [Fe] hydrogenases.7 [NiFe]
hydrogenases, which are in the focus of the present study, are
versatile catalysts with a bias toward H2 oxidation.

8 Therefore,
they have already been used in biotechnical applications, e.g., as
platinum substitutes in biological fuel cells.9−11 Membrane-
bound [NiFe] hydrogenases from sulfur-reducing bacteria have
been extensively studied for decades and are generally
considered as O2-sensitive “standard” [NiFe] hydrogenases.
These enzymes consist of a large subunit containing the [NiFe]
active site and a small subunit carrying an electron relay
composed of three FeS clusters (Figure 1A).5 The binuclear
active site contains the two metal ions, Ni and Fe, which are
bridged by two cysteinyl thiolates. Two further thiolates serve

as terminal ligands to the Ni, while the Fe ion is additionally
coordinated by three diatomic ligands, one CO and two CN−

(Figure 2, top panel).5,12−14 Different redox states of the active
site have been identified by means of infrared (IR) and electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy.8 These inter-
mediates differ mainly in the oxidation state of the Ni and the
nature of the ligand in the third bridging site between the two
metals, while the Fe is generally assumed to remain in the
ferrous state throughout the catalytic cycle.
Most [NiFe] hydrogenases are reversibly inhibited by

oxygen. Two paramagnetic redox states (NiIII, S = 1/2) have
been identified for the fully oxidized, oxygen-inhibited active
site of standard [NiFe] hydrogenases.15 While the “ready” Nir-B
state is easily reduced by incubation with hydrogen within
seconds to minutes, reductive reactivation of the “unready”
Niu‑A state may take hours.16 These observations have been
explained by the presence of different oxygen species in the
bridging position between the two metals, i.e., a hydroxo
species in case of Nir-B and, possibly, a (hydro)peroxide in
Niu‑A.

17−19 The molecular structure of the active site in the
Niu-A state is still under debate;20 its formation, however, is
considered a key-determinant for O2 sensitivity of standard
[NiFe] hydrogenase.
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Only few [NiFe]-hydrogenases have been shown to catalyze
H2 cycling in the presence of ambient O2 levels, and these
“oxygen-tolerant” enzymes are of considerable interest for
(bio)technologically relevant applications. Consequently, major
efforts have been made to elucidate the structural and

functional principles underlying O2 tolerance. The four
different [NiFe] hydrogenases of the “Knallgas” bacterium R.
eutropha H16 have been extensively studied as versatile model
systems for different biological strategies to cope with high O2
levels.21

While the structural basis for oxygen tolerance is so far
unknown for the recently characterized actinobacterial hydro-
genase,22 a narrowed gas channel has been proposed to prevent
O2 diffusion to the active site in case of the regulatory
hydrogenase.23 In contrast, an unusual [4Fe3S] cluster has been
identified in the membrane-bound hydrogenase (MBH) and
reported to provide two electrons to the active site, thereby
facilitating the reductive detoxification of O2.

24−26 The fourth
enzyme is a cytoplasmic NAD+-reducing soluble hydrogenase
(SH) that has been studied for more than three decades; yet no
crystal structure is available so far. Therefore, the structural and
functional determinants for the catalytic activities of this
complex biocatalyst, which is O2-tolerant as well,

21,27−31 are still
unclear.31

The SH is a heteromultimeric metalloenzyme that couples
the reversible cleavage of H2 with the interconversion of NAD+

and NADH.21,27,31 In vivo, this enzyme predominantly oxidizes
H2, thereby providing reducing equivalents to the cell.

32 In case
of an excess of NADH, it acts as an electron valve by reducing
protons to H2, which is released by the cells.33 This oxygen-
tolerant enzyme is particularly suited for biotechnological
application, e.g., as a cofactor regeneration catalyst and for light-
driven H2 production.

34−41

The SH consists of two different modules (Figure 1B).21,31

The hydrogenase module is composed of the large subunit
HoxH, harboring the [NiFe] active site, and the small subunit
HoxY, which presumably contains only one [4Fe4S] cluster
and a flavin mononucleotide cofactor (FMN-a).21,31,42−46 The
second module is an NAD+ reductase (diaphorase) unit
composed of the HoxF and HoxU subunits. While HoxU
harbors two [4Fe4S] clusters and one [2Fe2S] center for
electron transfer purposes, the [4Fe4S] cluster-containing
HoxF subunit is responsible for the diaphorase activity taking
place at the second FMN cofactor (FMN-b).21,28,31,43,44,46−51

In addition, the SH comprises a homodimeric HoxI2 unit,
which presumably has a regulatory role.52

Several previous studies have uncovered unusual IR
spectroscopic properties for the active site of purified SH.
Usually, the diatomic ligands of the active site of [NiFe]
hydrogenases give rise to one CO and two CN stretching
bands. In contrast, one CO and four CN stretching bands have
been observed for the as-isolated SH.48,50,53,54 This observation
led to the misinterpretation that the SH active site is equipped
with two additional cyanide ligands, one of which has been
related to the O2 tolerance of the enzyme.48,50,53,54 However,
recent in vivo EPR and IR spectroscopic experiments have
revealed a standard set of diatomic ligands for the catalytic
[NiFe] center of the R. eutropha SH (Figure 2, top panel),55 in
line with theoretical studies.31,56 In the course of these
experiments, several “standard-like” reduced [NiFe] states
have been reported, each represented by one CO and two
CN stretching bands. This indicates that H2 cycling of the SH
proceeds in a more usual fashion than previously anticipated.
Therefore, both the structural basis of the extraordinary O2
tolerance of the SH and a reliable interpretation for the unusual
IR spectroscopic signature of the as-isolated enzyme remain to
be elucidated. Here, we present IR spectroscopic and
theoretical results indicating reversible sulfoxygenation of the

Figure 1. Subunit and cofactor composition of (A) standard [NiFe]
hydrogenases and (B) the soluble NAD+-reducing [NiFe] hydro-
genase from Ralstonia eutropha.31

Figure 2. Active site structure of the SH of R. eutropha. (Top) A
standard-like active site (blue) is verified for the reduced and partly
oxidized states, as observed for other [NiFe] hydrogenases.8,55

(Bottom) For the fully oxidized state (red), the presence of sulfenate
species at the active site of the SH is suggested, as shown exemplarily
for one of the bridging cysteines. Other possible sulfoxygenation sites
are indicated by red circles and labeled according to the respective
acronyms. ‘X’ refers to a vacant coordination site that might be
occupied by different ligands. The formal oxidation state of the Ni ion
‘N+’ assumes values between NiI and NiIII in the experimentally
observable redox states.8,55
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active site cysteines of the SH. This finding is discussed in view
of the unusual redox behavior of the SH and its O2 tolerance.

2. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
2.1. Sample Preparation. The SH derived from R. eutropha was

purified as described previously.30 For IR spectroscopic investigations,
samples were enriched to concentrations between 0.1 and 1 mM. The
SH was reduced through incubation with a 50-fold excess of NADH in
an anaerobic glovebox for 15 min. For anaerobic reoxidation of
reduced SH, NADH was removed from the enzyme solution by buffer
exchange using centrifugal filter devices (Amicon Ultra, 30 kDa) in an
anaerobic glovebox. Aerobic reoxidation was achieved by the same
procedure and an additional incubation with air for 30 min. For in situ
measurements, R. eutropha cells were grown and treated as described
previously.55

2.2. Infrared Spectroscopy. IR spectra with a spectral resolution
of 2 cm−1 were recorded on a Bruker Tensor 27 spectrometer,
equipped with a liquid nitrogen-cooled mercury cadmium telluride
(MCT) detector. The sample compartment was purged with dried air
and the sample was held in a temperature-controlled (10 °C) gastight
IR-cell for liquid samples (volume ∼7 μL, optical path length = 50
μm), equipped with CaF2 windows. Baseline correction and spectra
analysis were performed using the Bruker OPUS software.
2.3. Theoretical Methods. In lack of crystal structure data for the

SH, density functional theory (DFT) calculations of vibrational
frequencies were performed using a previously established computa-
tional model of the isolated [NiFe] hydrogenase active site.31,56−58

While this type of model tends to systematically under/overestimate
the CO/Fe−CO stretching frequencies (see also Supporting
Information Section SI 1), relative changes as well as other metal−
ligand and intraligand modes of the Fe(CO)(CN)2 moiety are well
reproduced.31,56,58 The obtained results were shown to be comparable
to the intrinsic accuracy of DFT and results obtained from quantum
mechanical/classical mechanical (QM/MM) hybrid models that
explicitly include effects of the protein environment. Furthermore,
relative changes in vibrational frequencies, including isotopic shifts, are
well reproduced by this computational approach.58

Geometry optimizations and frequency calculations were performed
on the BP86 level of theory59,60 in Gaussian 03, using the 6-31g* and
tzvp basis sets61 for H, C, N, O, S atoms and the Ni, Fe atoms,
respectively.56−58,62 Initial geometries for all [NiFe] redox states were
derived from the crystal structure of the oxidized Desulfovibrio gigas
hydrogenase in its Nir-B state (PDB: 2FRV) by extracting the active
site and substituting the −(NH)−Cα−(CO)− peptide moieties
with methyl groups (CαH3).

5,56−58 Cartesian coordinates of the Cα

atoms of the cysteinates were fixed during structure modification and
geometry optimization in order to compensate for the missing protein
backbone rigidity, thereby preserving a native-like framework for the
active site geometry.56−58

For reasons outlined in Supporting Information Section SI 1, we
assumed an FeII NiIII, S = 1/2 ground state as well as a Nir-B-like
structure containing a bridging OH− ligand for structural models of
oxidized SH. While other possibilities cannot be excluded, this
assumption represents a justified and representative scenario to
exemplarily investigate the spectroscopic and functional consequences
of the structural variations of interest.

3. RESULTS
To gain insight into the structural basis for the unusual IR
spectroscopic properties of purified SH, we first characterized
the as-isolated, aerobically oxidized enzyme. As reported
previously,48,50,53,54 the corresponding IR spectrum, henceforth
called “split-spectrum”, exhibits one intense CO stretching
band at about 1957 cm−1 and four corresponding CN
stretching bands at approximately 2070, 2081, 2090, and
2098 cm−1 (Figure 3A). In addition, a weak CO stretching
band can be observed at ca. 1972 cm−1, reflecting a structural
variant whose CN stretching bands are too weak to be detected

in the IR spectrum. These findings are in sharp contrast to
results from in vivo spectroscopy revealing standard-like redox
states, which exhibit each one CO and two related CN
stretching bands.55 Therefore, we recorded the IR spectrum of
intact, SH-containing cells (in vivo) and compared it to the
corresponding spectrum of purified SH isolated from the same
cells (in vitro). In vivo, a complex spectrum reflecting a mixture
of standard-like reduced states is observed (Supporting
Information Figure SI 1A). Upon purification of the SH,
however, this signature is transformed to the typical split-
spectrum described above (Supporting Information Figure SI
1B). These observations clearly show that the different IR
spectroscopic signatures reported for the SH are not a result of
different cell or protein preparations. In contrast, our findings
indicate the presence of a conventional [NiFe] site that
undergoes structural modifications in response to removal of
the SH from its reducing cytoplasmic environment and
subsequent exposure to air.
To investigate the reversibility of the structural modifications

reflected by the split-spectrum, we incubated as-isolated
(oxidized) SH with its natural electron donors, H2 and
NADH. While oxidized SH cannot be reduced by H2 alone
(data not shown),50,54,63 previous EPR studies have demon-
strated that incubation with an excess of NADH leads to the
formation of considerable amounts of the reduced, para-
magnetic Nia-C state (NiIII, S = 1/2).49 Consistently, our IR
analysis of NADH-treated SH yielded a complex spectrum
reflecting a mixture of several reduced states (Figure 3B, Table

Figure 3. IR spectra of isolated SH showing CO and CN stretching
vibrations of the diatomic active site ligands. (A) Oxidized, as-isolated.
(B) Reduced with an excess of NADH. (C) Aerobically reoxidized by
removal of NADH and subsequent incubation with atmospheric
oxygen. (D) Anaerobically reoxidized by removal of NADH. The
spectra are normalized with respect to the integral intensity of the
range typical for CO stretching vibrations.
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1), which have also been observed in vivo.55 Within this
spectrum, individual redox states can be best identified by their

CO stretching bands, which are fairly well separated. Bands at
1946, 1922, and 1913 cm−1 indicate contributions from the
reduced Nia-SR, Nia-SR′, and Nia-SR″ species, which have also
been reported for standard [NiFe] hydrogenases.8,24 In
addition, a broad band at 1959 cm−1 can be assigned to a
mixture of the Nia-C (1961 cm−1) and Nia-SR2 (1958 cm−1)
states, the latter of which appears to be a characteristic feature
of NAD(H)-converting [NiFe] hydrogenases.55,64 In conclu-
sion, incubation of as-isolated SH with an excess of NADH
demonstrates that structural modifications reflected by the split-
spectrum are reversible under conditions that mimic those of
the enzyme’s cytoplasmic environment.
Removal of NADH from reduced SH and subsequent

incubation with atmospheric oxygen results in the typical split-
spectrum, demonstrating that the interconversion of reduced
species and the oxidized, as-isolated SH is possible in both
directions (Figure 3C). Remarkably, this back-conversion was
not observed upon mere removal of NADH in the absence of
O2. SH treated in this way exhibits an IR spectrum with two
CO and essentially two CN stretching bands, indicating a
mixture of two standard-like redox states with nearly identical
CN stretching frequencies (Figure 3D). The observation of CO
and CN stretching bands at 1957 and 2080/2090 cm−1 reflects
the presence of a Nir-B-like state, which has been previously
observed for oxidized SH in permeabilized cells (in situ).55 The
additional CO stretching band at 1946 cm−1 was also observed
as an intermediate in the course of slow reoxidation of the SH
in situ (Supporting Information Figure SI 2). This band was
found to gain intensity at the expense of the CO stretching
band (1961 cm−1) corresponding to the Nia-C state
(Supporting Information Figure SI 2). Consequently, we assign
this absorption to the Nia-S state of the SH, which exhibits CN
stretching bands indistinguishable from those of the Nir-B-like

species. The two different IR spectral signatures observed under
aerobic or anaerobic oxidizing conditions strongly indicate that
the split-spectrum of as-isolated SH reflects the fully oxidized
enzyme, which is formed upon reaction with oxygen.
With the experiments described above, we demonstrated that

isolated SH exhibits three types of redox states that can be
reversibly interconverted. These are (I) the fully oxidized state,
reflected by the split-spectrum, (II) the intermediate oxidized
(Nir-B-like and Nia-S) states, and (III) several reduced species
including the Nia-C and various Nia-SR states. While the IR
spectra of intermediate oxidized and reduced states exhibit a
typical signature of one CO and two CN stretching
bands,31,45,55,56 the fully oxidized, aerobic state is characterized
by the characteristic split-spectrum that might be caused by
oxidative modifications of the active site.
To elucidate the nature of these possible modifications, we

inspected the split spectrum of fully oxidized SH more closely.
As stated above, this spectrum exhibits one CO and four
instead of two CN stretching bands. Moreover, compared to
the CO stretching absorption, the intensity of the four CN
bands is considerably lower than usually observed in IR spectra
of [NiFe] hydrogenases (approximately 50%). This becomes
clear by comparing the split-spectrum in Figure 3C with the
spectrum reflecting a mixture of the Nir-B-like and Nia-S states
in Figure 3D (both normalized with respect to the integral
intensity of the CO stretching bands). Likewise, the CN
stretching band intensities of fully oxidized SH are also lower
by a factor of 2 in comparison to those of the pure Nir-B-like
state, which has been obtained for the as-isolated bidirectional
hydrogenase from Synechocystis sp. (data not shown).64 An
increased number of CN stretching bands with comparatively
low intensities can be ad hoc explained by a mixture of two or
more states that differ in their CN stretching frequencies while
being virtually indistinguishable in terms of the CO stretching
vibration. This hypothesis is further supported by variations in
the CN stretching pattern, as observed for the split-spectra of
different fully oxidized SH preparations (Figure 4). The latter
finding is in line with previous reports50,54 and can be readily
explained by varying amounts of individual redox states
contributing to that mixture. Consistently, previous studies
have also reported IR spectra of individual SH preparations
showing only subsets of the four CN stretching bands.45,50

We conclude that fully oxidized SH represents a mixture of
[NiFe] states, which exhibit structural modifications with a
selective impact on the CN stretching modes. This is an
unexpected finding since the CO stretching vibration is
principally a more sensitive structural marker due to the
pronounced σ-donor and π-acceptor capabilities of the CO
ligand.65 As a consequence, selective effects on the CN
stretching vibrations suggest structural modifications with a
major impact on the equatorial plane of the Fe site, comprising
the two CN− ligands (Figure 2).
In principle, the diatomic ligands of the [NiFe] hydrogenase

active site are sensitive toward several structural and electronic
factors65 and, thus, changes in the CO and CN stretching
frequencies are often difficult to interpret. However, by
observing selective alterations of the CN stretching vibrations,
some of the most pronounced effects can be excluded, since
these are reflected more readily by alterations of the CO
stretching vibration.65 Therefore, changes in the overall
electron density at the active site, e.g., due to variations of
the Ni oxidation state, can be ruled out. Furthermore, exchange
or removal of the bridging ligand trans to the CO molecule

Table 1. Apparent CO and CN Stretching Frequencies
Observed for the Different Redox States of Re SHa

wavenumber/cm−1

redox species ν(CO) ν(CN)

Nir-SOX1..n 1957 2070
2080−2081
2088−2090
2098

Nir-B-like 1957 (1957) 2080 (2079)
2090 (2089)

Nia-S 1946 (1946) 2080 (2078)
2090 (2090)

Nia-C 1959 (1961) 2081 (2080)
2091 (2091)

Nia-SR 1946 (1946) 2081 (2080)
2091 (2090)

Nia-SR′ 1922 (1922) 2052 (2052)
2070 (2068)

Nia-SR″ 1913 (1913) 2052 (2052)
2070 (2068)

Nia-SR2 1959 (1958) 2070 (2068)
2081 (2080)

a‘Ni-SOX1..n’ refers to a mixture of sulfoxygenated active site species.
Values for SH in R. eutropha cells are given in parentheses.55 ν,
stretching vibration.
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(Figure 2) cannot account for the above observations since this
would primarily affect the CO stretching vibration as well. In
contrast, alterations of the protein matrix in the vicinity of the
CN− ligands could principally explain the observed spectro-
scopic effects. In particular, changes in acid−base equilibria of

nearby amino acids might directly or indirectly affect hydrogen
bonding of the CN− ligands to the protein matrix. To examine
this possibility, we recorded IR spectra of fully oxidized SH at
pH values ranging between 6.2 and 8.0 (Supporting
Information Figure SI 3). However, apart from a minor change
of the CO stretching frequency, the IR spectra are virtually
identical. Thus, alterations of the electrostatics at the active site
can hardly account for the splitting of the CN stretching
vibrations.
Another possibility to explain selective effects on the CN

stretching vibrations are oxidative modifications of the bridging
cysteinyl thiolates, which are bound to the same type of Fe
orbital as the CN− ligands (Figure 2, bottom panel). Oxidative
modifications are not expected for more reduced redox states,
which would explain why the typical split-spectrum is observed
for the fully oxidized state, while all other redox states exhibit a
standard-like IR spectroscopic signature (Figure 3). Notably,
oxidative transformation of terminal and bridging active site
cysteinyl thiolates (R−S−) to the corresponding sulfenates (R−
SO−) has previously been reported for crystal structures of the
fully oxidized (Niu-A) state of standard [NiFe] hydro-
genases.18−20,66 Likewise, active site cysteine oxygenation was
also observed in the crystal structure of a [NiFeSe] hydro-
genase.67 While these modifications may represent irreversible
(radiation) damage in some of these enzymes, their observation
demonstrates the general possibility to form and stabilize such
reactive species at the active site of hydrogenase.
To investigate the impact of possible cysteinyl sulfenates on

the IR spectroscopic properties of the Fe(CO)(CN−)2 moiety,
we calculated vibrational frequencies for a large set of
sulfoxygenated active site species (Figure 5, Supporting
Information Sections SI 5−SI 8). We adopted a previously
established computational model of the [NiFe] active site that

Figure 4. IR spectra of different aerobic preparations of fully oxidized
SH displaying the spectral range of CN stretching vibrations. Vertical
arrows indicate changes in the observed band intensities. Despite a
standardized protocol for the preparation of as-isolated SH,30 slight
variations in cell growth and oxygen exposure during purification
cannot be excluded. This may explain differences between the blue and
purple spectra. The red spectrum, recorded from an NADH-reduced
and subsequently aerobically reoxidized sample, resembles previous
preparations of as-isolated SH.48,71 Spectra are normalized with respect
to the integral intensity of the range typical for CO stretching
vibrations.

Figure 5. Calculated CO (red) and CN (blue) stretching frequencies for a set of sulfoxygenated active site models. Stretching frequencies of a
nonsulfoxygenated reference (Nir-B) are shown as horizontal dotted lines. Specific active site sulfenates are denoted in the form S(X)−O(Me),
whereby ‘X’ specifies the site of sulfoxygenation according to Figure 2, and “Me” indicates the metal ion involved in Me−O bonding. S−O and SO
denote species with formal single and double bonds, respectively.
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was shown to provide valuable insights into the vibrational
properties of the Fe-bound diatomic ligands.31,56−58 As a basis
for the calculations, we assumed a Nir-B-like structure that is
EPR-silent due to antiferromagnetic coupling to another, so far
unidentified paramagnetic center,31,55,68 which is in good
agreement with the IR spectroscopic properties (see Support-
ing Information Section SI 1 for a detailed discussion of this
issue). In the following, individual sulfenates will be denoted
according to the numbering in Figure 5 and expressed in the
form S(X)−O(Me). Here, ‘X’ specifies the site of sulfoxyge-
nation (see Figure 2, bottom panel) and “Me” indicates the
metal ion involved in Me−O bonding. Moreover, notations S−
O and SO denote species with formal single and double
bonds, respectively.
As a reference, we first calculated the CO and CN stretching

frequencies of the Nir-B state, which are displayed as horizontal
dotted lines in Figure 5. As reported previously for computa-
tional models of this type and size,31,56 the CO stretching
frequency of this species is systematically underestimated.
However, this fact does not impede the evaluation of relative
frequency changes in response to structural modifications (see
also Supporting Information Section SI 1).56,58 Remarkably, the
calculated CN stretching frequencies (2080 and 2089 cm−1) are
in very good agreement with those of the experimentally
observed Nir-B-like state (2080 and 2090 cm−1),55 supporting
the reliability of the computational approach.
Intriguingly, the presence of one or two sulfenates in

bridging or even terminal position has medium to very strong
effects on the CN stretching vibrations, while the CO stretching
frequency is virtually unaffected in almost all cases (Figure 5).
In principle, three different types of CN stretching patterns are
observed: (I) In few cases, the modifications have only very
small effects on the CN stretching frequencies (e.g., models 1
and 14), and the calculated IR signatures are almost
indistinguishable from the Nir-B model. (II) Some compounds
exhibit a concerted shift of both CN stretching vibrations (e.g.,
models 6 and 19), which could explain previous observations of
as-isolated SH preparations showing only two CN stretching
bands at positions different from those of the Nir-B-like
state.45,50 (III) In most cases, however, the sulfoxygenations
cause an increased frequency separation between the two CN
stretching vibrations (e.g., models 16 and 18).
The calculations demonstrate that the experimentally

observed split-spectrum of fully oxidized SH can be easily
and consistently explained by a mixture of two or more
sulfoxygenated active site species. One suitable scenario would
be a mixture of models 1 and 2, characterized by Fe−O bound
sulfenates at either of the two bridging cysteines (Figure 6).
Model 1 exhibits a spectrum that is virtually identical to that of
the computed Nir-B state (Figures 5 and 6A), while model 2
reveals an increased splitting of the two CN stretching bands
(Figures 5 and 6B). An equimolar mixture of both compounds
results in an IR spectrum with one CO and four almost equally
spaced, low-intensity CN stretching bands, a pattern that
matches the experimental observations (Figures 3A and 6C).
Considering the accuracy of the computational approach,

however, additional sulfoxygenated active site species might
contribute to the IR split-spectrum as well, in line with the
spectral variations observed for different SH preparations (see
Figure 4).50,54 It should be noted that previous X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS) studies on the SH suggested
an unusual Ni−C/N/O coordination, and this observation was
partly related to Ni-bound terminal sulfenates.63,69−71 Indeed,

the underlying spectral features were reported to disappear
upon reduction of the enzyme with excess NADH or dithionite.
This finding is in line with the disappearance of the typical split-
spectrum upon reduction of the SH (Figure 3), suggesting that
both spectral peculiarities are based on the same oxidation-
induced origin. In a previous XAS study, bridging sulfenates
were excluded, because such structures would cause alterations
in the IR spectrum.71 This may not be a valid criterion since
our calculations show that terminal sulfenates can drastically
affect the IR spectrum as well (e.g., models 7 and 13).
Moreover, the SH-typical IR split-spectrum (Figure 3A)
represents indeed an unusual IR signature and, consequently,
both bridging and terminal Ni−O bound sulfenates might be
present in fully oxidized SH preparations. Indeed, calculated
frequencies of some of these species resemble the experimental
IR spectrum to a reasonable extent. Most notably, an equimolar
mixture of models 24 and 29 gives rise to a CN stretching
pattern (2063, 2077, 2087, and 2097 cm−1) comparable to that
observed experimentally (Figure 3A, Supporting Information
Section SI 8). These two compounds are formally identical to
the best-fitting models 1 and 2, except for the additional
presence of a terminal sulfenate on the Ni (Figure 5). Notably,
models 24 and 29 allow explaining both IR and XAS
spectroscopic properties and, thus, such species may contribute
significantly to preparations of fully oxidized SH.
There are only few sulfoxygenated models revealing a

considerable impact on the CO stretching vibration, i.e., the

Figure 6. Calculated IR spectra for two active site models exhibiting
sulfoxygenation of the bridging cysteines (1 and 2 of Figure 5), as
shown above. (A and B) IR spectra for each of the two models. (C)
Sum of spectra A and B, reflecting an equimolar mixture of both
species. The IR spectra of both compounds and the corresponding
structural depictions are color-coded.
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frequency is higher compared to the computed Nir-B state (e.g.,
models 11 and 12). In fact, these modifications may account for
minor species of sulfoxygenated SH, manifested in a low-
intensity CO stretching band located at higher frequencies
(1972 cm−1) in the experimental spectrum (Figure 3A).
In conclusion, all reported IR spectroscopic features of the

SH can be explained by the presence of a standard-like active
site that exhibits a mixture of reversibly sulfoxygenated species
in its fully oxidized state.

4. DISCUSSION

In the present study, we have shown that sulfoxygenation of
active site cysteines provides a plausible explanation for the
unusual IR split-spectrum observed for fully oxidized SH
(Figure 3A). Our results are in line with current and previous
experimental data and disentangle the apparent discrepancy
between the in vivo spectroscopic observation of standard-like
reduced states of the active site (Supporting Information
Figures SI 1 and SI 2) and former reports on isolated, purified
SH.48,50,53−55 Given the unusual properties of the SH and its
remarkable oxygen-tolerance, the observation of oxidative
active site modifications in the form of cysteine sulfenates
raises the question about their functional significance. In
principle, any type of oxygen-derived modification could
represent oxidative damage. However, in case of the SH, this
is rather unlikely for three reasons. First, the fact that the SH
sustains catalytic activity even at high O2 partial pressure
suggests per se an insensitivity toward oxidative damage.21,27−31

Second, the proposed sulfoxygenation of the fully oxidized SH
active site appears to be completely reversible upon incubation
with an excess of NADH (Figure 3B), which is in line with the
high catalytic activities achieved for preactivated enzyme under
in vitro conditions.30 Third, the IR split-spectrum of fully
oxidized SH (Figure 3A) was previously claimed to correlate
with O2 tolerance, and in fact, this unique spectroscopic
signature has only been observed for O2-tolerant SH protein,
but not for its oxygen-sensitive counterparts.47,48,50,53,54,64 We
therefore propose that reversible active site sulfoxygenation
plays an important role in the oxygen tolerance of the SH.
(Figure 7).

The oxygen sensitivity of standard [NiFe] hydrogenases is
generally related to the formation of the fully oxidized, unready
Niu-A state. Thus, biological strategies of oxygen-tolerance may
involve (per)oxidase reactions to prevent or detoxify this
species.8,24−26,30,72 In case of the R. eutropha MBH and closely
related enzymes, a novel [4Fe3S] cluster has been reported to
supply additional electrons to the active site in order to
facilitate O2 detoxification.8,24−26 The structural basis for O2

tolerance, however, is presumably different in the SH as no
indications for a similar FeS cluster have been observed by
Karstens et al.73 Instead, we propose that oxygen is catalytically
detoxified by consecutive two-electron reduction steps
involving active site sulfenates as central intermediates (Figure
7).
Under electron-deficient conditions, reaction of the active

[NiFe] site with molecular oxygen likely involves the formation
of a hydroperoxo species, as previously proposed for the Niu-A
state (Figure 7A).74,75 Such a scenario represents a major
challenge since hydrogen turnover cannot proceed until the
bridging hydroperoxide is removed, and this process has been
proposed to be kinetically hindered.16,19 However, in the
presence of cysteine thiolates, a hydroperoxo species can be
principally transformed into the corresponding hydroxo
counterpart via the formation of a stable sulfenic acid
intermediate (Figure 7B).76 This transformation represents a
central step in the proposed oxygen-tolerance mechanism of
the SH that requires closer inspection. From a phenomeno-
logical point of view, this reaction could be described as a
tautomerization in terms of a formal oxygen transfer from the
bridging hydroperoxo site toward one of the active site
cysteines. In fact, this conversion involves oxidation state
changes of both oxygen atoms and the involved sulfur donor. In
this respect, the hydroperoxo species contains two oxygen
atoms in the oxidation state O−I, while the thiolato sulfur is
characterized by an oxidation state of S−II. In contrast, both
oxygen atoms are fully reduced to the O−II state in the
sulfoxygenated species, while the sulfenato sulfur assumes the
increased oxidation state S0, resulting in the overall redox
reaction

Figure 7. Proposed mechanism for the O2-tolerance of R. eutropha SH involving the intermediary formation of sulfenates at the [NiFe] active site.
Partial reactions are exemplarily shown for the possible sulfoxygenation of a bridging cysteine (model 1 of Figure 5). Note that essential redox
reactions are based on a noninnocent cysteinyl thiolate, while the Ni is not necessarily part of these processes.
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Consequently, this transformation represents a sulfur-based
two-electron reduction of a peroxo species as frequently
observed in biological systems including those involved in
hydrogen peroxide detoxification (non-heme peroxidases).76−78

In view of the reduction potentials of hydrogen peroxide and
sulfenic acids,76 a high thermodynamic driving force would
support this peroxidase reaction, and thus, sulfenate formation
via this pathway is expected to be spontaneous and virtually
irreversible. As a consequence, the sulfoxygenated product
would represent the first stable intermediate upon reaction with
oxygen, as observed for fully oxidized SH. This mechanism
would ensure that molecular oxygen is already detoxified at an
early point of the cycle. However, further reduction steps are
necessary to recover catalytically active enzyme. Here,
reduction of the sulfenate species represents the most critical
step as it requires the reverse flow of two electrons that match
the relatively low reduction potential of the sulfenate/thiolate
couple (presumably between −100 and −300 mV).76

Membrane-bound [NiFe] hydrogenases, however, are con-
nected to the high-potential quinone pool (approximately +100
mV) in the cytoplasmic membrane,3,4,8 and therefore, sulfenate
reduction is virtually impossible. For these enzymes, formation
of sulfoxygenated species represents a dead end, and
consistently, the Niu-A state of standard [NiFe] hydrogenases
has also been described as a peroxo-derived sulfenate
species.20,66 In contrast, the SH is coupled to the low-potential
NADH pool (E0 ̀ = −320 mV) in the cytoplasm of the
cell.21,27,31,45,52 Consequently, sulfenates might be readily
reduced in a two-electron/two-proton reaction, thereby
releasing oxygen in the form of water (Figure 7C). Indeed,
catalytic water production as a result of reverse electron flow to
the active site has recently been demonstrated for oxygen
tolerant [NiFe] hydrogenases including the SH.30,72 The model
is also in agreement with the necessity to reactivate fully
oxidized SH with low-potential electrons from, e.g.,
NADH.45,48,50,52,54,55,63 The FMN-a molecule proposed to be
located close to the catalytic center (Figure 1B) might act as a
two-electron transfer unit in analogy to the flavin adenine
dinucleotide (FAD) cofactor involved in the sulfur-based
detoxification of hydrogen peroxide by NADH peroxidase.77,78

Indeed, FMN-a has been demonstrated to facilitate both the
processes of reductive activation and O2 reduction in the
SH.30,44,45 Finally, the remaining reaction step of the cycle
involves the removal of a bridging hydroxo species (Figure 7D).
This process corresponds to the spontaneous (hydrogen-based)
activation of the Nir-B state in standard [NiFe] hydro-
genases,74,75 which readily proceeds in the SH as well.55

In conclusion, using a combined spectroscopic and computa-
tional approach, we have shown that the IR spectroscopic
properties of the SH can be plausibly explained by a
NiFe(CO)(CN−)2 active site that undergoes cysteine sulfox-
ygenation in the fully oxidized state. This sulfoxygenation is
completely reversible, and thus, it may likely play a key role in
the oxygen tolerance of the SH. The underlying mechanism
involves the detoxification of an intermediary peroxo species
(possibly Niu-A) by means of a sulfur-based peroxidase
reaction. Electron transfer from active site cysteines could
transform the kinetic problem of peroxide removal into a
thermodynamic one, i.e., sulfenate reduction. While this process

would likely represent a dead end for standard [NiFe]
hydrogenases,3,4,8,76 it might well represent a feasible reaction
for the SH and related enzymes that have access to low-
potential electrons from NAD(P)H.21,27,31,45,52,76−78 Indeed, a
similar mechanism has been observed for the flavoprotein
NADH peroxidase,77,78 confirming the biological feasibility of
the proposed reaction scheme. The reversible oxygenation of
metal-bound sulfur was also observed, e.g., for Ni model
compounds, and this observation was discussed in terms of
reversible oxidative modifications in [NiFe] hydrogenases as
well.79 Finally, the mechanism suggested for the SH fulfills the
central criteria that have been proposed for oxygen tolerance
strategies in [NiFe] hydrogenases, namely (per)oxidase activity
and the involvement of reverse electron transfer to the active
site. However, in contrast to other oxygen-tolerant [NiFe]
hydrogenases, the proposed mechanism for oxygen detoxifica-
tion in the SH is directly centered at the H2-converting active
site. As a consequence, insights into the underlying reactions
and intermediates can provide valuable inspiration for the
design of bioinspired catalysts that are tolerant toward
atmospheric oxygen, thereby providing novel perspectives for
hydrogen based energy conversion approaches.
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4.4 Nuclear Resonance Vibrational Spectroscopy Reveals the
FeS Cluster Composition and Active Site Vibrational
Properties of an O2-tolerant NAD+-reducing [NiFe] Hy-
drogenase

Reproduced with permission from

Lauterbach, L.; Wang, H.; Horch, M., Gee, L. B.; Yoda, Y.; Tanaka, Y.; Zebger, I.; Lenz, O.;
Cramer, S. P. Chem. Sci. 2015, 6, 1055 – 1060.
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Nuclear resonance vibrational spectroscopy reveals
the FeS cluster composition and active site
vibrational properties of an O2-tolerant NAD+-
reducing [NiFe] hydrogenase†

Lars Lauterbach,‡*ab Hongxin Wang,‡bc Marius Horch,‡a Leland B. Gee,b

Yoshitaka Yoda,d Yoshihito Tanaka,e Ingo Zebger,a Oliver Lenza

and Stephen P. Cramer*bc

Hydrogenases are complex metalloenzymes that catalyze the reversible splitting of molecular hydrogen

into protons and electrons essentially without overpotential. The NAD+-reducing soluble hydrogenase

(SH) from Ralstonia eutropha is capable of H2 conversion even in the presence of usually toxic dioxygen.

The molecular details of the underlying reactions are largely unknown, mainly because of limited

knowledge of the structure and function of the various metal cofactors present in the enzyme. Here, all

iron-containing cofactors of the SH were investigated by 57Fe specific nuclear resonance vibrational

spectroscopy (NRVS). Our data provide experimental evidence for one [2Fe2S] center and four [4Fe4S]

clusters, which is consistent with the amino acid sequence composition. Only the [2Fe2S] cluster and

one of the four [4Fe4S] clusters were reduced upon incubation of the SH with NADH. This finding

explains the discrepancy between the large number of FeS clusters and the small amount of FeS cluster-

related signals as detected by electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopic analysis of several NAD+-

reducing hydrogenases. For the first time, Fe–CO and Fe–CN modes derived from the [NiFe] active site

could be distinguished by NRVS through selective 13C labeling of the CO ligand. This strategy also

revealed the molecular coordinates that dominate the individual Fe–CO modes. The present approach

explores the complex vibrational signature of the Fe–S clusters and the hydrogenase active site, thereby

showing that NRVS represents a powerful tool for the elucidation of complex biocatalysts containing

multiple cofactors.

Introduction

Hydrogenases are nature's catalysts for the reversible cleavage
of molecular hydrogen into protons and electrons. In the case of
[NiFe] hydrogenase, the active site nickel is coordinated to the
protein matrix by four cysteinyl thiolates, two of which serve as
bridging ligands to the iron (Fig. 1). The iron is further coor-
dinated by one carbonyl and two cyanide ligands.1 While most
[NiFe] hydrogenases are reversibly inactivated by O2, the

soluble, NAD+-reducing [NiFe] hydrogenase (SH) from Ralstonia
eutropha H16, which couples the reversible oxidation of H2 to
the reduction of NAD+, remains highly active even under
ambient O2 concentration.2,3

Fig. 1 Schematic overview of the cofactor composition of the SH. The
[NiFe] active site is shown in the inset, with X denoting the site of
hydride or inhibitor binding.
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The SH is therefore a promising enzyme for biotechnological
applications, e.g. nucleotide cofactor regeneration.4 The O2

tolerance of the SH relies on its capability to continuously
reduce O2 to water and hydrogen peroxide, allowing for H2

oxidation in the presence of oxygen.3 Sequence analysis indi-
cates that the [NiFe] active center of this enzyme is connected to
the NAD+-binding site by one [2Fe2S] center and four [4Fe4S]
clusters as well as two avin mononucleotide (FMN) molecules
(Fig. 1).5 While the FMN cofactors have been conrmed exper-
imentally, only signals of the [2Fe2S] cluster and one [4Fe4S]
cluster5,6 have been detected by electron paramagnetic reso-
nance (EPR) spectroscopy, and similar results have been
obtained for other NAD+-reducing [NiFe] hydrogenases.7,8 Until
now, the reason for the discrepancy between the number of
potential binding motifs and EPR-detected FeS clusters was
unclear and experimental evidence for the proposed set of
clusters was missing.

Nuclear resonance vibrational spectroscopy (NRVS) is a
synchrotron-based vibrational spectroscopic technique that
selectively probes iron-specic normal modes and the related
molecular coordinates. Therefore it is an ideal technique for the
investigation of iron-containing metalloproteins in terms of
both structure and dynamics. In the case of [NiFe] hydrogenase,
NRVS has rst been successfully applied in 2013.9 Likewise,
resonance Raman (RR) spectroscopy represents a comparable
method to gain complementary insights.10,11 In the case of the
SH, however, the application of RR is strongly impeded by FMN-
derived uorescence. Moreover, no RR signal was found for the
[NiFe] active site of oxidized SH with several excitation wave-
lengths (data not shown), demonstrating the necessity of NRVS
for the characterization of this particular enzyme.

Experimental
Sample preparation

Ralstonia eutropha was cultured and SH was puried according
to ref. 3 except that 18 mM 57FeCl2 was used in the minimal
medium. For labelling of the SH with 13CO, 5000 ppm 13CO gas
was added into a 16 L desiccator, which contained a R. eutropha
culture overproducing the SH and atmospheric gas. The NADH-
treated puried SH-samples were prepared by 30 min anaerobic
incubation of 1 mM SH with 50 mM NADH. The concentration
of oxidized SH samples was 1 mM.

NRVS measurements

Nuclear resonance vibrational spectroscopy measurements
were conducted at SPring-8 BL09XU and BL19LXU. A liquid N2-
cooled Si (1, 1, 1) high heat load monochromator was used to
produce an incident beam with �1 eV resolution, followed by a
high resolution monochromator with an asymmetrically cut Ge
(3, 3, 1) and two nested Si (9, 7, 5) crystals to achieve a�0.8 meV
energy resolution at 14.4125 keV. A 4-channel avalanche photo
diode detector array was used to detect the X-ray K-uorescence
from internal conversion and the nuclear gamma ray emission
by 57Fe atoms. The detectors were placed as close as possible to
the surface of the sample. All measurements were performed at

10 K in the cryostat base. The real sample temperature, as
obtained from the spectral analysis, was 30–60 K.

To enhance the S/N ratio in the Fe–CO/CN range of the
spectra, sectional measurements of these regions were per-
formed. While for the usual scans the time for every point was 5
s, in the case of sectional scans the acquisition time for every
data point in the region of interest, i.e. from 400 to 680 cm�1,
was 10–20 s and the rest was 1–3 s depending onmeasurements.

The raw NRVS data were analyzed by the PHOENIX soware12

to extract the single-phonon iron partial vibrational density of
states (57Fe PVDOS). The resonance peak position for each scan
was aligned in the PHOENIX analysis, while the energy scale
was calibrated with an external reference ([NEt4][FeCl4])
periodically.

To produce an empirical NRVS spectral simulation, Rhodo-
bacter capsulatus (Rc) [2Fe2S] ferredoxin NRVS13 was used as a
representative model for [2Fe2S] clusters, while the Pyrococcus
furiosus (Pf) [4Fe4S] ferredoxin NRVS was used as a model for
[4Fe4S] clusters (both in their oxidized (ox) and reduced (red)
states).14 These spectra were rst auto-normalized to 3, repre-
senting spectra averaged for one iron (subscript “norm”). For
[4Fe4S] clusters, the Pf ferredoxin NRVS was then multiplied by
4 to get a weighed NRVS spectrum considering that the cluster
has 4 irons, while for [2Fe2S] clusters, the Rc ferredoxin NRVS
was multiplied by 2 for the same reason. Such spectra were then
multiplied by the numbers of the same type of clusters included
in the SH. The total sum was calculated and divided by 18 in
order to account the number of considered Fe ions. For
example:

SHox ¼ [1 � 2 � Rc ferredoxin(ox)norm
+ 4 � 4 � Pf ferredoxin (ox)norm]/18,

while

SHred ¼ [0.5 � 2 � Rc ferredoxin (ox)norm
+ 0.5 � 2 � Rc ferredoxin (red)norm
+ 3 � 4 � Pf ferredoxin (ox)norm
+ 1 � 4 � Pf ferredoxin (red)norm]/18.

To evaluate integral intensities in the spectral range of FeS
cluster normal modes (0–450 cm�1), spectra were rst re-
normalized with respect to the integral intensities of the Fe–CO/
CN centered modes (450–650 cm�1), assuming that these
signals are comparable for different [NiFe] hydrogenases. Using
this procedure, spectra were corrected for preparation and
acquisition related differences, such that integral FeS intensi-
ties of the normalized spectra could be directly compared. The
FeS integral intensities were then determined as a marker for
the relative amount of Fe ions involved in FeS clusters of
different [NiFe] hydrogenases. The whole procedure was per-
formed by using the Bruker OPUS soware.

IR measurements

Infrared (IR) spectra with a spectral resolution of 2 cm�1 were
recorded on a Bruker Tensor 27 spectrometer, equipped with a
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liquid nitrogen-cooled mercury cadmium telluride (MCT)
detector. The sample compartment was purged with dried air
and the sample was held in a temperature-controlled (283 K)
gas-tight IR-cell for liquid samples (volume �7 mL, optical path
length ¼ 50 mm), equipped with CaF2 windows. Spectra were
processed and baseline-corrected by using the Bruker OPUS
soware.

Results and discussion
FeS cluster composition

In this communication, we report a combined NRVS and IR
spectroscopic characterization of SH in its as-isolated (oxidized)
and NADH-reduced state. The partial vibrational density of
states (PVDOS) for oxidized and NADH-reduced SH as detected
by NRVS is presented in Fig. 2A. As 16 out of 19 expected Fe
atoms in this protein are located in [4Fe4S] centers (Fig. 1),
the spectra are most likely dominated by contributions
from these cofactors. Consistently, the entire pattern between
0 and 400 cm�1 is very similar to the NRVS of the [4Fe4S] cluster
in Pf ferredoxin and not far from that of the “standard” [NiFe]-
hydrogenase from Desulfovibrio vulgaris (Dv) Miyazaki F, which
contains the [NiFe] site, one [3Fe4S] center and two [4Fe4S]
clusters.14,9 However, in contrast to Dv hydrogenase, integral
intensities in this spectral range are strongly increased by a
factor of about 1.5, if the two spectra are normalized with
respect to the Fe–CO/CN intensities of the active site (Fig. 3).
This observation is in line with the higher amount of FeS
clusters in the SH (18 Fe ions) as compared to “standard” [NiFe]
hydrogenases (11 Fe ions). Thus, the present study provides the
rst spectroscopic evidence for the large number of FeS clusters
in the SH.

In general, pronounced spectral features of FeS clusters
range from (delocalized) torsional modes below 100 cm�1 via
breathing and bending modes near 150 cm�1 to structurally
sensitive stretching vibrations between 250 and about 420 cm�1

(Fig. 2). The oxidized SH shows two intensive bands with peak
maxima around 355 cm�1 and 391 cm�1, which reect normal
modes with predominant Fe–S stretching character (Fig. 2A,
blue). While both modes have contributions from displace-
ments of the bridging suldes (Fe–Sb stretching), the band at
355 cm�1 also includes increased movements of terminal
cysteines (Fe–St stretching).15 Furthermore, oxidized SH shows a
band at 414 cm�1, which is characteristic for [2Fe2S] clusters of
ferredoxins (e.g. those from Rc and Aquifex aeolicus (Aa)).13 The
Dv hydrogenase does not contain a [2Fe2S] cluster. Thus, no
corresponding NRVS signal is observed.9 Remarkably, a
weighted sum of one oxidized [2Fe2S] cluster of Rc ferredoxin13

and four oxidized [4Fe4S] clusters of Pf ferredoxin14 provides an
ideal t for the NRVS of as-isolated SH (Fig. 2B, blue and S1C/
E†). Including an oxidized [3Fe4S] cluster (Pf ferredoxin)9 into
the simulation instead of one of the [4Fe4S] clusters does not
improve the agreement with the experimental spectrum
(Fig. S1D†). In contrast, the weighted sum spectra would exhibit
obvious band splittings at around 150 and 290 cm�1, the latter
of which is also observed for [3Fe4S] cluster-containing Dv
hydrogenase (Fig. 3B and S1B†). No such splitting is observed
for the SH, suggesting that the previously proposed presence of
a native [3Fe4S] cluster in enzymes of this type5,16 is unlikely.

Upon reduction of the SH with NADH, a modied band
pattern is observed for the spectral region between 300 and 400
cm�1, reecting (partial) reduction of FeS clusters. Moreover,
the band at 414 cm�1, assigned to the oxidized [2Fe2S] cluster,
decreases in intensity by around 50% (Fig. 2A, red and S1E†).
This observation indicates partial reduction of the [2Fe2S]
cluster. Consistently, a lowered intensity has also been observed
for the corresponding band upon reduction of [2Fe2S] cluster-

Fig. 2 NRVS-derived 57Fe PVDOS in the FeS cluster mode region. (A):
Oxidized (blue) and NADH-reduced (red) SH. (B): A weighted sum of
one oxidized [2Fe2S] cluster of Rc ferredoxin plus four oxidized
[4Fe4S] clusters of Pf ferredoxin (blue) vs. a weighted sum of one 50%
reduced / 50% oxidized [2Fe2S] cluster of Rc ferredoxin plus one
reduced and three oxidized [4Fe4S] clusters of Pf ferredoxin (red).
NRVS data of Rc and Pf ferredoxins have been published previously.13,14

Arrows indicate the changes between the spectra in each pair.

Fig. 3 Comparison of integral intensities for the FeS cluster related
57Fe PVDOS in the 0–450 cm�1 range of (A) oxidized SH and (B)
oxidizedDv hydrogenase. Spectra were normalized with respect to the
integral intensities of the Fe(CO)(CN)2 moiety (450–650 cm�1).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015 Chem. Sci., 2015, 6, 1055–1060 | 1057
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containing ferredoxins from Rc and Aa.13 In general, band
positions and intensities between 0 and 300 cm�1 show only
marginal changes aer reduction of the SH while drastic
changes have been observed for Pf ferredoxin and Dv hydroge-
nase.13,9 This indicates that not all FeS clusters in SH were
reduced under the experimental conditions chosen. Indeed, a
weighted sum of a 50% reduced / 50% oxidized [2Fe2S] cluster
(from Rc ferredoxin) plus one reduced and three oxidized
[4Fe4S] clusters (from Pf ferredoxin) provides the best t to the
experimental spectrum of NADH-reduced SH (Fig. 2, red and
S1C/E†). This nding is consistent with previous EPR spectro-
scopic studies, revealing signals for the reduced (paramagnetic)
states of the [2Fe2S] cluster and in total only one of the four
[4Fe4S] clusters.5,6 According to our data, this latter observation
can be clearly related to incomplete reduction of FeS clusters, as
also observed for respiratory Complex I, whose water-soluble
domain is homologous to the SH.17 Consequently, pronounced
antiferromagnetic coupling, high-spin ground states, or very
fast spin relaxation can now be excluded as alternative expla-
nations for the absence of EPR-detectable clusters. In summary,
we have probed for the rst time the entirety of FeS clusters of
an NAD+-reducing [NiFe] hydrogenase in its oxidized and
reduced states, thereby disentangling the discrepancy between
predicted and EPR-detectable FeS clusters in this enzyme type.5

While the NRVS of oxidized and reduced SH are well simu-
lated by the corresponding weighted sums of one Rc ferredoxin-
derived [2Fe2S] cluster and four [4Fe4S] clusters of Pf ferredoxin,
clear deviations can still be observed in the structural marker
region between 300 and 400 cm�1 (Fig. 2). Relative intensities of
bands in this region have been proposed as structural markers
for Fe–S–C–C dihedral angles. These dihedral angles affect
contributions of S–C–C bending coordinates to normal modes
with predominant Fe–S stretching character, thereby

inuencing iron-displacement and NRVS intensities.9 In this
respect, the balanced doublets in the weighted sum spectra
suggest little contributions from S–C–C bending coordinates,
i.e. Fe–S–C–C dihedral angles close to 90�. The SH NRVS
exhibits a pattern that is similar to Pf ferredoxin and the
weighted sum spectrum (Fig. 2), indicating that most Fe–S–C–C
dihedral angles are close to 90� in SH, too. However, an intensity
drop of the low-frequency feature around 355 cm�1 is indicative
of the co-existence of [4Fe4S] clusters with Fe–S–C–C dihedral
angles approaching 0/180� (Fig. 2A).14

There is no crystal structure available for the SH; however,
dihedral angles might be similar to those in Complex I. Thus,
the SH-related NRVS might be well explained by the atomic
coordinates derived from the crystal structure of Complex I.
Indeed 14 out of 20 (70%) Fe–S–C–C dihedrals in Complex I
approach 90� (�24�) while the remaining six (30%) assume
values close to 0/180� (�31�).18 This nding explains the SH
NRVS and supports the structural similarity between Complex I
and NAD+-reducing [NiFe] hydrogenases.

Active site vibrational properties

Despite the lower spectral intensity of the active site (only 1 Fe
ion compared to 18 located in FeS clusters), NRVS also allows
probing Fe–CO and Fe–CN stretching and bending modes (400–
650 cm�1),9 which provide valuable information on structural
and electronic properties of the catalytic [NiFe] center (Fig. 4,
le and S2†).10,11 A detailed knowledge of the molecular coor-
dinates included in these modes is essential for the under-
standing of the complex signature of the Fe(CO)(CN)2 moiety.

To disentangle this vibrational manifold, we have used
selective 13C labeling of the CO ligand by isolating SH from cells
grown in a 13CO-enriched atmosphere. To verify selective 13CO

Fig. 4 Vibrational signature for the Fe(CO)(CN)2 moiety of the oxidized SH active site. Left panel: Fe–CO/CNmetal–ligandmodes as revealed by
NRVS. Right panel: CO/CN stretching modes probed by IR spectroscopy. A/C: non-labeled SH (red). B/D 13CO-labeled SH (blue).
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labeling, we have rst recorded IR spectra from both unlabeled
and 13CO-containing as-isolated SH (Fig. 4C and D). While
unlabeled SH exhibits the typical CO stretching band at
1957 cm�1,19 this feature is considerably displaced by�45 cm�1
in case of 13CO-labeled SH, reecting the larger mass of 13C.
Moreover, both spectra exhibit the same set of four CN
stretching bands at around 2098, 2090, 2081 and 2072 cm�1, as
reported previously.19 These observations demonstrate that the
13CO ligand of the [NiFe] site originates from externally
supplied gaseous 13CO, which is consistent with observations
previously made for the regulatory hydrogenase from R.
eutropha.20

The comparison of NRVS signatures between 550–650 cm�1

obtained from unlabeled and 13CO-labeled SH reveals isotopic
shis of 5–11 cm�1, indicating that major contributions of
these bands are due to Fe–CO stretching and bending (Fig. 4A
and B). In contrast, bands at lower frequencies are largely
unaffected by 13CO labeling, demonstrating their affiliation
with normal modes that are dominated by Fe–CN coordinates.
In addition, closer inspection of 13CO isotopic shis may also
yield information about the character of individual Fe–CO
modes in terms of predominant stretching and bending
contributions.21 The larger 13C isotopic shi observed for the
band at 609 cm�1 (Dn ¼ �11 cm�1) likely reects more
pronounced Fe–C–O bending contributions, while the smaller
13C effect on the band at 561 cm�1 (Dn ¼ �5 cm�1) is indicative
of a predominant Fe–CO stretching character. In line with
previous computational studies,10,11 these observations provide
the rst experimental insights into normal mode compositions
(Fe–CO vs. Fe–CN) of the [NiFe] hydrogenase active site. Inter-
estingly, Fe–CO modes of the SH, as probed by NRVS, appear at
slightly higher frequencies compared to oxidized Dv hydroge-
nase, while the IR-traceable CO stretching vibrations are nearly
the same. This observation may provide further details on
structural and electronic properties of the SH active site.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the rst combined NRVS and IR characterization
of an oxygen-tolerant [NiFe]-hydrogenase revealed the content
and redox behavior of FeS clusters in the NAD+-reducing
enzyme from Ralstonia eutropha H16. We demonstrated the
presence of one [2Fe2S] center and four [4Fe4S] clusters, which
are only partly reduced upon incubation of the enzyme with the
native electron donor NADH. This nding unravels the
discrepancy between the number of predicted and EPR-detected
FeS clusters in SH and related proteins, including Complex I,
which underscores the benet of NRVS for the characterization
of complex metalloproteins. Furthermore, our approach
provides access to the entire vibrational signature of the
Fe(CO)(CN)2 moiety of the hydrogenase active site. For the rst
time, selective isotope labeling with gaseous 13CO allowed the
experimental discrimination between Fe–CO and Fe–CN
normal modes. Moreover, bands with predominant Fe–CO
stretching and bending character could be identied. In
summary, vibrational spectroscopy in conjunction with selec-
tive isotope labeling allows detailed insights into molecular

coordinates of the active site in hydrogenase. An extension of
this approach in terms of other site-specic isotope exchanges
will likely provide further valuable information about func-
tional and structural aspects of hydrogen-converting
biocatalysts.
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4.5 Conclusions and Outlook

In this chapter, Re SH was extensively studied as an oxygen tolerant example of bidirectional
NAD+-reducing [NiFe] hydrogenases. So far, no crystal structure data are available for en-
zymes of this type and, thus, structural determinants for the enzymatic function are largely
unknown. The current state of knowledge on bidirectional [NiFe] hydrogenases was critically
reviewed in section 4.1,6 laying emphasis on the Re SH. Important questions and challenges
were worked out, and some of the most important aspects were addressed in the following
sections of this chapter.

The Re SH is able to catalyze the reversible cleavage of hydrogen and the reduction of
NAD+ in the presence of ambient oxygen levels.5,6, 18,148,164,168 This capability is essential
for potential biotechnological applications, and its molecular basis has been a subject of
interest and controversy.5,6, 40 Previous studies observed an unusual IR spectrum exhibiting
four instead of two CN stretching bands.171,172,174,175 Based on this ‘split spectrum’ and
complementary biochemical studies, previous reports claimed that the Re SH active site
contained additional cyanide ligands, one of which was proposed to sterically prevent oxygen
attack.171,172,174,175 This hypothesis was considerably challenged by the author’s studies
preceding this thesis.173 Using in vivo spectroscopy, it was shown that the Re SH harbors a
consensus [NiFe] active site containing a standard set of inorganic ligands. Moreover, these
experiments revealed a set of typical redox intermediates for SH in whole Re cells, indicating
that the enzyme’s catalytic cycle is more similar to other [NiFe] hydrogenases than formerly
proposed.173

Previous reports on isolated Re SH claimed that such observations could be related to
a loss of additional cyanide ligands.172,176 While this speculative degradation is unlikely to
occur in vivo, it cannot be categorically excluded. Therefore, this issue has been addressed in
this thesis using both experimental and theoretical methods. First, previous reports that gave
rise to the proposal of additional cyanide ligands were revisited (section 4.1 and 4.2).6 Based
on theoretical considerations and quantum mechanical calculations, former structural and
functional interpretations were shown to be incompatible with the underlying experimental
data.6,7 In this way, previous models for oxygen tolerance and catalysis were disproved on a
fundamental level. Moreover, enzyme preparations exhibiting the split spectrum were shown
to be reversibly converted to typical [NiFe] intermediates and vice versa (section 4.3).150

Consequently, degradation processes can be excluded, and additional CN stretching bands in
the IR spectrum of Re SH cannot reflect additional cyanide ligands.

These findings raised the question about an alternative explanation for the split spec-
trum and the oxygen tolerance of Re SH (section 4.3). A careful evaluation of this IR signature
revealed a mixture of states with different CN stretching frequencies, indicating structural
modifications that selectively affect the equatorial plane of the active site ferrous iron.150 Us-
ing further in vitro studies it was shown that the split spectrum represents a special feature of
fully oxidized Re SH as observed under aerobic conditions.150 This suggests oxidative mod-
ifications of the [NiFe] center, and complementary quantum mechanical calculations showed
that reversible sulfoxygenation of active site cysteines can explain the entirety of IR spectro-
scopic properties of this enzyme.150 Based on these data and the catalytic properties of Re
SH, a new model for its oxygen tolerance was proposed (section 4.3).150 This mechanism is
based on a peroxidase reaction, which transforms an oxygen-derived peroxo ligand into the
corresponding hydroxo species by forming a cysteine sulfenate. This sulfoxygenated inter-
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mediate can be re-reduced by the enzyme’s native redox partner NADH, thereby restoring
catalytic hydrogen cycling. In conclusion, the studies presented in this thesis have revised the
structural and functional perception of the Re SH in terms of catalysis and oxygen tolerance.

Another puzzling aspect of bidirectional hydrogenases in general is the discrepancy be-
tween sequence-predicted and EPR-detectable [2Fe2S] and [4Fe4S] centers (see section 4.1).
Up to eight clusters are predicted for these enzymes, only few of which could be clearly de-
tected by EPR spectroscopy.6 Similar observations have been reported for the homologous
respiratory complex I; however, the discrepancy is more pronounced in bidirectional hydro-
genases.6,377 This situation raises the question about structural or electronic peculiarities of
these FeS clusters (sections 4.1 and 4.4) and even challenges the assumed cofactor composi-
tion. To elucidate this issue, NRVS was applied to Re SH (section 4.4).10 This study provided
the first experimental evidence for the sequence-predicted set of clusters. Most of these FeS
centers were found to be hardly reduced by the native electron donor NADH. This finding
explains the lack of EPR signals, excludes alternative explanations, and resolves the previous
discrepancy. In addition, NRVS on 13CO labeled Re SH revealed the molecular coordinates
contributing to Fe–CO/CN modes of the active site.148 These results complement findings
from computationally aided RR spectroscopy (chapter 5),8,9 and further valuable insights may
be obtained by extended studies applying vibrational spectroscopy and site-selective isotope
exchanges.

Despite valuable insights into structure and function of Re SH and bidirectional hy-
drogenases in general, important aspects remain to be elucidated in the future. So far, the
electronic ground state of the oxidized active site of these enzymes is not known.6 IR spec-
troscopic data are compatible with an FeII NiIII, S = 1/2 configuration that is EPR-silent due
to pronounced antiferromagnetic coupling to an unidentified paramagnetic center (section
4.3).150 However, explicit evidence for this assumption is missing, and alternative scenarios
cannot be entirely excluded. The detailed structural characterization of sulfoxygenated active
site species in oxidized Re SH represents another considerable challenge. While experimental
and theoretical data provide strong indications for these structural modifications (see section
4.3), explicit information on the involved cysteines and their interactions with the two metal
ions is still missing. In principle, RR spectroscopy may provide valuable insights into these
aspects.8,20 However, special requirements have to be met in order to cope with the intrinsic
difficulties related to a mixture of species and pronounced fluorescence from the FMN cofac-
tors (see sections 4.4 and 5.3). Complementary information may be available from crystal
structures, once high-resolution X-ray diffraction data for Re SH or related enzymes are avail-
able. These could also facilitate insights into FMN and FeS cofactors and provide a basis for
more sophisticated theoretical studies including hybrid QM/MM approaches.
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Chapter 5

Resonance Raman Spectroscopy of
Hydrogenases
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5.1 Resonance Raman Spectroscopy as a Tool to Monitor the
Active Site of Hydrogenases

Reproduced with permission from
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.The biological conversion of hydrogen …
… is catalyzed by [NiFe] hydrogenases utilizing a tailored bimetallic center. In their
Communication on page 5162 ff. P. Hildebrandt, I. Zebger, M. Horch, and co-workers
use resonance Raman spectroscopy for the first time to characterize this active site by
directly probing Fe–CO/CN vibrational modes. Applying an integrated spectroscopic
and computational approach, this method provides new insights into structural and
photochemical aspects of the [NiFe] site.
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[NiFe] hydrogenases are key enzymes in the hydrogen
metabolism in many microorganisms and oxidize molecular
hydrogen reversibly at a heterobimetallic active site. The
released electrons are usually transferred through three iron–
sulfur clusters to the physiological redox partner.[1,2] The
catalytic center has two metal ions Ni and Fe, which are
bridged by two cysteinyl thiolates. Two further are bound to
the Ni while the Fe is additionally coordinated by three
diatomic ligands: one CO and two CN� .[3] Different redox
states of the bimetallic center are largely defined by the
oxidation state of the Ni and the chemical nature of an
additional ligand at a third bridging position between the two
metals, which serves as the cleavage site for hydrogen.[4,5]

Elucidating fundamental processes of microbial energy
conversion is essential to promote biotechnological applica-
tions of hydrogen as a clean fuel.[6] In this respect, a compre-
hensive understanding of the catalytic mechanism of hydro-
genase requires the characterization of the active site
structure of the species involved. Electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) and infrared (IR) spectroscopy are well-
established techniques for probing the various states of the
catalytic cycle.[4,5] However, both methods are associated with
inherent limitations. EPR spectroscopy is restricted to para-
magnetic Ni states, whereas information about the active site
Fe (FeII, S = 0) is largely inaccessible. IR spectroscopy probes
all states of the active site by exploring the stretching
vibrations of the diatomic ligands of the Fe. Thereby, it
senses variations of the electron density distribution in the
bimetallic complex, albeit without immediate insight into the

structure of the [NiFe] center. In this respect, resonance
Raman (RR) spectroscopy may be a powerful complemen-
tary technique as it allows the vibrational modes that involve
the metal ions to be probed selectively, and thus, directly
reflects the structural and electronic properties of the [NiFe]
site.[7]

Herein we demonstrate, for the first time, the capability of
RR spectroscopy to provide novel insights into the active site
structure of a [NiFe] hydrogenase within a concerted exper-
imental and theoretical approach. In view of the availability
of crystal structure data and previous in-depth IR and EPR
spectroscopic studies, we have chosen the oxygen-tolerant
membrane-bound hydrogenase (MBH) from Ralstonia eutro-
pha H16 (Re) as a model system.[8, 9]

RR spectra of H2-reduced MBH, measured with a 458 nm
excitation at 79 K, display distinct vibrational bands between
400 and 650 cm�1 (Figure 1 A, black line), whereas compara-
ble signals are not observed in the spectrum of the oxidized,
as-isolated (untreated) enzyme. The monitored bands appear
in the spectral range characteristic of Fe�CO/CN stretching
and bending modes,[10] as also reported for hydrogenase
model compounds.[11–13] Contributions from iron–sulfur clus-
ter modes can be excluded as they are lower in frequency and,
owing to the resonance enhancement through S!Fe charge-
transfer transitions, primarily detectable in the oxidized
states.[14] These conclusions are supported by Raman spectra
calculated for the active site of the MBH by means of a hybrid
quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM)
model that was recently constructed on the basis of a compu-
tationally refined crystal structure of reduced MBH (for
computational details, see the Supporting Information
SI5).[2, 15] In these calculations, RR intensities were approxi-
mated according to the contribution of Fe�CO coordinates to
the potential energy distribution (PED) of individual modes
to mimic the resonance enhancement by the metal–ligand
charge-transfer transition. Indeed, spectra calculated for
various states of the active site display distinct bands between
400 and 650 cm�1, that is, in the range of the experimental RR
bands (see Figure 1). Both the vibrational assignment and the
assumption that an Fe!CO charge-transfer electronic tran-
sition is the origin for the resonance enhancement of these
bands is confirmed by the RR spectrum of 13C-labeled H2-
reduced MBH (Figure 1A, red line), which displays distinct
isotopic shifts for all major bands, as predicted by the QM/
MM calculations (Figure 1B–D, red lines). Only small
isotopic shifts, on the order of 1 cm�1, are observed upon
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15N labeling, which is in line with the calculations (see
Table 1). Based on these findings, the bands observed in the
RR spectrum can be evidentially assigned to bending and
stretching modes of the {Fe(CO)(CN�)2} moiety as also
proposed in a recent nuclear resonance vibrational spectros-
copy (NRVS) study.[16]

Like most other hydrogenases, H2-reduced MBH has
a mixture of catalytically active redox species as detected by
IR spectroscopy:[17] Nia-C is the paramagnetic (NiIII, S = 1/2)
key intermediate in hydrogen cycling of [NiFe] hydrogenases,
carrying a hydride ligand at the third bridging site between
the two metals.[18] In contrast, the fully reduced Nia-SR state,

Figure 1. Left panel: A) Experimental RR spectra of H2-reduced MBH, obtained with a 458 nm excitation, and calculated Raman spectra of the
[NiFe] active site for B) Ni-L, C) Nia-C, and D) Nia-SR. Black trace non-labeled species; red trace 13C-labeled species. Bands marked with an
asterisk are related to the superposition of two closely adjacent normal modes (see Table 1) and, thus, the corresponding isotopic shifts are
deduced from the apparent band maxima. Right panel: active site structure models of B) Ni-L, C) Nia-C, and D) Nia-SR.

Table 1: Experimental frequencies and isotopic shifts of the active site modes of H2-reduced MBH and calculated values for Ni-L, Nia-C, and Nia-SR (in
cm�1).[a]

Normal mode Experiment Calculated
description[b] Ni-L Nia-C Nia-SR
(Ni-L) 12C, 14N D13C D15N 12C, 14N D13C D15N 12C, 14N D13C D15N 12C, 14N D13C D15N

d(Fe-C-O/N) 410 �10 �1 403 �12 �2 421 �12 �2 425 �12 �2

d(Fe-C-NArg)
n(Fe-CNArg)

447 �10 �1 432 �11 �3
447
455

�12
–

�4
–

458 �12 �2

d(Fe-C-NThr)
n(Fe-CO)

496 �13 �1 513 �14 �1 511 �16 �2 517 �15 �2

552 �10 n.a.[c] – – – 545 �4 �1 548 �3 �1

d(Fe-C-O)
n(Fe-CO)

559 �11 �1
565
567

�10
�15

�1
�1

572
577

�6
�3

�1
�1

568
578

�5
�4

0
�1

568 n.a.[c] 0 – – – 590 �16 0 596 �16 0

n(Fe-CO) 609 �8 0 612 �7 �1
625
628

–
�13

–
�1

628 �12 0
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which most likely carries the hydride ligand as well,[4] is EPR-
silent (NiII, S = 0). This species consists of up to three sub-
states, which presumably differ in their protonation and spin
state or their interaction with the protein environment.[4, 5]

In principle, both Nia-C and Nia-SR may contribute to the
RR spectrum. At low temperatures, however, irradiation of
Nia-C with visible light, such as the Raman probe beam at
458 nm, may cause dissociation of the bridging hydride,[18]

thereby forming the so-called Ni-L state (NiI, S = 1/2),
another potentially active intermediate, which also includes
up to three sub-states.[18] To mimic the conditions of the RR
experiments, we have recorded low-temperature IR and EPR
spectra in the dark and under constant irradiation at 460 and
455 nm, respectively. The observed signals in the “light-

minus-dark” difference spectra (Figure 2) can be assigned on
the basis of previous studies:[17, 19] CO/CN stretching vibra-
tions and g-tensor components displayed in gray, represent
the fraction of the enzyme in the Ni-L state formed at the
expense of the Nia-C state (black), as indicated by the inverse
sign of the spectroscopic features. These findings show an
essentially complete Nia-C!Ni-L conversion, thereby
excluding a contribution of the Nia-C state to the RR
spectrum shown in Figure 1A.

The spectroscopic experiments on the MBH were further
extended to different reducing conditions (see Supporting
information). IR spectroscopy indicates that the contribution
of Nia-C strongly increases at the expense of Nia-SR, if the
fraction of H2 in the gas mixture is decreased from 100 to 5%,
reflecting the higher reduction potential of Nia-C.[17] How-

ever, RR spectra recorded under both conditions were found
to be identical in terms of band frequencies and intensities
(see Figure SI6), indicating that equal amounts of the same
redox state are probed under both conditions. This situation
suggests that equilibria between all the reduced states are
altered in favor of the detected species during the RR
experiment, which is best explained by an efficient photo-
conversion into the Ni-L state caused by the Raman probe
beam. Indeed, the RR signals vanish if the temperature is
raised above 200 K, in line with the previously reported
thermal decay of Ni-L.[4] Thus, we conclude that the RR
spectra of H2-reduced MBH solely reflect the Ni-L state
whereas the resonance enhancement of the Nia-C and Nia-SR
species is too weak to give rise to detectable RR signals at
458 nm.

Further support for this assignment is derived from the
comparison with Raman spectra calculated for different
redox, spin, and protonation states of the active site. The
calculated spectra of most of these species differ substantially
from the experimental spectrum and, thus, a more detailed
inspection is restricted to the calculated spectra of the Nia-C,
Ni-L, and Nia-SR states. For the Ni-L and Nia-SR states
protonation at the Cys597 sulfur is assumed (Figure 1B–D).
Consistent with the calculations for all three species (see
Supporting Information), the strongest band in the exper-
imental spectrum (559 cm�1) reflects two closely spaced
modes of predominant Fe�CO bending and stretching
character. However, only calculations for Ni-L reproduce
both the experimental frequency and the 13C isotopic shift
(Dn) very well, whereas the calculations for Nia-C and Nia-SR
over- and underestimate the frequency and the isotopic shift,
respectively. Also the prominent Fe�CO stretching mode,
observed at 609 cm�1 (Dn =�8 cm�1) in the experimental
spectrum, is in good agreement with that calculated for Ni-L
(612 cm�1, Dn =�7 cm�1), in contrast to the distinctly over-
estimated values for Nia-C and Nia-SR. The calculated spectra
of Ni-L also provide the best agreement for the Fe�CN
bending (and stretching) modes in the RR spectrum below
550 cm�1. Thus, the comparison with the calculated spectra
confirms that RR spectroscopy exclusively probes the Ni-L
state under the experimental conditions employed. Note that
the good agreement with the spectrum calculated for Ni-L
only refers to the species with a protonated Cys597 (see
Supporting Information), thereby giving the first experimen-
tal indication of the previously proposed protonation of
a terminal cysteine ligand in the active site of [NiFe]
hydrogenases.[20]

According to the above observations, the amount of Ni-L
probed by RR spectroscopy is independent of the initial Nia-
C/Nia-SR ratio. Since Nia-C is in equilibrium with Nia-SR,
photoconversion of Nia-C could cause a depletion of the Nia-
SR state if the thermal Nia-SR!Nia-C redox transition took
place at 79 K. However, this transition can be excluded since
the “light-minus-dark” IR difference spectrum in Figure 2
does not display any negative signals arising from Nia-SR.
Moreover, this thermal reaction would result in an overall
increase in paramagnetic species upon irradiation, which is
not observed in the corresponding EPR difference spectrum
(see Figure 2). Thus, we conclude that there is a yet unknown

Figure 2. Light-induced low temperature difference spectra “light-
minus-dark” of H2-reduced MBH, obtained by A) IR and B) EPR
spectroscopy. The black signals refer to Nia-C and light gray signals
refer to Ni-L.
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direct photochemical reaction from Nia-SR to Ni-L that
becomes an efficient reaction channel only under high photon
flux, for example during the RR experiments.

In conclusion, we have presented the first RR spectro-
scopic characterization of the active site of a [NiFe] hydro-
genase, thereby introducing a novel technique that might also
be applied to the characterization of [Fe] and [FeFe] hydro-
genases. Herein, RR spectroscopy was shown to provide
valuable structural and mechanistic insights by directly
probing Fe�CO/CN vibrational modes which reflect bonding
properties of the catalytic center that are considered to be key
parameters in the hydrogen cycling of hydrogenases.[21]

Although these Fe–ligand modes are also detectable in
NRVS experiments,[16] this experimentally more demanding
technique suffers from a significantly lower spectral resolu-
tion that prevents an identification of specific states of the
active site. Conversely, RR spectroscopy allows for an
unambiguous redox-state assignment and, thus, a specific
characterization of individual species. In concert with com-
plementary spectroscopic and advanced theoretical methods,
this technique also provides valuable information on subtle
but important details of the active site. This includes first
experimental indications for the presence of a protonated
terminal cysteine residue at the active site in the Ni-L state
and the possibility of a direct photoconversion of Nia-SR into
Ni-L. Thus, this integrated approach is capable of elucidating
structural and electronic details beyond the level of crystallo-
graphic data.[15]
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5.2 Resonance Raman Spectroscopy on [NiFe] Hydrogenase
Provides Structural Insights into Catalytic Intermediates
and Reactions
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ABSTRACT: [NiFe] hydrogenases catalyze the reversible
cleavage of hydrogen and, thus, represent model systems
for the investigation and exploitation of emission-free
energy conversion processes. Valuable information on the
underlying molecular mechanisms can be obtained by
spectroscopic techniques that monitor individual catalytic
intermediates. Here, we employed resonance Raman
spectroscopy and extended it to the entire binuclear active
site of an oxygen-tolerant [NiFe] hydrogenase by probing
the metal−ligand modes of both the Fe and, for the first
time, the Ni ion. Supported by theoretical methods, this
approach allowed for monitoring H-transfer from the
active site and revealed novel insights into the so far
unknown structure and electronic configuration of the
hydrogen-binding intermediate of the catalytic cycle,
thereby providing key information about catalytic
intermediates and reactions of biological hydrogen
activation.

The catalytic transformation of hydrogen by [NiFe]
hydrogenases takes place at a heterobimetallic center

(Figure 1), in which a Ni and an Fe ion are bridged by two
cysteines.1 Two further cysteines serve as terminal ligands to
the Ni while the Fe is coordinated by additional diatomic
ligands, one CO and two CN−. Spectroscopic techniques are
indispensable tools for elucidating the ground state con-
formation and electronic configuration of the catalytic
intermediates, which is a prerequisite for the detailed
understanding of the molecular mechanism. Previous spectro-
scopic studies on hydrogenases were primarily based on
infrared (IR) and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
techniques, and only recently we have demonstrated that
resonance Raman (RR) spectroscopy can provide comple-
mentary information on the active site structure.2 However, the
first RR spectroscopic study was restricted to the photoproduct
of the reduced catalytic intermediates of the membrane-bound
hydrogenase from Ralstonia eutropha (MBH). In the present
study we extended this approach to different redox states, using
the regulatory hydrogenase (RH) from the same organism. The
RH represents a particularly convenient model system as it
comprises the catalytic center and a relatively simple electron
relay of three [4Fe4S]1+/2+ clusters (Figure 1).1 Compared to
the MBH, this leads to less pronounced interference of the
cluster-derived RR bands with those of the active site. In vivo,
the RH acts as a sensor for H2-mediated hydrogenase gene

transcription, and consequently this enzyme displays a
restricted number of active site redox states as compared to
most other [NiFe] hydrogenases. Thus, each of these
catalytically relevant states can be easily enriched for a detailed
spectroscopic characterization.3

At room temperature, the oxidized RH occurs in the Nia−S
state while the hydrogen-reduced enzyme persists in the
hydride-containing Nia−C state (Figure 1). This is demon-
strated by the state-specific sets of three IR bands
corresponding to one CO and two CN stretching modes
(Figure 1A,B). On the basis of EPR studies,4 the hydride-
containing Nia−C state was shown to (photo)convert to
another potential catalytic intermediate termed Ni−L that can
be trapped at temperatures below 100 K (Figure 1). The EPR-
silent Nia−S species3 is characterized by a vacant coordination
site between Ni and Fe and, thus, assumed to serve as the initial
hydrogen binding state.1,5

Upon excitation at 458 nm, RR spectra are obtained for the
(as-isolated) oxidized and H2-reduced RH at 80 K (Figure
1C,E). Intense signals below 400 cm−1 that are mainly due to
[4Fe4S]2+ clusters6 are strongly diminished upon H2-
incubation, indicating reduction to the paramagnetic
[4Fe4S]1+ state, which is RR-silent due to decreased S → Fe
charge transfer (CT) probabilities. Remarkably, reduction of
these FeS clusters could not be monitored in previous EPR
studies,4 which can be explained by high spin ground states or
very fast spin relaxation. Further distinct signals in the 400−600
cm−1 range of the RR spectrum predominantly reflect
stretching and bending vibrations of the Fe2+(CO)(CN−)2
moiety of the active site.2 In contrast to our studies on the
MBH, where the oxidized Nir−B state was RR-silent,
characteristic fingerprints of the [NiFe] center are observed
both for the as-isolated and the H2-reduced RH. To circumvent
interference with FeS cluster-derived RR bands, particularly in
the oxidized state, excitation wavelengths (488 and 568 nm)
more distant to the absorbance maximum of the S → Fe CT
transition were employed (Figure 1D,F). These RR spectra are
now dominated by the bands above 400 cm−1, confirming their
assignment to the RH active site. Changing the excitation
wavelength also alters relative band intensities, thereby
revealing additional bands. In this respect, further signals
around 600 (and 450) cm−1 are best observed at 488 and 514
nm for the reduced and oxidized state, respectively (Figure
1D,F). Despite overall similarity of the band patterns, signals
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from the oxidized and reduced active site can be clearly
distinguished by differences in the band positions (up to 13
cm−1). This shows that different [NiFe] redox states can be
selectively probed, identified, and characterized by RR
spectroscopy (see Table SI 5 for a list of all observed RR
bands).
While the oxidized state of the RH can be readily assigned to

Nia−S, the reduced one may either correspond to Nia−C or the
photoproduct Ni−L, since Nia−C → Ni−L photoconversion
may be readily induced by the RR probe beam at 80 K.2,4 To
discriminate between the two states, the RH was reduced either
with H2 or D2 in order to scan for H/D-sensitive metal−
hydride vibrations expected for the Nia−C state (Figure 1).
Adopting a previously established quantum mechanical (QM)
model of the active site,7,8 Ni−H/D−Fe stretching frequencies
of 1250/888 cm−1 were calculated. However, no H/D sensitive
bands could be observed experimentally in the typical range for
bridging metal hydrides (800−1600 cm−1).9 As this negative
result might be caused by low resonance enhancement or large
band broadening,9,10 we also considered minor contributions of
metal-hydride coordinates to the RR-active modes between 400
and 600 cm−1 that are dominated by the Fe-ligand stretching
and bending coordinates.2 According to QM calculations
(Table SI 6) and in line with a recent RR spectroscopic
investigation of a [NiFe] model compound,10 such contribu-
tions would give rise to H/D shifts of up to 8 cm−1. However,
the experimental spectra of H2- and D2-reduced RH are
identical (Figure SI 7). Therefore, we conclude that RR
spectroscopy probes specifically the Ni−L state of the reduced
RH, which confirms previous observations for the MBH.2

Ni−H bond dissociation upon Nia−C photoconversion was
previously demonstrated by EPR spectroscopy,4 and this
observation has been generally interpreted as a removal of
the bridging hydride. Notably, H/D insensitivity of Fe-centered
modes of Ni−L provides the first experimental evidence for
Fe−H bond dissociation, thereby verifying the proposed H-
transfer from the bridging position of the active site. This

conclusion is also supported by the absence of a terminal Fe−H
stretching vibration in the 1700−2300 cm−1 region of low-
temperature IR spectra recorded from the Ni−L state of the Re
MBH.2,9

For a comprehensive assignment and analysis of the observed
RR bands, vibrational frequencies were calculated for several
structural variants of the Ni−L and Nia−S states (Figures 2 and
SI 8). Because of the lack of a three-dimensional structure of
the RH, these calculations were restricted to a pure quantum
mechanical model of the active site (SI 4). Nonetheless, these
calculations reproduce the overall band pattern and the
experimental frequencies of both redox states quite well
(Figure SI 8). Furthermore, the reliability of this computational
approach can be assessed by comparison of calculated modes
with the experimental spectrum of the reduced MBH, which
was shown to represent the Ni−L state presumably containing
a protonated terminal cysteine.2 Here, calculated frequencies
from the QM model agree within ±15 cm−1 (average error ±6
cm−1). This margin is comparable to the intrinsic accuracy of
the method and results obtained from a quantum mechanical/
molecular mechanical (QM/MM) model that took into
account effects of the MBH protein environment (Table SI
9). The most notable deviation refers to the Fe−CO stretching
mode, which is systematically overestimated. Nevertheless, this
mode may serve as a valuable spectral marker for structural and
electronic variations of the [NiFe] center if one takes into
account that, in contrast to the absolute values, frequency shifts
are predicted with relatively high confidence. This is also
indicated by very similar values for experimental (MBH) and
calculated (QM and QM/MM) 13C isotopic shifts of Ni−L
(Table SI 9).
While the oxidized state of the RH can be unambiguously

assigned to Nia−S, the Ni electronic ground state and geometry
of this EPR-silent catalytic intermediate remained so far
ambiguous (Figure 2). This ambiguity is a major challenge
for the understanding of biological hydrogen activation, as these

Figure 1. (Left) Overall subunit composition of the RH and structures of its active site in the main redox states. (Middle) Ambient temperature (283
K) IR spectra showing the region of ligand stretching modes (CO: 1900−1980 cm−1; CN: 2040−2100 cm−1) of the active site for as-isolated (A)
and H2-reduced RH (B). Spectra were normalized with respect to the CO stretching bands. (Right) Low temperature (80 K) RR spectra of as-
isolated (C,D) and H2-reduced RH (E,F), recorded with 458 (C,E), 488 (F), and 568 (514) nm (D) excitation. Spectra were normalized with
respect to the band doublet around 560 cm−1.
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structural factors represent key determinants for the process of
hydrogen binding to the active site.5

In principle, Nia−S could exhibit a distorted square planar (S
= 0), tetrahedral (S = 1), or seesaw Ni geometry (S = 0 or S =
1).5 In the experimental spectra, the Fe−CO stretching
frequency is nearly the same for Nia−S and Ni−L (Δν = −2
cm−1). This observation is well reproduced by the calculations,
assuming an S = 0 ground state for Nia−S and a single
protonated cysteine ligand for Ni−L (Figure 2). While a square
planar geometry (Δν = +5 cm−1) cannot be entirely ruled out
within the accuracy of the theoretical method, comparison with
the experimental data clearly favors a seesaw geometry with
constrained S−Ni−S angles (Δν = −5 cm−1). In contrast, a
high spin configuration (S = 1) for Nia−S or four thiolates in
Ni−L result in Fe−CO stretching frequencies that differ by up
to +30 cm−1.

From this point of view, RR spectroscopy clearly favors a
singlet rather than a triplet ground state for Nia−S.
Interestingly, this conclusion is independent of the Ni
coordination geometry, but related to the Ni−Fe distance,
which is shorter for the low spin configuration (Figure 2). This
is due to the higher acidity of low spin Ni2+ toward donor
ligands, which may account for the lower Fe−CO stretching
frequency as well as the higher H2 binding capability5 of the
singlet form. Moreover, the shorter Ni−Fe distance likely
reduces the reorganization energy associated with hydride
binding, thereby accelerating an important reaction step in the
catalytic cycle. Notably, a very recent theoretic study concluded
that efficient hydrogen binding is only possible in a scenario,
where the active site exhibits a low spin Ni2+ ion in a distorted
seesaw geometry.5 In fact, the present work provides the first
experimental confirmation of this structural hypothesis.
While the Fe site of hydrogenase is well probed by the Fe−

CO/CN modes discussed above, metal−ligand modes
involving Ni−S coordinates were so far spectroscopically
inaccessible. This situation represents a major challenge since
these modes may provide valuable information, especially for
[NiFe] active site intermediates that are EPR-silent or
inappropriate for RR monitoring of Fe−CO/CN vibrations.
For the Ni−L state (Ni1+), S → Ni CT transitions are expected
to be very weak, resulting in extremely low resonance
enhancement that per se impairs the detection of these
modes in the RR spectrum. In contrast, CT probabilities may
be higher for Nia−S (Ni2+) as also indicated by the RR
spectroscopic detection of Ni−S modes in biological and
synthetic Ni2+ tetrathiolates.11 Appearing between 250 and 400
cm−1, these modes overlap with the more intense RR bands of
oxidized FeS clusters in hydrogenase. Therefore, we applied
568 nm excitation to keep contributions from the FeS cofactors
low (vide supra, Figure SI 11). The resulting vibrational
manifold displayed in this spectral range (Figure 3) can be
attributed to modes involving Ni−S and Fe−S coordinates as
well as cysteine side chain coordinates of the active site, which
is in line with predictions from the QM calculations. This
conclusion was confirmed experimentally by comparison of RR
spectra obtained from RH preparations containing either 64Ni
or 58Ni (Figures 3 and SI 12). Small but clearly detectable

Figure 2. (Top) Experimental band positions of as-isolated and H2-
reduced RH (black) compared with calculated Fe−CO stretching
frequencies obtained for structural variants of the Nia−S and Ni−L
redox states (red, blue). (Bottom) Structural and electronic variants of
Nia−S. Hydrogen atoms are not shown.

Figure 3. Low temperature (80 K) RR spectra of as-isolated 58Ni
(black) and 64Ni (red) containing RH, recorded with 568 nm
excitation. Apparent isotopic shifts, as observed under the present
experimental conditions, are indicated by negative numbers. Regions
with pronounced but unresolved isotope effects are marked by arrows.
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frequency shifts between 1 and 5 cm−1 were found for several
bands between 340 and 380 cm−1 reflecting the involvement of
Ni−S stretching coordinates in agreement with the QM
calculations.
In the present study we have demonstrated that RR

spectroscopy can selectively probe the vibrational signature of
the active site in different, catalytically active redox states,
including Fe−ligand and, as shown here for the first time, Ni−
ligand modes. This approach relies on the appropriate choice of
excitation wavelengths allowing resonance enhancement via
weak CT transitions and limiting interference from FeS cluster
signals. In this sense, the methodology may also be beneficial
for the characterization of other multicofactor enzymes. For Fe-
ligand modes of [NiFe] hydrogenases, enhancement appears to
be restricted to intermediates with a five-coordinate Fe site,
allowing for the identification of redox states with a vacant
coordination site between Ni and Fe. In combination with QM
calculations, valuable information on the electronic and
structural properties of the active site can be extracted from
these metal−ligand modes. In this respect, the present
approach allowed for the assignment of the electronic
configuration and geometry of the hydrogen-binding Nia−S
intermediate and the first observation of Fe−H bond
dissociation during Nia−C → Ni−L photoconversion. In this
way, RR spectroscopy complements EPR and IR techniques as
an important tool for characterizing active site intermediates of
hydrogenases, also in those cases where protein structural
models are not available.
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5.3 Conclusion and Outlook

Various spectroscopic techniques have been applied to the characterization of the catalytic site
in hydrogenases. Despite its valuable access to metal-ligand molecular coordinates, RR spec-
troscopy has been so far limited to the probing of FeS clusters in this type of enzymes.378–381

In the preceding sections, results from the first RR spectroscopic studies on the [NiFe] active
site of hydrogenase were presented (sections 5.1 and 5.2).8,9 Using isotope exchange exper-
iments and wavelength-dependent measurements, Fe–CO/CN and Ni–S metal-ligand modes
were unambiguously identified as potent structural markers. Based on a multi-spectroscopic
and theoretical approach, these RR signals could be clearly assigned to catalytic intermedi-
ates Ni-L and Nia-S.8,9 Using Fe–CO/CN modes as structural probes, valuable insights into
these intermediates were obtained by computationally aided RR spectroscopy. In studies on
Ni-L, the absence of H/D isotopic shifts demonstrated the dissociation of the Fe–H bond,
supporting the complete dissociation of the bridging hydride during the photoformation of
this species (section 5.2).9,119 Moreover, evaluation of frequencies and 13C isotopic shifts by a
hybrid QM/MM model confirmed the previously proposed presence of a protonated terminal
cysteine ligand (section 5.1).8 RR spectroscopic signatures of Ni-L and Nia-S were found
to be very similar,9 supporting the proposal of a vacant coordination site between the two
metals in both species (section 5.2). Using a QM model of the [NiFe] active site, similarities
between both species were also found to be best compatible with a Nia-S state exhibiting an
S = 0 ground state and a seesaw-shaped Ni coordination geometry.9 This finding supports
a recent theoretical study on the catalytic mechanism of [NiFe] hydrogenase that proposed
these structural aspects as prerequisites for efficient hydrogen binding to Nia-S.102 In con-
clusion, these first RR studies on the [NiFe] hydrogenase active site essentially verified the
functionally relevant structural aspects of the central Ni-L and Nia-S catalytic intermediates.

Due to the high photon density of the probe laser, photochemical reactions represent a
major challenge in the application of RR spectroscopy. In this respect, a characterization of
photo-labile Nia-C and Nia-SR intermediates of [NiFe] hydrogenase was so far hindered by a
photo conversion to the Ni-L state.8,9 In future studies, this restriction may be avoided by
using higher excitation wavelengths that exclude photon energies capable of triggering the Ni-
L photo formation. Alternatively, a moving sample table may be used to decrease the number
of incident photons per molecule and unit time. Measurements at very low temperatures may
also prevent Ni-L formation given that the included hydrogen transfer reaction has a thermal
component.

Another challenge is the characterization of sulfoxygenated intermediates of Re SH by
means of RR spectroscopy (sections 4.3 to 4.4).150 At higher wavelengths the active site of the
oxidized enzyme was found to be RR-silent, while lower wavelengths are inapplicable due to
strong fluorescence from the FMN cofactors (section 4.4).10 In this respect, a characterization
of the FMN-free hydrogenase module of the related but more stable SH from Rhodococcus
opacus may represent an alternative approach.382 Once fluorescence is circumvented, lower
excitation wavelengths can be used, and this may provide access to metal-ligand modes and
structural information of sulfoxygenated active site species.

A further puzzling aspect of RR spectroscopy on the [NiFe] active site is the lack of
observable electronic transitions that could account for resonance enhancement. These transi-
tions may be masked in electronic spectra by strong overlap with broad and more pronounced
FeS cluster bands. Studies to detect [NiFe] electronic transitions are currently in progress,
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and insights into these aspects may enhance the understanding of RR spectroscopic data,
photochemical properties, and the active site electronic structure in general.
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Chapter 6

Structure and Function of
Superoxide Reductase
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6.1 Reductive Activation and Structural Rearrangement in
Superoxide Reductase: A Combined Infrared Spectro-
scopic and Computational Study

Reproduced with permission from

Horch, M., Pinto, A. F.; Utesch, T.; Mroginski, M. A.; Romão, C. V.; Teixeira, M.; Hilde-
brandt, P.; Zebger, I. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2014, 16, 14220 – 14230.
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Reductive activation and structural rearrangement
in superoxide reductase: a combined infrared
spectroscopic and computational study†

M. Horch,*a A. F. Pinto,‡b T. Utesch,a M. A. Mroginski,a C. V. Romão,b M. Teixeira,b

P. Hildebrandta and I. Zebger*a

Superoxide reductases (SOR) are a family of non-heme iron enzymes that limit oxidative stress by catalysing

the reduction of superoxide to hydrogen peroxide and, thus, represent model systems for the detoxification

of reactive oxygen species. In several enzymes of this type, reductive activation of the active site involves the

reversible dissociation of a glutamate from the proposed substrate binding site at the iron. In this study we

have employed IR spectroscopic and theoretical methods to gain insights into redox-linked structural

changes of 1Fe-type superoxide reductases, focusing on the enzyme from the archaeon Ignicoccus

hospitalis. Guided by crystal structure data and complemented by spectra calculation for an active site

model, the main IR difference signals could be assigned. These signals reflect redox-induced structural

changes in the first coordination sphere of the iron centre, adjacent loop and helical regions, and more

remote b-sheets. By comparison with the spectra obtained for the E23A mutant of Ignicoccus hospitalis

SOR, it is shown that glutamate E23 dissociates reversibly from the ferrous iron during reductive activation

of the wild type enzyme. Moreover, this process is found to trigger a global conformational transition of the

protein that is strictly dependent on the presence of E23. Similar concerted structural changes can be

inferred from the IR spectra of related SORs such as that from Archaeoglobus fulgidus, indicating a

widespread mechanism. A possible functional role of this process in terms of synergistic effects during

reductive activation of the homotetrameric enzyme is proposed.

Introduction

In living systems, the superoxide anion radical, O2
��, and other

reactive oxygen species (ROS) are formed from molecular
oxygen by reactions with transition metals or radical species,
most notably via incomplete reduction of O2 in the aerobic
membrane-bound electron transfer chain. These species may
have a beneficial role, e.g. in cell signalling, immune response,
and redox homeostasis. On the other hand, increased levels of
ROS severely harm cellular systems including DNA damage,
lipid peroxidation, oxidation of amino acids, and degradation
of protein metal centres. As a consequence, ROS have also been

associated with ageing and a wide range of diseases in humans1

and, thus, biochemical reactions and detoxification of these
compounds are of general relevance.

To counteract oxidative stress, all known organisms harbour
molecular systems to detoxify ROS. In particular, the disproportiona-
tion of superoxide, yielding O2 and H2O2, is catalysed by superoxide
dismutases (SODs),2 which are almost ubiquitously present. Super-
oxide reductase (SOR) provides an alternative detoxification system
in anaerobic and microaerophilic bacteria or archaea (for recent
reviews, see ref. 3 and 4) as well as unicellular eukaryotes, such
as the human pathogenic protozoan Giardia intestinalis.5

In contrast to SOD, superoxide reductase catalyses only the
reduction of superoxide:3–10

SORred + O2
�� + 2H+ - SORox + H2O2

i.e., the reductive part of the disproportionation reaction.
A detailed catalytic cycle,3,9,10 based on an inner sphere

mechanism, has been proposed for this process mainly on
the basis of pulse radiolysis assays coupled to visible spectro-
scopy,10–12 corroborated by crystallographic9,13 and spectro-
scopic14–17 data. Oxidized SOR is re-activated by cellular
reductases, such as NAD(P)H oxidoreductases, involving in
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several cases rubredoxins as electron shuttles,18–21 while H2O2

may be further decomposed by catalase,22 peroxiredoxin,23 or
rubrerythrin.24,25 In many cases, however, the physiological
electron donors are not known.

Superoxide reductases are non-heme iron metalloproteins,
which can be divided into two major classes according to
the number of metal centres: neelaredoxin (Nlr), denoted as
1Fe-SOR, and homodimeric desulfoferrodoxin (Dfx), or 2Fe-SOR,
both of which were first isolated from anaerobic sulphate
reducing bacteria.26,27 In the ferrous state, the iron ion of the
catalytic site, named centre II in 2Fe-SORs, is pentacoordinated
in a square-pyramidal geometry by four equatorial histidine
imidazoles (one via the Nd and three via the Ne nitrogens) and
one apical cysteinyl sulphur donor (see Fig. 1(I)). For the inactive
ferric state, however, coordination of the iron is not uniform. For
SORs from Pyrococcus (P.) furiosus,28 P. horikoshii (unpublished,
H. Yamamoto and N. Kunishima, PDB 2HVB), Desulfoarculus (D.)
baarsii,29 and Treponema (T.) pallidum,29 a glutamate carboxylate
was identified to bind to the sixth coordination site of the ferric
ion in a monodentate fashion, thereby forming an octahedral
geometry (as shown by X-ray crystallography for both Pyrococcus
enzymes and infrared (IR) spectroscopy for the remaining ones).
Although this residue is widely conserved, it is absent in several
1Fe-SORs, such as that from Nanoarchaeum equitans,30 indicating
that the sixth coordination site of the ferric iron may be vacant or
occupied by a solvent molecule in some SORs. In 2Fe-SORs, there
is another iron site, named centre I, where the metal ion is
coordinated by four cysteines in a desulforedoxin-like, distorted
tetrahedral geometry.31 The function of this centre is so far
unknown.32 Methanoferrodoxin is a recently discovered type of
SOR proposed to contain another C-terminal domain harbouring
a [4Fe–4S]2+/1+ cluster in addition to the common mononuclear
catalytic site.33

IR difference spectroscopy provides information on structural
changes of individual amino acid side chains and local

perturbations of the peptide backbone in proteins by monitoring
spectral differences between two defined states of a chemical
species.34–36 This technique is sensitive towards electrostatic inter-
actions, hydrogen bonding, and the protonation state of indivi-
dual titratable groups, thereby providing detailed insights into
bonding and non-bonding interactions complementary to crystal-
lographic data.36 In contrast to the latter, these studies are
performed in solution and, thus, allow probing conformational
changes that might be obscured by crystal packing. In particular,
electrochemically triggered IR spectroscopy monitors structural
changes related to redox transitions, e.g. in metalloproteins.29,34–37

In the present study, we have focused on the 1Fe-type SOR
from the hyperthermophilic, anaerobic archaeon Ignicoccus (I.)
hospitalis, using IR spectroscopic techniques complemented by
theoretical methods. A special interest in this enzyme comes
from the fact that it lacks a quasi conserved lysine residue that
has been proposed to stabilize and/or promote proton transfer
to a catalytic reaction intermediate.3,4,11,38,39 Recently, a crystal
structure has been solved for the ferric homotetrameric enzyme
(see Fig. 1(I), PDB code 4BK8, P. Matias and T. Bandeiras,
personal communication). However, in the absence of a con-
clusive structure for the reduced state, it remained uncertain
whether the ferric iron glutamate ligand dissociates reversibly
upon reduction of this enzyme (E23 in I. hospitalis SOR; unless
otherwise stated, amino acid numbering for this enzyme will
be used). In previous studies, electrochemically triggered IR
difference spectroscopy was successfully applied to elucidate
this issue for 1Fe- and 2Fe-SORs from T. pallidum and
D. baarsii, respectively.29 In the present work, we use this
technique to investigate reversible glutamate dissociation from
the metal centre of the I. hospitalis superoxide reductase by
monitoring redox-dependent perturbations of the E23 carboxylate
side chain as well as structural changes of other amino acid
residues and the protein backbone around the active site. As
a reference, we also characterized the E23A mutant of the

Fig. 1 (I) Crystal structure of a single monomer of the I. hospitalis SOR. Essential amino acids (in one-letter code) and secondary structure elements
involved in the redox response of the enzyme are highlighted. 310 helices proximal and distal to E23 are marked with ‘prox’ and ‘dist’, respectively.
(II) Model compound of the SOR active site used for IR spectra calculations. All ligands are assigned to the respective coordinated amino acids using the
nomenclature of the I. hospitalis SOR. Both structures correspond to the ferric state.
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I. hospitalis SOR, where the active site glutamate is exchanged for
alanine, thus excluding any carboxylate binding to the iron. Since
the apical glutamate coordinates the iron ion of the 1Fe-type SOR
from Archaeoglobus (A.) fulgidus in a reversible manner (PDB
code 4BGL, P. Matias and T. Bandeiras, personal communication),
this enzyme was characterized for comparison as well.

Experimental procedures
Enzyme overexpression and purification

Recombinant I. hospitalis (wild type and E23A mutant) and
A. fulgidus 1Fe-SORs were overexpressed in Escherichia coli and
purified as previously described.40,41

Sample preparation

Samples were concentrated to 2 mM and buffered at pH 7.5/pD
7.5 in an aqueous (H2O/D2O) solution of 20 mM Tris and 150 mM
NaCl using HCl/DCl for pH/pD adjustment. For measurements in
D2O, the pD was estimated according to pD = pH meter reading +
0.4.42 To prevent back-exchange with atmospheric water vapour,
samples in deuterated solution were kept under Argon during
sample preparation. To ensure proper electron transfer in solution
sample preparations were incubated with a mixture of the following
redox mediators (40 mM each) for 30 min at 4 1C (potentials given
vs. standard hydrogen electrode): ferrocene (Em = 422 mV),
N,N-dimethyl-p-phenylenediamine (Em = 371 mV), 1,4-benzo-
quinone (Em = 280 mV), N,N,N0,N0-tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine
(Em = 260 mV), 2,3,4,5-tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine (Em =
230 mV), phenazine ethosulfate (Em = 55 mV), and duroquinone
(Em = 5 mV).

Spectroelectrochemistry

IR spectra were recorded with a spectral resolution of 4 cm�1 on
a Bruker IFS-66 v/S FTIR spectrometer equipped with a liquid
N2 cooled MCT detector and a 5500 cm�1 low-pass filter.
400 scans per single channel spectrum were accumulated and
five equivalent difference spectra were averaged for each sample.
Samples were held in a temperature controlled (T = 10 1C), optically
transparent thin-layer electrochemical (OTTLE) cell (V B 10 mL)
equipped with CaF2 windows, a Au mesh working electrode
(d B 5 mm), a Ag/AgCl reference electrode, and a Pt sheet as
counter electrode.37 To prevent unspecific protein binding and
denaturation, the Au mesh was coated with a mixed self assembled
monolayer consisting of cysteamine and mercaptopropionic acid
for 30 min under Argon atmosphere prior to measurements.
Electrochemical control was accomplished using an Eco Chemie
B.V. Autolab PGStat12 potentiostat. Measurements were performed
under N2 atmosphere. All spectra were processed using the Bruker
OPUS software version 5.5.

IR spectra calculation

IR spectra were computed for a model of the ferric SOR active site
(Fig. 1(II)), monoethanethiolato-monobutyrato-tri(4-ethylimidazole-
N1)-mono(4-ethylimidazole-N3)-iron(III), using density functional
theory (DFT). Initial geometric parameters of the complex were

derived from the crystal structure of the oxidized SOR from
I. hospitalis by extracting the active site and substituting the
–(NH–Ca–(CQO))– peptide moieties with methyl groups (CaH3).
After adding protons according to neutral pH, geometry
optimization and spectra calculations for the model compound
were performed on the BP86 level of theory43,44 in Gaussian 03,
using the 6-31g* and tzvp basis sets45 for H, C, N, O, S atoms
and the Fe atom, respectively. Cartesian coordinates of the Ca

atoms of the coordinated amino acids were fixed in order to
compensate for the missing protein backbone rigidity, thereby
preserving a native-like framework for the active site geometry.
Calculated IR spectra were plotted using Gaussian-shaped
bands with a half-width at half height of 4 cm�1.

Aliphatic index and hydrophobicity estimation

Both quantities were determined using the ProtParam tool as
implemented on the ExPASy – SIB Bioinformatics Resource
Portal (http://web.expasy.org/protparam). The aliphatic index
was calculated according to:46

aliphatic index = XA + a�XV + b�(XI + XL)

where XA, XV, XI, and XL are the mole fractions (in %) of alanine,
valine, isoleucine, and leucine. Coefficients a = 2.9 and b =
3.9 represent the relative volumes of the valine and leucine/
isoleucine side chains, respectively, as compared to alanine.
Overall hydrophobicity was estimated according to the Grand
Average of Hydropathy (GRAVY), which was calculated as the
average of hydropathy values of all amino acids.47

Calculation of protein packing density

Overall and local protein packing densities of the ferric
I. hospitalis SOR crystal structure were determined to a grid
distance of 0.01 Å by an improved Voronoi cell algorithm48 as
implemented in the Voronoia software package49 using standard
atomic radii and volumes.50

Secondary structure evaluation

Localization and quantification of hydrogen bonds was accomplished
using the Define Secondary Structure of Proteins (DSSP) algorithm51

as implemented in the program of the same name.

Determination of solvent accessibility

After protonating the crystal structure of the ferric I. hospitalis
SOR according to neutral pH, solvent accessibility was determined
by calculating the solvent accessible area (SAA) of each individual
atom using Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) 1.8.6.52 An SAA map
was generated for the whole enzyme, assuming an average molecular
radius of 1.4 Å for water in the screening procedure.

Calculation of collective protein motions

Atom displacements were determined for the first 100 low-
frequency modes of the ferric I. hospitalis SOR using normal
mode analysis in concert with an all-atom elastic network
model, as implemented in the Normal Mode Analysis, Deformation
and Refinement (NOMAD-Ref) server.53 Distance-dependent atomic
interactions were modelled from a global elastic constant of
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100 kcal mol�1 Å�2 by means of an exponential decay weighting
function, using a distance-weight and cut-off parameter of
5 and 10 Å, respectively.

Results and discussion
Analysis of iron ligand modes

To elucidate whether E23 binds reversibly to the ferric iron of
I. hospitalis SOR, we first focused on changes in the normal
modes of this amino acid. The symmetric and antisymmetric
stretching modes of the carboxylate side chain, which appear
at B1400 cm�1 [ns(COO)] and B1560 cm�1 [nas(COO)], respec-
tively,54,55 are sensitive to bonding and non-bonding interactions,
such that anionic, protonated, H-bonded and different metal-
bound forms can be distinguished by vibrational spectroscopy.56

Monodentate metal binding is generally indicated by an increase of
nas(COO) and a decrease of ns(COO) relative to the non-coordinated
state, leading to an increased frequency difference Dn between
these two vibrational modes.54 Trace A of Fig. 2 shows the IR
difference spectrum [reduced–oxidized] of SOR from I. hospitalis,
where bands with a positive sign are related to the ferrous
form, while those with a negative sign are due to the ferric
state. Possible candidates for nas(COO) of E23 are detected at

1554/1546 cm�1 (�/+), while bands at 1409/1386 cm�1 (+/�) may
(partly) originate from the respective symmetric stretching mode.
Both difference signals are absent in the spectrum of the E23A
mutant protein (Fig. 2B), but observed for the wild type SOR from
A. fulgidus (Fig. 2C), supporting their assignment to binding/
dissociation related perturbations of the terminal COO� group of
E23. These findings are in line with previous studies comparing IR
spectroscopic data of D. baarsii WT SOR to the corresponding E47A
mutant.29 Thus, the observed increase of Dn between nas(COO) and
ns(COO) upon oxidation indicates monodentate binding of E23 to
the ferric non-heme iron of SOR from I. hospitalis.

Redox-linked spectral changes of wild-type I. hospitalis SOR
(Fig. 2A) are not restricted to the carboxylate side chain of E23
but also include bands attributable to other amino acid residues
and the peptide backbone (Table 1). Some of these difference
signals are located in crowded regions of the spectrum such that
the pattern of conjugate positive and negative signals is partially
obscured by overlapping bands of opposite sign and different
amplitudes. These difference signals are well observed for the
I. hospitalis SOR wild type enzyme (Fig. 2A), but virtually absent
or less pronounced in the corresponding spectrum of the E23A
mutant (Fig. 2B), revealing a significant involvement of E23
in the redox-related structural changes of the wild type enzyme.

Fig. 2 IR difference spectra [reduced–oxidized] of SOR. Positive and negative bands correspond to the ferrous and ferric state of the enzyme,
respectively. Spectral regions of particular interest are highlighted in gray. Normal modes of important amino acids (in one-letter code) and the peptide
backbone are indicated. For a detailed band assignment and further information, see Table 1. (Left) IR difference spectra recorded from aqueous solutions
of (A) wild type SOR and (B) the E23A mutant protein from I. hospitalis as well as (C) the wild type SOR from A. fulgidus. (Right) IR difference spectra of the
wild type I. hospitalis SOR recorded in (D) H2O and (E) D2O buffer.
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In particular, bands at 1595 (�), 1280 (�), 1233 (+), 1112 (+), and
1099 cm�1 (�) can be assigned to histidine side chain modes,56–58

suggesting perturbations of the iron histidine ligands, H25, H50,
H56, and/or H112 (the only histidines of the I. hospitalis SOR, see
Table 1). Comparable features, as also observed in the difference
spectrum of the A. fulgidus SOR (Fig. 2C), have been monitored
previously during redox-dependent glutamate binding/dissociation
in SORs from T. pallidum and D. baarsii,29 indicating that these
bands are general markers for changes in the coordination number
and geometry of the active site, caused by the binding/dissociation of
the glutamate (here E23). As a consequence, these bands are likely to
monitor the binding of other ligands as well and, thus, may provide
valuable insights into changes of the active site (electronic) structure
resulting from substrate binding and conversion.

Evaluation of vibrational markers of the first coordination
sphere of the active site Fe has clearly shown reversible dissociation
of E23 from this metal ion. This is an important finding since this
process is essential to the enzyme’s catalytic function requiring a
vacant coordination site for substrate binding and interconversion.
Notably, glutamate displacement was not clearly observed in pre-
liminary crystal structure data of the reduced enzyme, possibly due
to crystal packing effects. Consequently, we have also turned our
attention to further redox-related structural changes of the enzyme
that might be restrained in the crystal state as well.

Redox-linked structural changes beyond the first coordination
sphere

IR difference spectroscopy also provides evidence that reductive
dissociation of E23 triggers extended structural changes of

I. hospitalis WT SOR, as proven by the absence of the corres-
ponding spectroscopic markers in the spectrum of the E23A
mutant (Fig. 2A and B). In this respect, the slightly H/D
sensitive difference signal at 1706/1697 cm�1 (+/�) is assigned
to a mode dominated by the stretching of the carboxamide
group of an asparagine side chain59–61 (Fig. 2A, D and E and
Table 1), most likely N110 (see Fig. 1(I)). This amino acid is also
present in the A. fulgidus SOR (N111) and, thus, a corre-
sponding difference signal at 1708/1697 cm�1 (+/�) is observed
in the [red–ox] difference spectrum of this enzyme (Fig. 2C).
Since this mode exhibits a frequency close to that of the
backbone CQO stretching and NH bending (amide I) it may
have contributions from these latter vibrations, as demon-
strated for the model peptide Glu–Asn–Glu (for an animation,
see ESI,† S1). Consequently, this mode may serve as a probe for
changes of the N110 peptide bond and, thus, for a local
perturbation of the protein backbone. In I. hospitalis SOR,
N110 is located in a b-turn and adjacent to H112 and C109,
both of which are ligands to the iron (see Fig. 1(I)). Hence, it is
plausible to assume that the 1706/1697 cm�1 difference signal
(+/�) reflects a redox-dependent rearrangement of the b-turn,
mediated by structural changes in H112 and C109 as discussed
above. This hypothesis is supported by a pronounced band at
1686 cm�1 (+), which is tentatively assigned to changes in the
amide I mode of this b-turn62 (Fig. 2A). Interestingly, the
cysteinyl thiolate of the SOR active site is generally considered
to exert a strong trans influence on the opposite bond.14,63,64

Therefore, assuming a mutual influence between two trans
oriented ligands,65,66 probing of Fe–S stretching vibrations is

Table 1 Overview of essential vibrational modes of SOR that undergo redox-dependent changes in the enzymes from I. hospitalis (Ih) and A. fulgidus
(Af). WT and E23A refer to the wild type enzymes and the respective mutant protein from I. hospitalis. Amino acids are denoted by the one-letter code.
Band positions for the ferric and ferrous state are indicated by (�) and (+), respectively (n.a. – not assigned)

Assignment Protein Band position (H2O)/cm�1 Band position (D2O)/cm�1 Ref.

E, ns(COO) Ih WT 1386(�)/1409(+) 1386(�)/1409(+) 54–56
Af WT 1381(�)/1402(+) n.a.

E, nas(COO) Ih WT 1546(+)/1554(�) 1546(+)/1552(�) 54–56
Af WT 1554(+)/1569(�) n.a.

H, n(CN) Ih WT 1099(�)/1112(+) 1099(�)/1112(+) 56–58
Ih E23A 1097(�)/1115(+) 1098(�)/1113(+)
Af WT 1102(�) 1102(�)

H, d(CH + NH) + n(CN) Ih WT 1233(+) 1243(+) 56
H, n(CN + CC) or gt(CH2) Ih WT 1280(�) 1277(�) 56

Ih E23A 1280(�) 1280(�)
Af WT 1271(�) n.a.

H, n(CQC) Ih WT 1595(�)/1580(�) 1595(�)/1586(�) 56–58
Ih E23A 1600(�)/1581(�) 1597(�)/1588(�)
Af WT 1599 1599

N, n(CQO) Ih WT 1697(�)/1706(+) 1690(�)/1702(+) 59–61
Af WT 1697(�)/1708(+) 1687(�)/1693(+)

N, gr(NH2) Ih WT 1132(�) 1044(�) 83
Af WT 1149(�) o1000

Aliphatic amino acids, ds(CH3) Ih WT 1386(�) 1386(�) 56
Helices, amide I Ih WT 1649(�) 1649(�) 62

Ih E23A 1653(�) 1653(�)
Turn, amide I Ih WT 1686(+) 1666(+) 62

Ih E23A 1690(+) n.a.
Turn, amide II Ih WT 1501(+) 1409(+)
b-Sheets, amide I Ih WT 1635(+)/1627(�) 1635(+)/1627(�) 62

Ih WT 1678(�)/1669(+) 1678(�)/1669(+)
Af WT 1639(�)/1627(+) 1639(�)/1627(+)
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a powerful means to assess changes in the binding of E23.67

These normal modes are not directly accessible by mid-infrared
spectroscopy. However, the above mentioned local perturbations
in the b-turn encompassing C109 are an indirect indication for
structural changes around this cysteine and, thus, a probe for
alterations in the metal binding of E23 and related conforma-
tional transitions.

Further structural changes are indicated by a pronounced
amide I band at 1649 cm�1 (�), which is assigned to a structural
reorganization in at least one of the three consecutive helices at
the N-terminus adjacent to E23 (Fig. 1(I)),62 most likely related to
the binding/dissociation of this amino acid in the I. hospitalis
WT enzyme. Such structural changes are neither observed for the
SOR from A. fulgidus (Fig. 2C), whose N-terminus is shorter, nor
for those from T. pallidum and D. baarsii,29 since this region
corresponds to the linker to the desulforedoxin-like domain in
these enzymes. The above findings show that dissociation of E23
involves extended structural changes in I. hospitalis WT SOR
especially affecting nearby helical regions as well as the b-turn in
trans position of the active site.

Another strong band, observed for the ferric I. hospitalis WT
SOR at 1386 cm�1 (�) (Fig. 2A), most likely originates from
the ds(CH3) modes of aliphatic amino acid side chains and
possibly, to a lesser extent, from the ns(COO) mode of E23 (vide
supra). Indeed, several hydrophobic amino acids are found near
the active site, all of which are located close to amino acids that
undergo structural reorganization upon the enzyme’s redox
transition. Hence, this band can be taken as a further indication
for a concerted structural change around the iron site in I. hospitalis
SOR due to reversible dissociation of E23. This rearrangement
appears to be a wide spread feature of SORs since similar
pronounced bands are also observed in the difference spectra
of the enzymes from T. pallidum and D. baarsii,29 while the
A. fulgidus SOR exhibits less intense yet numerous features in
this spectral range (Fig. 2C). Such a concerted redox-dependent
structural change in SOR is also indicated by perturbations of
the peptide backbone, observed for all SORs characterized by IR
spectroscopy so far (this work and ref. 29).

Hydrogen–deuterium exchange of protein backbone protons

Additional experiments were performed in D2O (Fig. 2E and
Table 1) to promote band assignments. Due to limited protein
stability, proper evaluation of these experiments was only
possible for the I. hospitalis and A. fulgidus WT SORs.

Interestingly, large parts of I. hospitalis SOR appear to be
excluded from proton exchange under the present experimental
conditions, as indicated by an amide II/amide II’ ratio of almost
one (data not shown). In general, incomplete H/D exchange
may be ascribed to high protein packing densities, a large
number of hydrophobic amino acids and/or a significant content
of H-bonded amide protons involved in secondary structure
elements. Thus, evaluation of this observation may provide
valuable insights into structural aspects of the enzyme.

To estimate the contribution of hydrophobic amino acids to
the incomplete proton exchange, we determined the aliphatic
index and the overall hydrophobicity according to the Grand

Average of Hydropathy (GRAVY). Compared to other proteins,68

the percentage of hydrophobic amino acids is only slightly
increased in this enzyme by 2.6% (see also Fig. 3(I)) and no
above-average values46,47 were observed for the aliphatic index
(77) and the GRAVY (�0.43). The impact of secondary structure
elements on H/D exchange properties can be assessed by
quantifying the amount of H-bonds per residue, which was
found to be slightly higher (0.69) compared to the average (0.63)
of globular proteins of this type and size,69 in line with the
absence of large flexible regions (Fig. 3(II)). Most H-bonds are
located in the centre of the protein, consistent with a high
content of b-sheets in this region (Fig. 3(II)). For the packing
density, we found a low70 average value of 0.688. However, local
densities strongly vary between 0.17 close to the surface and
0.92 in the core (Fig. 3(III)). Again, the latter region coincides
with the central b-sheet pattern and, thus, hindered H/D
exchange in I. hospitalis SOR is ascribed to limited solvent
accessibility in this highly dense structural motif. This conclusion
is in agreement with solvent accessibility calculations (Fig. 3(IV))
and previous observations for other proteins.71 Notably, high
packing (and H-bond) densities, as observed in the b-sheet core
of the I. hospitalis SOR, have been described as a marker for rigid
domains and a prerequisite for non-local structural changes70,72

like those observed in this study.
For I. hospitalis SOR in D2O, redox-dependent structural

changes are displayed in the [red–ox] difference spectrum in
trace E of Fig. 2. Although the iron site is solvent exposed, the
spectrum largely resembles that obtained in H2O, revealing a
few changes of prominent absorptions assigned to the amide I
and amide II modes. In particular, the dominating amide I
band at 1649 cm�1 (�), ascribed to structural reorganization in
at least one of the three helices close to the active site, remains
unchanged in position and relative intensity in D2O. Consider-
ing the solvent exposed position of these secondary structure
motifs, hindered exchange of the corresponding amide protons
is most likely related to strong hydrogen bond interactions.
This suggests high rigidity of these helices, which in turn may
be able to transmit active site structural changes to other parts
of the protein (vide supra). The negative band at 1686 cm�1

(in H2O, Fig. 2D) is considerably down-shifted by 20 cm�1 in
D2O (trace E), supporting its assignment to the solvent exposed
b-turn including C109, N110, and H112 (see Fig. 1(I)). Consistently,
the positive band at 1501 cm�1 in H2O, shifted by�92 cm�1 in D2O,
likely results from changes in the amide II mode of this b-turn.
Additional, unchanged absorptions at 1635/1627 (+/�) and 1678/
1669 cm�1 (�/+) are ascribed to amide I modes62 of H/D exchange-
resistant b-sheets (vide supra), as also observed for A. fulgidus SOR
(Fig. 2C). Redox dependent changes of these dense and rigid
structural motifs, remote from the active site, support the view of
a collective redox-dependent structural reorganization. Further
assignments are indicated in Fig. 2 and Table 1.

Extended redox-linked structural changes

IR difference spectra clearly indicate that SOR undergoes a
concerted structural change during reductive activation of the
active site. Global conformational changes of this type rely
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upon collective thermal motions that are well captured in one
or few low-frequency normal modes of the entire protein.73

Normal mode analysis based on elastic network models74

provides an efficient tool to gain insights into these large scale
movements.75,76 Using this approach, we screened for normal
modes that include a considerable change of the OE23–Fe
distance in I. hospitalis SOR and, thus, may be involved in
redox-dependent domain movements with a possible impact on
enzyme activation. Accordingly, all modes fulfilling this requirement
match the structural changes probed by IR difference spectroscopy.
In particular, normal mode no. 62 (displayed in an animation
provided in the ESI,† S2) reveals considerable in-phase movements
of loops and helices close to the active site of all four subunits
accompanied by a rearrangement of the b-sheet core. As a
consequence, this mode may be essential for a guided structural
reorganization and promoting interactions of the individual
monomers during activation. Since the OE23–Fe stretching
approximates the reaction coordinate of the redox-linked struc-
tural transition, the associated domain movements also provide
a coarse-grained 3D illustration of the conformational changes
encoded in the IR difference spectrum.

Redox-linked perturbations and H/D exchange of coordinated
histidine ligands

H/D shifts have been evaluated for all major bands (see Fig. 2D
and E and Table 1). In contrast to expectations,57,58 the histidine
side chain modes n(CN) at 1099/1112 cm�1 (�/+) and n(CQC) at

1595 cm�1 (�) were found to remain largely unchanged in D2O
(Fig. 2D and E). Similar observations were made for the A. fulgidus
SOR (data not shown), the SOR from T. pallidum, and centre II of
the D. baarsii SOR,29 pointing to a general feature of SOR active site
histidines. Since these amino acids are highly solvent exposed, this
observation cannot be related to a restricted accessibility.

To confirm band assignments and elucidate the intrinsic
H/D sensitivity of these modes for the metal-coordinated
histidines in SOR, we have carried out DFT calculations for
monoethane-thiolato-monobutyrato-tri(4-ethylimidazole-N1)-mono-
(4-ethylimidazole-N3)-iron(III) (1) (Fig. 1(II)), a model compound
designed to mimic essential features of the ferric active site (see
Experimental procedures). Spectral regions with essential histidine
side chain (imidazole) absorptions are shown in Fig. 4 while
selected vibrational modes are listed in Table 2.

Imidazole modes with major contributions from the n(CN)
coordinates are centred around 1100 cm�1 in 1, confirming the
assignment of experimental bands for the I. hospitalis SOR.
Here, the corresponding modes of H56, H25, H50, and H112
are observed at 1135, 1116, 1107, and 1082 cm�1, respectively,
resulting in band separations of 9–25 cm�1 in the calculated
spectrum (left panel of Fig. 4). Thus, the well-defined difference
signal, observed at 1099/1112 cm�1 (�/+) for I. hospitalis SOR, is
most likely related to redox-linked perturbations at the level
of a single histidine side chain. In agreement with the experi-
mental data, absorption bands with major contributions from
the imidazole n(CQC) modes of 1 arise at 1596, 1591, 1586,

Fig. 3 Crystal structure of the homotetrameric SOR from I. hospitalis: (I) distribution of hydrophobic amino acids (blue). (II) Location of central b-sheets
(blue opaque) and other secondary structure elements (blue transparent) (III) regions exhibiting high (blue), medium (white), and low (red) packing
densities. (IV) Areas with low (blue), medium (white), and high (red) solvent accessibility.
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and 1565 cm�1 for H56, H50, H25, and H112, respectively (right
panel of Fig. 4).

Upon replacing the hydrogen atoms at the imidazole nitro-
gens (Fig. 5) by deuterium (1-D), the n(CN) modes of the Nd-
protonated imidazoles show only a small (H56) or essentially no
change (H25, H50) whereas the Ne-protonated tautomer (H112)
exhibits a considerable frequency upshift (left panel of Fig. 4
and Table 2). These results are in good qualitative agreement
with experimental data for 4-methylimidazole (4-MeIm).57,77

Thus, solely based on these findings one might assign the H/D
insensitive 1099/1112 (�/+) cm�1 signal in the experimental
spectrum of I. hospitalis WT SOR to the n(CN) containing modes
of the Nd-protonated histidines H25, H50, and/or H56. However,
n(CQC) modes of both 1-D and (metal-bound) 4-MeIm57,58

exhibit considerable H/D shifts, especially in case of Nd-protonated
imidazole (right panel of Fig. 4). This observation is in contrast to
experimental SOR spectra, where these modes are merely changed in
D2O. Interestingly, the observed H/D insensitivity of both n(CN) and

Fig. 4 Calculated IR spectra of the SOR model (Fig. 1(II)) with neutral (A) N-protonated and (B) N-deuterated ethyl-imidazole ligands. The spectral region
of imidazole n(CN) and n(CQC) absorptions is enlarged in the left and right panel, respectively. For a better visualisation of the weak bands in the right
panel, the second derivatives of the spectra are included (a and b, dotted lines). IR bands are assigned to the corresponding histidine ligands of SOR using
the nomenclature of the enzyme from I. hospitalis.

Table 2 Comparison of experimental ligand vibrational modes of Ih SOR and the corresponding calculated frequencies for the cofactor model (see
Fig. 1). Both experimental and calculated IR bands are assigned according to the nomenclature of the I. hospitalis SOR. Amino acids are denoted by the
one-letter code. Band positions for the ferric and ferrous state are indicated by (�) and (+), respectively

Assignment Experiment/in silico I. hospitalis nomenclature Band position (H2O)/cm�1 Band position (D2O)/cm�1 H/D shift/cm�1

E, ns(COO) Experiment E23 1386(�)/1409(+) 1386(�)/1409(+) 0/0
In silico 1316/1350 1315/1350 �1/0

E, nas(COO) Experiment E23 1546(+)/1554(�) 1546(+)/1552(�) 0/�2
In silico 1605 1604 �1

H, n(CN) Experiment ? 1099(�)/1112(+) 1099(�)/1112(+) 0/0
In silico H25 1116 1117 +1

H50 1107 1107 0
H56 1135 1129 �6
H112 1082 1094 +12

H, n(C=C) Experiment ? 1595(�)/1580(�) 1595(�)/1586(�) 0/+6
In silico H25 1586 1570 �16

H50 1591 1576 �15
H56 1596 1583 �13
H112 1565 1559 �6
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n(CQC) modes is a typical characteristic of anionic, deprotonated
imidazolate (Im�).57 In view of this finding, a deprotonated histidine
(Fig. 5) at the ferric and ferrous active site may be an alternative
explanation for the lack of imidazole H/D shifts in I. hospitalis
WT and other SORs. Considering the solution pH of 7.5, this
would indicate a considerable decrease of the pKa for imidazolate
formation (pKa B 14 in solution). Such an effect has been
previously observed for metal-bound imidazole and ascribed to
pronounced s-donation and the resulting withdrawal of electron
density from the non-coordinated imidazole nitrogen.78,79 Albeit
weaker, this effect can be compared to the binding of a second
proton (Fig. 5), which lowers the pKa value to approximately 6 in
the imidazolium cation (ImH2

+). Indeed, transition metal-
induced histidine ionization was previously claimed to be func-
tionally relevant79 and proposed to occur in a few enzymes.80–82

Consequently, the possible presence of a deprotonated histidine
at the SOR active site requires further investigation, since this
type of modification may have a considerable impact on electro-
nic structure and reactivity.

Conclusions

The redox-linked changes of the I. hospitalis SOR, as monitored
by IR difference spectroscopy, indicate the reversible dissociation of
glutamate E23 from the active site iron upon reductive activation,
thereby enabling substrate binding and transformation. This
change of the active site structure is linked to extended conforma-
tional perturbations of a nearby loop and especially helical regions.
In view of the compact protein structure, inter alia reflected by
restricted amide proton exchange, we conclude that the rearrange-
ment of these regions couples local changes of the active site to the
observed global movements of the b-sheet core. This interpretation
is supported by the analysis of low-frequency modes of the entire
enzyme, which are proposed to promote and guide the redox-
dependent structural transition. In view of the collective character
of these modes, the above mentioned structural changes might
integrate the conformational states of the individual subunits,
possibly constituting the basis for cooperativity in the enzymatic
reductive activation process. While this hypothesis requires further
experimental confirmation, the underlying structural transition
appears to be a general phenomenon for SORs as indicated by
similar observations in the IR difference spectra of enzymes from
A. fulgidus and other organisms. In contrast, these characteristic
spectroscopic signals are not observed for the E23A mutant from
I. hospitalis, demonstrating that the reduction-coupled E23

dissociation from the iron centre constitutes the trigger for protein
structure changes that are of potential functional relevance. This
latter process may be driven by the high electron density on the
ferrous iron, possibly further promoted by a deprotonated histidine
ligand.

Abbreviations

ROS Reactive oxygen species
SOD Superoxide dismutase
SOR Superoxide reductase
(FT)IR (Fourier transform) infrared
ns Symmetric stretching vibration
nas Antisymmetric stretching vibration
ds Symmetric bending vibration
gt Twisting vibration
gr Rocking vibration
DFT Density functional theory
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Metal-induced histidine deprotonation in
biocatalysis? Experimental and theoretical insights
into superoxide reductase

Marius Horch,*a Ana Filipa Pinto,†b Maria Andrea Mroginski,a Miguel Teixeira,b

Peter Hildebrandta and Ingo Zebger*a

Metal-induced histidine deprotonation may have tremendous effects

on metalloprotein catalysis. Here, we explore protonation states of all

active site histidines in superoxide reductase (SOR), a non-heme iron

enzyme catalysing the reduction of superoxide to hydrogen peroxide.

Using experimental and theoretical techniques, we show that these

amino acids remain in their neutral state under physiological condi-

tions, excluding deprotonation. Based on our findings, alternative

explanations for lack of H/D exchange of SOR histidines are discussed,

including high barriers for acid/base reactions of coordinated ligands.

Superoxide O2c
� is a reactive oxygen species (ROS) that is

deleterious to biological systems. Therefore, both ageing and
numerous diseases in humans have been related to oxidative
stress from increased levels of superoxide and other ROS.1 To
minimize these effects, most living species employ enzymatic
systems that detoxify ROS. In anaerobic and microaerophilic
organisms, superoxide reductase (SOR)2 allows casual exposure
to oxygen and growth under low levels of oxygen, respectively, by
catalysing the reduction of superoxide to hydrogen peroxide via
the following reaction:3

SORred + O2c
� + 2H+ / SORox + H2O2

Superoxide reductases form a group of non-heme iron
enzymes (Fig. 1A) that supply one electron during substrate
reduction. In the ferrous state, the active site iron is coordinated
by four equatorial histidines and an axial cysteinate, forming a
square pyramidal geometry with a vacant site for substrate
binding. In the octahedral ferric state, coordination of the active

site is not uniform: during turnover, the sixth coordination site
is supposedly occupied by dioxygen species in different
protonation and oxidation states.2–5 In contrast, the ferric
resting state comprises an additional glutamate as a ligand in
most,6–8 but not all,9 cases. Based on the number of metal
centres, superoxide reductases can be divided into two major
subclasses:2 neelaredoxins (Nlr)10 solely contain the active site
(1Fe-SOR), while desulfoferrodoxins (Dfx)11 harbour an

Fig. 1 (A) Crystal structure of a single monomer of the superoxide
reductase from I. hospitalis (PDB 4BK8).8 (B) Model compound of the
superoxide reductase active site chosen for pKa computation.8 In both
cases, amino acids coordinated to the active site iron are highlighted in
red (E), blue (H), and yellow (C) and listed in one-letter code according
to the numbering of I. hospitalis SOR.
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additional rubredoxin-like iron centre (2Fe-SOR), the function
of which remains elusive.

In a recent infrared (IR) study,8 we have identied n(C]C)
and n(C–N) stretching vibrations of the active site histidines in
the 1Fe-SORs from Ignicoccus (I.) hospitalis and Archaeoglobus
fulgidus. In line with previous IR studies on SOR from Desul-
foarculus baarsii (2Fe-SOR) and Treponema pallidum (1Fe-SOR),7

frequencies of both normal modes were found to be nearly
insensitive towards H/D exchange, contrary to expectations for
neutral histidine (Fig. 2).12 Metal-induced histidine deprotona-
tion due to pronounced pKa lowering13 might be a possible
explanation since the imidazolate anion represents the only
form of the imidazole side chain of histidine that lacks
exchangeable protons (Fig. 2).12,14 Consistently, histidine
deprotonation has also been suggested for other metal-
loenzymes, but no systematic studies are available so far.15,16

Notably, knowledge of the protonation state of histidine
ligands is essential to understand the catalytic process of met-
alloenzymes. Specically, the protonation state affects the
imidazole donor/acceptor capabilities, which are key determi-
nants for redox properties and reactivity. Moreover, in case of
SOR histidine deprotonation could also inuence catalysis by
tuning the proton-supplying water-network around the active
site.4 Therefore, we discuss the possibility of metal-induced
histidine deprotonation together with alternative scenarios
based on spectro-electrochemical and theoretical studies on
SOR and model systems.

Numerous normal mode frequencies of the imidazole side
chain are sensitive to the protonation state and, thus, valuable
markers for this property (vide infra).12 Analysis of absolute
wavenumbers alone, however, might be ambiguous, especially
in proteins and coordination compounds, where vibrational
frequencies are also perturbed by metal binding and electro-
static interactions. Nonetheless, IR spectroscopy can be applied
to probe pH dependent changes of these modes, thereby iden-
tifying transformations between the different forms.

In case of metal-bound imidazole, the number of acid–base
equilibria is reduced to one, since protonation of both nitrogen
atoms results in a dissociation of the complex. Consequently,
pH dependent changes in histidine normal modes can be
clearly ascribed to the transition between neutral imidazole and
the imidazolate anion. A transition below pH ¼ 7.5 would be
indicative of histidine in the anionic form under physiological
conditions, while a transition above pH 7.5 would indicate that
the physiological state involves the neutral form. To probe this
transition, we have recorded redox-dependent IR difference

spectra over the pH range (6–9), at which I. hospitalis SOR is
stable (Fig. 3I). Signals in these spectra are restricted to those
modes sensing the redox transition of the active site,7,8 where
positive (negative) bands correspond to the ferrous (ferric) form
of the enzyme. Clearly, the overall spectral appearance as well as
the histidine marker bands, n(C]C) and n(C–N), are essentially
unaffected by pH variations. This shows that amino acids at the
SOR active site titrate far from physiological pH, supporting that
protons required in superoxide reduction are derived from
water.2 Specically, our ndings indicate that the acid–base
equilibrium for imidazolate formation lies outside the stable
pH range of SOR.

As the impact of this equilibrium on non-imidazole modes is
not known, this conclusion is, strictly speaking, limited to
histidines, which undergo redox-dependent changes. To check
if this nding can be extended to all histidines at the active site,

Fig. 2 Protonation equilibria and tautomeric forms of the imidazole
side chain of histidine. R refers to the NH2–CaH–CH2–COOH moiety
(in its respective protonation states).19

Fig. 3 (I) Infrared difference spectra of the superoxide reductase (SOR)
from I. hospitalis recorded at pH 9 (A, red line) and pH 6 (B, blue line). A
spectrum recorded at pH 7.5 is shown as a reference in the back-
ground of both traces (black line). Spectra are normalized with respect
to the difference band at 1650 cm�1 (rearrangement of helices).8 (II) pH
dependent reduction potentials of the I. hospitalis SOR, determined
from potentiometric titrations at pH 6 ( ), pH 7.5 ( ), and pH 9 ( ).
Relative amounts of the redox species were quantified by using the
1650 cm�1 band as a marker for the ferrous enzyme (see inset).

54092 | RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 54091–54095 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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we have performed pH dependent potentiometric titrations,
using the most intense difference band at 1650 cm�1 (rear-
rangement of helices)8 as a marker for the redox state of the
iron. Since a change of the protonation state alters the donor/
acceptor properties of imidazole,12 the reduction potential of a
histidine-coordinated metal ion is expected to be a function of
the pH. However, examination of the Nernst curves reveals no
signicant variation of the reduction potential between pH 6
and 9, conrming that for all active site histidines of SOR the
pKa for imidazolate formation resides above or below this range
(Fig. 3II).

A moderately lowered pKa between 9 and 14 represents a
likely scenario for coordinated imidazole,13 suggesting that all
active site histidines in SOR reside in their neutral, protonated
form. In contrast, a pKa below 6 is unlikely from a fundamental
Lewis acid point of view (vide infra) and, to the best of our
knowledge, unprecedented for both biological and synthetic
imidazole complexes. Nonetheless, we have also considered this
experimentally inaccessible scenario to explore the eventuality
of extraordinary strong pKa lowering due to the specic ligand
sphere conserved in all SORs. For this aim, we have calculated
microscopic imidazole pKa values of a consensus model
compound of the SOR active site (Fig. 1B),8 using a quantum
mechanical approach and thermodynamic cycles (Scheme 1) as
described in the Experimental section. Neglecting inuences of
the protein matrix, this approach is insufficient to precisely
determine absolute pKa values of a specic SOR, but appropriate
to estimate the general impact of metal binding on histidine
acidity in this class of enzymes. The model complex has been
treated as dissolved in water, since the SOR active site is largely
solvent exposed.2,3 Those parts interacting with the protein
matrix primarily face a hydrophobic environment in I. hospitalis
SOR,8 i.e. the calculated quantities represent a lower limit of the
real pKa values. Using the above approach, we have estimated
pKa values of 9.3, 7.0, 8.3, and 9.3 for H25, H50, H56, and H112,
respectively (I. hospitalis SOR numbering). As expected, all
values are lower compared to histidine in aqueous solution, but
clearly incompatible with an acid–base equilibrium below pH 6
for the active site histidines.

In this context, we have to emphasize that metal-induced pKa

lowering in histidine is governed by electron donation to a
Lewis acid17 and, consistently, acidication is also observed

upon adding a second proton to imidazole, yielding the imi-
dazolium cation (pKa 6–7, Fig. 2). Taking into account charge,
ionic radius, and electronegativity, H+ appears to be a stronger
Lewis acid than Fe3+.18 Therefore, electron affinity is likely to be
higher for the proton, especially in case of SOR, where the
acidity of the ferric iron is reduced by electron donation from six
basic ligands. Consequently, the observed results are in line
with the expectation that the pKa of coordinated neutral histi-
dine is generally higher than that of the imidazolium cation.

Nonetheless, it should be stressed that calculations for H50
yield an apparent pKa close to physiological pH. The conjugate
base of the corresponding model, however, reveals a dissocia-
tion of the trans oriented H112 (Table 1). As indicated by a
shortening of the Fe–NH50 bond, this dissociation is accompa-
nied by an increased electron donation from H50 (as well as the
other histidines) and, thus, a more pronounced acidication of
the respective NH50-bound proton. This effect is overestimated
in the model, i.e. the real pKa is expected to be considerably
higher, since histidine dissociation from the iron is not
observed in SOR crystal structures. Moreover, deprotonation of
H50 is particularly unlikely as its N-bound proton is H-bonded

Scheme 1 Extended thermodynamic cycle for the calculation of pKa values from DG in aqueous solution. The first cycle (shown in black)
represents the deprotonation of an acid of interest, yielding its conjugate base. In the present study, this acid–base couple refers to the SOR
active site model with each one ethylimidazole ligand in its neutral (EtImH) and anionic (EtIm�) form, respectively. The reference acid–base
couple of the second cycle, free neutral imidazole (ImH) and imidazolate (Im�), is depicted in blue. Indices g, aq, and sol indicate gas phase,
aqueous phase, and solvation Gibbs energies.

Table 1 Fe–N bond lengths (Å) for all imidazole ligands of the SOR
model compounds in comparison to those experimentally determined
in crystal structuresa

Coordinated
histidine

X-ray data Computed SOR model complex

Tm Ih ImH

Im�

H112 H25 H50 H56

H112 2.18 2.20 2.23 2.08 2.22 3.64 2.36
H25 2.16 2.20 2.19 2.23 2.02 2.16 2.29
H50 2.23 2.27 2.21 2.44 2.23 2.00 2.27
H56 2.16 2.23 2.17 2.21 2.27 2.16 2.03

a Crystal structure data of SORs from Thermotoga maritima (Tm, PDB
3QZB, Joint Centre for Structural Genomics, unpublished results)
and Ignicoccus hospitalis (Ih, PDB 4BK8)8 were solved at 1.1 and 2.5 Å
resolution, respectively. Ethylimidazole/histidine ligands are termed
according to the Ih SOR numbering.
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to the backbone-carbonyl of P51 (the same holds for the
respective histidine in SOR from other organisms).8

Thus, we exclude metal-induced deprotonation for all active
site histidines at physiologically relevant pH, in line with
experimental pKa values observed for other histidine/imidazole
complexes of transition metal ions.13 This conclusion is also
conrmed by the observed high C]C stretching frequencies in
SOR (1600–1580 cm�1),7,8 suggesting metal bound neutral
(1605–1575 cm�1) rather than anionic (1565–1555 cm�1) imid-
azole.14 Furthermore, this normal mode is expected to exhibit
very low IR intensity for imidazolate,19 in contrast to experi-
mental ndings for SOR, where n(C]C) difference bands are
among the most pronounced amino acid side chain features.7,8

In the light of these ndings, an alternative model is
required to explain the observed H/D exchange insensitivity of
the histidine C]C and C–N stretching vibrations. In principle,
metal binding could alter the composition of these normal
modes, and this may involve decoupling of the d(N–H) defor-
mation coordinate, which is responsible for H/D exchange
sensitivity. However, both n(C]C) and n(C–N) exhibit a normal
H/D exchange behaviour in the computed SORmodel complex.8

Thermodynamic reasons can also be excluded on the basis of
the present data, indicating that H/D exchange is retarded by
kinetic effects. In this respect, solvent accessibility is a negli-
gible factor as the active site is highly solvent exposed (vide
supra). Thus, the lack of any detectable H/D exchange must root
in the specic kinetics of proton abstraction from the iron-
bound histidines and subsequent deuteron binding.

In the model compound studied in this work, dissociation of
any nitrogen-bound proton involves a geometric rearrangement of
the complex such that the Fe–N bond length of the deprotonated
histidine is shortened, while those of the remaining neutral
histidines are generally elongated (Table 1). This observation can
be explained by the increased donor strength of the anionic imi-
dazolate, which reduces the acidity of the iron (the deprotonation
of H50 is an exception, because the resulting dissociation of H112
acidies the iron). We propose that this rearrangement raises the
reorganization energy associated with H(D)+ abstraction and
attachment. Assuming that N–H bond cleavage, N–D bond
formation, and the geometric rearrangement in the iron–histidine
complex proceed asynchronous, even an imbalanced transition
state with a high barrierDG‡ could be expected.20,21 Such a scenario
could well account for the observed H/D exchange insensitivity in
SOR. It may also represent a general determinant for proton
exchange kinetics of coordinated imidazole in related complexes,
and this may affect the dynamics of the proton supplying water
network around the SOR active site. Furthermore, the geometric
rearrangement predicted to accompany proton abstraction repre-
sent a further argument against metal-induced histidine deproto-
nation, since comparable distortions of the active site geometry
have not been observed in the highest resolution SOR crystal
structures (Table 1). In addition, H/D exchange of non-coordinated
histidine in aqueous solution is likely to proceed via the
imidazolium cation (pKa 6–7) rather than the imidazolate anion
(pKa � 14). As the imidazolium cation is inaccessible for metal-
bound histidine, H/D exchange is forced to take place via the
alternative, kinetically less favourable pathway.

Conclusions

Metal-induced histidine deprotonation in SOR can be excluded;
all active site histidines reside in their neutral form. This is an
important nding, which provides a sound structural basis for
future mechanistic studies. Furthermore, we propose that
structural reorganization might lead to high barriers for acid/
base reactions of coordinated amino acids. This scenario is
potentially relevant for proton-coupled reactions in metal-
loenzymes and the behaviour of dibasic ligands in general.

Experimental section
Sample preparation

I. hospitalis SOR was puried as described previously,22

concentrated to 2 mM and buffered in 20 mM Tris (pH 7.5) and
50 mM Bis-tris propane/MES, pH 6 and 9, respectively. To
ensure proper electron transfer in solution, samples were
incubated with 150 mMNaCl and a mixture of redox mediators,
as described in ref. 8.

IR spectro-electrochemistry

Redox-dependent IR difference spectra of I. hospitalis SOR were
recorded and processed as exemplied in ref. 8. Here, the most
pronounced band at 1650 cm�1 relates to the redox-dependent
rearrangement of up to three helices close to the active site.8

Considering this feature as a marker for the relative amount of
ferrous SOR, reduction potentials were determined by tting
Nernst curves to the resulting data sets. Interfering difference
bands arising from the mediator mixture at pH 6 were sub-
tracted from the spectra.

Computation of pKa values

Microscopic pKa values for heterolytic N–H bond dissociation
were computed quantum-mechanically for all four ethyl-
imidazole (EtIm) ligands of a previously described model
compound of the SOR active site (Fig. 1B)8 by using the general
relation between pKa and the change in Gibbs energy of an acid/
base reaction in aqueous phase (DGaq):

pKa ¼
DGaq

2:303� RT

A thermodynamic cycle (scheme 1, black)23 was set-up to
estimate DGaq for the deprotonation of each EtIm ligand from
gas phase and solvation Gibbs energies of the involved
compounds. This rst cycle was extended by a second one (see
e.g. ref. 24) comprising free imidazole (Im, pKa ¼ 14) as a
reference system (in blue). In such a way, systematic errors of
the theoretic method are minimized and an increased accuracy
is achieved, since calculations are independent from error-
prone empiric values for solvation Gibbs energies of the
proton. Using this extended cycle, pKa values of the EtIm
ligands relate to the resulting overall change of Gibbs energy
DGaq by:
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pKa ¼ 14þ DGaq

2:303� RT

All computations were performed on the BP86 level of
theory25,26 in Gaussian 03,27 using the 6-31g* and tzvp basis
sets28 for H, C, N, O, S atoms and the Fe atom, respectively. To
determine electronic, zero point vibrational, and thermal
contributions (298 K) to gas phase Gibbs energies (Gg), geom-
etry optimization and frequency calculations were performed as
described previously.8 Solvation effects (DGsol) were estimated
from a polarizable continuum model,29 using the default
parameters implemented in Gaussian 03.
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6.3 Conclusions and Outlook

In the two preceding studies, Ih SOR was characterized as an example for the biological
detoxification of superoxide, which is important to understand reversible and irreversible in-
teractions of reactive oxygen species with metalloenzymes. This may also help to elucidate
peculiarities of oxygen tolerant hydrogenases including Re SH, which produces superoxide
itself (see section 4.1).17–19 To reveal structural determinants in SOR function, both studies
focused on the role of specific amino acids coordinating the active site iron. These ligands be-
long to the few (quasi) conserved residues in this type of enzymes,11,193 suggesting functional
relevance.

A computationally aided IR spectro-electrochemical study proved the reversible disso-
ciation of the active site glutamate ligand of Ih SOR (section 6.1).20 This essential process
of reductive activation had not been clearly observed by crystal structure analysis, high-
lighting the importance of structural elasticity in biological macromolecules. This statement
was further verified through the observation of global structural changes triggered by reduc-
tive glutamate dissociation. The reaction coordinate of this conformational transition could
be reasonably described by a thermally excited normal mode of the entire homotetrameric
protein, which was found to include in-phase domain motions of all four subunits. These
may integrate the structural states of the four active sites copies, possibly enhancing enzyme
function by synergistic effects in activation or catalysis.20

A second important aspect of SOR is the functional role of the active site histidines.
This aspect has been barely addressed although these four ligands represent two-thirds of all
strictly conserved residues in this type of enzymes.11,193 In IR spectroscopic studies on Ih
SOR, active site histidines were identified as potent markers for structural changes (section
6.1).20 However, in contrast to expectations, the vibrational frequencies of the imidazole side
chains were found to be insensitive towards H/D exchange.20,233 Possible reasons for this ob-
servation were studied in detail by IR spectroscopy, potentiometric titrations, and quantum
mechanical calculations (sections 6.1 and 6.2).20,21 In this way, metal-binding induced H/D
insensitivity of imidazole modes and histidine deprotonation could be excluded. Thereby, the
neutral protonation states of SOR histidine ligands were verified for the first time. Moreover,
a computational model of the SOR active site revealed geometric distortions upon proton
abstraction. This likely enhances the reorganization energy for proton exchange reactions
thereby providing a kinetic explanation for the absence of observable H/D effects.21 The find-
ings from this study are important for the understanding of SOR, whose catalytic function
likely depends on a delicate hydrogen bond network around the active site. Moreover, the out-
lined aspects may enhance the understanding for proton coupled reactions in metalloproteins
and the properties of dibasic ligands in general.

Apart from explicit insights, the preceding sections also provided inspiration for future
studies. First, the global conformational transition observed by IR spectro-electrochemistry
could be studied in more detail, including both dynamic and functional aspects. In princi-
ple, vibrational spectroscopy may provide direct insights into thermal modes promoting the
structural transition. In this respect, NRVS,301 femtosecond stimulated Raman spectroscopy
(FSRS),269 and vibrational coherence spectroscopy (VCS)271 could be used to selectively mon-
itor low-frequency modes associated with iron movements and active site rearrangements.
Another important aspect, highlighted in this thesis, is the functional relevance of the histi-
dine ligands. So far, a functional role for the strictly conserved arrangement of one Nδ- and
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three Nε-coordinated residues has not been elucidated. In this respect, it should be noted
that the iron enzyme cytochrome P450 contains an axial cysteinyl and four equatorial nitro-
gen donors as well. In contrast to SOR, however, the four-histidine pattern is replaced by a
heme group, and the catalytic function and mechanism is completely different.229 This points
towards a functional relevance in nature’s choice for either of the two ligand systems in SOR
and cytochrome P450,258 which may require further attention in the future.
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Spectroscopic techniques play a major role in the elucidation of structure-function relationships of biological 

macromolecules. Here we describe an integrated approach for bio-molecular spectroscopy that takes into account the 

special characteristics of such compounds. The underlying fundamental concepts will be exemplarily illustrated by means 

of selected case studies on biocatalysts, namely hydrogenase and superoxide reductase. The treatise will be concluded 

with an overview of challenges and future prospects, laying emphasis on functional dynamics, in vivo studies, and 

computational spectroscopy. 

Motivation and Scope of the Article 

A molecular understanding of biochemical reactions is 

essential for both fundamental and applied life sciences. Like 

every living being, mankind has an ongoing (and increasing) 

demand for efficient processes that accomplish energy 

conversion and the synthesis of tailored functional 

compounds. In principle, nature provides a rich and dedicated 

biocatalytic machinery for these tasks that can be utilised, 

optimised, and emulated for human demands, given that the 

underlying processes are understood on a conceptual level. 

With this in mind, relationships between structure and 

function are highly important for understanding elementary 

molecular principles.  

 In the current perspective article special requirements and 

fundamental concepts for a spectroscopic elucidation of 

structure-function relationships in biological macromolecules 

will be outlined. Besides a general treatise, this approach will 

be illustrated by using the example of vibrational spectroscopic 

studies on metalloproteins involved in the transformation of 

small molecules. Finally, we will provide a perspective for 

future studies, covering both explicit challenges and 

conceptual extensions. 

A Molecular Approach to Biological Reactions 

Characteristics of Biological Macromolecules 

Since the second half of the twentieth century, the molecular 

aspects of biological systems and processes have strongly 

come into focus, and intellectual and experimental concepts of 

classical chemistry and physics have been adopted for their 

study. While this is a natural and justified approach, certain 

care has to be taken since functional biomolecules exhibit a 

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of a hypothetic enzyme consisting of two 

subunits that may represent distinct functional modules. Explicit functional sites 

embedded in the protein matrix (red and blue) are labelled A – D. Here, the 

active site A catalyzes a chemical reaction, while D is located within a flexible 

domain, which allows functionally relevant movements, e.g. contacts with A. 

Interactions of cellular factors with each other and functional sites of the central 

biomolecule are shown in grey. 

number of specialities that can be largely traced back to two 

fundamental properties (see Fig. 1). (1) The biological systems 

involved in energy conversion and biosynthesis are modular 

macromolecular entities, usually enzymes, whose number of 

atoms N may exceed the magnitude of classical chemical 

compounds by orders of magnitude. (2) Biological reaction 

networks usually involve a large number of molecules and ions 

and that may interact on different levels, both concomitantly 

and successively. While these two aspects appear to be 

quantitative in nature, they have a considerable impact on the 

conceptual and experimental treatment of these systems, e.g. 

in spectroscopic studies. 
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Fig. 2: (A) Functionally relevant vibrational properties as a function of the normal mode energy. Red: Low-frequency normal mode density (normalized number of modes per 

energy interval) of typical globular proteins, plotted as a log-normal distribution according to reference 1. Blue: Boltzmann ambient temperature population of vibrationally excited 

states, calculated for a harmonic oscillator with an infinite number of non-degenerate, equally spaced levels.
2
 Nexc – number of vibrationally excited molecules. N – total number of 

molecules. k – Boltzmann constant. T – temperature. (B) C-tube representation of protein thermal fluctuations (300 K) as observed in a molecular dynamics trajectory of 

membrane-bound hydrogenase from Ralstonia eutropha. The simulation was performed as described in reference 3, and the picture was created by using VMD.4 rmsd – root mean 

square deviation. (C) Potential curves, energy levels n, and spatial expectation values ⟨xn⟩ of one-dimensional harmonic (blue) and anharmonic (red) oscillators.5-7 Spatial 

probability densities |Ψn|
2
 are shown for the harmonic case as filled blue curves.

5
 For a vibrating diatomic molecule with a displacement x from equilibrium bond length, ⟨xn⟩ 

represents the average displacement, and |Ψn|2 can be interpreted as the probability to observe a given displacement. Effects on these properties are sketched for vibrational 

ground and excited states, and for thermal modes these two scenarios give a simplified illustration of the situations at 0 K and ambient temperature. All values are in arbitrary 

units and shown for visualization purposes only. 

Referring to (1), the size of typical biocatalysts implicates the 

necessity to identify and selectively address the functional  

sites of interest, may it be catalytic centres or molecular 

moieties that are involved, for instance, in proton or electron 

transfer (see Fig. 1). These functional sites can be often 

associated with few amino acids or certain cofactors. However, 

due to the assembly of several polypeptide chains and the 

presence of multiple domains and cofactors an a priori 

assignment might be ambiguous. Even more, the 

differentiation between a functional site and the surrounding 

protein matrix may be challenging. Often a clear cut between 

both regimes is ad hoc not possible, and parts of the protein 

matrix provide a dynamic and anisotropic multilayer 

environment for the explicit functional sites. Taking this 

thought to an extreme leads to the question about a possible 

function of the protein matrix as a whole that goes beyond 

stabilization and protection. In this respect, it should be noted 

that molecules are dynamic entities, which usually exhibit a 

certain amount of intramolecular motions (normal modes) 

that are excited at ambient temperature (298 K). This 

statement is highly relevant for proteins, which exhibit 

numerous degrees of freedom (3N  6) and an accumulation of 

normal modes in the thermal energy regime below 207 cm1
 = 

kT (see Fig. 2A).
1;8-10

 Given the alternation of flexible and rigid 

segments, these properties predestine proteins for the 

involvement of functional movements. In line with this 

statement, thermal protein motions have been reported to 

integrate distant functional sites or facilitate mechanistically 

relevant atom displacements (see Fig. 1), and this possibility 

has been extensively discussed.
11-35

 

 Considering aspect (2), the large number of possible 

interaction partners of a biological macromolecule actually 

extends the above challenge to identify functional 

determinants. In fact, a holistic view on such a biomolecule 

may involve all physiological factors that affect its structural 

and functional state. These factors may be perceived as a 

functional environment or complementary partners in a 

superordinate functional network of high elasticity (see Fig. 1). 

Structure, Function, and Spectroscopy 

 To outline the importance and challenges of spectroscopic 

studies on biological macromolecules we will first specify the 

implicitly introduced termini structure and function. Notably, 

the advancement of X-ray diffraction techniques has 

considerably improved the three-dimensional perception of 

macromolecules in the life sciences.
36

 At the same time, 

however, the representation of crystal structure data as sets of 

atomic coordinates or schematic drawings has partly led to a 

misconception of chemical structure that neither includes 

dynamics nor electronic aspects in an explicit manner. In 

contrast to this perception, we use the term structure in the 

most general sense, i.e. with regard to the distribution of 

nuclei and electrons in both space and time. According to this 

definition, the entirety of structural information is only 

accessible by a combination of crystallography and 

spectroscopy, the latter providing insights into structural 

details that exceed the spatial and temporal resolution of 

typical X-ray diffraction data. In this context, it should be 

stressed that spectroscopic methods are conceptually different 

from other experimental techniques insofar as they provide 

direct insights into the quantised energy levels of a molecule, 

which are intimately linked to chemical structure. 

 With this in mind, the structure of a molecule can be 

perceived as a multidimensional physical property that is 

explicitly encoded in (and partly extractable from) the 

spectroscopic data. In contrast, function is a more ambiguous 
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terminus, which has to be defined with respect to a certain 

reference, e.g. the fulfilment of a cellular requirement or 

transformation of a substrate. In this respect, functional 

aspects are usually not inherent to spectroscopic observables. 

However, their relation to structure can be explored by 

spectroscopy, in particular if a system of interest is adequately 

manipulated during or between measurements. In conclusion, 

spectroscopic techniques provide access to structural factors 

and structure-function relationships, given that the functional 

aspects in question have been properly defined on a molecular 

level. 

Concepts in Bio-molecular Spectroscopy 

Considering the outlined specialties of biological 

macromolecules, a number of technical and conceptual 

requirements have to be fulfilled in order to extract valuable 

information from the corresponding experimental data. In the 

following fundamental principles for the spectroscopic 

elucidation of structure-function relationships in such systems 

will be presented. 

Control 

With increasing size and complexity of a molecule the interplay 

with external factors that affect the structure will become 

more complex as well. As a consequence, the detailed 

characterization of biological macromolecules requires the 

control of preparative and experimental parameters in a strict 

and adequate manner. This includes the adjustment of 

beneficial and functionally relevant determinants, if possible as 

a function of time, as well as the exclusion of deleterious or 

interfering factors. 

Representativeness 

A second notable aspect, closely related to the first, is the 

choice of experimental conditions that are biologically 

representative. In this respect, the characterization of 

biological macromolecules in their native plasma or membrane 

environment is strongly recommended, especially if whole 

living cells can be probed.
37;38

 This applies especially to 

systems that are sensitivity towards oxygen or tightly 

interacting with other cellular factors. 

Selectivity 

As stated above, biological macromolecules are large atomic 

ensembles that often involve several functional sites, a 

manifold of relevant structural properties, and a number of 

interaction partners. Consequently, the selectivity of the 

spectroscopic methods used is a prerequisite for the 

elucidation of individual aspects in these molecules. The 

requirement of specific spectroscopic markers is particularly 

important, if an individual molecular system has to be 

investigated in an ensemble of reaction partners or, even 

more, within whole cells.
38

 

Complementarity 

With increasing specificity of a spectroscopic technique the 

amount of accessible structural information will necessarily 

decrease. As a consequence, a set of complementary methods 

has to be applied in order to obtain a comprehensive 

spectroscopic signature of the molecular moiety in question. 

Special care in the design of experiments has to be taken, if 

individual methods require specific sample preparation or if 

measurement conditions may interfere with the probed 

molecular system.
39;40

 

Interpretability 

The evaluation of experimental data can be considered a key 

determinant in bio-molecular spectroscopy. Even if all previous 

requirements are fulfilled, an understanding of spectroscopic 

data from complex and unexplored molecules ultimately relies 

on adequate experimental or theoretical models. Experimental 

models may include established synthetic and biochemical 

compounds, whose spectroscopic properties are understood 

and reported. Alternatively, tailored small molecule analogues 

may serve as potent spectroscopic and functional models as 

well. In most cases, the computation of spectroscopic 

parameters (computational spectroscopy) requires the 

application of sophisticated quantum mechanical (QM) models 

of bio-molecular functional sites, usually involving density 

functional theory (DFT).
35;40-42

 In addition, hybrid models 

including the QM modelling of functional sites and a molecular 

mechanic (MM) treatment for the rest of a macromolecule 

represent an alternative approach, given that three 

dimensional data from X-ray diffraction, nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, or homology modelling are 

available.
3;39;43-47

 In either case, the adequate design of the QM 

model is essential for both reliability and computational 

efficiency. In this respect, reliability may be considerably 

increased by evaluating relative changes rather than absolute 

values of spectroscopic observables.
40;41;48

 This is especially 

important for small computational models that are designed in 

view of computational efficiency or for lack of representative 

three-dimensional data. 

The Integrated Approach 

Depending on the specific target, the type of question, and the 

methods involved, the feasibility and benefit of each concept 

has to be judged from case to case. In this respect, a weighted 

combination of the individual principles represents an 

integrated approach that may serve as a benchmark for the 

spectroscopic investigation of biological macromolecules. In 

the following sections, a set of spectroscopic case studies on 

selected metalloproteins will be presented to illustrate this 

integrated approach and the underlying peculiarities of 

biomolecular structure-function relationships. 

Selected Case Studies on Metalloproteins 

Resonance Raman Spectroscopy in Hydrogenase Research 

In this first case study we will demonstrate the manifold of 

structural information accessible from a spectroscopic  
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Fig. 3: Subunit and cofactor composition of oxygen tolerant [NiFe] hydrogenases 

from Ralstonia eutropha. (A) Consensus depiction of the membrane-bound and 

regulatory hydrogenase. For the sake of simplicity, structural differences 

between both enzymes that are beyond the scope of this article have been 

ignored. (B) The NAD+-reducing soluble hydrogenase. 

technique and the challenges associated with its first 

application to a certain delicate biomolecule. Using the 

resonance Raman (RR) characterization of hydrogenase as an 

example, the benefits of computationally aided spectroscopy 

are presented Moreover, the importance of selectivity and the 

necessity of complementary methods in the establishment of a 

novel technique will be highlighted. 

 [NiFe] hydrogenases represent a class of enzymes that 

catalyse the reversible cleavage of hydrogen into protons and 

electrons.
49

 Given the demand for clean and sustainable 

energy conversion processes, an in-depth understanding of the 

underlying mechanism is essential to design bioengineered or 

synthetic catalysts for hydrogen conversion. Since the 

beginning, spectroscopic methods have played a major role in 

hydrogenase research, both in the de novo exploration of 

cofactors and the detailed characterization of individual 

reaction intermediates.
49

 

Most [NiFe] hydrogenases consist of a small subunit that 

contains three FeS clusters for electron transfer purposes and 

a large subunit harbouring the deeply buried active site (Fig. 

3A).
50

 The latter cofactor contains two metal ions, Ni and Fe, 

which are bridged by two cysteinyl thiolates (Fig. 4). Two 

further cysteinates bind as terminal ligands to the Ni, while the 

Fe ion is also coordinated by three unusual inorganic ligands, 

one CO and two CN.
51-53

 A third bridging position between the 

two metals serves as the substrate binding site. Individual 

redox states of the [NiFe] catalytic centre are mostly defined 

by the Ni oxidation state and the chemical nature of the ligand 

in this third bridging position.
49

 While structural models have 

been proposed for all detectable intermediates, the exact 

geometries and electronic properties are often not known. 

Fig. 4: Simplified presentation of the active site structure of [NiFe] hydrogenases. 

Different redox states are mainly defined by the chemical nature of the third bridging 

ligand X and the oxidation state of the Ni ion n
+
. 

RR spectroscopy is a powerful vibrational spectroscopic 

technique for the selective probing of light-absorbing cofactors 

in large biomolecules, e.g. metalloenzymes.
54

 This technique 

provides direct insights into molecular coordinates, which can 

reflect structural properties as well as functional atom 

movements. In particular, metalligand coordinates that 

encode properties and interactions of the metal ion and its 

ligands can be probed. While the FeS clusters of hydrogenase 

have been investigated by RR spectroscopy since about three 

decades ago,
55-58

 the complex active site remained inaccessible 

by this technique. 

 Only recently, we were able to probe metalligand 

vibrations of both the FeS clusters and, for the first time, the 

[NiFe] active site by using low-temperature RR 

spectroscopy.
39;40

 While interfering signals from the protein 

matrix are absent in these spectra, the presence of several 

metal sites still necessitates a rigorous approach for the 

detection and assignment of individual metalligand 

vibrations. Besides potential markers for substrate and 

inhibitor binding,
59-61

 three major sets of structurally sensitive 

modes are expected from theoretical models and 

experimental studies on compounds resembling the cofactors 

of hydrogenase (Fig. 5).
39;40;59;62-67

 The [NiFe] active site may 

give rise to normal modes primarily reflecting FeCO/CN (400 

– 650 cm1
) and NiS coordinates (< 400 cm1

), while the FeS 

clusters will exhibit typical FeS modes (< 400 cm1
). Clearly, 

both types of metalsulphur modes will strongly overlap, and 

even the assignment of FeCO/CN modes is not 

straightforward, because signals are partly weak and might be 

misinterpreted as FeS overtones that exhibit about twice the 

fundamental frequencies. To clearly assign FeCO/CN modes 

we labelled an entire hydrogenase with 
13

C.
39

 According to a 

QM/MM model, pronounced isotopic shifts in the order of 10 

– 15 cm1
 are solely expected for these modes. In the 

experimental spectra, all notable signals in the 400 – 650 cm1
 

range showed isotopic shifts consistent with the calculated 

values, validating the assignment of FeCO/CN modes (Fig 6, 

right).
39
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Fig. 5: Spectral regions for resonance Raman detected metalligand vibrations of [NiFe] 

hydrogenases accessible at different excitation wavelengths (in nm). Spectra and 

cofactor structures are shown for the oxidized state of the regulatory hydrogenase 

from Ralstonia eutropha (Nia-S).40 The vertical arrow indicates a sensitive reporter 

mode that was used as a structural marker (see Fig. 7). 

Catalytically active hydrogenase, obtained by reduction with 

hydrogen, usually exhibits a mixture of several [NiFe] redox 

states with different normal mode compositions and 

frequencies (Fig. 6, left).
39;49

 Under these conditions, a 

structural interpretation of the various FeCO/CN modes also 

requires an assignment to an individual redox state. Most 

reduced species of hydrogenase represent bridging hydride 

adducts of the [NiFe] site,
49

 which could be converted in the 

Raman probe beam to another potential catalytic intermediate 

(Ni-L), as shown in Fig. 6.
39;40;68

 Infrared (IR) and electron 

paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy are established 

techniques in the field of hydrogenase research (vide infra), 

and so we used these methods to investigate possible 

photoreactions.
39

 Mimicking the conditions of the RR 

experiment, it could be shown that the central Nia-C 

intermediate is converted to Ni-L at low temperatures (79 K) 

and wavelengths close to the laser probe beam (458 nm), see 

inset of Fig. 6.
39

 Other low-potential hydride adducts, 

combined under the term Nia-SR, are generally assumed to be 

photo-stable.
49

 However, the photon densities of the RR probe 

beam exceed those of common light sources by orders of 

magnitude, which may open novel photochemical reaction 

pathways (Fig. 6, left). Indeed, the RR spectrum was found to 

be unaffected by moderate variations of the reduction 

potential as a function of the hydrogen partial pressure, 

suggesting that the Nia-SR subspecies may be converted to Ni-L 

as well.
39

 To test this assumption, we calculated RR spectra for 

several redox states of the [NiFe] centre using a QM/MM 

approach. Comparison with overall signatures, normal mode 

frequencies, and 
13

C isotopic shifts of these calculated data 

showed that the experimental spectrum is clearly dominated 

by the Ni-L state, confirming the redox state assignment and 

the photoconversion of Nia-SR subspecies (Fig. 6, right).
39

 

 In the low frequency regime, RR spectra of hydrogenase 

are usually dominated by FeS cluster signals that are strongly 

enhanced by S → Fe charge transfer transitions (Fig. 5).
39;40;55-

57
 Therefore, NiS modes of the active site are normally not 

accessible, and special requirements have to be met for their 

detection. The absorbance of FeS clusters strongly decreases 

with increasing wavelength, which represents an opportunity 

to detect RR signals that are otherwise masked by spectral 

contributions from these cofactors.
40

 Excitation with 568 nm 

does not provide any resonance enhancement for the FeS 

cluster signals, but instead a novel set of weak bands could be 

observed (Fig. 5). Using 
64

Ni labelling in conjunction with DFT 

calculations, these bands could be clearly assigned to active 

site normal modes with major contributions of NiS 

coordinates.
40

 

 With the above assignments, one has a set of potent 

structural markers at hand. In particular, normal modes with 

predominant FeCO/CN character sense even subtle changes 

in electron density and, consequently, these modes represent 

valuable probes for structural variations at the entire [NiFe] 

active site.
39;40

 Using a computationally aided approach, we 

have used these FeCO/CN modes to gain insights into two 

catalytic intermediates of [NiFe] hydrogenases, Ni-L and Nia-S. 

Ni-L is stabilized as a photoproduct at low temperatures (vide 

supra) and presumably formed by removal of a bridging 

hydride, which is transferred as a proton to a nearby base (Fig. 

6, left). However, neither the process of proton transfer nor 

the final acceptor has been experimentally verified. Using DFT, 

we could show that FeCO/CN modes would have 

contributions from FeH coordinates as well, if a bridging 

hydride was present.
40

 This would give rise to notable H/D 

isotopic shifts, in line with experimental data from small 

molecule analogues.
59

 In contrast, RR spectra of the Ni-L state 

of H2- and D2-reduced hydrogenase were identical, showing 

that the FeH bond is completely dissociated in N-L.
40

 NiH 

bond dissociation has been previously inferred from advanced 

EPR data,
68

 so that a complete removal of the bridging hydride 

is demonstrated by these two complementary techniques. 

Moreover, using a QM/MM model it could be shown that the 

experimental RR spectra are only compatible with a Ni-L 

structure that has a proton bound to one of the two terminal 

cysteinates (Fig. 6).
39

 In summary, RR spectroscopic data have 

proven both the structure and the photo-induced formation of 

Ni-L. 

 Nia-S is another catalytic intermediate, which is assumed to 

provide a free bridging site for initial hydrogen binding (Fig. 

5).
69

 While this intermediate is a minor species in most 

hydrogenases, it clearly dominates the oxidized state of the 

regulatory hydrogenase (RH) from the ‘Knallgas’ bacterium 

Ralstonia eutropha,
70;71

 highlighting the importance of an 

adequate model system for spectroscopic studies. In line with 

predictions from DFT, RR spectra of the Nia-S state of the RH 

were shown to be similar to Ni-L,
40

 confirming a vacant third 

bridging position. Notably, the presence of a potential binding 

site between the two metals alone is insufficient to allow 

catalytic hydrogen turnover. Recent computational studies 

proposed that efficient hydrogen binding to Nia-S is only  
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Fig. 6: (Left) Simplified scheme showing active site redox states of reduced [NiFe] hydrogenases and the corresponding thermal and photochemical equilibria. The inset shows an IR 

difference spectrum that illustrates the Nia-C → Ni-L photoconversion by following the CO and CN stretching vibrations of the active site. (Right) Comparison of calculated Raman 

spectra of the Ni-L state with experimental resonance Raman spectra of reduced [NiFe] hydrogenase containing either 12C or 13C (using 458 nm excitation). Experimental and 

calculated spectra were obtained from the membrane-bound hydrogenase from Ralstonia eutropha and a corresponding QM/MM model.
39

 

possible, if the Ni
II
 site exhibits a low spin (S = 0) electronic 

ground state and a seesaw geometry (Fig. 7).
69

 However, the 

real spin state and geometry is so far not known. To elucidate 

these properties, we used RR spectroscopy in conjunction with 

DFT.
40

 Due to the lack of a crystal structure for the RH, a 

compact [NiFe] computational model was constructed for the 

calculation of vibrational frequencies.
40;41;47;48;72

 Despite this 

simplification, valuable information can be extracted, if 

frequency changes rather than absolute values are 

evaluated.
40;41;48

 Therefore we compared calculated 

frequencies of several structural variants of Nia-S and Ni-L, the 

two major redox states of the RH (Fig. 7).
40

 Focusing on a 

structurally sensitive FeCO stretching mode, the similarity of 

the two experimental spectra was only reproduced by the 

calculations, if Nia-S exhibits a seesaw-shaped Ni
II
S4 site with 

an S = 0 ground state,
40

 in line with the above proposal.
69

 In 

conclusion, the combination of spectroscopy and theory has 

revealed all fundamental structural factors that determine the 

function of the central hydrogen-binding intermediate of 

hydrogenase. 

 Laying emphasis on the [NiFe] active site of hydrogenase, 

the capabilities of RR spectroscopy for the site-selective 

characterization of complex multi-cofactor enzymes have been 

demonstrated in the present section. We have shown how 

structural markers can be defined, validated, and used in order 

to extract valuable information by a concerted multi-

spectroscopic and computational approach, even in the 

absence of crystallographic data. Photo-induced phenomena 

have been presented as challenging aspects in the 

interpretation of RR data. Such aspects should also be 

considered in other spectroscopic techniques that involve high 

photon energies or densities. While these processes are 

undesired in most cases, they can also provide access to 

otherwise sparse intermediates and ‘forbidden’ photochemical 

reactions. 

 

Oxygen Tolerance of a Bifunctional Hydrogenase 

In the following, challenges and concepts in spectroscopy-

based model building will be demonstrated. Here, structural 

determinants for oxygen tolerance and catalysis of a 

bifunctional hydrogenase will be used as mechanistic examples 

to highlight the importance of adequate experimental 

conditions and the pitfalls of data interpretation. 

 The complexity of hydrogenases may considerably exceed 

the structure and composition described above. The soluble 

hydrogenase (SH) from Ralstonia eutropha is a 

heterohexameric enzyme, which couples the reversible 

cleavage of hydrogen to the reduction of NAD
+
.
72-74

 These two 

catalytic activities are accomplished by distinct functional 

modules, a truncated hydrogenase and a diaphorase moiety 

(Fig. 3B). Besides the [NiFe] active site the SH contains five FeS 

cluster and two FMN cofactors.
72;74-87

 Due to its bifunctional 

character this enzyme represents a valuable biocatalyst for 

photolytic hydrogen production in vivo and the regeneration of 

nucleotide cofactors.
88-96

 

 In contrast to most other hydrogenases, the SH is 

insensitive towards oxygen.
72-74;87;97

 Oxygen tolerance 

represents a prerequisite for technological applications and, 

thus, the underlying mechanisms are of major interest. The SH 

has been investigated for more than three decades,
72-74

 yet no 

crystal structure is available so far. Consequently, 

spectroscopic methods have played an outstanding role in the 

investigation of structural aspects, including those responsible 

for oxygen tolerance. 
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Fig. 7: (Top) Experimental band positions of oxidized and reduced regulatory 

hydrogenase from Ralstonia eutropha (black) compared with calculated FeCO 

stretching frequencies obtained for structural variants of the Nia-S and Ni-L redox states 

(red, blue).40 (Bottom) Simplified presentations of the possible Ni geometries and spin 

states of Nia-S. 

IR spectroscopy represents a major technique in hydrogenase 

research, because it can monitor CO and CN stretching 

vibrations of the three inorganic ligands, which represent 

sensitive probes for the electron density at the active 

site.
51;52;98;99

 In this respect, it is complementary to RR 

spectroscopy, and together both techniques provide the 

complete vibrational signature of the Fe
2+

(CO)(CN)2 moiety 

(Fig. 6). Usually, one CO and two CN stretching bands are 

observed in the IR spectrum of [NiFe] hydrogenases. In 

contrast, the IR spectrum of isolated SH exhibits four instead 

of two CN stretching bands (Fig. 8A, inset).
48;82;84;100;101

 In the 

past, this was interpreted in terms of additional CN ligands, 

one of which was claimed to sterically shield the active site 

from oxygen attack.
82;84;100;101

 EPR spectroscopy represents 

another central technique for the characterization of 

hydrogenase, which inter alia probes paramagnetic Ni 

intermediates of the active site.
102

 In most in vitro studies, no 

Ni signals were observed for the SH.
82;84;87;101

 Based on this 

finding and the proposed presence of supernumerary CN 

ligands, hydrogen cycling in this enzyme was presumed to take  

Fig. 8: (Top) Structures and DFT-calculated IR spectra for sulphoxygenated [NiFe] 

model compounds that mimic the experimental spectrum of fully oxidized 

soluble hydrogenase from Ralstonia eutropha (shown as an inset). Variations of 

the experimental CN stretching pattern are shown on the upper right.48 

(Bottom) Simplified scheme illustrating the proposed oxygen tolerance 

mechanism of the soluble hydrogenase, which involves three catalytic activities. 

Aerobic hydrogen transformation (blue) is enabled by the sulphur-centred 

detoxification of oxygen (red), which in turn depends on the reversible oxidation 

of NADH (green). 

place at a terminal binding site of the apparently redox-

inactive Ni ion.
84;103

 From a chemical point of view, the 

proposed structures are unlikely to be stable and, consistently, 

DFT calculations were unable to reproduce them.
41

 Therefore, 

we have reinvestigated the structural models for oxygen 

tolerance and catalysis, using two different approaches. 

 First, the above structural models are based on in vitro 

spectroscopic data, which may not necessarily reflect the 

native state of the enzyme. Therefore, we characterized the SH 

within whole living cells using IR and EPR spectroscopy (Fig. 

9).
38

 In this way, the reducing cytoplasmic environment of the 

enzyme is preserved, and possible artefacts from protein 

purification and sample treatment can be omitted. Notably, 

the feasibility of in vivo spectroscopy depends on a set of 

highly specific markers, which are distinguishable from those 
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Fig. 9: Principles of extended in vivo spectroscopy and selected results obtained for the soluble hydrogenase (SH) from Ralstonia eutropha.
38

 All fully reduced species of the SH are 

subsumed under the heading Nia-SR. A derivative of the green fluorescent protein (GFP) is shown as an example for genetically encoded fluorescent biosensors. 

of other cellular components. In the case of hydrogenase, 

these are the typical EPR signatures of paramagnetic Ni species 

and the IR-detectable stretching vibrations of the biologically 

uncommon CO and CN ligands, which are clearly separated 

from the frequencies of most other normal modes. 

 Using this whole-cell approach, EPR spectroscopy was able 

to show that the SH active site resides mainly in the 

paramagnetic Nia-C state in vivo (Fig. 9, blue).
38

 Upon 

incubation with hydrogen, this redox species is reversibly 

converted to the typical, EPR-silent Nia-SR intermediates, 

probed by IR spectroscopy (Fig. 9, red).
38

 These findings 

demonstrate that the catalytic process of the SH involves a 

redox-active Ni site and substrate binding at the usual third 

bridging site. Moreover, the IR detection of typical reaction 

intermediates shows that the [NiFe] site comprises a standard 

set of one CO and two CN ligands.
38

 Notably, the 

spectroscopic signatures obtained in vivo can be reproduced in 

vitro by incubating the enzyme with an excess of NADH.
48;83

 

This treatment mimics the cytoplasmic conditions experienced 

by the SH, highlighting the significance of adequate and 

representative sample treatment. 

 Besides the optimization of experimental conditions, a 

proper interpretation of spectroscopic data can also be 

ensured by theoretical considerations (vide supra). This second 

approach, complementary to the first, represents a more 

fundamental strategy, which can also be applied to test, if a 

certain interpretation could be legitimate at all. Using this 

methodology, we have revisited the previous structural 

proposals for the SH, showing that the old model for oxygen 

tolerance and catalysis is incompatible with the underlying 

spectroscopic data.
41

 These findings rule out the previous 

interpretations on a fundamental level, demonstrating that the 

additional CN stretching bands cannot reflect extra CN 

ligands. 

 The two spectroscopic studies have shown that hydrogen 

cycling by the SH involves a usual [NiFe] site and typical 

intermediates. Ruling out the old model, the structural basis 

for the oxygen tolerance and the unusual IR spectrum of as-

isolated SH remains to be elucidated. Notably, this unusual 

split-spectrum, exhibiting four instead of two CN stretching 

bands (Fig. 8A, inset), is only observed in the fully oxidized 

state of the enzyme, which may indicate oxidative 

modifications.
48

 Indeed, the split-spectrum disappears upon 

incubation with the cytoplasmic electron donor NADH and 

reappears upon re-oxidation.
48

 The re-formation of the fully 

oxidized state, reflected by the split-spectrum, is dependent 

on the presence of oxygen, demonstrating oxygenation of the 

[NiFe] site.
48

 In this respect, the observation of four CN 

stretching bands indicates a mixture of states, as also 

confirmed by preparation-dependent variations of the CN 

stretching pattern (Fig. 8A, top right).
48;84;101

 The appearance 

of a single high-intensity CO stretching band shows that the 

structural differences between the subspecies in this mixture 

affect the equatorial plane of the Fe site in a selective manner 

(Fig. 4). This rules out variations of an oxygen-derived ligand in 

the third bridging position and strongly indicates 

sulphoxygenation of active site thiolates, likely involving the 

bridging cysteines (Fig. 8A, right).
48

 To test this hypothesis, we 

calculated IR spectra of a large set of sulphoxygenated [NiFe] 

model compounds by DFT. The resulting data clearly show that 

cysteine oxygenation has a strong influence on the CN 

stretching vibrations, while the CO stretching vibration 

remains unaffected in most cases.
48

 In particular, an equimolar 

mixture of states that exhibit Fe-bound sulphenates at the 

bridging cysteines resembles the typical split-spectrum of fully 

oxidized SH (Fig. 8A). Thus, a structural model has been 

obtained, which is able to consistently explain all present and 

previous IR spectroscopic properties of the SH, thereby 
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disentangling the seeming discrepancy between in vitro and in 

vivo data. 

 Besides an explanation of spectroscopic data, active site 

sulphenates also represent a potential key to the oxygen 

tolerance mechanism of the SH (Fig. 8B).
48

 In general, oxygen 

tolerant hydrogenases are assumed to prevent oxidative 

damage by the catalytic reduction of molecular oxygen. 

Sulphoxygenated active site species of the SH are formed 

under aerobic conditions (vide supra) and characterized by two 

oxygen atoms in the lowest oxidation state OII
. This means 

that molecular oxygen has been completely reduced, most 

likely including a peroxidase sub-reaction.
48

 To recover 

catalytic activity, active site sulphenates must be re-reduced in 

a dehydration reaction at potentials clearly below 100 mV.
104

 

Most hydrogenases, however, are linked to the high-potential 

quinone pool in the cytoplasmic membrane (approximately 

+100 mV),
105;106

 so that sulphenates would represent 

irreversible oxidative modifications. In contrast, the SH is 

linked to the low-potential NADH pool of the cytoplasm 

(approximately 320 mV),
72-74;79;107

 and sulphenate formation 

is completely reversible in this enzyme. This statement is 

verified by the spectroscopic data (vide supra) and the NADH-

driven release of oxygen-derived water.
48;97

 The latter reaction 

appears to depend on the presence of the FMN cofactor close 

to the active site, which can be explained by the fact that 

sulphenate reduction requires a two-electron carrier. 

Moreover, this functional model for oxygen tolerance of the 

SH can explain why aerobically isolated SH cannot react with 

hydrogen prior to re-activation by NADH.
48;84;101;103

 

 Using the example of a bifunctional [NiFe] hydrogenase, we 

have shown how spectroscopy and theory can be used to 

propose, validate, or reject models for biomolecular structure 

and function. In particular, the importance of the biochemical 

reaction network for the design of meaningful (in vivo) 

experiments and the functional interpretation of spectroscopic 

data has been emphasized. In this respect, the availability of 

highly selective spectroscopic markers is of central importance 

for the structural characterization of a biomolecule in its 

cellular environment. Another crucial aspect is an increased 

awareness of potentially misleading (in vitro) spectroscopic 

data, whose evaluation requires special care. In this respect, 

the present case study demonstrates the importance of an 

integrated approach that brings together the expertise from 

biological, chemical, and physical sciences. 

The Dynamic Structure of Superoxide Reductase 

Using the example of superoxide reductase, the last case study 

will demonstrate how reaction-induced difference 

spectroscopy can be used to gain both site-specific and global 

information on structural elasticity. A combined approach of X-

ray diffraction, spectroscopy, and theoretical methods that can 

be used to provide detailed insights into the dynamic structure 

of biomolecules will be presented (Fig. 10). 

 Superoxide O2
• is a reactive oxygen species that may 

severely harm cellular compounds, e.g. FeS proteins.
108

 To 

cope with these hazards most living species harbour molecular 

systems for detoxification, and the underlying principles are 

important both from a biochemical and medical point of 

view.
109

 Superoxide reductase (SOR) is a non-heme iron 

enzyme that catalyses the reduction of superoxide to 

hydrogen peroxide by transferring one electron from its 

ferrous active site.
108

 

 In this study, we will deal with the canonical 1Fe-SOR from 

Ignicoccus hospitalis (Ih).
35

 Enzymes of this type are composed 

of four equal subunits (Fig. 10, bottom right), each of which 

harbours a non-heme iron active site in a -barrel fold. In the 

ferrous state, the active site Fe is coordinated by four 

equatorial histidines and an axial cysteine in a square 

pyramidal fashion. This geometry provides a vacant 

coordination site for substrate binding, which is occupied by a 

glutamate ligand in the ferric state of several SOR 

enzymes.
108;110

 This coordination pattern is also reflected by a 

crystal structure of ferric Ih SOR (Fig. 10, top left). However, no 

dissociation of the glutamate ligand has been observed upon 

reduction to the ferrous state.
35

 This finding demonstrates that 

X-ray diffraction is unable to properly monitor structural 

changes associated with the central step of reductive 

activation, most likely due to crystal packing effects. 

Therefore, we have used electrochemically triggered IR 

difference spectroscopy, which selectively monitors structural 

changes associated with the redox transition between the 

ferric and ferrous state (Fig. 10, bottom left).
35

 In contrast to X-

ray diffraction studies on protein crystals, these experiments 

probe SOR in aqueous solution more closely related to the 

natural conditions, which is crucial to obtain representative 

information on the dynamic structure. 

 Using this technique and a crystal structure-based DFT 

model of the active site (Fig. 10, top right), it could be shown 

that the glutamate ligand is reversibly removed from the 

substrate binding site upon reduction of Ih SOR, which is 

mandatory for the enzymatic function (Fig. 10, bottom left).
35

 

This information can be inferred from changes of the 

vibrational signature of the glutamate ligand (red) as well as 

side chain normal modes of the coordinating histidines (blue). 

Comparison with a mutant protein lacking the coordinating 

glutamate also showed that the dissociation of this ligand 

induces extended structural changes in the wild type enzyme, 

indicating high structural elasticity in SOR. Inter alia, these 

structural changes include perturbations of the protein 

backbone (dark green) and amino acid side chain residues in 

loop and helical regions close to the active site (orange and 

red). Even more, the spectroscopic signature of the wild type 

enzyme also revealed a redox-dependent structural 

reorganization of the central -sheet core of the enzyme (dark 

green), remote from the active site. This is a remarkable 

finding, which shows that the addition of a single electron can 

trigger a global conformational transition in a protein 

consisting of thousands of atoms. 

 To proceed in a controlled manner, such a process needs to 

follow a well defined coordinate, which is determined by the 

molecular degrees of freedom and the associated forces. 

Remarkably, global structural transitions were shown to often 

depend on one or few delocalized, thermally excited normal 

modes (vide supra).
13;14;111-113

 Global modes of macromolecules 
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Fig. 10: Experimental and theoretical concepts for the exploration of structural elasticity, exemplarily shown for the redox-dependent rearrangement of superoxide reductase 

(SOR).
35

 (Top left) Crystal structure presentation of a single monomer of SOR from Ignicoccus hospitalis (Ih). Important structural motifs are coloured, except for the -barrel in the 

background (represented by silver arrows). (Bottom left) Redox-dependent IR difference spectrum of Ih SOR. Encoded structural changes are colour-coded according to the above 

crystal structure presentation. (Top right) Computational SOR active site model used for the calculation and assignment of IR spectra. (Bottom right) Crystal structure of the whole 

homotetrameric Ih SOR. Deformation by a delocalized normal mode that is proposed to guide the transition between the ferric and ferrous states is represented by dark green 

displacement vectors, which are shown for C atoms whose movements exceed the root mean square deviation (arbitrarily chosen as 2 Å). Molecular and normal mode 

presentations were created using VMD and the NMWiz plug-in.
4;114

 

 

can be calculated by using classical molecular mechanics. In 

this respect, normal mode analysis based on elastic network 

models (ENMs) is a robust technique, which provides reliable 

results at minimum computational cost.
13;112;115-119

 In contrast 

to other classical approaches, elaborate force field 

parameterization is not necessary, and the Hookean pair 

potentials of ENMs allow skipping the error-prone and time-

consuming process of geometry optimization so that crystal 

structure data can be directly used as an input.
115;117

 Using this 

methodology 
120

 and the crystal structure of ferric Ih SOR, we 

could show that normal modes with a considerable 

displacement of the glutamate ligand resemble the structural 

changes inferred from the IR difference spectra.
35

 In particular, 

a large glutamate displacement was observed for a normal 

mode that exhibits in-phase movements of helical and loop 

regions of all four subunits as well as the -sheet core of the 

enzyme (Fig. 10, bottom right). This normal mode represents a 

reasonable candidate for thermal movements that guide the 

structural transition between ferric and ferrous SOR and, thus, 

a coarse-grained 3D depiction of the structural changes 

encoded in the IR difference spectrum. The underlying atom 

displacements proceed synchronously in all four subunits and, 

thus, the associated structural rearrangements can integrate 

the structural states of the four active site copies. Such a 

process might be functionally relevant by allowing reductive 

activation or catalysis to proceed in a cooperative manner.
35

 

 The example of superoxide reductase shows that structure 

should be perceived as a dynamic rather than a static property, 

especially in those cases where the molecular function is 

linked to considerable atom movements. In this respect, 

normal modes may serve both as structural markers in 

vibrational spectroscopy and determinants of functional 

dynamics. Moreover, the present case study demonstrates the 

feasibility of a complementary approach including both crystal 

structure analysis and computationally aided spectroscopy. 

The former provides an overall model of the static molecular 

structure and a basis for detailed spectroscopic and 

computational studies. In return, these latter studies extend 

the available structural information to the dynamic regime and 

conditions that are more closely related to the physiological 

environment. In this respect, the combination of IR difference 

spectroscopy and ENM analysis has been introduced as a 

powerful vibrational approach for the elucidation of reaction-

specific structural rearrangements and the underlying 

molecular degrees of freedom. 

Future Prospects 

Challenges and Chances 

We have outlined an integral approach for the spectroscopic 

characterization of biological macromolecules, which explicitly 
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considers requirements arising from (1) size and complexity as 

well as (2) the native reaction network. While the underlying 

principles have been exemplarily demonstrated by selected 

case studies, we will now present some conceptual extensions 

to cope with the challenges in bio-molecular spectroscopy. 

 The second case study on a complex hydrogenase has 

highlighted the importance of adequate experimental 

conditions to obtain representative information on bio-

molecular structure and function.
38

 In this respect, the concept 

of in vivo spectroscopy has been introduced as a means to 

directly probe a system of interest in its native cellular 

environment. An extension of this approach is highly desirable 

in order to increase the amount of extractable information. 

 Structure and function of a molecule in vivo depend on the 

cellular status, which in turn responds to environmental 

triggers, e.g. hydrogen and oxygen partial pressures in the case 

of hydrogenase. In principle, these relations offer the 

possibility to manipulate a molecule of interest in a 

physiological manner. However, the underlying cellular 

reaction networks are complex, and an adjustment of external 

triggers alone is insufficient to precisely control and explore 

the biochemical factors that determine the status of a target 

molecule. To reach this goal, complementary information on 

the cellular status is required as well. In recent years, a 

number of sensory derivatives of fluorescent proteins have 

been designed.
121-139

 These genetically encoded biosensors can 

complement spectroscopic data of the target molecule by 

probing essential cytoplasmic properties in space and time, 

e.g. the concentration of ions and small molecules as well as 

pH and reduction potential. Using these tools, an extended 

type of in vivo spectroscopy can provide structural information 

on a biomolecule of interest under various native conditions, 

and the underlying cellular determinants can be identified. 

Therefore, such studies could also help to elucidate adequate 

conditions for elaborate in vitro experiments and targets for 

optimizing biotechnological processes. With a strict control of 

extracellular triggers, this approach may additionally yield 

insights into the biochemical reaction network of the target 

molecule as a whole, which is important for both fundamental 

and applied sciences. For an extended in vivo analysis of the 

soluble hydrogenase (vide supra), we are currently exploring 

the possibilities of IR and fluorescence spectroscopy in an 

experimental approach that allows a tight control of 

atmospheric gas mixtures and a precise monitoring of the 

cellular NADH level. 

 Another special aspect of biological macromolecules that 

has been stressed in the case study on superoxide reductase is 

the potential importance of functional dynamics.
35

 Thermal 

motions could also play a role in the second model system 

hydrogenase, e.g. by facilitating hydrogen tunnelling. Such 

effects, discussed for other enzymes,
15-33

 have not been 

considered in the available catalytic models for hydrogenase, 

all of which are based on classical over-the-barrier reactions 

involving equilibrium structures.
69;140-142

 

 Remarkably, even global movements in proteins can be 

usually traced back to few thermally excited normal 

modes.
13;14;111-113

 In principle, this may allow to enhance the 

molecular function by tuning the dynamic structure, given that 

the underlying intramolecular motions are properly 

understood. On a theoretical level, these phenomena can 

often be studied by using classical normal mode or essential 

dynamics analysis.
13;14;112;113;115-119;143

 Their experimental 

exploration by vibrational spectroscopy, however, represents a 

highly delicate issue. With increasing size of the molecule, the 

number of thermal modes will increase as well, and very slow 

motions become possible. While this higher availability might 

be beneficial from a functional point of view, the necessity to 

detect one or few relevant modes amongst many others poses 

considerable challenges on the spectroscopic techniques used, 

especially in the low-frequency regime. While some 

information may be accessible by far-IR and terahertz 

spectroscopy,
144;145

 site-selective vibrational techniques are 

more suitable, given that the relevant atom movements can be 

associated with explicit functional sites. Besides RR 

spectroscopy, presented in the first case study, nuclear 

resonance vibrational spectroscopy (NRVS) 
146;147

 and 

vibrational coherence spectroscopy (VCS) 
148

 represent two 

further vibrational techniques that are inter alia suited for the 

site-selective probing of low-frequency modes.
‡
 All three 

methods can be used for the characterization of biological 

macromolecules,(see e.g. references 
39;40;54;64;86;146;149-161

) and 

both RR and NRVS spectroscopy have been recently 

established in hydrogenase research.
39;40;64;86;155

 Despite 

technical advancements, the explicit application of vibrational 

spectroscopy to study functional dynamics is still sparse, the 

low-frequency modes of heme proteins being one of the few 

examples.
34;158;161-163

 At this point, it should be noted that 

molecular vibrations exhibit periods on the timescale of 

chemical reactions and, consequently, valuable information 

may be obtained. In this respect, NRVS can be used for the 

selective and quantitative probing of normal modes involving 

Fe movements.
146;147

 This may provide a unique access to 

vibrational dynamics of Fe proteins,
34;146;149-154

 e.g. the 

functional movements predicted for superoxide reductase 

(vide supra). Complementary, VCS and femtosecond 

stimulated Raman spectroscopy (FSRS) offer a time resolution 

that exceeds the frequencies of molecular vibrations.
148;164

 In 

this way, valuable insights into functional dynamics, non-

equilibrium structural properties, and biochemical reaction 

coordinates may come into reach. 

 Besides their possible functional importance, vibrational 

dynamics also represent a challenge for the theoretical 

description of macromolecular properties, including 

spectroscopic observables. While technical aspects of 

computational chemistry are beyond the scope of this article, 

we like to stress that typical electronic structure calculations 

refer to the molecular equilibrium geometry, which 

approximates the situation at 0 K. Naturally, biochemical 

reactions proceed at ambient temperature or above, and 

under these conditions the probability to observe the 

equilibrium geometry is decreased to some extent, even in the 

absence of large scale domain movements (Fig. 2B). First, the 

thermal excitation of numerous low-frequency modes (vide 

supra) increases the probability to observe molecular 
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geometries approaching the classical turning points of these 

oscillations (Fig. 2C, blue). Second, anharmonic motions may 

shift the average of the thermal distribution away from the 

equilibrium geometry, which implies a net distortion of the 

molecule (Fig. 2C, red). Indeed, anharmonicity of thermal 

protein motions has been reported, especially for very low-

frequency modes with major contributions to the overall 

thermal motion.
10;14;112;113;117;119;143;165

 In summary, the 

properties of thermally excited macromolecules may 

considerably differ from those predicted for 0 K, as suggested 

by the temperature dependence of many spectroscopic 

observables. This notion may be particularly relevant for 

metalloproteins, whose functional sites comprise a number of 

relatively soft metalligand coordinates (vide supra). As a 

consequence, a future quantum chemistry approach to such 

systems may benefit from a more explicit consideration of 

thermal effects on the molecular geometry, especially with 

respect to anharmonic low-energy coordinates. Besides a 

more representative prediction of spectroscopic and other 

properties, this may also provide valuable insights into non-

equilibrium structures and their possible impact on 

biochemical reactivity. 

Conclusion and Outlook 

In the present article we have illustrated the challenges and 

capabilities of bio-molecular spectroscopy. Selected case 

studies have shown how structure-function relationships can 

be elucidated by computationally aided spectroscopy, 

preferably under physiological conditions. In a more general 

sense, these examples have highlighted the natural 

entanglement of spectroscopic observables and essential 

molecular properties. As demonstrated by these studies, this 

relation is normally utilized to explore the molecular structure 

from spectroscopic experiments. Using the example of 

functional vibrations, we have furthermore shown that certain 

subjects of spectroscopic research may also represent a direct 

link to molecular function that goes beyond their evaluation as 

structural markers. Expanding this thought, spectroscopic 

observables could also serve as sophisticated targets for the 

design and optimization of functional molecules. This 

paradigm shift from an analytical to a predictive expertise may 

represent a valuable perspective for the emerging field of 

computational spectroscopy. Indeed, similar conceptual 

expansions have proven valuable, including the extension of 

classical biology in terms of biotechnology and bio-inspired 

chemistry. In conclusion, we propose a dual future approach, 

which uses spectroscopic observables as classical markers for 

structure analysis as well as experimentally traceable targets 

for the computational optimization of tailored molecules. 
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Supporting Information 
 
All calculations have been performed as described in the Computational Methods section of the manuscript. The 
applied level of theory has been tested previously in comparison to other functional / basis set combinations in 
preliminary calculations for studies presented in reference [49] of the manuscript.[1] Here, BP86 was found to be 
superior to other functionals in terms of reproducing experimental IR data of a [NiFe] hydrogenase. During these 
studies, we also found that using the tzvp basis set for atoms other than Ni and Fe does not change results to a 
considerable extent. The above observation is in agreement with previous studies on another [NiFe] 
hydrogenase,[2] showing that BP86 gives low energy structures and a very good agreement with geometric 
parameters from the crystal structure (both superior to B3LYP). 
 

Detailed information regarding spin state, total charge, and Cartesian coordinates is given in the following for all 
model compounds discussed in the manuscript. 

 
[1]  Y. Rippers, M. Horch, P. Hildebrandt, I. Zebger and M. A. Mroginski, ChemPhysChem, 2012, DOI: 

10.1002/cphc.201200562 
[2]  P. Jayapal, D. Robinson, M. Sundararajan, I. H. Hillier and J. J. W. McDouall, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2008, 10, 1734. 
 
 
Structural and Electronic Parameters of the Model Complexes 
 
Fe2+(CO)(CN−)2(SH−)2   S = 0  total charge = −2 
 
Atom         Coordinates (Ångstroms) 
                 X                  Y                Z 
------------------------------------------------------ 
S       12.923520    3.373527   70.252405 
S       15.510604    1.504003   70.282828 
Fe      13.278934    1.149634   70.820331 
C       13.599482   -0.723035   70.729267 
N       13.832558   -1.888539   70.645681 
C       11.401853    0.865100   70.703922 
N       10.223476    0.719581   70.604120 
C       13.275017    1.171089   72.500398 
O       13.296522    1.219942   73.692812 
H       11.562282    3.442872   70.368917 
H       16.001600    0.234724   70.421323 
 
 
Fe2+(CO)(CN−)2(SCH3

−)2  S = 0  total charge = −2 
 
Atom       Coordinates (Ångstroms) 
                X                   Y                Z 
------------------------------------------------------ 
C       11.660264    4.483524   70.145234 
S       13.406489    3.921691   69.911789 
C       16.993785    0.676709   70.395952 
S       15.913673    2.132459   70.030380 
Fe      13.708265    1.735037   70.601281 
C       14.001144   -0.142712   70.572764 
N       14.193560   -1.318322   70.520825 
C       11.842155    1.398404   70.471381 
N       10.673034    1.194661   70.355518 
C       13.712038    1.850409   72.280203 
O       13.740161    1.967657   73.468319 
H       10.957411    3.655709   69.952902 
H       11.454221    5.324164   69.451106 
H       17.327845    0.680151   71.453021 
H       16.450909   -0.265293   70.211041 
H       11.490323    4.846768   71.178754 
H       17.897162    0.725426   69.753709 



 

fac-Fe2+(CO)(CN−)3(SH−)2  S = 0  total charge = −3 
 

Atom         Coordinates (Ångstroms) 
                 X                  Y                Z 
------------------------------------------------------ 
S       12.687677    3.461153   70.513638 
S       15.544858    1.378669   70.551468 
Fe      13.063082    0.936288   70.705809 
C       13.353555   -0.947227   70.884098 
N       13.516051   -2.119519   71.042379 
C       11.166338    0.701869   70.757859 
N        9.980140    0.579678   70.830644 
C       13.136581    1.165043   72.433012 
O       13.177478    1.308059   73.619264 
H       11.317630    3.438385   70.545915 
H       15.626862    1.211388   69.199147 
C       13.036035    0.739343   68.729895 
N       13.049577    0.606329   67.545878 
 

 

fac-Fe2+(CO)(CN−)3(SCH3
−)2  S = 0  total charge = −3 

 

Atom        Coordinates (Ångstroms) 
                X                  Y                 Z 
------------------------------------------------------ 
S       12.913166    3.234831   70.794868 
S       15.518730    0.856379   70.461847 
Fe      13.036811    0.725283   70.858147 
C       13.154186   -1.190418   70.898741 
N       13.213413   -2.380086   70.977108 
C       11.148161    0.665000   71.166335 
N        9.973959    0.646258   71.387697 
C       13.365235    0.839355   72.565801 
O       13.586151    0.911421   73.738089 
C       12.725306    0.683761   68.899846 
N       12.538838    0.684791   67.721944 
C       11.414153    3.583466   69.775938 
C       15.698033    1.953668   68.990339 
H       10.524879    3.109373   70.232705 
H       11.240019    4.682268   69.687564 
H       11.534484    3.151927   68.763988 
H       16.775822    2.151226   68.775811 
H       15.228186    1.492572   68.100697 
H       15.173586    2.910869   69.178412 
 

 

mer-Fe2+(CO)(CN−)3(SH−)2  S = 0  total charge = −3 
 

Atom         Coordinates (Ångstroms) 
                 X                 Y                  Z 
------------------------------------------------------ 
S       12.557644    3.328914   70.241645 
S       15.538802    1.370026   70.379045 
Fe      13.030468    0.881465   70.560417 
C       13.462201   -0.968240   70.789866 
N       13.695780   -2.129506   70.943225 
C       11.351831    0.581096   70.694160 
C       13.166532    1.193325   72.483718 
H       12.649006    3.682632   71.559648 
H       15.978965    0.117777   70.713982 
C       12.956220    0.671136   68.611805 
N       12.833424    0.528202   67.434010 
O       10.179670    0.355993   70.793771 
N       13.168858    1.394580   73.660154 



 
mer-Fe2+(CO)(CN−)3(SCH3

−)2  S = 0  total charge = −3 
 

Atom         Coordinates (Ångstroms) 
                 X                  Y                 Z 
------------------------------------------------------ 
C       12.992135    4.426923   70.787650 
S       12.104775    3.253455   69.676031 
C       16.374679    1.230202   71.152084 
S       15.333247    1.832744   69.752176 
Fe      13.024147    0.997119   70.283933 
C       13.784236   -0.717777   70.675045 
N       14.231014   -1.792764   70.942958 
C       11.431460    0.473709   70.646227 
C       13.304717    1.572923   72.122580 
H       12.764525    4.229319   71.852422 
H       12.718956    5.481447   70.543145 
H       15.996286    1.621266   72.116156 
H       16.337933    0.125042   71.208737 
H       14.083117    4.287015   70.654599 
H       17.435928    1.549848   71.021072 
C       12.819908    0.510166   68.397923 
N       12.631401    0.187000   67.265680 
N       13.440929    1.913215   73.259700 
O       10.327248    0.093303   70.911363 
 
 
Ni2+(CN−)κ2S,S-(S2C2H4

2−)  S = 0  total charge = −1 
 

Atom         Coordinates (Ångstroms) 
                 X                  Y                 Z 
------------------------------------------------------ 
C       14.300282    3.198796   71.528233 
S       13.672272    3.936684   69.942062 
C       15.772554    2.869608   71.335479 
S       15.973462    1.821171   69.800148 
Ni      14.457046    2.531763   68.476494 
C       14.857535    1.490376   66.991877 
N       15.004085    0.895738   65.973334 
H       16.195224    2.292177   72.184021 
H       16.352359    3.804861   71.221052 
H       14.151821    3.942035   72.336952 
H       13.728972    2.284397   71.772818 
 
 
Ni2+(CN−)(OH−)κ2S,S-(S2C2H4

2−)  S = 0  total charge = −2 
 

Atom         Coordinates (Ångstroms) 
                 X                 Y                  Z 
------------------------------------------------------ 
C       14.329639    3.146272   71.675769 
S       13.258988    3.631855   70.247549 
C       15.770812    2.941056   71.211897 
S       15.838136    1.703224   69.832662 
Ni      14.069038    2.308000   68.569176 
C       14.690117    1.304297   67.131269 
N       15.001392    0.693200   66.154602 
H       16.418876    2.582633   72.048408 
H       16.173548    3.917269   70.867322 
H       14.276054    3.937082   72.462545 
H       13.966531    2.198586   72.129311 
O       12.552527    2.792196   67.542341 
H       12.797920    2.355835   66.698804 



 
Ni2+(CN−)(OOH−)κ2S,S-(S2C2H4

2−) S = 0  total charge = −2 
 

Atom         Coordinates (Ångstroms) 
                 X                  Y                 Z 
------------------------------------------------------ 
C       14.330062    3.123109   71.633687 
S       13.180131    3.631034   70.272811 
C       15.746748    2.960455   71.088625 
S       15.760451    1.764010   69.670933 
Ni      13.885198    2.346143   68.551654 
C       14.408222    1.327621   67.069339 
N       14.647490    0.712883   66.074429 
H       16.445724    2.589590   71.876418 
H       16.113275    3.952758   70.751052 
H       14.300241    3.892813   72.441243 
H       14.004480    2.157497   72.076054 
O       12.214772    2.773587   67.777526 
O       12.298994    3.087033   66.307307 
H       12.886587    2.335119   66.043184 
 

 
 
 
Ni2+(CN−)(H−)κ2S,S-(S2C2H4

2−)  S = 0  total charge = −2 
 

Atom         Coordinates (Ångstroms) 
                 X                  Y                 Z 
------------------------------------------------------ 
C       14.299888    3.177259   71.568981 
S       13.413052    3.758714   70.040302 
C       15.768651    2.872784   71.273022 
S       15.941839    1.653290   69.886517 
Ni      14.302384    2.416595   68.476271 
C       14.815020    1.459486   66.985106 
N       15.109917    0.854529   65.998686 
H       16.270383    2.464900   72.183620 
H       16.278656    3.824930   71.009867 
H       14.209638    3.959077   72.362060 
H       13.817438    2.252733   71.952686 
H       13.194246    2.908278   67.597746 
 



 
Nia-C     S = 1/2  total charge = −2 
 

Atom         Coordinates (Ångstroms) 
                 X                  Y                 Z 
------------------------------------------------------ 
C       16.626001    5.697001   69.681000 
C       15.195660    5.145996   69.758874 
S       14.616155    4.545253   68.103459 
C       10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C       10.943778    3.418133   69.575409 
S       12.573241    2.791526   70.208163 
C       14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C       14.011792    0.302570   65.739465 
S       14.586013    1.980890   66.295509 
C       17.641999    0.255001   69.424000 
C       16.173201    0.026411   69.059608 
S       15.074497    1.182990   70.003136 
Ni      13.856094    2.431549   68.362420 
Fe      12.830622    0.546642   69.819540 
C       13.267539   -1.152890   69.084193 
N       13.577924   -2.214667   68.644349 
C       10.995487    0.314591   69.357943 
N        9.836980    0.207206   69.111256 
C       12.582090   -0.134038   71.394797 
O       12.411730   -0.595217   72.472605 
H       14.506322    5.928165   70.134985 
H       15.148088    4.302001   70.466115 
H       17.322426    4.904727   69.354197 
H       13.938700   -0.370368   66.610477 
H       12.997011    0.384587   65.305935 
H       15.089952    0.397008   63.826814 
H        9.790940    5.278424   69.544851 
H       10.156767    2.781139   70.013797 
H       10.920081    3.245574   68.486863 
H       17.822161    0.094882   70.504288 
H       15.838779   -1.003355   69.269291 
H       16.003345    0.226431   67.988781 
H       17.951893    1.287849   69.180906 
H       18.298771   -0.440646   68.861540 
H       11.569938    5.499023   69.437305 
H       10.814147    5.075988   71.002928 
H       16.969022    6.082800   70.666088 
H       16.697125    6.523592   68.948147 
H       15.993991   -0.397767   65.143631 
H       14.644332   -1.264042   64.341178 
H       12.996191    1.075225   68.198212 
 

 



Nia-X     S = 1/2  total charge = −3 
 

Atom         Coordinates (Ångstroms) 
                 X                 Y                  Z 
------------------------------------------------------ 
C       16.626001    5.697001   69.681000 
C       15.098020    5.512191   69.692868 
S       14.426202    4.925606   68.072734 
C       10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C       10.855284    3.376197   70.019480 
S       12.555311    2.873628   70.544444 
C       14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C       14.050413    0.441723   65.691654 
S       14.710202    2.101943   66.178634 
C       17.641999    0.255001   69.424000 
C       16.233813    0.345297   68.830445 
S       15.149668    1.463764   69.827607 
Ni      13.724113    2.613705   68.340892 
Fe      12.936831    0.611045   69.970754 
C       13.369852   -1.061843   69.172006 
N       13.665315   -2.124001   68.712827 
C       11.072735    0.245521   69.782481 
N        9.904001    0.020555   69.704605 
C       12.997698   -0.041445   71.573475 
O       13.037819   -0.498313   72.676718 
H       14.619683    6.477887   69.972583 
H       14.811217    4.776073   70.465602 
H       17.111123    4.730666   69.455767 
H       13.919859   -0.180412   66.595096 
H       13.046437    0.549194   65.230321 
H       15.145715    0.336642   63.788928 
H        9.759534    5.235410   69.575130 
H       10.119881    2.973253   70.741942 
H       10.648089    2.896344   69.049973 
H       17.623159   -0.159605   70.451485 
H       15.751631   -0.646648   68.790405 
H       16.253235    0.766064   67.803264 
H       18.118089    1.253879   69.481299 
H       18.300703   -0.397993   68.806805 
H       11.527617    5.264123   69.191336 
H       10.975799    5.385829   70.887914 
H       17.017733    6.069397   70.659494 
H       16.931592    6.415143   68.893402 
H       15.980381   -0.432817   65.164814 
H       14.587262   -1.265266   64.392743 
H       12.817005    1.237227   68.369431 
H       12.569528    3.029659   67.534626 
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SI 1: Structural modelling of oxidized states of the  NAD+-reducing soluble 
hydrogenase (SH) from Ralstonia eutropha (Re) 

 
In lack of a crystal structure of the SH, we have adopted a previously established model for 
the active site of [NiFe] hydrogenases.1-4 While this type of model tends to systematically 
under/overestimate the CO/FeCO stretching frequencies, relative changes as well as other 
metalligand and intra-ligand modes of the Fe(CO)(CN)2 moiety are well reproduced (see 
also the Theoretical Methods section of the manuscript).1,4 The systematic underestimation of 
CO stretching frequencies can be explained as follows. In the computational models, the 
atoms of the diatomic ligand are arranged quasi linearly, which is in contrast to the slightly 
bent configuration observed in crystal structures of [NiFe] hydrogenases. This feature likely 
enhances backbonding to the diatomic ligands. In case of the cyanides, this effect is assumed 
to be negligible, because their bonding to metal ions is dominated by donation. The absolute 
CN stretching frequencies are therefore modelled quite well. By contrast, CO bonding to iron 
is strongly governed by  backbonding. Consequently, the population of antibonding * 
orbitals of the CO ligand is more pronounced in the model compounds, and, therefore, the 
calculated CO stretching frequencies are generally lower than the experimental ones. As a 
matter of principle, this systematic underestimation does not interfere with the evaluation of 
relative frequencies, as adopted in the manuscript. Even more, the enhanced backbonding to 
the CO ligand likely increases the sensitivity of the CO stretching vibration towards structural 
changes. As a consequence, the minor changes calculated for this normal mode are expected 
to be even smaller in the enzyme, supporting the conclusions drawn in the manuscript.  

Due to the absence of notable EPR signals, the oxidation and spin state of the Ni ion is 
not unambiguously known for oxidized SH.5-11 Moreover, the exact chemical nature of the 
bridging ligand is elusive to date. For the active site models discussed in this paper we have 
made a conservative estimate, assuming a bridging OH ligand as found in the highest 
oxidized state of most other oxygen-tolerant [NiFe] hydrogenases (Nir-B).12 Moreover, we 
followed the assumption of an FeII NiIII, S = 1/2 ground state that is EPR silent due to 
antiferromagnetic coupling to another, so far unidentified unpaired electron.2,10,13 This 
approach is justified by the IR spectroscopic observation of a ‘Nir-B-like’ state in whole Re 
cells, comparable to the fully oxidized state of the bidirectional hydrogenase from 
Synechoscystis sp.10,14 This redox state exhibits rather high frequencies for CO and CN 
stretching vibrations, very similar to those observed for the Nir-B state (NiIII, S = 1/2) of other 
[NiFe] hydrogenases.15 Consistently, CN stretching frequencies of this experimentally 
observed species are also well reproduced by the computational model of the Nir-B state, as 
shown in the manuscript. Comparably high frequencies are also observed for as-isolated SH, 
where band positions approach values up to 2100 (CN stretching) and 1975 cm1 (CO 
stretching).5,8,11,16,17 These CO and CN stretching frequencies of oxidized SH are among the 
highest detected for [NiFe] hydrogenases in the NiIII state and considerably higher than typical 
values for NiII species.15 In contrast, reduced states of the SH, as observed in standard [NiFe] 
hydrogenase, have been shown to exhibit CO and CN stretchings in the normal frequency 
range, excluding systematically higher values for these vibrations in the SH.10 While other 
scenarios cannot be entirely excluded, infrared spectroscopic properties of oxidized SH 
disagree with the presence of NiII and support the above assumption of a NiIII, S = 1/2 ground 
state as well as a Nir-B-like structure containing a bridging OH ligand. This scenario is not in 
conflict with the detection of an EPR signal for the enzyme’s Nia-C state (NiIII, S = 1/2), 
observed under reducing conditions.10 When the SH is reduced to the Nia-C state, the 
presumed paramagnetic species, which gives rise to the coupling in the oxidized state, should 
be reduced as well. This likely results in an S = 0 system which is no longer capable of 
pronounced antiferromagnetic coupling to the active site NiIII ion (S = 1/2). Also from the 
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conceptual point of view, the assumption of a typical NiIII, S = 1/2 state (without loss of 
generality) provides a more convenient model for the investigation of the structural aspects in 
question, because in this case there is no singlet / triplet ambiguity, in contrast to a putative 
NiII scenario. 
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SI 2: Comparison of in vitro and in vivo IR spectra of the NAD+-reducing soluble 
hydrogenase (SH) from Ralstonia eutropha (Re) 
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Fig. SI 1: IR spectra (2nd derivative representation) of SH within whole living cells of Re, i.e. 
under reducing conditions (A) and purified, as-isolated (oxidized) SH obtained from the same 
cells (B). 
 
 
SI 3: IR spectroscopic signature of the Nia-S state as observed for SH within Re cells 
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Fig. SI 2: IR spectrum (2nd derivative representation) of the Nia-S intermediate monitored 
during aerobic oxidation of SH within Re cells. The spectrum was recorded at 15°C in the 
attenuated total reflection (ATR) mode using a Harrick BioATRcell II. Other measurements 
conditions were as described in the Experimental and Computational Details section of the 
manuscript. 
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SI 4: pH-dependent IR spectra of as-isolated oxidized SH 
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Figure SI 3. IR spectra of fully oxidized SH at (A) pH 6.2, (B) pH 7, and (C) pH 8, displaying 
the spectral range of CO and CN stretching vibrations. The horizontal arrow indicates minor 
shifts of the CO stretching bands towards lower frequencies, as observed upon increasing the 
pH. All spectra are normalized with respect to the intensity of the dominant CO stretching 
vibration (ca. 1957 cm1) to emphasize changes in the relative intensity of a minor band at ca. 
1971 cm1. 
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SI 5: Overview of calculated CO and CN stretching frequencies of computational 
[NiFe] models 
 
Table SI 1: Overview of calculated CO and CN stretching frequencies of computational 
[NiFe] models. Frequency changes in comparison to a model of the Nir-B state are given in 
parentheses for each compound. Unsigned average values of these changes (arithmetic and 
geometric) are given at the bottom of the table. Model compounds are enumerated and labeled 
according to the nomenclature used within the manuscript. 
 

Nr. (Sulfoxygenated) Redox Species 
Vibrational Frequency / cm-1 

ν(CO) νas(CN) νs(CN) 

0 No sulfoxygenation (Nir-B) 1922 2080 2089 

1 S(µA)−O(Fe) 1923 (+1) 2078 (2) 2088 (1) 
2 S(µB)−O(Fe) 1924 (+2) 2066 (14) 2097 (+8) 

3 S(µA)−O(Fe), S(µB)−O(Fe) 1934 (+12) 2090 (+10) 2097 (+9) 

4 S(µA)−O(Ni) 1924 (+2) 2085 (+5) 2095 (+6) 

5 S(µB)−O(Ni) 1925 (+3) 2077 (3) 2094 (+5) 

6 S(µA)−O(Ni), S(µB)−O(Ni) 1924 (+2) 2091 (+11) 2101 (+12) 

7 S(A)−O(Ni) 1921 (1) 2072 (8) 2093 (+4) 

8 S(B)−O(Ni) 1921 (1) 2072 (8) 2091 (+2) 

9 S(A)−O(Ni), S(B)−O(Ni) 1921 (1) 2074 (6) 2090 (+1) 

10 S(µA)=O 1936 (+14) 2084 (+4) 2094 (+5) 

11 S(µB)=O 1937 (+15) 2085 (+5) 2093 (+4) 

12 S(µA)=O, S(µB)=O 1949 (+27) 2089 (+9) 2097 (+8) 

13 S(A)=O 1923 (+1) 2066 (14) 2090 (+1) 

14 S(B)=O 1923 (+1) 2078 (2) 2091 (+2) 

15 S(A)=O, S(B)=O 1925 (+3) 2070 (10) 2092 (+3) 

16 S(A)=O, S(µB)−O(Fe) 1926 (+4) 2060 (20) 2098 (+9) 

17 S(B)=O, S(µB)−O(Ni) 1922 (±0) 2079 (1) 2093 (+4) 

18 S(A)−O(Ni), S(µB)−O(Fe) 1923 (+1) 2060 (20) 2097 (+8) 

19 S(B)=O, S(µA)−O(Fe) 1925 (+3) 2076 (4) 2084 (-5) 

20 S(µA)−O(Ni), S(µB)−O(Fe) 1925 (+3) 2077 (3) 2098 (+9) 

21 S(B)−O(Ni), S(µA)−O(Ni) 1923 (+1) 2084 (+4) 2098 (+9) 

22 S(A)−O(Ni), S(µA)−O(Ni) 1923 (+1) 2085 (+5) 2095 (+6) 

23 S(B)−O(Ni), S(µB)−O(Ni) 1923 (+1) 2076 (4) 2093 (+4) 

24 S(B)−O(Ni), S(µA)−O(Fe) 1924 (+2) 2077 (3) 2087 (2) 
25 S(A)−O(Ni), S(µA)−O(Fe) 1922 (±0) 2077 (3) 2087 (2) 
26 S(B)=O, S(µA)−O(Ni) 1925 (+3) 2085 (+5) 2095 (+6) 

27 S(A)−O(Ni), S(µB)−O(Ni) 1920 (2) 2079 (1) 2092 (+3) 

28 S(A)=O, S(µB)−O(Ni) 1926 (+4) 2075 (5) 2094 (+5) 

29 S(B)−O(Ni), S(µB)−O(Fe) 1925 (+3) 2063 (17) 2097 (+8) 

30 S(A)−O(Ni), S(B)=O 1921 (1) 2075 (5) 2093 (+4) 

31 S(B)=O, S(µB)−O(Fe) 1924 (+2) 2064 (16) 2097 (+8) 

32 S(µA)−O(Fe), S(µB)−O(Ni) 1925 (+3) 2082 (+2) 2091 (+2) 

33 S(A)=O, S(B)−O(Ni) 1921 (1) 2068 (12) 2090 (+1) 

34 S(A)=O, S(µA)−O(Ni) 1924 (+2) 2084 (+4) 2095 (+6) 

35 S(A)=O, S(µA)−O(Fe) 1925 (+3) 2077 (2) 2085 (4) 

  mean frequency shift versus Nir-B (arithmetic) ±3.6 ±7.1 ±5.0 

  mean frequency shift versus Nir-B (geometric) ±2.2 ±5.5 ±4.1 
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SI 6: Structures of computational [NiFe] models 
 
 
In the following, structural depictions are given for all computational [NiFe] models. Model 
compounds are enumerated and labeled according to the nomenclature used within the 
manuscript. 
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SI 7: Cartesian coordinates and total free energies of computational [NiFe] models 
 
 
In the following, Cartesian coordinates and total free energies (at 298 K) are listed for all 
computational [NiFe] models (see SI 6 for structural depictions). Model compounds are 
presented according to the following scheme using the numbering introduced in the 
manuscript. 
 
 
Model #   Energy in Hartree 
 
Atom   Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) in Å
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Model 0   -5057.157850 
 
C                    16.626001    5.697001   69.681000 
C                    15.146342    5.570904   69.290179 
S                    14.869472    4.419719   67.865176 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    11.224587    3.490103   69.533584 
S                    12.871117    3.119251   70.302881 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.517994    0.070276   66.126947 
S                    15.266387    1.673416   66.678022 
C                    17.641999    0.255001   69.424000 
C                    16.213516   -0.097680   69.835640 
S                    15.316042    1.391323   70.457592 
Ni                   14.172165    2.376930   68.545212 
Fe                   13.031270    0.819175   70.773870 
C                    13.370852   -1.048938   70.760900 
N                    13.625856   -2.208720   70.684982 
C                    11.148110    0.549569   70.821212 
N                     9.964309    0.434998   70.851494 
C                    13.108592    0.920806   72.493046 
O                    13.168040    0.990489   73.674680 
O                    12.992033    0.828087   68.715588 
H                    14.750116    6.562040   68.987129 
H                    14.544151    5.223657   70.148101 
H                    17.013116    4.716475   70.009042 
H                    14.812848   -0.750137   66.812111 
H                    13.416301    0.144157   66.163358 
H                    14.680932    0.514660   63.990643 
H                     9.775723    5.126899   69.468711 
H                    10.520250    2.718495   69.888567 
H                    11.333779    3.385826   68.440904 
H                    18.206342    0.694377   70.268504 
H                    16.174866   -0.858806   70.634245 
H                    15.657101   -0.515213   68.980086 
H                    13.490046    0.009203   68.503285 
H                    17.622639    0.986090   68.596709 
H                    18.188510   -0.647931   69.079080 
H                    11.484580    5.664436   69.550311 
H                    10.682732    5.010409   71.008040 
H                    16.766832    6.424006   70.510606 
H                    17.237982    6.029555   68.821518 
H                    16.090696   -0.346687   64.661050 
H                    14.563941   -1.239668   64.360752 
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Model 1   -5132.347863 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    15.301580    4.937369   69.800932 
S                    14.903493    4.113192   68.193715 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    11.278253    3.634371   69.213822 
S                    12.573364    2.812546   70.254630 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.586301   -0.098070   66.174442 
S                    15.289426    1.485968   66.822148 
C                    17.641999    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.282213   -0.192810   69.963296 
S                    15.319037    1.289020   70.547252 
Ni                   14.101325    2.071909   68.666476 
Fe                   12.205328    0.495846   70.599742 
C                    12.352584   -1.396456   70.619259 
N                    12.538322   -2.569991   70.565462 
C                    10.482862    0.503092   69.835498 
N                     9.395945    0.576908   69.355788 
C                    11.516798    0.562970   72.180754 
O                    11.033418    0.599596   73.261947 
O                    12.993337    0.500207   68.728186 
H                    14.482900    5.620827   70.096649 
H                    15.371292    4.162074   70.582260 
H                    17.448632    5.000433   69.439597 
H                    14.962532   -0.959113   66.763120 
H                    13.488374   -0.080844   66.288923 
H                    14.596104    0.560677   64.092377 
H                     9.982438    5.397575   69.303516 
H                    10.468945    2.900985   69.050934 
H                    11.742743    3.886832   68.244956 
H                    18.205046    0.827418   70.185827 
H                    16.367869   -0.846026   70.850798 
H                    15.695558   -0.728506   69.197591 
H                    13.505851   -0.335411   68.669872 
H                    17.497401    0.889921   68.531636 
H                    18.255659   -0.619444   69.130128 
H                    11.588511    5.628003   70.068563 
H                    10.333675    4.663144   70.898465 
H                    16.880753    6.228710   70.623514 
H                    16.583394    6.449339   68.870128 
H                    16.088742   -0.276413   64.591449 
H                    14.597506   -1.224852   64.286033 
O                    14.125479    0.686586   71.428030 
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Model 2   -5132.350150 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    15.518880    4.657923   69.885733 
S                    14.589948    4.373630   68.309847 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    11.007772    3.398717   69.730382 
S                    12.694453    2.934604   70.414783 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.067664    0.191024   65.846887 
S                    14.595218    1.867126   66.454961 
C                    17.641999    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.203737   -0.129232   69.060584 
S                    14.989996    0.847541   70.058950 
Ni                   13.735978    2.271845   68.509710 
Fe                   12.862030   -0.193464   70.267663 
C                    13.338352   -1.666117   69.202770 
N                    13.678245   -2.541002   68.468183 
C                    11.039238   -0.735019   70.388944 
N                     9.894047   -1.037529   70.483292 
C                    13.241250   -1.043049   71.720819 
O                    13.506921   -1.640676   72.708522 
O                    12.416721    0.858263   68.577630 
H                    14.828307    4.982048   70.686546 
H                    15.948268    3.690073   70.200748 
H                    17.341518    5.358150   68.910039 
H                    14.115995   -0.552085   66.666630 
H                    13.019646    0.223789   65.489227 
H                    14.969449    0.442818   63.859001 
H                     9.776640    5.198288   69.514441 
H                    10.312495    2.775503   70.318707 
H                    10.951026    3.078516   68.677311 
H                    17.845617    0.087778   70.498467 
H                    15.995511   -1.198002   69.238609 
H                    16.012723    0.082922   67.996196 
H                    12.610921    0.208153   67.869199 
H                    17.826774    1.322852   69.207345 
H                    18.371091   -0.343583   68.838423 
H                    11.540671    5.480822   69.369985 
H                    10.813006    5.190520   70.978017 
H                    17.186774    5.880110   70.622025 
H                    16.208413    6.664519   69.341676 
H                    16.032811   -0.347579   65.054561 
H                    14.676549   -1.267671   64.324790 
O                    12.467688    1.588515   71.244637 
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Model 3   -5207.544655 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    15.834968    4.407839   69.893913 
S                    14.888803    4.047224   68.354547 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    11.293513    3.590905   69.317415 
S                    12.747662    2.950826   70.310678 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.262478    0.001353   66.023737 
S                    15.024817    1.506305   66.775863 
C                    17.641999    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.281171   -0.434980   69.552528 
S                    15.014387    0.650055   70.369296 
Ni                   13.927303    2.041785   68.660908 
Fe                   11.944403   -0.081731   70.364924 
C                    11.901603   -1.755514   69.457550 
N                    11.931045   -2.764614   68.830828 
C                    10.134076    0.292070   69.931686 
N                     9.008164    0.585783   69.689142 
C                    11.433759   -0.855150   71.829422 
O                    11.077600   -1.412330   72.809302 
O                    12.496986    0.747717   68.620470 
H                    15.150989    4.498044   70.758400 
H                    16.520733    3.565863   70.104928 
H                    17.315097    5.595044   68.822559 
H                    14.345902   -0.877587   66.693631 
H                    13.184711    0.168511   65.839789 
H                    14.896698    0.594675   64.023834 
H                     9.891349    5.267009   69.339730 
H                    10.549421    2.775058   69.337468 
H                    11.652143    3.730407   68.284420 
H                    18.026044    0.584091   70.408391 
H                    16.323631   -1.336894   70.190092 
H                    15.888339   -0.713306   68.560703 
H                    12.766268   -0.036993   68.097054 
H                    17.553923    1.135886   68.763719 
H                    18.386113   -0.432408   68.976309 
H                    11.545671    5.689491   69.883723 
H                    10.453452    4.765053   70.961615 
H                    17.225957    5.968356   70.575917 
H                    15.946128    6.541042   69.459342 
H                    16.066636   -0.442103   64.878868 
H                    14.578671   -1.165558   64.184492 
O                    13.905798   -0.467824   70.741541 
O                    12.187300    1.741537   71.210762 
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Model 4   -5132.350189 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    15.142908    5.739075   69.276383 
S                    14.710847    4.742776   67.771410 
C                    10.769000    4.903000   69.911000 
C                    11.273134    3.503410   69.541969 
S                    12.953655    3.188141   70.267030 
C                    14.988000   -0.272999   64.703001 
C                    14.607869    0.212164   66.114221 
S                    15.149923    1.963555   66.412538 
C                    17.642000    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.291388   -0.182665   69.987364 
S                    15.458897    1.246967   70.847565 
Ni                   14.248364    2.615725   68.417504 
Fe                   13.162195    0.861870   70.780352 
C                    13.454352   -1.018387   70.826212 
N                    13.676704   -2.186722   70.812915 
C                    11.284241    0.545159   70.620128 
N                    10.110610    0.371432   70.543950 
C                    12.992326    0.981597   72.494149 
O                    12.872198    1.066397   73.669857 
O                    13.327172    0.932076   68.750432 
H                    14.837136    6.780764   69.044958 
H                    14.513197    5.385845   70.111885 
H                    16.903792    4.655747   69.917068 
H                    15.087172   -0.460984   66.853624 
H                    13.515716    0.133439   66.260931 
H                    14.508643    0.355820   63.929985 
H                     9.760538    5.079678   69.482371 
H                    10.598128    2.710449   69.904707 
H                    11.363680    3.397997   68.447114 
H                    18.338862    0.559891   70.228682 
H                    16.352171   -0.990840   70.736347 
H                    15.629575   -0.544779   69.183108 
H                    13.850333    0.152201   68.469721 
H                    17.495902    1.113894   68.747602 
H                    18.111207   -0.572675   68.856209 
H                    11.448495    5.685220   69.525927 
H                    10.697407    5.022816   71.008048 
H                    16.812559    6.330211   70.575416 
H                    17.275781    6.054474   68.859647 
H                    16.081437   -0.214853   64.547706 
H                    14.669752   -1.323637   64.545582 
O                    15.739053    2.464606   69.813028 
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Model 5   -5132.352416 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    16.822516    4.906352   68.379527 
S                    15.351316    4.896031   67.258904 
C                    10.769000    4.903000   69.911000 
C                    11.016795    3.404776   70.031651 
S                    12.757402    3.116789   70.598430 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.110704    0.514279   65.686900 
S                    14.757175    2.249382   65.873050 
C                    17.642000    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.382427    0.510062   68.604841 
S                    15.349874    1.770145   69.470834 
Ni                   14.131354    3.047792   67.869393 
Fe                   13.191892    0.940456   70.017119 
C                    13.504827   -0.749295   69.198625 
N                    13.710133   -1.774783   68.629846 
C                    11.386885    0.412336   70.354456 
N                    10.264836    0.101670   70.594592 
C                    13.680664    0.357188   71.565741 
O                    14.029273   -0.049563   72.622476 
O                    12.700284    1.763014   68.200052 
H                    17.062975    3.854764   68.617909 
H                    17.671532    5.319144   67.796713 
H                    16.401748    6.760188   69.469767 
H                    14.125156   -0.014997   66.657403 
H                    13.063009    0.527308   65.325654 
H                    15.019738    0.214946   63.709472 
H                     9.777069    5.104216   69.458311 
H                    10.363749    2.893698   70.759151 
H                    10.929760    2.886897   69.063485 
H                    17.390390   -0.143381   70.424049 
H                    15.794849   -0.413527   68.475352 
H                    16.623740    0.924392   67.610255 
H                    12.767925    1.002701   67.586192 
H                    18.222913    1.184818   69.572061 
H                    18.303466   -0.484100   68.922721 
H                    11.546927    5.355861   69.272640 
H                    10.801303    5.406980   70.897192 
H                    17.533418    5.652673   70.322214 
H                    15.771655    5.273078   70.234728 
H                    16.025236   -0.334683   65.077429 
H                    14.604031   -1.304689   64.571716 
O                    13.583109    4.020505   69.501732 
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Model 6   -5207.548180 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    15.391258    5.954963   68.808654 
S                    15.242135    4.802049   67.369850 
C                    10.769000    4.903000   69.911000 
C                    10.969496    3.398327   70.077452 
S                    12.661760    3.089855   70.764151 
C                    14.988000   -0.272999   64.703001 
C                    14.409985    0.360322   65.980135 
S                    15.342352    1.910112   66.396130 
C                    17.642000    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.218353   -0.184158   69.749523 
S                    15.354015    1.201717   70.636515 
Ni                   14.403322    2.882403   68.228844 
Fe                   13.053391    0.820307   70.519642 
C                    13.329099   -0.986651   69.956770 
N                    13.500556   -2.082213   69.528313 
C                    11.174190    0.448190   70.360472 
N                    10.011541    0.211686   70.301875 
C                    12.979843    0.390578   72.193748 
O                    12.931403    0.092894   73.339566 
O                    13.142470    1.445688   68.593882 
H                    15.409271    6.979781   68.382111 
H                    14.477295    5.846069   69.417134 
H                    16.581424    4.664912   70.069870 
H                    14.480312   -0.380297   66.801354 
H                    13.337632    0.587588   65.830675 
H                    14.914590    0.426686   63.849777 
H                     9.797326    5.118083   69.422654 
H                    10.249628    2.924983   70.765675 
H                    10.919211    2.859561   69.117650 
H                    18.232268    0.445495   70.341863 
H                    16.156579   -1.068902   70.406624 
H                    15.653408   -0.412578   68.832616 
H                    13.345330    0.626535   68.097734 
H                    17.606299    1.183038   68.830639 
H                    18.162863   -0.525100   68.833957 
H                    11.577506    5.316663   69.285443 
H                    10.784638    5.426177   70.886993 
H                    16.667087    6.403706   70.538781 
H                    17.559665    5.805857   69.096543 
H                    16.056484   -0.520682   64.840574 
H                    14.446511   -1.204451   64.441378 
O                    15.753252    2.451174   69.696355 
O                    13.541370    3.909107   69.660572 
 
 



  S22

 
Model 7   -5132.346729 
 
C                    16.626001    5.697001   69.681000 
C                    15.130142    6.010425   69.540199 
S                    14.351856    5.141284   68.107812 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    11.192748    3.601288   70.596898 
S                    13.022864    3.516314   70.889938 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.148849    0.426918   65.770686 
S                    14.561468    2.225786   65.799668 
C                    17.641999    0.255001   69.424000 
C                    16.298844    0.676123   68.806664 
S                    15.471465    1.985233   69.826693 
Ni                   13.640414    3.100995   68.705944 
Fe                   13.490539    1.190883   70.917853 
C                    13.824824   -0.604927   70.425310 
N                    14.044835   -1.692916   69.993355 
C                    11.811423    0.748611   71.703543 
N                    10.766355    0.503181   72.214530 
C                    14.267985    1.052478   72.450806 
O                    14.804846    0.946057   73.502311 
O                    12.602084    1.487475   69.095548 
H                    14.975360    7.098292   69.384727 
H                    14.588987    5.725037   70.460430 
H                    16.762926    4.613507   69.841754 
H                    14.341328   -0.008980   66.768183 
H                    13.067492    0.334626   65.558902 
H                    14.800093    0.156387   63.700327 
H                     9.676111    4.900851   69.718147 
H                    10.710064    3.464912   71.580974 
H                    10.941195    2.719469   69.985776 
H                    17.481384   -0.183250   70.424619 
H                    15.627429   -0.198664   68.758175 
H                    16.437964    1.097843   67.793327 
H                    12.950864    0.772522   68.520338 
H                    18.325369    1.118027   69.532568 
H                    18.141965   -0.507799   68.791281 
H                    11.299203    5.028239   68.950105 
H                    11.004067    5.788408   70.532812 
H                    17.076864    6.243342   70.538551 
H                    17.176587    5.976726   68.762990 
H                    16.068095   -0.165827   64.916046 
H                    14.762194   -1.355441   64.661963 
O                    13.427634    2.819238   66.813365 
 
 



  S23

 
Model 8   -5132.345868 
 
C                    16.613630    5.618700   69.737964 
C                    15.350392    6.048056   68.986719 
S                    15.199548    5.237240   67.317126 
C                    10.741449    4.917759   69.855993 
C                    11.148046    3.474741   70.165679 
S                    12.986642    3.352907   70.245055 
C                    14.972104   -0.294786   64.694102 
C                    13.999846    0.164976   65.792817 
S                    14.001175    2.009767   65.945937 
C                    17.547028    0.162654   69.465980 
C                    16.419411    0.651337   68.555858 
S                    15.459563    1.979325   69.402892 
Ni                   13.579013    2.651557   68.069516 
Fe                   13.575099    1.097473   70.565147 
C                    14.094082   -0.708450   70.318782 
N                    14.434284   -1.817338   70.048029 
C                    11.909508    0.636877   71.366201 
N                    10.865094    0.401447   71.883983 
C                    14.317439    1.220754   72.115577 
O                    14.830584    1.294018   73.181675 
O                    12.702720    1.058673   68.707976 
H                    15.307787    7.149937   68.862067 
H                    14.441979    5.721051   69.522599 
H                    16.603377    4.526554   69.896224 
H                    14.306505   -0.290824   66.751841 
H                    12.978511   -0.201930   65.571786 
H                    14.709452    0.158487   63.719300 
H                     9.637759    5.017928   69.784162 
H                    10.751114    3.115553   71.131084 
H                    10.796166    2.767718   69.395747 
H                    17.117800   -0.301432   70.369855 
H                    15.746445   -0.193701   68.336395 
H                    16.799224    1.074982   67.608965 
H                    13.083288    0.257501   68.286815 
H                    18.208169    0.994351   69.774176 
H                    18.167160   -0.601673   68.951662 
H                    11.183573    5.249477   68.899684 
H                    11.094678    5.607953   70.645252 
H                    16.682300    6.121905   70.725115 
H                    17.529477    5.874641   69.169524 
H                    16.002967    0.017542   64.938204 
H                    14.957308   -1.398543   64.576534 
O                    13.777918    4.428604   67.381357 
 
 



  S24

 
Model 9   -5207.543116 
 
C                    16.626001    5.697001   69.681000 
C                    15.966345    6.359347   68.468072 
S                    15.292412    5.148844   67.252092 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    10.991097    3.391612   70.002978 
S                    12.748417    3.055765   70.454141 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    13.654383    0.423657   65.011417 
S                    13.840517    2.218198   65.415370 
C                    17.641999    0.255001   69.424000 
C                    16.200548    0.363144   68.930227 
S                    15.269983    1.566706   69.977701 
Ni                   13.773500    2.682277   68.422896 
Fe                   13.089549    0.737103   70.508961 
C                    13.520147   -1.068233   70.119574 
N                    13.833330   -2.165598   69.779339 
C                    11.249405    0.347293   70.804985 
N                    10.095162    0.153490   71.016457 
C                    13.433667    0.566683   72.188053 
O                    13.675837    0.439591   73.341583 
O                    12.751952    1.039889   68.498304 
H                    16.687988    6.981127   67.896736 
H                    15.135935    7.018671   68.787623 
H                    15.916608    4.992432   70.147606 
H                    13.130795   -0.066083   65.852146 
H                    12.973384    0.397474   64.135483 
H                    15.472720    0.177164   63.816788 
H                     9.722571    5.138421   69.622617 
H                    10.358402    2.907796   70.767257 
H                    10.780030    2.880600   69.048681 
H                    17.675642   -0.110388   70.466781 
H                    15.686713   -0.612483   68.990694 
H                    16.157469    0.737826   67.891653 
H                    13.314980    0.338924   68.101755 
H                    18.150794    1.236719   69.395419 
H                    18.227099   -0.451680   68.797277 
H                    11.447270    5.348246   69.161739 
H                    10.973033    5.393111   70.881651 
H                    16.931388    6.446811   70.440586 
H                    17.516538    5.117503   69.379123 
H                    15.670884   -0.156688   65.561754 
H                    14.846373   -1.357226   64.520909 
O                    14.021736    4.537110   68.115625 
O                    14.726937    2.220431   66.804008 
 
 



  S25

 
Model 10   -5132.350828 
 
C                    16.626001    5.697001   69.681000 
C                    15.524340    5.952614   68.649634 
S                    15.385815    4.626723   67.364574 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    11.783847    4.230009   68.985234 
S                    13.316589    3.790237   69.919705 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.559306    0.241807   66.083919 
S                    15.565255    1.729000   66.532384 
C                    17.641999    0.255001   69.424000 
C                    16.184567    0.050788   69.820206 
S                    15.389236    1.682392   70.228302 
Ni                   14.506484    2.761612   68.242690 
Fe                   13.134550    1.525013   70.615438 
C                    13.185575   -0.369578   70.745856 
N                    13.268769   -1.556244   70.749765 
C                    11.223258    1.527557   70.648274 
N                    10.035146    1.560244   70.679181 
C                    13.193633    1.742658   72.328482 
O                    13.220864    1.875374   73.503561 
O                    13.127722    1.389856   68.573763 
H                    15.727166    6.886667   68.085260 
H                    14.552817    6.072279   69.162226 
H                    16.434648    4.762669   70.238224 
H                    14.693439   -0.567829   66.830313 
H                    13.487138    0.507972   66.078998 
H                    14.833370    0.505265   63.933601 
H                     9.882737    5.240393   69.334283 
H                    11.371492    3.302209   68.557233 
H                    12.103546    4.897023   68.163038 
H                    18.162566    0.846679   70.198024 
H                    16.053836   -0.588120   70.710719 
H                    15.579879   -0.381067   69.006746 
H                    13.432821    0.477929   68.379639 
H                    17.697119    0.799124   68.464713 
H                    18.158237   -0.719580   69.313406 
H                    11.205486    5.785960   70.415572 
H                    10.424171    4.180203   70.669103 
H                    16.690006    6.531158   70.413063 
H                    17.609809    5.594456   69.185545 
H                    16.062455   -0.535216   64.698076 
H                    14.412477   -1.175687   64.410147 
O                    16.369312    2.374332   71.216794 
 
 



  S26

 
Model 11   -5132.351012 
 
C                    16.626001    5.697001   69.681000 
C                    15.108628    5.548388   69.477032 
S                    14.686761    4.552307   67.974017 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    11.004895    3.395782   69.861152 
S                    12.742632    2.956622   70.403690 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.288420    0.213545   65.988763 
S                    14.988539    1.840783   66.545393 
C                    17.641999    0.255001   69.424000 
C                    16.147293   -0.054816   69.512593 
S                    15.241834    1.364631   70.272260 
Ni                   13.986406    2.490786   68.518452 
Fe                   12.987696    0.725746   70.729032 
C                    13.324145   -1.132063   70.480355 
N                    13.570293   -2.273560   70.254506 
C                    11.120987    0.415647   70.946437 
N                     9.949409    0.281853   71.099860 
C                    13.234269    0.625701   72.434547 
O                    13.406320    0.536950   73.601155 
O                    12.731455    0.981868   68.691666 
H                    14.646282    6.547746   69.343698 
H                    14.625520    5.086200   70.360349 
H                    17.084338    4.705755   69.842546 
H                    14.425334   -0.554442   66.776811 
H                    13.200218    0.306890   65.814901 
H                    14.860377    0.461631   63.886292 
H                     9.698255    5.127639   69.738020 
H                    10.344995    2.829761   70.541611 
H                    10.901892    2.959482   68.854344 
H                    18.067425    0.469747   70.422274 
H                    15.931938   -0.950663   70.118920 
H                    15.738445   -0.227456   68.503893 
H                    13.147372    0.161552   68.349911 
H                    17.812903    1.135918   68.780150 
H                    18.197926   -0.602357   68.990058 
H                    11.367996    5.424818   69.142896 
H                    11.065651    5.300738   70.896720 
H                    16.850474    6.332460   70.564573 
H                    17.108949    6.151767   68.795148 
H                    16.073064   -0.395223   64.874319 
H                    14.575433   -1.246111   64.365881 
O                    13.150049    4.035022   71.438093 
 
 



  S27

 
Model 12   -5207.539088 
 
C                    16.626001    5.697001   69.681000 
C                    15.125670    5.607116   69.362074 
S                    14.764078    4.510804   67.914018 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    11.061637    3.405788   69.849801 
S                    12.812980    3.045976   70.419201 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.355661    0.161100   66.042689 
S                    15.110503    1.753494   66.632124 
C                    17.641999    0.255001   69.424000 
C                    16.193705   -0.118490   69.710910 
S                    15.268447    1.361988   70.365365 
Ni                   14.071190    2.492286   68.551749 
Fe                   13.086677    0.818015   70.913368 
C                    13.412615   -1.055438   70.812436 
N                    13.647442   -2.213250   70.678083 
C                    11.213309    0.495530   71.113277 
N                    10.042270    0.348384   71.253396 
C                    13.286281    0.847891   72.631337 
O                    13.410948    0.843359   73.805164 
O                    12.891272    0.944353   68.864469 
H                    14.726689    6.608967   69.101458 
H                    14.556334    5.246321   70.241623 
H                    16.996896    4.711213   70.011815 
H                    14.511327   -0.646354   66.786650 
H                    13.263066    0.282067   65.921511 
H                    14.829738    0.501157   63.929878 
H                     9.690834    5.086038   69.735515 
H                    10.414612    2.811066   70.517523 
H                    10.989098    2.978363   68.836670 
H                    18.079864    0.764310   70.300376 
H                    16.085376   -0.912945   70.468443 
H                    15.651808   -0.432585   68.804452 
H                    13.257380    0.099984   68.525520 
H                    17.695015    0.938768   68.558230 
H                    18.239379   -0.650244   69.197669 
H                    11.348601    5.455481   69.149600 
H                    11.047409    5.303497   70.900456 
H                    16.814973    6.426076   70.497934 
H                    17.210533    6.008449   68.794538 
H                    16.078610   -0.412838   64.816004 
H                    14.549211   -1.225778   64.341540 
O                    16.244122    2.041907   71.362319 
O                    13.176017    4.190114   71.396653 
 
 



  S28

 
Model 13   -5132.347566 
 
C                    16.626001    5.697001   69.681000 
C                    15.107395    5.554664   69.471751 
S                    14.660904    4.746805   67.862966 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    11.016246    3.394153   69.922855 
S                    12.768430    3.019161   70.362709 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.206374    0.318066   65.887559 
S                    14.827436    2.059450   66.261422 
C                    17.641999    0.255001   69.424000 
C                    16.240265    0.207784   68.823578 
S                    15.172259    1.431162   69.698924 
Ni                   13.812107    2.669070   68.227397 
Fe                   12.971658    0.676592   70.188948 
C                    13.308041   -1.068502   69.536118 
N                    13.581399   -2.101993   69.009117 
C                    11.135664    0.324851   70.546770 
N                     9.989192    0.136114   70.800137 
C                    13.375386    0.285562   71.818285 
O                    13.650274    0.004356   72.936038 
O                    12.479506    1.244331   68.265431 
H                    14.634090    6.557531   69.484102 
H                    14.655365    4.971219   70.292226 
H                    17.098023    4.699451   69.714454 
H                    14.312168   -0.313443   66.788089 
H                    13.134060    0.420133   65.639236 
H                    14.932773    0.412143   63.837555 
H                     9.715298    5.130275   69.645447 
H                    10.381802    2.866230   70.655505 
H                    10.820095    2.929328   68.942067 
H                    17.622137   -0.002369   70.498906 
H                    15.774261   -0.789672   68.910035 
H                    16.291299    0.482410   67.753365 
H                    12.745809    0.448785   67.759526 
H                    18.078273    1.266397   69.330995 
H                    18.322408   -0.460633   68.914705 
H                    11.426060    5.399385   69.173728 
H                    10.974085    5.350555   70.901878 
H                    16.852351    6.223663   70.633328 
H                    17.091933    6.263204   68.852486 
H                    16.053202   -0.416689   64.962826 
H                    14.571283   -1.254782   64.407036 
O                    14.327413    2.875025   65.031722 
 
 



  S29

 
Model 14   -5132.352653 
 
C                    16.626001    5.697001   69.681000 
C                    15.600550    4.580289   69.829824 
S                    14.758372    4.286617   68.197870 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    10.952533    3.376076   69.864408 
S                    12.651652    2.904341   70.444268 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.221541    0.122029   65.973698 
S                    14.753905    1.803671   66.528746 
C                    17.641999    0.255001   69.424000 
C                    16.155279   -0.134036   69.402338 
S                    15.123138    1.175101   70.207576 
Ni                   13.791362    2.289842   68.522938 
Fe                   12.859143    0.542730   70.627027 
C                    13.227630   -1.296983   70.344577 
N                    13.521161   -2.420650   70.083336 
C                    10.990368    0.276521   70.854881 
N                     9.818444    0.159367   71.019372 
C                    13.098611    0.443514   72.332239 
O                    13.260351    0.365318   73.503351 
O                    12.569114    0.773252   68.608139 
H                    14.802579    4.824501   70.552482 
H                    16.055247    3.620465   70.128594 
H                    17.422208    5.417955   68.965170 
H                    14.420669   -0.626376   66.765927 
H                    13.131927    0.115453   65.786527 
H                    14.806972    0.457749   63.892873 
H                     9.768011    5.187187   69.524403 
H                    10.237434    2.831944   70.505859 
H                    10.828750    2.984100   68.840842 
H                    17.996940    0.422633   70.457925 
H                    15.953565   -1.082918   69.929306 
H                    15.814401   -0.248479   68.360500 
H                    12.995057   -0.030217   68.239115 
H                    17.804500    1.184887   68.850368 
H                    18.265214   -0.543213   68.969655 
H                    11.546407    5.396696   69.299915 
H                    10.853701    5.278893   70.948328 
H                    17.109520    5.935782   70.650180 
H                    16.143990    6.619311   69.305277 
H                    16.076177   -0.292052   64.895624 
H                    14.681218   -1.275900   64.340373 
O                    13.717763    5.442811   68.051548 
 
 



  S30

 
Model 15   -5207.543570 
 
C                    16.626001    5.697001   69.681000 
C                    15.515398    4.655351   69.771664 
S                    14.668572    4.460312   68.124329 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    10.902603    3.374134   69.847251 
S                    12.612982    2.864632   70.338123 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.121602    0.217642   65.865412 
S                    14.553686    2.009806   66.245029 
C                    17.641999    0.255001   69.424000 
C                    16.230838    0.129732   68.836759 
S                    15.070676    1.224752   69.768283 
Ni                   13.692901    2.452421   68.298761 
Fe                   12.811467    0.509162   70.156642 
C                    13.175112   -1.237158   69.511713 
N                    13.463292   -2.265727   68.984246 
C                    10.964619    0.190113   70.472122 
N                     9.808615    0.025532   70.696455 
C                    13.162328    0.121548   71.800214 
O                    13.391561   -0.157561   72.928021 
O                    12.335215    1.047010   68.219925 
H                    14.723822    4.931811   70.489587 
H                    15.898046    3.657383   70.045580 
H                    17.407240    5.384958   68.963357 
H                    14.291456   -0.404201   66.762800 
H                    13.043780    0.203055   65.622185 
H                    14.729781    0.243215   63.758440 
H                     9.763811    5.223305   69.564518 
H                    10.204168    2.849137   70.522168 
H                    10.721496    2.983392   68.832065 
H                    17.668647   -0.041663   70.489186 
H                    15.842387   -0.903859   68.875618 
H                    16.253603    0.489383   67.790508 
H                    12.630908    0.239383   67.749091 
H                    17.999684    1.297777   69.352483 
H                    18.356447   -0.388956   68.869480 
H                    11.538430    5.382187   69.277698 
H                    10.902532    5.267427   70.947618 
H                    17.111608    5.853110   70.665932 
H                    16.227136    6.672113   69.342102 
H                    16.047277   -0.057560   64.925937 
H                    14.861273   -1.361836   64.553191 
O                    13.607214    5.608859   68.043630 
O                    16.121795    2.027680   66.205371 
 
 



  S31

 
Model 16   -5207.538893 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    15.385007    4.813364   69.866517 
S                    14.511243    4.516834   68.257375 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    10.961586    3.386492   69.806562 
S                    12.676587    2.932590   70.401399 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.088073    0.239322   65.835548 
S                    14.561395    2.001004   66.317969 
C                    17.641999    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.265440    0.117995   68.773591 
S                    14.990795    0.951956   69.809335 
Ni                   13.704524    2.374486   68.407831 
Fe                   12.911296   -0.168583   70.057854 
C                    13.389143   -1.578500   68.914393 
N                    13.733837   -2.414026   68.136327 
C                    11.111259   -0.769357   70.222208 
N                     9.980600   -1.115999   70.337118 
C                    13.370975   -1.080726   71.446241 
O                    13.687988   -1.721715   72.390320 
O                    12.353767    0.964394   68.424485 
H                    14.693522    5.272665   70.597408 
H                    15.676949    3.826024   70.266748 
H                    17.337534    5.222230   68.982399 
H                    14.179166   -0.431457   66.709711 
H                    13.023512    0.277853   65.534240 
H                    14.793886    0.252841   63.747957 
H                     9.763661    5.203546   69.552702 
H                    10.294341    2.821270   70.480338 
H                    10.826388    2.997128   68.784184 
H                    17.671170   -0.205671   70.429711 
H                    15.963095   -0.935527   68.638929 
H                    16.292850    0.622983   67.786795 
H                    12.504270    0.300559   67.718840 
H                    17.917723    1.319640   69.532307 
H                    18.419596   -0.234614   68.800828 
H                    11.524070    5.428724   69.297566 
H                    10.879772    5.248654   70.955713 
H                    17.143255    5.867686   70.648970 
H                    16.356141    6.684805   69.260418 
H                    16.042667   -0.099184   64.976510 
H                    14.824247   -1.355933   64.553318 
O                    12.504141    1.530971   71.155296 
O                    16.125947    1.981200   66.248434 
 
 



  S32

 
Model 17   -5207.550391 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    16.809392    5.151013   68.262067 
S                    15.221241    5.131441   67.237727 
C                    10.769000    4.903000   69.911000 
C                    11.202937    3.456299   70.112961 
S                    12.992842    3.394221   70.584269 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.168867    0.544829   65.714298 
S                    14.720527    2.319102   65.769229 
C                    17.642000    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.650716    0.910000   68.472656 
S                    15.640127    2.148856   69.387647 
Ni                   14.231273    3.158226   67.786503 
Fe                   13.598717    1.212313   70.168845 
C                    14.014030   -0.508798   69.467425 
N                    14.267276   -1.548377   68.945976 
C                    11.880321    0.562198   70.691933 
N                    10.813382    0.177981   71.048896 
C                    14.242099    0.831141   71.724551 
O                    14.696652    0.563287   72.785797 
O                    12.911957    1.794321   68.326241 
H                    17.213020    4.125081   68.280215 
H                    17.467018    5.791140   67.644239 
H                    16.270676    6.745028   69.665076 
H                    14.284757    0.072112   66.707062 
H                    13.094585    0.494915   65.448189 
H                    14.910849    0.152030   63.683734 
H                     9.734183    4.952702   69.516499 
H                    10.655262    2.927068   70.910909 
H                    11.126592    2.862263   69.188102 
H                    17.102150   -0.301235   70.209806 
H                    15.988870    0.143796   68.041265 
H                    17.153829    1.450035   67.651409 
H                    13.002822    0.979996   67.790425 
H                    18.290829    1.004378   69.916218 
H                    18.294571   -0.466175   68.887320 
H                    11.443793    5.395013   69.189691 
H                    10.801138    5.479235   70.856757 
H                    17.582776    5.661938   70.238849 
H                    15.879470    5.091799   70.220264 
H                    16.056283   -0.274408   64.984029 
H                    14.635102   -1.323284   64.670846 
O                    13.648488    4.261942   69.349617 
O                    15.735363    5.293556   65.779486 
 
 



  S33

 
Model 18   -5207.543543 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    15.304877    4.963188   69.932248 
S                    14.541719    4.419880   68.337918 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    10.936692    3.425754   70.289175 
S                    12.717693    3.067155   70.734468 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    13.749911   -0.432748   65.594462 
C                    17.641999    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.208983    0.292386   68.868213 
S                    15.057387    1.115671   70.060447 
Ni                   13.529807    2.439653   68.717915 
Fe                   13.020816   -0.053799   70.518103 
C                    13.449909   -1.462256   69.359202 
N                    13.779554   -2.294048   68.570735 
C                    11.277767   -0.724477   70.882518 
N                    10.185148   -1.119346   71.132107 
C                    13.650744   -0.900686   71.885018 
O                    14.083506   -1.498479   72.811734 
O                    12.270092    1.017492   68.969874 
H                    14.611029    5.611261   70.501577 
H                    15.488763    4.059430   70.540608 
H                    17.340555    5.036149   69.158371 
H                     9.722785    5.116805   69.616364 
H                    10.370647    3.159844   71.200394 
H                    10.655788    2.723281   69.487681 
H                    17.682314   -0.309048   70.373880 
H                    15.820748   -0.723617   68.676193 
H                    16.163871    0.862859   67.924459 
H                    12.309720    0.470347   68.147543 
H                    18.020243    1.274962   69.622281 
H                    18.331375   -0.235073   68.704746 
H                    11.429342    5.165300   69.064027 
H                    11.028904    5.566712   70.757282 
H                    17.091623    6.032458   70.632483 
H                    16.475078    6.589904   69.044015 
O                    12.677148    1.712582   71.578374 
O                    13.943658    2.060789   66.845371 
S                    12.883021    1.160290   65.947838 
H                    15.500185   -1.244670   64.553500 
H                    14.721656    0.143499   63.712774 
H                    15.701554    0.421439   65.180251 
H                    13.982957   -0.941201   66.549749 
H                    12.971072   -1.042180   65.091102 
 
 



  S34

 
Model 19   -5207.539252 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    15.130661    5.477001   69.486455 
S                    14.788084    4.405207   67.954007 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    11.404346    3.750969   69.128639 
S                    12.779834    3.067687   70.151017 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.807776   -0.027932   66.215118 
S                    15.437363    1.650679   66.684517 
C                    17.641999    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.384130    0.085459   70.262643 
S                    15.593103    1.729267   70.577413 
Ni                   14.383016    2.292636   68.605107 
Fe                   12.551797    0.791189   70.718352 
C                    12.879537   -1.065399   70.912721 
N                    13.192886   -2.212435   70.956707 
C                    10.845080    0.585563   69.940036 
N                     9.762762    0.535552   69.447574 
C                    11.829912    0.944018   72.279416 
O                    11.321723    1.031260   73.345842 
O                    13.338010    0.672784   68.850081 
H                    14.617898    6.435344   69.272282 
H                    14.626384    4.991717   70.336761 
H                    17.096893    4.798717   70.118686 
H                    15.349274   -0.813485   66.779852 
H                    13.742763   -0.096011   66.499511 
H                    14.428744    0.480384   64.119485 
H                     9.917356    5.348547   69.353654 
H                    10.683471    2.936560   68.938407 
H                    11.815197    4.107089   68.165986 
H                    18.365716    0.932238   69.917836 
H                    16.593748   -0.325368   71.267278 
H                    15.639621   -0.579120   69.792927 
H                    13.862353   -0.155667   68.811579 
H                    17.390412    0.681676   68.434649 
H                    18.147219   -0.718613   69.267715 
H                    11.503868    5.704301   70.112401 
H                    10.385931    4.546095   70.883870 
H                    16.821216    6.556384   70.352005 
H                    17.098374    5.877726   68.697713 
H                    16.052804   -0.195182   64.413498 
H                    14.623366   -1.280824   64.415850 
O                    14.379588    1.350092   71.558261 
O                    16.017464    4.691946   67.039734 
 
 



  S35

 
Model 20   -5207.552522 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    15.598561    6.151022   68.638995 
S                    15.299655    4.911563   67.287764 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    11.778500    4.284365   68.946396 
S                    13.407310    4.067124   69.795107 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.441701    0.421988   65.960874 
S                    15.433419    1.942652   66.345469 
C                    17.641999    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.181753   -0.104590   69.694538 
S                    15.363408    1.255881   70.646841 
Ni                   14.515678    2.980469   68.171932 
Fe                   13.038166    1.020197   70.511964 
C                    13.131699   -0.768343   69.908552 
N                    13.238876   -1.860309   69.446670 
C                    11.135527    1.074692   70.313847 
N                     9.956012    1.173328   70.209393 
C                    12.860904    0.514515   72.155448 
O                    12.731759    0.144360   73.273364 
O                    13.203628    1.610398   68.586317 
H                    15.945324    7.069269   68.121593 
H                    14.647649    6.405533   69.143015 
H                    16.321156    4.738094   70.134168 
H                    14.473774   -0.299602   66.801398 
H                    13.380529    0.693074   65.804955 
H                    14.948573    0.405973   63.830905 
H                     9.791024    5.049608   69.411839 
H                    11.460039    3.283056   68.611476 
H                    11.997700    4.922751   68.069782 
H                    18.218026    0.358806   70.364294 
H                    13.393693    0.778128   68.106073 
H                    17.681626    1.211940   68.878460 
H                    18.126875   -0.524147   68.803353 
H                    11.113761    5.882655   70.294891 
H                    10.611223    4.217711   70.760253 
H                    16.746000    6.457308   70.483036 
H                    17.611495    5.533009   69.206133 
H                    16.043713   -0.567188   64.848262 
H                    14.402884   -1.184644   64.465306 
O                    13.127752    3.011593   70.961855 
O                    15.763405    2.548244   69.758826 
H                    16.047085   -1.024582   70.290609 
H                    15.628286   -0.236559   68.751026 
 
 



  S36

 
Model 21   -5207.538561 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    15.903038    6.161477   68.412653 
C                    10.769000    4.903000   69.911000 
C                    11.064304    3.409763   70.070917 
S                    12.859001    3.142117   70.420991 
C                    14.988000   -0.272999   64.703001 
C                    14.501206    0.159109   66.098197 
S                    14.567662    1.995802   66.284878 
C                    17.642000    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.238052   -0.109545   69.895482 
S                    15.427737    1.351746   70.701375 
Ni                   13.840214    2.601970   68.384008 
Fe                   13.173714    0.842772   70.904203 
C                    13.520352   -1.029305   70.921790 
N                    13.775356   -2.190992   70.895882 
C                    11.294530    0.482937   70.970789 
N                    10.125697    0.283777   71.050546 
C                    13.194623    0.967691   72.624605 
O                    13.203487    1.052423   73.806681 
O                    13.100617    0.881133   68.862506 
H                    15.142657   -0.325368   66.861502 
H                    13.468068   -0.202588   66.260756 
H                    14.360804    0.181079   63.913411 
H                     9.684040    5.073691   69.746455 
H                    10.494388    2.956485   70.899296 
H                    10.797816    2.838598   69.165643 
H                    18.302199    0.505168   70.276806 
H                    16.205349   -0.924205   70.638555 
H                    15.606132   -0.425867   69.047565 
H                    13.644379    0.138827   68.523406 
H                    17.587364    1.135721   68.760813 
H                    18.104184   -0.582223   68.864152 
H                    11.316900    5.328871   69.052879 
H                    11.072045    5.467304   70.812138 
H                    16.028391    0.060442   64.533305 
H                    14.950410   -1.375807   64.585890 
O                    15.550594    2.485984   69.540104 
O                    13.964820    4.355016   67.613960 
S                    14.092307    5.784680   68.410857 
H                    17.714217    5.915867   69.627580 
H                    16.217265    6.204956   70.573885 
H                    16.482852    4.608774   69.812684 
H                    16.307773    5.672734   67.507272 
H                    15.989683    7.259993   68.272990 
 
 



  S37

 
Model 22   -5207.546888 
 
C                    16.632766    5.682465   69.694932 
C                    15.444339    6.178335   68.860432 
S                    15.226018    5.219937   67.295772 
C                    10.769000    4.903000   69.911000 
C                    11.716667    4.387924   68.823934 
S                    13.241281    3.688437   69.596979 
C                    14.988000   -0.272999   64.703001 
C                    14.098897    0.977518   64.703532 
C                    17.642000    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.149323   -0.042469   69.558491 
S                    15.316688    1.435866   70.312120 
Ni                   14.592790    3.122959   67.848387 
Fe                   13.037272    1.334376   69.894763 
C                    13.092493   -0.567241   69.809157 
N                    13.186494   -1.750445   69.732982 
C                    11.180417    1.339609   69.437817 
N                    10.022489    1.379573   69.171467 
C                    12.621583    1.339216   71.569635 
O                    12.328240    1.339720   72.717953 
O                    13.509638    1.493758   67.914151 
H                    15.584130    7.238054   68.561069 
H                    14.518266    6.116073   69.460475 
H                    16.497773    4.614155   69.935949 
H                     9.883291    5.394493   69.457875 
H                    11.223920    3.601295   68.230501 
H                    12.060888    5.199155   68.156267 
H                    18.118841    0.379069   70.415463 
H                    15.909082   -0.904955   70.203212 
H                    15.694013   -0.235462   68.571589 
H                    14.104951    0.747258   67.684371 
H                    17.773947    1.191143   68.856774 
H                    18.162650   -0.565226   68.890691 
H                    11.270572    5.634499   70.572299 
H                    10.409642    4.056882   70.520936 
H                    16.726998    6.262883   70.639262 
H                    17.577129    5.786266   69.127413 
O                    15.897516    2.615832   69.354316 
O                    15.697618    2.382466   66.448392 
S                    15.064296    2.539777   64.939548 
H                    15.688937   -0.265736   63.846907 
H                    15.587884   -0.294943   65.629672 
H                    14.385177   -1.201754   64.662727 
H                    13.567150    1.102548   63.737919 
H                    13.346546    0.936910   65.511183 
 
 



  S38

 
Model 23   -5207.548680 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    17.363434    4.703011   68.785920 
C                    10.769000    4.903000   69.911000 
C                    11.000989    3.410179   70.112855 
S                    12.759341    3.130286   70.634319 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.002745    0.433588   65.640172 
S                    14.445547    2.223506   65.787378 
C                    17.642000    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.358215    0.465177   68.621587 
S                    15.319747    1.740394   69.460672 
Ni                   14.029484    2.962253   67.850041 
Fe                   13.174010    0.929326   70.086459 
C                    13.465583   -0.766999   69.276224 
N                    13.658623   -1.789902   68.698295 
C                    11.378907    0.418143   70.497497 
N                    10.264178    0.120155   70.783698 
C                    13.712831    0.375214   71.629256 
O                    14.095860   -0.013005   72.681318 
O                    12.616547    1.704087   68.270093 
H                    14.042045   -0.059619   66.628849 
H                    12.969980    0.321026   65.254134 
H                    14.995274    0.195592   63.699852 
H                     9.766111    5.091772   69.477787 
H                    10.366929    2.953050   70.891268 
H                    10.871896    2.839797   69.179696 
H                    17.413823   -0.111228   70.441605 
H                    15.781345   -0.470632   68.531882 
H                    16.577605    0.850442   67.609796 
H                    12.667065    0.930852   67.670374 
H                    18.211179    1.197702   69.527275 
H                    18.303978   -0.491468   68.934504 
H                    11.532846    5.304256   69.223593 
H                    10.839825    5.464046   70.863904 
H                    16.013752   -0.209789   65.106885 
H                    14.725613   -1.344350   64.583301 
O                    13.549703    3.987505   69.486895 
O                    15.003646    4.534588   67.375019 
S                    16.614439    4.576346   67.094952 
H                    17.060366    5.706636   70.701037 
H                    16.671794    6.723134   69.268142 
H                    15.566852    5.393121   69.755147 
H                    17.341835    3.700242   69.249183 
H                    18.420609    4.991375   68.603998 
 
 



  S39

 
Model 24   -5207.533135 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    15.119082    5.823835   69.910189 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    11.228254    3.596498   69.259947 
S                    12.617854    2.891365   70.255652 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.773233   -0.154872   66.219453 
S                    15.247631    1.539535   66.764194 
C                    17.641999    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.280014   -0.089431   70.020806 
S                    15.426175    1.476752   70.537362 
Ni                   14.102423    2.159999   68.632356 
Fe                   12.363281    0.585127   70.731296 
C                    12.639150   -1.290209   70.822095 
N                    12.910568   -2.448282   70.809466 
C                    10.619919    0.458469   70.020771 
N                     9.514033    0.447912   69.580849 
C                    11.706104    0.683920   72.323454 
O                    11.241663    0.738209   73.411983 
O                    13.087477    0.548743   68.830227 
H                    15.370690   -0.930622   66.740748 
H                    13.711874   -0.326844   66.475624 
H                    14.369424    0.470132   64.168614 
H                     9.903754    5.338163   69.366593 
H                    10.426579    2.838260   69.219963 
H                    11.591952    3.787004   68.234702 
H                    18.257163    0.835675   70.137739 
H                    16.352806   -0.693065   70.943021 
H                    15.648540   -0.641503   69.304121 
H                    13.642004   -0.259660   68.773250 
H                    17.506490    0.851827   68.503100 
H                    18.202242   -0.663354   69.158739 
H                    11.590139    5.641870   69.907520 
H                    10.458832    4.733235   70.958733 
H                    16.044301   -0.077002   64.438757 
H                    14.722299   -1.284666   64.329423 
O                    14.252710    0.991186   71.513697 
O                    14.898331    3.832819   68.118133 
S                    14.209822    5.298841   68.396030 
H                    17.198215    5.861297   70.616735 
H                    16.840027    4.680204   69.311626 
H                    16.975719    6.420623   68.920709 
H                    14.807041    6.865661   70.128138 
H                    14.785061    5.176496   70.741905 
 
 



  S40

 
Model 25   -5207.538133 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    15.387173    5.800378   68.787364 
S                    15.292839    4.382613   67.609095 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    11.820933    4.220102   69.036087 
S                    13.165512    3.591019   70.125809 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    15.088466    1.254037   64.752280 
S                    16.282965    1.836100   66.026396 
C                    17.641999    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.398552    0.190627   70.302550 
S                    15.793852    1.910491   70.618262 
Ni                   14.558489    2.544951   68.638493 
Fe                   12.659507    1.419074   70.910401 
C                    12.724435   -0.449839   71.231631 
N                    12.856374   -1.624506   71.364024 
C                    10.896534    1.376135   70.230770 
N                     9.784323    1.408777   69.808009 
C                    12.044712    1.780734   72.483345 
O                    11.607116    2.015706   73.559207 
O                    13.334457    1.098968   69.027390 
H                    15.420687    6.726358   68.177787 
H                    14.473338    5.833350   69.408608 
H                    16.582707    4.770885   70.279324 
H                    15.955285   -0.723454   64.412467 
H                     9.967325    5.350150   69.286943 
H                    11.375162    3.364266   68.503419 
H                    12.277413    4.912420   68.305030 
H                    18.421202    0.899433   69.876335 
H                    16.593407   -0.242349   71.300966 
H                    15.587578   -0.394461   69.838259 
H                    13.772006    0.221848   68.966141 
H                    17.369634    0.658523   68.435929 
H                    18.080473   -0.753784   69.287375 
H                    11.214701    5.706968   70.527010 
H                    10.301659    4.156837   70.575061 
H                    16.702849    6.558956   70.379700 
H                    17.547752    5.659025   69.071234 
H                    14.723756   -0.647669   65.706534 
H                    14.210296   -0.615767   63.989368 
O                    14.584256    1.725833   71.651827 
O                    15.554352    1.370129   67.428474 
H                    14.108270    1.711619   64.981787 
H                    15.443971    1.674800   63.788924 
 
 



  S41

 
Model 26   -5207.546444 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    15.107943    5.641240   69.525555 
S                    14.553890    4.769673   67.934200 
C                    10.769000    4.903000   69.911000 
C                    11.185631    3.447714   69.668917 
S                    12.893013    3.135533   70.322230 
C                    14.988000   -0.272999   64.703001 
C                    14.594567    0.223408   66.108845 
S                    15.020604    2.012447   66.370434 
C                    17.642000    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.258101   -0.161044   69.914674 
S                    15.439961    1.235825   70.831075 
Ni                   14.229424    2.597831   68.434758 
Fe                   13.150084    0.809700   70.786062 
C                    13.468181   -1.065313   70.802098 
N                    13.707002   -2.230215   70.774215 
C                    11.272062    0.475898   70.658350 
N                    10.097589    0.298282   70.610355 
C                    13.006862    0.900652   72.504676 
O                    12.904293    0.963914   73.683380 
O                    13.279664    0.902456   68.759874 
H                    14.680962    6.659812   69.429361 
H                    14.603594    5.117345   70.351739 
H                    17.003015    4.697174   69.953876 
H                    15.124296   -0.399086   66.857273 
H                    13.511134    0.077665   66.270405 
H                    14.463101    0.305934   63.920601 
H                     9.739280    5.084976   69.538267 
H                    10.506665    2.732439   70.162808 
H                    11.182081    3.205644   68.591903 
H                    18.323857    0.474556   70.268451 
H                    16.258901   -1.017561   70.609927 
H                    15.611804   -0.438265   69.065096 
H                    13.770945    0.110803   68.456423 
H                    17.554058    1.163525   68.804719 
H                    18.097202   -0.549410   68.813303 
H                    11.447996    5.606982   69.395000 
H                    10.789491    5.145395   70.989704 
H                    16.915971    6.424871   70.464278 
H                    17.087060    5.991797   68.720064 
H                    16.073965   -0.153262   64.532758 
H                    14.730519   -1.344072   64.576522 
O                    15.707128    2.491996   69.830020 
O                    15.671059    5.116772   66.906488 
 
 



  S42

 
Model 27   -5207.542609 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    17.042429    4.754577   68.544507 
S                    15.876817    4.666073   67.113765 
C                    10.769000    4.903000   69.911000 
C                    11.080801    3.423638   69.701004 
S                    12.810867    3.046101   70.235644 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.244071    0.755790   63.847358 
C                    17.642000    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.542463    0.520319   68.390769 
S                    15.372377    1.751223   69.107987 
Ni                   14.252836    3.117995   67.519923 
Fe                   13.193965    0.899626   69.481802 
C                    13.537593   -0.697643   68.503291 
N                    13.778286   -1.654669   67.837780 
C                    11.369666    0.382543   69.703084 
N                    10.234100    0.080111   69.884734 
C                    13.613359    0.165186   70.987036 
O                    13.919709   -0.346899   72.011204 
O                    12.794697    1.882728   67.735277 
H                    17.158103    3.731251   68.945820 
H                    18.023138    5.061526   68.124844 
H                    16.524155    6.738462   69.319037 
H                     9.769730    5.159777   69.505289 
H                    10.428876    2.742903   70.274862 
H                    11.032513    3.124347   68.641137 
H                    17.209976   -0.164206   70.350384 
H                    15.992628   -0.398222   68.123756 
H                    16.966317    0.964925   67.471740 
H                    12.882242    1.214791   67.014222 
H                    18.170072    1.188407   69.692285 
H                    18.393058   -0.468733   69.039875 
H                    11.523768    5.520546   69.392675 
H                    10.782473    5.175489   70.984260 
H                    17.369836    5.686832   70.507674 
H                    15.646804    5.375439   70.074356 
O                    13.680549    4.004572   69.221735 
O                    14.331216    2.902604   65.595539 
S                    13.224409    1.988860   64.771102 
H                    15.720349    0.242081   65.347646 
H                    14.313412   -0.833903   65.373420 
H                    15.540453   -0.990708   64.061925 
H                    14.949069    1.313296   63.199123 
H                    13.499545    0.268145   63.183028 
 
 



  S43

 
Model 28   -5207.544806 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    16.806168    4.985440   68.332162 
S                    15.287505    4.967931   67.279126 
C                    10.769000    4.903000   69.911000 
C                    10.989649    3.398239   69.995142 
S                    12.717448    3.071059   70.577335 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.209045    0.517698   65.753788 
S                    14.917105    2.258487   65.917608 
C                    17.642000    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.364627    0.453135   68.616836 
S                    15.311602    1.710285   69.452886 
Ni                   14.168025    3.034066   67.883114 
Fe                   13.132285    0.905878   69.943457 
C                    13.433582   -0.771247   69.092832 
N                    13.628006   -1.784587   68.498657 
C                    11.314480    0.397135   70.240707 
N                    10.184211    0.095535   70.452072 
C                    13.585714    0.285849   71.487807 
O                    13.906629   -0.146563   72.542918 
O                    12.674040    1.765696   68.119911 
H                    17.105016    3.934089   68.492002 
H                    17.609818    5.468045   67.739852 
H                    16.358856    6.761041   69.534287 
H                    14.258552   -0.009767   66.722600 
H                    13.146006    0.644945   65.472065 
H                    14.841811    0.135664   63.683957 
H                     9.785669    5.133797   69.453358 
H                    10.317080    2.879243   70.698734 
H                    10.909172    2.907890   69.012070 
H                    17.424339   -0.123177   70.440299 
H                    15.798670   -0.488658   68.518968 
H                    16.600969    0.853566   67.609309 
H                    12.731455    0.972481   67.548980 
H                    18.198321    1.204733   69.532368 
H                    18.314261   -0.476765   68.927407 
H                    11.562514    5.358728   69.294454 
H                    10.798603    5.379226   70.910921 
H                    17.555585    5.651281   70.289411 
H                    15.805430    5.215665   70.239063 
H                    16.064887   -0.218653   64.935986 
H                    14.669342   -1.332027   64.707295 
O                    13.563245    3.992506   69.513525 
O                    16.458662    2.007805   65.867981 
 
 



  S44

 
Model 29   -5207.536618 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    15.120296    5.872711   69.889048 
S                    14.194281    5.407239   68.359674 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    11.023683    3.397273   69.879087 
S                    12.785767    3.062419   70.390870 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    13.961747    0.158268   65.763481 
S                    14.296792    1.905588   66.276939 
C                    17.641999    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.226333    0.054566   68.883237 
S                    15.042083    0.991500   69.943328 
Ni                   13.693650    2.353930   68.411599 
Fe                   12.965363   -0.057392   70.286943 
C                    13.356805   -1.538105   69.201592 
N                    13.648471   -2.417112   68.450883 
C                    11.150735   -0.584564   70.555989 
N                    10.013676   -0.874303   70.743277 
C                    13.449044   -0.902191   71.711921 
O                    13.784149   -1.498640   72.678546 
O                    12.379107    0.978847   68.621230 
H                    14.026600   -0.525040   66.631807 
H                    12.937956    0.066533   65.349050 
H                    14.957396    0.396287   63.821767 
H                     9.734351    5.139609   69.588138 
H                    10.425219    2.840463   70.620771 
H                    10.851570    2.939851   68.891094 
H                    17.726484   -0.104884   70.466431 
H                    15.920828   -1.006077   68.878381 
H                    16.140599    0.444956   67.854768 
H                    12.494880    0.319061   67.903961 
H                    17.917604    1.325517   69.417325 
H                    18.389287   -0.293813   68.811406 
H                    11.470723    5.431898   69.241784 
H                    10.908706    5.309635   70.930556 
H                    16.010830   -0.230377   65.117858 
H                    14.794721   -1.310067   64.358928 
O                    12.693338    1.740632   71.286041 
O                    14.793883    3.898228   68.066470 
H                    17.187762    5.844141   70.625535 
H                    16.812637    4.672495   69.317341 
H                    17.010589    6.407503   68.925340 
H                    14.759318    5.232068   70.714122 
H                    14.843181    6.923322   70.113733 
 
 



  S45

 
Model 30   -5207.540255 
 
C                    16.626001    5.697001   69.681000 
C                    15.153486    6.065584   69.525222 
S                    14.344563    5.119431   68.115941 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    11.241923    3.683368   70.708374 
S                    13.077350    3.684346   70.978884 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.174117    0.408304   65.804026 
S                    14.569001    2.212560   65.867013 
C                    17.641999    0.255001   69.424000 
C                    16.291143    0.744310   68.880457 
S                    15.577971    2.091088   69.938217 
Ni                   13.728981    3.094225   68.832077 
Fe                   13.634914    1.360002   71.140586 
C                    14.003024   -0.462550   70.798326 
N                    14.240449   -1.582425   70.470405 
C                    11.988444    0.942530   72.005031 
N                    10.962432    0.714588   72.560688 
C                    14.447942    1.371244   72.661492 
O                    15.007959    1.370921   73.706170 
O                    12.691384    1.495068   69.331955 
H                    15.038782    7.134762   69.255025 
H                    14.552129    5.851473   70.424756 
H                    16.726121    4.670935   70.074543 
H                    14.396777   -0.039730   66.789809 
H                    13.088100    0.306222   65.621682 
H                    14.774014    0.172627   63.712643 
H                     9.666856    4.881439   69.782189 
H                    10.772836    3.629747   71.706514 
H                    11.009726    2.742733   70.184048 
H                    17.510431   -0.187242   70.426939 
H                    15.578044   -0.098067   68.872037 
H                    16.394383    1.158518   67.859970 
H                    13.034593    0.752218   68.789891 
H                    18.370750    1.083474   69.501962 
H                    18.070095   -0.523816   68.759448 
H                    11.232056    4.919002   68.908071 
H                    11.034130    5.852113   70.415943 
H                    17.144903    6.401346   70.361626 
H                    17.112724    5.726884   68.689026 
H                    16.073029   -0.166636   64.889356 
H                    14.762007   -1.355011   64.648032 
O                    13.468920    2.720785   66.964559 
O                    15.426986    5.125992   66.993144 
 
 



  S46

 
Model 31   -5207.542041 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    15.889786    4.356720   69.632007 
S                    14.556017    4.416778   68.321572 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    10.974668    3.387162   69.829351 
S                    12.702322    2.966738   70.405778 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.056182    0.197892   65.837403 
S                    14.462430    1.939317   66.346620 
C                    17.641999    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.220732   -0.010626   68.924686 
S                    15.005320    0.917883   69.962263 
Ni                   13.713975    2.326017   68.432977 
Fe                   12.914526   -0.151933   70.221091 
C                    13.370769   -1.616579   69.138638 
N                    13.705902   -2.490401   68.400356 
C                    11.101682   -0.710607   70.412236 
N                     9.963548   -1.022273   70.551435 
C                    13.353716   -1.004597   71.657192 
O                    13.657597   -1.604038   72.632250 
O                    12.380163    0.903167   68.555735 
H                    15.394579    4.093243   70.581572 
H                    16.566289    3.528158   69.360415 
H                    16.959632    5.964555   68.662115 
H                    14.155899   -0.494202   66.694767 
H                    13.004607    0.144068   65.492759 
H                    14.913532    0.390638   63.820452 
H                     9.758353    5.188890   69.556728 
H                    10.323453    2.828727   70.523775 
H                    10.829186    2.975934   68.817070 
H                    17.759364   -0.046711   70.481608 
H                    15.952120   -1.080152   68.967341 
H                    16.108094    0.332133   67.882633 
H                    12.524024    0.254803   67.834455 
H                    17.892238    1.329806   69.353988 
H                    18.388055   -0.306267   68.822291 
H                    11.508506    5.434168   69.283517 
H                    10.887273    5.266838   70.948436 
H                    17.510986    5.645089   70.345152 
H                    15.966165    6.506254   70.048212 
H                    16.040728   -0.265654   65.038403 
H                    14.729544   -1.304162   64.389590 
O                    12.553510    1.614328   71.242806 
O                    15.307943    4.859160   67.031555 
 
 



  S47

 
Model 32   -5207.551088 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    15.202962    5.535660   69.137635 
S                    15.126547    4.326217   67.744502 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    10.744733    3.374170   69.867560 
S                    12.159113    2.711197   70.845772 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.394746    0.105800   66.072236 
S                    15.355913    1.527136   66.774514 
C                    17.641999    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.241090   -0.111633   69.906142 
S                    15.379822    1.434139   70.445646 
Ni                   14.257594    2.409283   68.557031 
Fe                   12.323651    0.446163   70.541982 
C                    12.840083   -1.317201   70.031293 
N                    13.243489   -2.354991   69.612740 
C                    10.564122    0.238087   69.866763 
N                     9.442967    0.155026   69.478445 
C                    11.768526   -0.073027   72.096716 
O                    11.375940   -0.446813   73.149786 
O                    12.910134    1.038258   68.708220 
H                    14.820519    6.507441   68.763359 
H                    14.514090    5.178240   69.924111 
H                    16.989005    4.733133   70.079503 
H                    14.427819   -0.772718   66.746090 
H                    13.333933    0.394812   65.959989 
H                    14.935122    0.583266   64.006131 
H                    18.212622    0.787172   70.209475 
H                    16.255230   -0.760602   70.799948 
H                    15.644160   -0.615870   69.129479 
H                    13.207674    0.195573   68.304604 
H                    17.576370    0.901258   68.530956 
H                    18.212004   -0.653062   69.143346 
H                    16.672009    6.448238   70.500438 
H                    17.326328    6.014223   68.885004 
H                    16.052040   -0.557191   64.802649 
H                    14.442997   -1.128210   64.253705 
O                    14.171991    0.905781   71.360407 
O                    13.411991    3.388102   70.033519 
H                     9.830671    2.928337   70.297730 
H                    10.852626    2.977955   68.843875 
H                    11.740476    5.266817   69.535969 
H                     9.966711    5.334318   69.278869 
H                    10.632845    5.279098   70.943169 
 
 



  S48

 
Model 33   -5207.538613 
 
C                    16.613630    5.618700   69.737964 
C                    15.297598    5.992318   69.052594 
S                    15.191590    5.240067   67.357847 
C                    10.741449    4.917759   69.855993 
C                    11.053078    3.437966   70.090323 
S                    12.875264    3.222132   70.263715 
C                    14.972104   -0.294786   64.694102 
C                    14.116100    0.174393   65.871404 
S                    14.173597    2.055320   65.961950 
C                    17.547028    0.162654   69.465980 
C                    16.348651    0.529404   68.589568 
S                    15.328123    1.814880   69.430930 
Ni                   13.577273    2.607401   68.056543 
Fe                   13.345509    0.923217   70.422242 
C                    13.798517   -0.876090   70.039769 
N                    14.097043   -1.964431   69.657379 
C                    11.625423    0.478202   71.105592 
N                    10.547186    0.246209   71.550486 
C                    14.013155    0.889504   72.008398 
O                    14.471940    0.852808   73.100860 
O                    12.547679    1.032301   68.511886 
H                    15.167192    7.092683   68.991489 
H                    14.435254    5.565613   69.594538 
H                    16.672063    4.523128   69.857981 
H                    14.494028   -0.254140   66.813954 
H                    13.050049   -0.097730   65.764235 
H                    14.528603    0.003719   63.724555 
H                     9.650637    5.086723   69.730961 
H                    10.579088    3.041450   71.004854 
H                    10.712098    2.803240   69.255104 
H                    17.200454   -0.267223   70.421875 
H                    15.729713   -0.371914   68.441043 
H                    16.653114    0.950418   67.613262 
H                    12.905807    0.201991   68.129636 
H                    18.170171    1.048271   69.691451 
H                    18.187994   -0.592619   68.964371 
H                    11.256033    5.283720   68.949559 
H                    11.085389    5.534644   70.707544 
H                    16.695708    6.090278   70.739834 
H                    17.489102    5.946290   69.143515 
H                    15.967483    0.176764   64.765627 
H                    15.086980   -1.395485   64.700514 
O                    13.786727    4.398747   67.393024 
O                    15.661438    2.403847   65.642968 
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Model 34   -5207.541074 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    15.465915    6.080656   68.749586 
S                    15.236061    4.920743   67.321140 
C                    10.769000    4.903000   69.911000 
C                    11.804880    4.236877   69.003747 
S                    13.326235    3.758215   69.942932 
C                    14.988000   -0.272999   64.703001 
C                    14.635532    0.395690   66.037172 
S                    15.516480    2.042084   66.223349 
C                    17.642000    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.267028   -0.042665   70.029686 
S                    15.523217    1.536941   70.679898 
Ni                   14.582280    2.925345   68.152737 
Fe                   13.188001    1.462752   70.545625 
C                    13.217258   -0.439679   70.636261 
N                    13.282229   -1.627333   70.625129 
C                    11.288789    1.436866   70.329416 
N                    10.106305    1.440928   70.206872 
C                    12.990091    1.655211   72.249851 
O                    12.847672    1.785189   73.418971 
O                    13.418417    1.397498   68.521626 
H                    15.633053    7.082296   68.301826 
H                    14.526391    6.119952   69.329124 
H                    16.478171    4.670447   70.055766 
H                    14.973216   -0.244964   66.874040 
H                    13.554190    0.585201   66.151590 
H                    14.616806    0.319666   63.845634 
H                     9.902806    5.261035   69.316278 
H                    11.384233    3.327335   68.545710 
H                    12.150370    4.921332   68.206516 
H                    18.299347    0.769251   70.150280 
H                    16.301194   -0.732920   70.891958 
H                    15.583198   -0.496981   69.291604 
H                    13.830390    0.522915   68.359722 
H                    17.546724    0.887056   68.524776 
H                    18.132177   -0.696694   69.132648 
H                    11.199666    5.769589   70.447924 
H                    10.394891    4.170192   70.645492 
H                    16.689699    6.400561   70.538802 
H                    17.589242    5.720077   69.137189 
H                    16.086106   -0.356015   64.611256 
H                    14.550490   -1.288029   64.638045 
O                    16.005031    2.586509   69.538257 
O                    17.021404    1.639664   66.319865 
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Model 35   -5207.537873 
 
C                    16.626000    5.697000   69.681000 
C                    15.135534    5.396585   69.469786 
S                    14.853073    4.321099   67.992380 
C                    10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C                    11.350542    3.706374   69.157963 
S                    12.657482    2.932757   70.207375 
C                    14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C                    14.586668    0.043851   66.149252 
S                    15.272788    1.712556   66.628534 
C                    17.641999    0.255000   69.424000 
C                    16.298408   -0.099103   70.052559 
S                    15.432377    1.471449   70.508893 
Ni                   14.235995    2.237149   68.614781 
Fe                   12.351039    0.621897   70.566169 
C                    12.591401   -1.261316   70.599475 
N                    12.849467   -2.421186   70.542891 
C                    10.645590    0.545951   69.762209 
N                     9.569554    0.564983   69.254153 
C                    11.624755    0.676988   72.130973 
O                    11.112301    0.703651   73.198339 
O                    13.164782    0.630352   68.699933 
H                    14.576010    6.341701   69.318672 
H                    14.697021    4.896589   70.350944 
H                    17.182283    4.759662   69.855695 
H                    15.011445   -0.706274   66.843183 
H                    13.495437    0.085164   66.306146 
H                    14.526838    0.442665   63.997002 
H                     9.965480    5.396131   69.323179 
H                    10.584423    2.939743   68.948235 
H                    11.820658    4.029596   68.212931 
H                    18.223356    0.923811   70.088155 
H                    16.394956   -0.658641   71.001047 
H                    15.660674   -0.700088   69.380382 
H                    13.678600   -0.206009   68.667041 
H                    17.503250    0.752735   68.443387 
H                    18.246962   -0.659800   69.260649 
H                    11.548645    5.657460   70.123825 
H                    10.334001    4.586088   70.876548 
H                    16.786428    6.367002   70.553711 
H                    17.063000    6.181775   68.788263 
H                    16.085443   -0.196631   64.599768 
H                    14.674562   -1.295091   64.413354 
O                    14.207001    0.995633   71.427745 
O                    16.823418    1.487290   66.608706 
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SI 8: Calculated IR spectra for two active site models exhibiting bridging and terminal 
(NiO bound) sulfenates 
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Figure SI 4: Calculated IR spectra for two active site models exhibiting sulfoxygenation, as 
shown above (models 24 and 29 of Fig. 5). Structures are formally identical to the best fitting 
models 1 and 2 except for the additional presence of a terminal NiO bound sulfenate, as 
predicted by previous XAS studies.6 (A and B) IR spectra for each of the two models. (C) 
Sum of spectra A and B, reflecting an equimolar mixture of both species. The IR spectra of 
both compounds and the corresponding structural depictions are color-coded. 
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 A: Oxidized (blue) and NADH-reduced (red) SH. 19 
 B: Oxidized (blue) and reduced (red) Dv hydrogenase. 20 
 C: Influence of the number of reduced [4Fe4S] clusters on the weighted sum spectrum: (Blue) 21 
One oxidized [2Fe2S] Rc ferredoxin plus four oxidized [4Fe4S] Pf ferredoxin. (Red) One 22 
reduced [2Fe2S] Rc ferredoxin plus three oxidized and one reduced [4Fe4S] Pf ferredoxin. 23 
(Orange) One reduced [2Fe2S] Rc ferredoxin plus two oxidized and two reduced [4Fe4S] of Pf 24 
ferredoxin. (Purple) One reduced [2Fe2S] Rc ferredoxin plus four reduced [4Fe4S] Pf ferredoxin. 25 
 D: Influence of a [3Fe4S] cluster on the weighted sum spectrum: (Blue) One oxidized [2Fe2S] 26 
Rc ferredoxin plus three oxidized [4Fe4S] ferredoxin and one oxidized [3Fe4S] Pf ferredoxin. 27 
(Red) One reduced [2Fe2S] Rc ferredoxin plus two oxidized and one reduced [4Fe4S] ferredoxin 28 
plus one oxidized [3Fe4S] Pf ferredoxin. (Orange) One reduced [2Fe2S] Rc ferredoxin plus two 29 
oxidized and one reduced [4Fe4S] Pf ferredoxin plus one reduced [3Fe4S] Pf ferredoxin. 30 

E: Influence of the redox state of [2Fe2S] Rc ferredoxin on the weighted sum spectrum: (Blue) 31 
one oxidized [2Fe2S] Rc ferredoxin plus four oxidized [4Fe4S] Pf ferredoxin. (Red) 1/2 reduced 32 
[2Fe2S] Rc ferredoxin plus 1/2 oxidized [2Fe2S] Rc ferredoxin plus four oxidized [4Fe4S] Pf 33 
ferredoxin. (Orange) One reduced [2Fe2S] Rc ferredoxin plus three oxidized and one reduced 34 
[4Fe4S] Pf ferredoxin. Arrows indicate changes between spectra of the same set. 35 
 36 
 37 

Figure S2. Comparison of NRVS for A: as isolated (blue), B: 13CO-labelled as isolated (black), 38 
and C: NADH-reduced (red) SH. 39 
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SI 1:  Cell growth and preparation of MBH samples 

MBH-overexpressing Ralstonia eutropha HF649 cells were grown under O2-limited conditions in 

fructose-glycerol mineral media and heterodimeric MBH protein was purified from Triton X-114-

solubilised membranes as described in Goris et al./1/ For obtaining 15N-labeled protein, cells were grown 

in media containing 37 mM 15NH4Cl (99.9 % pure, Silantes, Germany) as nitrogen source. 13C-labeled 

MBH was purified from cells cultivated in media containing 0.138 % 12C-fructose and 0.313 % 13C-

labeled glycerol (99 % pure, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, USA) as energy and carbon sources. 

Isolated MBH samples were buffer-exchanged and concentrated using centrifugal filter devices (Amicon 

Ultra-15 P 30K NMWL and Amicon Microcon-0.5 30K, Millipore, USA). Aliquots of the resulting 

concentrate (1.0 - 1.6 mM protein in 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM potassium phosphate, pH 5.5) were frozen 

and stored in liquid N2. Protein concentrations were determined using a BCA kit (Pierce, USA) with BSA 

as standard. Purity of the samples was checked by visual inspection of SDS-polyacrylamide gels stained 

by Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250. 

 For spectroscopic studies, samples of heterodimeric MBH were reduced with either 100% hydrogen 

or forming gas (5% H2, 95% N2) at ambient temperatures and anaerobically frozen in liquid N2. By using 

heterodimeric MBH instead of the native heterotrimeric form, interference of cytochrome b-derived bands 

can be excluded in the resonance Raman (RR) experiments. 



SI 2:  Resonance Raman spectroscopy 

RR spectra of solubilized MBH (c ≥ 900 μM) were measured with a confocal Raman spectrometer 

(LabRam HR-800, Jobin Yvon, equipped with a liquid nitrogen-cooled CCD camera) at a spectral 

resolution of 1 cm−1. Spectra were recorded using an excitation wavelength of 458 nm from an Argon ion 

cw laser. The laser power on the sample was 1 to 2 mW, focused to a spot of ca. 2 µm in diameter. Using 

a Linkam Cryostage THMS600, the temperature of the sample was set to 79 K throughout the 

measurement. 

 

SI 3:  Cryogenic IR spectroscopy 

Measurements were performed using a Bruker IFS28 spectrometer equipped with a home-built contact 

gas cryostat/2/ and an optional set-up for continuous LED illumination of the sample at 460 nm. Spectra 

were recorded with a liquid nitrogen-cooled MCT detector at a spectral resolution of 2 cm−1. A gas-tight 

transmission cell with CaF2 windows and an optical pathlength of 55 µm contained 6 µL of solubilized, 

forming-gas-reduced MBH with a protein concentration of 470 µM and a glycerol content of 40%.  

 

SI 4:   EPR spectroscopy 

The 9.3 GHz EPR measurements were performed on a Bruker EMXplus X-band spectrometer equipped 

with a high sensitivity cylindrical mode resonator (Bruker super-high-Q-cavity, ER 4122 SHQE). Field 

modulation frequency and amplitude were set to 110 kHz and 10 G, respectively. Throughout the 

measurement the temperature was set to 80 K with an Oxford ESR 900 helium flow cryostat. 

Experiments were performed using 30 μL of forming-gas-reduced solubilized MBH with a concentration 

of 400 μM. Illumination experiments were carried out using a 455 nm LED focused on the resonator 

cavity. 

 



SI 5:   Theoretical methods 

Calculations have been performed by means of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and a hybrid 

quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) approach, using the recently published crystal 

structure of the reduced MBH/3/ with an improved configuration of the active site CO and CN− 

ligands./4/ QM calculations were carried out using the BP86 functional, whereas the CHARMM 22 force 

field was applied for the MM part. Details for adaptation of the QM/MM approach to hydrogenases are 

given elsewhere./4,5/ The QM fragment used in the present calculations comprised the dinuclear center, 

the bridging and terminal cysteines, and the adjacent amino acid residues Arg530, Thr533, and His82. 

MD simulations were carried out over 5 ns and Raman spectra of the QM fragment were calculated for 10 

different snapshots taken from the MD production run. The normal modes of vibration of the QM region 

within the QM/MM approach were computed at the BP86/6-31g* level of theory following the strategy 

described in reference 6, without scaling the vibrational frequencies.  

Since the 13C/12C sensitivity of the experimental RR bands indicates a resonance enhancement via the Fe 

→ CO metal-to-ligand charge transfer transition, the RR intensities were approximated (“scaled Raman 

intensities” – Iscaled) according to the contribution of Fe−CO stretching and bending coordinates to the 

potential energy distribution (PED) of the individual modes, 
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where PED = LtL-1 and L is the transformation matrix between the internal coordinate space and the 

normal coordinate space and IRaman refer to the calculated non-resonant Raman intensities ./6/ 

The single snapshot spectra were finally summed up to average over the structural and, thus, spectral 

fluctuations during the MD. Such spectra were calculated for various oxidation, spin, and coordination 

states of the [NiFe] center and different protonation states of the Cys597 ligand (see Figure S8). Only 

states with good agreement with the experimental spectroscopic data are discussed in detail in the text.  

  



SI 6: RR spectra of MBH after exposure to different levels of hydrogen  
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Figure SI 6: Experimental resonance Raman spectra of MBH samples, solubilized at pH 5.5 (900 µM) 

were recorded at 79 K after incubation with forming gas (95% N2, 5% H2, black trace) and bare hydrogen 

(green trace), respectively.  



SI 7: IR spectra of isotope-exchanged MBH    

 

 

Figure SI 7: IR spectra of hydrogen reduced MBH (200 - 500 µM) recorded at 283 K. The traces refer to 

13C-labelled (A), 15N-labelled (B) and non-labeled protein (C). The respective CN absorption bands of the 

15N-labelled protein samples reveal a complete labeling, while 13C incorporation, monitored by both the 

CO and CN bands, was limited to 85%. Absolute wavenumbers are given for 12CO absorption bands, 

which are characteristic for the Nia-C (1956 cm-1) and Nia-SR states (1944, 1926 cm−1 and shoulder), as 

well as the two most prominent C14N stretchings attributed to two spectrally overlapping Nia-SR states. 

 



SI 8: Calculated Raman spectra for possible Ni-L structures in comparison to the experimental 

data  
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Figure SI 8: Calculated Ni-L Raman spectra for different protonation and redox states in comparison 

with the experimentally recorded data. PED contributions from the Fe−CO bending and stretching 

coordinates are shown in green and red, respectively. 



SI 9: Assignment of calculated normal modes  
 
Table SI 9: Normal coordinate contributions (≥ 5%) to the PED of calculated normal modes for different 
reduced states of the [NiFe] active site 

Ni-SR’          
cm-1 628.10 596.13 578.08 568.16 548.24 517.07 458.18 424.77   

v(Fe-CO) 15.0%  31.0% 13.7% 6.8% 8.0% 9.1%    
δ(FeCO) 11.3% 23.9%    5.8% 6.4% 9.2%   

v(Fe-CN)Arg      5.9% 8.8%    
δ(FeCN)Arg       7.9% 22.1%   
v(FeCN)Thr      5.5% 14.3% 9.4%   
δ(FeCN)Thr      31.4% 9.0% 11.6%   

           
Nia-C           
cm-1 627.55 625.49 590.38 576.56 571.58 545.30 511.34 455.04 447.39 420.80 

v(Fe-CO) 13.8% 14.3%  15.6% 30.5% 10.7% 8.7% 6.9% 6.2%  

δ(FeCO) 7.7%  34.5%    5.9%   10.1% 

v(Fe-CN)Arg       6.1% 15.8% 12.2%  

δ(FeCN)Arg       6.3% 7.8%  22.8% 

v(Fe-CN)Thr    8.4% 8.4%   20.8% 15.5%  

δ(FeCN Thr       28.8% 10.0% 5.0% 6.9% 

           
Ni-L           
cm-1 612.476 567.178 565.207 513.208 431.93 403.001     

v(Fe-CO) 34.3%  14.8% 10.9%       
δ(FeCO)  30.4% 10.3%  7.7% 15.4%     

v(Fe-CN)Arg   5.1%  12.7%      
δ(FeCN)Arg   5.8%  28.3% 16.1%     
v(Fe-CN)Thr   7.8%   6.1%     
δ(FeCN)Thr   8.6% 25.2% 5.7% 13.6%     
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SI 1: Expression and purification of the regulatory hydrogenase (RH) 
 
Plasmid construction. A plasmid for overproduction of the wild-type RH protein harboring a 
hexahistidine tag at the C-terminal end of the small subunit HoxB and a Strep-tag II at the N-
terminus of the large subunit HoxC was constructed as follows. Strep-tag II- and 
hexahistidine-encoding sequences were introduced into hoxC and hoxB, respectively, by 
inverse PCR using the artificial primers 
 
5’-ATGGCTAGCTGGAGCCACCCGCAGTTCGAAAAAGGCGCCATGGAACGTTTGGT 
GGTGGGGCCGTTCAACCGCGTTGAGGGC-3’ 
 
and 
 
5’- CCAGCTAGCCATGCTCGCCTCCTAATGGTGATGGTGATGGTGAGCAGATCTTT 
TCAGCCGCGTCTTGCG-3’ 
 
and plasmid pCH594 1 as the template. The amplification product was cut with NheI and 
subsequently religated to yield plasmid pCH#3871. Finally, the RH-encoding region 
controlled by the strong SH promoter was removed from pCH#3871 as a 2.9-kb HindIII-XbaI 
fragment and cloned into the broad host-range vector pEDY309.1 The resulting plasmid, 
pGE#3888, was transferred through conjugation into strain Ralstonia eutropha HF574.2 
Protein Sample Preparation. Strain Ralstonia eutropha HF574 (pGE#3888) was cultivated 
heterotrophically in a mineral salt medium described in Goris et al.3 For isotope labelling, the 
medium was supplemented with 20 µM 56FeCl3 and either 1 µM of 58NiCl2 or 64NiCl2 as the 
sole sources of iron and nickel (isotopes were purchased from BuyIsotope, Stockholm, 
Sweden). The cells were disrupted and the RH protein was purified from the soluble cell 
extract as described previously.4 The specific H2-mediated methylene blue reduction activities 
were 3.8 and 4.2 µmol min1 mg1 for the 58Ni- and 64Ni-labelled RH proteins, respectively. 
For spectroscopic characterization, the protein samples were ultrafiltrated (Amicon Ultra-30, 
Millipore) to a final concentration of 60 - 70 mg mL1. Oxidized RH was probed as-isolated 
while reduced enzyme was obtained by incubating the as-isolated protein for 30 min with 
100% H2 or D2 at room temperature in an anaerobic chamber. Reduced samples were frozen 
in liquid N2 under anaerobic conditions immediately after the incubation period. 
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SI 2: Resonance Raman (RR) Spectroscopy 
 
RR spectra with a spectral resolution of 2 cm1 were recorded using a confocal Raman 
spectrometer (Lab Ram HR-800, Jobin Yvon) equipped with liquid-nitrogen and Peltier-
element cooled charge coupled device (CCD) cameras. Using Argon and Krypton ion 
continuous wave lasers, spectra were probed with excitation lines of 458, 488, 514, 568, and 
647 nm. The laser power on the sample was set to 2 mW, focused on a spot of ca. 2 µm in 
diameter. Using a Linkam Cryostage THMS600 cryostat, the temperature of the sample was 
set to 80 K throughout the measurement. Raman shifts were calibrated to an accuracy of 0.5 
cm using toluene as an external standard. For comparison of spectra from 58Ni and 64Ni 
containing RH samples, calibration was double-checked by using the most pronounced band 
at 553 cm1 as a reference (no Ni isotope effect is expected for this feature). Note that the 
band-shaped signals obtained in Raman spectroscopy allow for identifying small changes in 
vibrational frequencies even slightly below the formal spectral resolution.  
 
 
SI 3: Infrared (IR) Spectroscopy 
 
IR spectra with a spectral resolution of 2 cm1 were recorded on a Bruker Tensor 27 
spectrometer, equipped with a liquid nitrogen-cooled mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) 
detector. The sample compartment was purged with dried air and the sample was held in a 
temperature-controlled (283 K) gas-tight IR-cell for liquid samples (volume ~ 7 µL, optical 
path length = 50 µm), equipped with CaF2 windows. 

 
 
SI 4: Theoretical Methods 
 
Geometry optimizations and frequency calculations were performed on the BP86 level of 
theory5,6 in Gaussian 03, using the 6-31g* and tzvp basis sets 7 for H, C, N, O, S atoms and 
the Ni, Fe atoms, respectively.8-10 Initial geometries for all [NiFe] redox states were 
constructed from the crystal structure of the oxidized Desulfovibrio gigas hydrogenase11 
(PDB: 2FRV) by extracting the active site and substituting the C(CO) peptide 
moieties with methyl groups (C).

9,10 Cartesian coordinates of the C atoms of the 
cysteinates were fixed during geometry optimization in order to compensate for the missing 
protein backbone rigidity, thereby keeping a native-like framework for the active site 
geometry.9,10 Charges and multiplicities were adapted for each redox state according to the 
expected (formal) redox and spin states of the Ni. Hydrogen atoms and a terminal Cys-bound 
proton (in case of the corresponding Ni-L model) were added and the bridging ligand was 
removed for all active site species except for Nir-B. Models of the Nia-S state exhibiting 
seesaw geometries (low spin and high spin) were constructed as follows. Starting from the 
crystal structure, geometry optimization was performed for the Nir-B state. Trans SCysNi-
SCys) angles of this state were recently shown to be largely unchanged upon formation of the 
Nia-S state due to constraints of the protein matrix, thereby enabling formation of the seesaw 
geometry.12 Thus, these angles were kept fixed during subsequent geometry optimization of 
the Nia-S species. Spin states, overall charges, and Cartesian coordinates for optimized 
geometries of all discussed redox states are listed in SI 8. 
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SI 5: Overview of the RR bands of RH 
 
Table SI 5: Overview and cofactor assignment of experimental RR bands obtained from as-
isolated (Nia-S, S = 0) and hydrogen-reduced RH (Ni-LCysH), using various excitation 
wavelengths. Raman shifts are given with respect to apparent band maxima. Bands that can be 
clearly assigned to typical marker bands of [4Fe4S]2+ clusters are marked with an asterisk.13 
Additional bands that are only observed at 458 nm excitation may result from symmetry 
lowering, i.e. structural distortion of [4Fe4S] clusters. Alternatively, these features may reflect 
active site MeS modes that gain resonance enhancement from S → Fe charge transfer 
transition which are only accessible at lower wavelengths. Me – metal (Ni and/or Fe), X – no 
quantitative determination of the isotopic shift. 

Redox State 
Raman Shift / 

cm-1 
Excitation Line 

/ nm 

64Ni Isotopic 
Shift / cm-1 

Cofactor Assignment Comment 

Ni-LCysH 252 458 - [4Fe4S] cluster*  

 280 458, 488 - active site Me-S  

 297 458 - 
[4Fe4S] cluster / 
active site Me-S 

detection at 488 nm possibly impeded by 
overall low intensity 

 311 458 - 
[4Fe4S] cluster / 
active site Me-S 

detection at 488 nm possibly impeded by 
overall low intensity 

 336 458 - [4Fe4S] cluster*  

 344 458 - 
[4Fe4S] cluster / 
active site Me-S 

 

 346 458 - 
[4Fe4S] cluster / 
active site Me-S 

possible contributions from multiple bands 

 348 488 - active site Me-S  

 356 458, 488 - 
[4Fe4S] cluster* / 
active site Me-S 

 

 367 458, 488 - 
[4Fe4S] cluster* / 
active site Me-S 

 

 381 458, 488 - active site Me-S  

 390 458, 488 - 
[4Fe4S] cluster* / 
active site Me-S 

 

 416 458, 488 - active site Fe-CO/CN  

 426 458, 488 - active site Fe-CO/CN  

 446 488 - active site Fe-CO/CN  

 503 458, 488 - active site Fe-CO/CN  

 556 458, 488 - active site Fe-CO/CN  

 563 458, 488 - active site Fe-CO/CN  

 574 488 - active site Fe-CO/CN  

 602 488 - active site Fe-CO/CN  

Nia-S, S = 0 253 458 - [4Fe4S] cluster*  

 266 458 - [4Fe4S] cluster*  

 280 / 281 
458, 488, 514, 

568, 647 
-1 active site Me/Ni-S 

isotopic shift observed at different excitation 
wavelengths 

 295 / 296 
458, 488, 514, 

568, 647 
- active site Me/Ni-S  
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Redox State 
Raman Shift / 

cm-1 
Excitation Line 

/ nm 

64Ni Isotopic 
Shift / cm-1 

Cofactor Assignment Comment 

Nia-S, S = 0 311 
488, 514, 568, 

647 
-1 / -2 active site Me-S 

isotopic shift observed at 514 nm and 647 nm 
excitation, respecitvely 

 314 458 - 
[4Fe4S] cluster / 
active site Me-S 

 

 325 458 - 
[4Fe4S] cluster / 
active site Me-S 

detected as a shoulder 

 335 / 336 458, 488, 514 -1 
[4Fe4S] cluster* / 
active site Me-S 

isotopic shift observed at 488 nm excitation, 
indicating contributions from multiple bands 

 344 - 348 
458, 488, 514, 

568 647 
-0,5 

[4Fe4S] cluster/ 
active site Me-S 

isotopic shift observed at 568 nm excitation, 
contributions from multiple bands, well-
resolved features observed at excitation 

wavelengths from 488 to 647 nm 

 353 458 - [4Fe4S] cluster*  

 355 / 356 
488, 514, 568, 

647 
-2.5 / -3.5 active site Me-S 

isotopic shifts observed at 514/647 nm and 
488 nm excitation, respectively 

 358 514, 568 -4.5 active site Me-S 
isotopic shift observed at all listed excitation 

wavelengths 

 364 458 - [4Fe4S] cluster*  

 369 458 - [4Fe4S] cluster*  

 370 
488, 514, 568, 

647 
-1 active site Me-S 

isotopic shift observed at all listed excitation 
wavelengths 

 381 - 383 
458, 488, 514, 

568, 647 
- 

[4Fe4S] cluster / 
active site Me-S 

wavelength dependent contributions from 
multiple bands 

 390 ~ 410 
458, 488, 514, 

568, 647 
NaN active site (Me-S) 

multiple weak bands with pronounced, but 
unresolved 64Ni isotopic shift observed with 
488 to 647 nm excitation, pronounced band 

(399 cm-1) resolved at 458 nm excitation 

 410 
458, 488, 514, 

568, 647 
NaN 

active site Fe-CO/CN 
(Me-S) 

very small 64Ni isotopic shift observed at 488 
nm excitation 

 417 
458, 488, 514, 

568, 647 
NaN 

active site Fe-CO/CN 
(Me-S) 

very small 64Ni isotopic shift observed at 488, 
514, and 568 nm excitation 

 425 458 - 
[4Fe4S] cluster / 
active site Me-S 

 

 429 
488, 514, 568, 

647 
- active site Fe-CO/CN  

 444 / 447 514, 647 - active site Fe-CO/CN 
bands observed at 647 and 514 nm excitation, 

respectively 

 467 514, 647 - active site Fe-CO/CN  

 490 
458, 488, 514, 

568, 647 
- active site Fe-CO/CN  

 553 
458, 488, 514, 

568, 647 
- active site Fe-CO/CN  

 563 
458, 488, 514, 

568, 647 
- active site Fe-CO/CN  

 574 488 - actve site Fe-CO/CN  

 600 
488, 514, 568, 

647 
- active site Fe-CO/CN  
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SI 6: Calculated H/D isotopic shifts of Fe-centered normal modes 
 
Table SI 6: H/D isotopic shifts for the exchange of the bridging hydrido ligand of Nia-C, as 
calculated for a [NiFe] model compound (see SI 4 and SI 8).9,10 

Vibrational frequency / cm1 

Fe(-1H)Ni Fe(-2H)Ni (2H1H) 

401.46 393.71 7.75 

412.46 411.57 0.89 

417.48 417.3 0.18 

433.81 433.38 0.43 

457.73 449.88 7.85 

- 484.2 - 

493.49 493.52 0.03 

562.36 561.46 0.9 

580.04 581.76 1.72 

610.17 609.97 0.2 

610.9 610.88 0.02 

613.54 615.52 1.98 

 
SI 7: Resonance Raman spectra of hydrogen- and deuterium reduced RH 
 

 
 
Figure SI 7: Low temperature (80 K) RR spectra recorded from hydrogen- (A) and 
deuterium-reduced RH (B). The difference spectrum (A  B) is shown in trace C. Spectra A 
and B are normalized with respect to the band doublet around 560 cm1. 
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SI 8: Experimental frequencies of the RH compared to calculated values from a 
quantum mechanical (QM) model 
 

 
 
Figure SI 8: Experimental band positions of as-isolated and H2-reduced RH (black) 
compared to calculated frequencies of Fe2+(CO)(CN)2 centered normal modes (top) obtained 
for structural variants of the Nia-S and Ni-L redox states (red, blue) of a [NiFe] model 
(bottom; see SI 4 and SI 10). For Nia-S, band positions are indicated by full-size (seesaw 
geometries) and shortened (square planar / tetrahedral) vertical lines. Aliphatic hydrogen 
atoms are not shown. A generalized normal mode assignment for [NiFe] species containing a 
five coordinate Fe-site is given at the top. – stretching vibration,  – bending vibration, s – 
scissoring in plane bending, r – rocking in plane bending. 
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SI 9: Comparison of frequencies from QM and QM/MM calculations, and experimental 
RR bands of the membrane-bound hydrogenase 
 
Table SI 9: Frequencies and 13C isotopic shifts (in cm1) for FeCO/CN modes observed in 
RR spectroscopic studies on the (Cys-protonated) Ni-L state of the membrane-bound 
hydrogenase from Ralstonia eutropha (MBH) compared to the corresponding calculated 
frequencies from a QM model of the [NiFe] active site9,10 (see SI4 and SI 10) and a QM/MM 
model10,14, designed from the crystal structure of reduced MBH.15 Deviations from the 
experimental values are given in parentheses for both computational models. Average 
deviations, as listed at the bottom, were calculated as the sum of all individual errors 
(unsigned) divided by six, i.e. the number of considered normal modes. Due to uncertainties 
regarding the underlying electronic transitions, resonance enhancement has not been 
considered for the QM model and, thus, supernumerary bands from this approach can be 
ascribed to normal modes that are not resonance enhanced in the MBH. (n.a. – not assigned) 
 

experiment MBH calculated QM calculated QM/MM 

  13C   13C   13C

410 -10 411(-1) -11(-1) 403(-7) -12(-2) 

- - 411 -3 - - 

- - 420 -8 - - 

- - 425 -8 - - 

447 -10 456(+9) -12(-2) 432(-15) -11(-1) 

496 -13 495(-1) -16(-3) 513(+17) -14(-1) 

552 -11 558(+6) -15(-4) 565(+13) -10(+1) 

559 -10 562(+3) -14(-4) 567(+8) -15(-5) 

568 n.a. - - - - 

609 -8 624(+15) -8(±0) 612(+3) -7(+1) 

average deviation ±5.8 ±2.3 ±10.5 ±1.8 
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SI 10: Cartesian coordinates of computational [NiFe] model compounds  
 
Cartesian coordinates, spin, and overall charge of a computational [NiFe] model 9,10 are given 
for all redox states discussed in the manuscript and/or the Supplementary Information. For 
computational details, see SI 4. 
 
Nia-S 'high spin' (tetrahedral) S = 1, total charge = 2 
 
Atom          Coordinates (Angstroms) 
                 X                 Y                Z 
------------------------------------------------- 
C       16.626001    5.697001   69.681000 
C       15.752075    6.225454   68.536986 
S       15.891378    5.246288   66.971165 
C       10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C       11.444987    4.374182   68.643277 
S       13.123217    3.703632   69.049916 
C       14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C       14.133303    0.808231   65.380429 
S       14.942767    2.477340   65.320312 
C       17.641999    0.255001   69.424000 
C       16.510675    0.604099   68.454572 
S       15.479458    1.987524   69.135772 
Ni      14.711588    3.338062   67.400261 
Fe      13.234227    1.462812   69.439106 
C       13.503009   -0.374525   69.090286 
N       13.705567   -1.519625   68.834352 
C       11.360256    1.268694   69.247130 
N       10.179904    1.195106   69.111500 
C       13.195869    1.224843   71.113019 
O       13.171714    1.081462   72.291440 
H       16.037816    7.269700   68.290173 
H       14.695050    6.237478   68.860204 
H       16.341946    4.659919   69.927956 
H       13.941577    0.526103   66.431534 
H       13.145637    0.873010   64.883217 
H       15.190806   -0.014913   63.645426 
H        9.780206    5.350400   69.676899 
H       10.844542    3.564790   68.197813 
H       11.601650    5.175448   67.898510 
H       17.234209   -0.092528   70.390383 
H       15.849575   -0.263028   68.289930 
H       16.897144    0.956493   67.482697 
H       18.287192    1.130788   69.623129 
H       18.278707   -0.555614   69.011565 
H       11.389359    5.671459   70.408394 
H       10.606912    4.072097   70.618595 
H       16.516523    6.319787   70.596028 
H       17.693266    5.691612   69.388872 
H       15.962035   -0.371995   65.214348 
H       14.481052   -1.259577   64.732710 
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Nia-S 'low spin' (square planar) S = 0, total charge = 2 
 
Atom          Coordinates (Angstroms) 
                 X                 Y                Z 
------------------------------------------------- 
C       16.626001    5.697001   69.681000 
C       15.408764    6.056499   68.811051 
S       15.178002    4.941192   67.338756 
C       10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C       11.860470    4.465089   68.922874 
S       13.223468    3.534383   69.787079 
C       14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C       14.446087    0.568999   65.879599 
S       15.609317    1.954842   66.337107 
C       17.641999    0.255001   69.424000 
C       16.156106   -0.081334   69.248208 
S       15.157025    1.402846   69.736331 
Ni      14.698982    2.915055   68.186824 
Fe      12.922394    1.227975   69.676334 
C       13.003281   -0.603160   69.180764 
N       13.106174   -1.752857   68.889708 
C       11.169151    1.387953   68.962782 
N       10.076505    1.526446   68.510744 
C       12.376381    0.885441   71.252137 
O       12.021152    0.652307   72.362082 
H       15.522064    7.084292   68.407279 
H       14.496283    6.045791   69.435035 
H       16.499743    4.681593   70.095882 
H       14.257277   -0.078889   66.754999 
H       13.470555    1.004772   65.598956 
H       15.161904    0.357511   63.810027 
H       10.003690    5.515101   69.391627 
H       11.429149    3.804716   68.154858 
H       12.351742    5.322911   68.429369 
H       17.868425    0.556320   70.463940 
H       15.821889   -0.921044   69.881344 
H       15.925476   -0.329889   68.201848 
H       17.915541    1.088057   68.753318 
H       18.278505   -0.618368   69.170682 
H       11.187031    5.501778   70.742559 
H       10.267014    4.014066   70.329145 
H       16.749865    6.411213   70.524691 
H       17.552838    5.701289   69.077642 
H       15.951131   -0.748048   64.968501 
H       14.269161   -1.072271   64.432833 
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Nia-S 'high spin' (seesaw geom.) S = 1, total charge = 2 
 
Atom          Coordinates (Angstroms) 
                X                 Y                Z 
------------------------------------------------- 
C       16.626001    5.697001   69.681000 
C       15.110250    5.593881   69.447475 
S       14.690009    4.619922   67.929737 
C       10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C       10.983305    3.392167   70.031084 
S       12.769065    3.002607   70.386093 
C       14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C       14.247445    0.265640   65.937075 
S       15.069463    1.803406   66.586627 
C       17.641999    0.255001   69.424000 
C       16.155525   -0.074314   69.566660 
S       15.226073    1.380241   70.244070 
Ni      14.028834    2.455474   68.498200 
Fe      13.076392    0.789440   70.891940 
C       13.428527   -1.067793   70.751192 
N       13.670666   -2.228184   70.645064 
C       11.215182    0.440105   70.972244 
N       10.040246    0.253354   71.007238 
C       13.253834    0.799774   72.572425 
O       13.381234    0.824231   73.752594 
H       14.678240    6.609881   69.333177 
H       14.614713    5.124764   70.315832 
H       17.053535    4.689155   69.823616 
H       14.222094   -0.508884   66.726595 
H       13.195709    0.486213   65.672513 
H       15.010927    0.487301   63.899650 
H        9.708903    5.134675   69.677639 
H       10.384213    2.942190   70.840040 
H       10.696283    2.875302   69.100543 
H       18.085249    0.549651   70.394005 
H       15.968300   -0.923904   70.243977 
H       15.722954   -0.321481   68.584247 
H       17.782063    1.087114   68.711350 
H       18.202005   -0.623737   69.041921 
H       11.403653    5.323297   69.109709 
H       11.032729    5.418577   70.853419 
H       16.861550    6.307729   70.580588 
H       17.130027    6.154699   68.809014 
H       16.036481   -0.517057   64.955825 
H       14.506118   -1.189684   64.301194 
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Nia-S 'low spin' (seesaw geom.) S = 0, total charge = 2 
 
Atom          Coordinates (Angstroms) 
                 X                 Y                Z 
------------------------------------------------- 
C       16.626001    5.697001   69.681000 
C       15.106349    5.460171   69.595317 
S       14.577776    4.806014   67.938948 
C       10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C       11.062260    3.460072   69.497631 
S       12.746772    2.921945   70.084066 
C       14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C       14.159426    0.430244   65.792206 
S       14.855242    2.099508   66.255412 
C       17.641999    0.255001   69.424000 
C       16.232872    0.018663   68.876670 
S       15.084413    1.298067   69.587959 
Ni      13.894176    2.570291   68.198814 
Fe      12.970710    0.613468   69.931512 
C       13.339137   -1.146752   69.330402 
N       13.619162   -2.244565   68.962406 
C       11.136961    0.360549   69.500704 
N        9.980798    0.233735   69.246769 
C       12.773364    0.151947   71.568035 
O       12.663710   -0.154736   72.711245 
H       14.573569    6.412960   69.794071 
H       14.789198    4.745578   70.373737 
H       17.166787    4.745737   69.533127 
H       14.105612   -0.198415   66.700006 
H       13.119632    0.560818   65.440053 
H       15.050409    0.344795   63.785981 
H        9.759914    5.211818   69.567790 
H       10.334293    2.737077   69.901094 
H       11.044851    3.350402   68.399930 
H       17.664727    0.180922   70.527681 
H       15.828466   -0.977342   69.121448 
H       16.211196    0.155049   67.783399 
H       18.010436    1.259277   69.146437 
H       18.352877   -0.495711   69.020281 
H       11.512189    5.590499   69.467507 
H       10.806346    5.021138   71.010455 
H       16.914961    6.117942   70.669078 
H       16.964518    6.399123   68.895338 
H       16.022061   -0.454807   65.050476 
H       14.538400   -1.249731   64.431812 
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Ni-L     S = 1/2, total charge = 3 
 
Atom          Coordinates (Angstroms) 
                 X                 Y                Z 
------------------------------------------------- 
C       16.626001    5.697001   69.681000 
C       15.091646    5.705134   69.545192 
S       14.512555    5.018114   67.928403 
C       10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C       10.917992    3.408189   69.611981 
S       12.594487    2.835086   70.168166 
C       14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C       13.994183    0.345202   65.705211 
S       14.440146    2.101715   66.127918 
C       17.641999    0.255001   69.424000 
C       16.219346    0.169759   68.871120 
S       15.105461    1.302301   69.827585 
Ni      13.983264    2.665394   68.319527 
Fe      12.894968    0.570792   69.856774 
C       13.337527   -1.127368   69.111299 
N       13.637071   -2.207062   68.695675 
C       11.065817    0.310429   69.359249 
N        9.911067    0.152676   69.101609 
C       12.706997   -0.035090   71.447166 
O       12.582532   -0.441514   72.568623 
H       14.726850    6.751208   69.668599 
H       14.644590    5.106127   70.361308 
H       16.992480    4.658125   69.602705 
H       13.957563   -0.262921   66.625241 
H       12.973975    0.315625   65.269510 
H       15.045772    0.333303   63.775148 
H        9.776384    5.293192   69.587871 
H       10.153424    2.793000   70.118056 
H       10.826171    3.210138   68.531045 
H       17.676643   -0.052567   70.488056 
H       15.809118   -0.853261   68.927274 
H       16.182591    0.506301   67.819002 
H       18.024623    1.292444   69.369304 
H       18.346577   -0.396712   68.857396 
H       11.558710    5.466360   69.378728 
H       10.879258    5.104815   70.995163 
H       16.973258    6.123065   70.654999 
H       17.093459    6.278923   68.861560 
H       16.004978   -0.298613   65.138426 
H       14.705107   -1.313585   64.421762 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

S14 
 

Ni-LCysH    S = 1/2, total charge = 2 
 
Atom          Coordinates (Angstroms) 
                 X                 Y                Z 
------------------------------------------------- 
C       16.626001    5.697001   69.681000 
C       15.109511    5.695034   69.428088 
S       14.656895    4.786718   67.877098 
C       10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C       10.914172    3.404892   69.628796 
S       12.556929    2.771711   70.229079 
C       14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C       14.064086    0.194181   65.830040 
S       14.418980    1.949832   66.356121 
C       17.641999    0.255001   69.424000 
C       16.178855   -0.074206   69.121471 
S       15.048080    1.134847   69.960430 
Ni      14.066977    2.656300   68.512141 
Fe      12.836110    0.553121   69.677697 
C       13.319300   -1.106180   68.895538 
N       13.656848   -2.149650   68.424708 
C       11.195534    0.483310   68.722607 
N       10.183959    0.459685   68.093835 
C       12.253209   -0.191334   71.102344 
O       11.852183   -0.681091   72.111512 
H       14.746612    6.741362   69.349898 
H       14.582914    5.220966   70.275647 
H       16.986396    4.659523   69.795316 
H       14.112792   -0.469860   66.709817 
H       13.007373    0.219079   65.512860 
H       14.930929    0.388836   63.817733 
H        9.778878    5.277748   69.575558 
H       10.135728    2.816442   70.146034 
H       10.818393    3.177696   68.556138 
H       17.843105    0.211650   70.511128 
H       15.901307   -1.090219   69.447044 
H       15.992814   -0.036728   68.033991 
H       17.896759    1.276100   69.084073 
H       18.328704   -0.458020   68.920109 
H       11.553215    5.469540   69.376344 
H       10.869857    5.120592   70.991622 
H       16.891225    6.264937   70.600910 
H       17.165947    6.149074   68.827288 
H       16.041977   -0.296074   65.040876 
H       14.720346   -1.301123   64.389673 
H       15.779194    1.787979   66.363666 
 
 
 
 
 



 

S15 
 

Nir-B     S = 1/2, total charge = 2 
 
Atom          Coordinates (Angstroms) 
                 X                 Y                Z 
------------------------------------------------- 
C       16.626001    5.697001   69.681000 
C       15.146342    5.570904   69.290179 
S       14.869472    4.419719   67.865176 
C       10.769001    4.902999   69.911000 
C       11.224587    3.490103   69.533584 
S       12.871117    3.119251   70.302881 
C       14.988000   -0.273000   64.703000 
C       14.517994    0.070276   66.126947 
S       15.266387    1.673416   66.678022 
C       17.641999    0.255001   69.424000 
C       16.213516   -0.097680   69.835640 
S       15.316042    1.391323   70.457592 
Ni      14.172165    2.376930   68.545212 
Fe      13.031270    0.819175   70.773870 
C       13.370852   -1.048938   70.760900 
N       13.625856   -2.208720   70.684982 
C       11.148110    0.549569   70.821212 
N        9.964309    0.434998   70.851494 
C       13.108592    0.920806   72.493046 
O       13.168040    0.990489   73.674680 
O       12.992033    0.828087   68.715588 
H       14.750116    6.562040   68.987129 
H       14.544151    5.223657   70.148101 
H       17.013116    4.716475   70.009042 
H       14.812848   -0.750137   66.812111 
H       13.416301    0.144157   66.163358 
H       14.680932    0.514660   63.990643 
H        9.775723    5.126899   69.468711 
H       10.520250    2.718495   69.888567 
H       11.333779    3.385826   68.440904 
H       18.206342    0.694377   70.268504 
H       16.174866   -0.858806   70.634245 
H       15.657101   -0.515213   68.980086 
H       13.490046    0.009203   68.503285 
H       17.622639    0.986090   68.596709 
H       18.188510   -0.647931   69.079080 
H       11.484580    5.664436   69.550311 
H       10.682732    5.010409   71.008040 
H       16.766832    6.424006   70.510606 
H       17.237982    6.029555   68.821518 
H       16.090696   -0.346687   64.661050 
H       14.563941   -1.239668   64.360752 
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SI 11: RR Spectra of oxidized RH probed at different excitation wavelengths 
 
To probe Ni centred metal-sulphur modes of the RH active site, RR spectra have been 
recorded using different excitation wavelengths in order to exclude contributions from normal 
modes of oxidized [4Fe4S] clusters (Fig. SI 10). While major signals from these latter 
cofactors have been observed using 458 nm excitation (Fig. 1 of the manuscript), the 
corresponding spectral signature is largely absent at wavelengths ≥ 488 nm (Fig. SI 10). 
Minor signals possibly related to [4Fe4S] clusters vanish at excitation wavelengths longer 
than 514 nm. In particular, the most pronounced marker band for [4Fe4S]2+ clusters 
(symmetric ‘breathing’ of the cube),13 detected at 335 cm1, is absent in the RR spectra 
recorded at 568 and 647 nm, proving that the remaining bands do not originate from the 
[4Fe4S] clusters. 
 
 

 
 
Figure SI 11: RR spectra of as-isolated RH recorded at 80 K using excitation wavelengths of 
(A) 488, (B) 514, (C) 568, and (D) 647 nm. The band at 335 cm1, marked with an asterisk, 
coincides with the most pronounced marker band of [4Fe4S]2+ clusters and, thus, may contain  
residual contributions from these cofactors. 
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SI 12: RR and IR spectra of 58Ni and 64Ni containing RH 
 
To ensure integrity and comparability of 58Ni and 64Ni containing RH samples, spectral 
regions that are sensitive towards structural and redox state changes (but unaffected by Ni 
isotope exchange) have been evaluated using IR and RR spectroscopy (Fig. SI 11). Spectra of 
both preparations have been found to be identical, in line with comparable specific activities 
for H2-mediated methylene blue reduction (see SI 1). Thus, all spectral differences observed 
in the low-frequency regime below 400 cm1 can be ascribed to Ni-isotopic effects. 
 
 

 
 
Figure SI 12: IR (left) and RR spectra (right) recorded from 58Ni- (black) and 64Ni- (blue) 
containing RH. IR spectra were recorded at 283 K and normalized with respect to the CO 
stretching region (1900 - 1980 cm1). RR spectra were recorded at 80 K and normalized with 
respect to the band doublet around 560 cm1. 
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